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Abstract 

Abstract of Thesis 

This thesis seeks to demonstrate the extent to which secularizing tendencies are 
present in Russian vitae of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to examine what 
role these tendencies play in the evolution of sacred life-writing and also consider 
how they reflect changing perceptions of and attitudes towards sanctity. By the 
later medieval period, Russian hagiographical writing had evolved beyond the 

primarily edificatory goals of the early Russian Orthodox Church, and had become 

a more varied and sophisticated literary medium used to great effect by the 
hagiographer to present a political, legal, socio-cultural or ideological message 
which was distinctly secular in nature. Despite the continuing ideological 

constraints of the Church, hagiographers succeeded in manipulating and 

refashioning the established patterns of traditional rhetorical vitae in order to 

express more powerfully an opinion on a variety of non-ecclesiastical affairs. 
Several native Russian vitae dating to the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries are analysed in detail to demonstrate the development of this tendency in 

hagiography. The four main chapters of the thesis focus upon different groups of 
hagiographical works which demonstrate clear evidence of secularizing tendencies: 

first, vitae composed in northern Russia during the sixteenth century; secondly, 

works influenced structurally and thematically by oral tradition largely pre- 
Christian in origin; thirdly, vitae devoted to female protagonists; and finally, 

seventeenth-century autohagiography. An examination of the relevant historical and 

socio-political events of the period helps place the vitae chosen for detailed analysis 

in a wider critical context than simply that of literary genre. Each chapter also 

includes a section on the contextual hagiographical background which determines 

the extent to which earlier works of Russian hagiography acted as models or 

inspiration for the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century vitae. 
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Introduction 

Introduction 

Hagiography has been called a 'living literary form', ' a description which accurately 
reflects the continual dynamic processes of change which affect hagiographical 

works. For much of the twentieth century the critical history of Russian hagiography 
did not, however, share such dynamism, although within the past twenty-five years 
the pace and extent of serious scholarly research and analysis of this richly diverse 
form of writing has considerably accelerated. 2 

1 Jostein Bortnes, Visions of Glory: Studies in Early Russian Hagiography, Atlantic 
Highlands, New Jersey, 1988 (hereafter Bertnes, Visions), p. 15. 
2 V. O. Kliuchevskii's Drevnerusskie zhitiia sviatykh kak istoricheskii istochnik 
(Moscow, 1871; facsimile edition, Moscow, 1988) and N. P. Barsukov's Istochniki russkoi 
agiografii (St Petersburg, 1882) can be said to have founded scholarly criticism of 
hagiography in Russia, followed by A. P. Kadlubovskii's Ocherki po istorii drevnerusskoi 
literatury zhitii sviatykh (Warsaw, 1902). In the early twentieth century the Bollandist 
Hippolyte Delehaye produced many detailed analyses of hagiography, including The 
Legends of the Saints: an Introduction to Hagiography, translated from the French by V. 
M. Crawford, London, 1907; 'La methode historique et l'hagiographie', Bulletins de 
I'Academie royale de Belgique, 16,1930, pp. 218-31; and 'L'Ancienne Hagiographie 
byzantine, origine, sources d'inspiration, formation des genres', Byzantium, 10,1935, pp. 
379-80. 

Significant Soviet scholarly research includes the works of D. S. Likhachev (such 

as Chelovek v literature drevnei Rusi, Leningrad, 1958; Tekstologiia na materiale russkoi 
literatury X-XVII vv., Moscow, 1962; Poetika drevnerusskoi literatury, Leningrad, 1967; 
'The Type and Character of the Byzantine Influence on Old Russian Literature', Oxford 
Slavonic Papers, 13,1967, pp. 14-32; and Razvitie russkoi literatury X-XVII vv: epokhi i 

stili, Leningrad, 1973), V. P. Adrianova-Peretts (including Drevnerusskaia literatura i 
fol'klor, Leningrad, 1974; and Ocherki poeticheskogo stilia Drevnei Rusi, Moscow, 1947), 
I. P. Eremin (Literatura drevnei Rusi: etiudy i kharakteristiki, Moscow, 1966), and L. A. 
Dmitriev (inter alia, 'Siuzhetnoe povestvovanie v zhitiinykh pamiatnikakh XIII-XV 

vv. ' in Istoki russkoi belletristiki, ed. Ia. S. Lure, Leningrad, 1970, pp. 208-62; 'Zhanr 

severnorusskikh zhitii', TODL, 27,1973, pp. 181-202; and Zhitiinye povesti russkogo 
severa kak pamiatniki literatury XIII-XVII vv. Evoliutsiia zhanra legendarno- 
biograficheskikh skazanii, Leningrad, 1973). 

Likhachev's later more general histories of Russian literature contain much that 
is useful for the study of hagiography (Velikoe nasledie: klassicheskie proizvedeniia 
literatury Drevnei Rusi, Moscow, 1975; Istoriia russkoi literatury X-XVII vekov, ed., 
Moscow, 1980; and Velikii put': stanovlenie russkoi literatury XI-XVII vekov, Moscow, 

1987). Jostein Bertnes has produced several enlightening works, including Visions of Glory: 

Studies in Early Russian Hagiography, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey, 1988; and 
'Hagiographical Transformation in the Old Russian Lives of Saints', Scando-Slavica, 30, 

1984, pp. 5-12. Several interesting contributions also appear in Medieval Russian Culture: 

Volume I, eds H. Birnbaum and M. S. Flier, California Slavic Studies, XII, Berkeley, 

California, 1984, such as Riccardo Picchio's 'The Impact of Ecclesiastic Culture on Old 

Russian Literary Techniques', pp. 247-79; and Norman Ingham's 'The Martyred Prince and 

the Question of Slavic Cultural Continuity in the Early Middle Ages', pp. 31-53. 
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Introduction 

This thesis explores a neglected aspect of hagiography; it seeks to 
demonstrate the extent to which secularizing tendencies are present in Russian vitae 
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to examine what role these tendencies 
play in the evolution of sacred life-writing and also consider how they reflect 
changing perceptions of and attitudes towards sanctity. In intention, didactic vitae 
could serve a number of the Orthodox Church's goals beyond the presentation of a 
moral example for emulation. It seems clear that in certain of the earlier Russian 

On the question of genre in hagiography, see Ingham, Gail Lenhoff and Klaus- 
Dieter Seeman in Gattung und Narration in den älteren slavischen Literaturen, ed. K. -D. Seemann, Wiesbaden, 1987; Gail Lenhoff, 'Toward a Theory of Protogenres in Medieval 
Russian Letters', Russian Review, 43,1984, pp. 31-54; Norman Ingham, 'Genre-Theory and 
Old Russian Literature', SEED, 31,1987,2, pp. 234-45; and Klaus-Dieter Seeman, 'Genres 
and the Alterity of Old Russian Literature', translated from the German by Norman 
Ingham, SEED, 31,1987,2, pp. 246-58. 

Style and structure of hagiographical works have been examined in, notably, 
Faith C. M. Kitch's The Literary Style of Epifanij Premudryj 'Pletenije Sloves' (Munich, 
1976), and also Julia Allisandratos' Medieval Slavic and Patristic Eulogies (Studia 
Historica et Philologica, no. 14, Florence, 1982). 

Particular areas of interest in recent years have focused upon, inter alia, the 
princely saints (see Norman Ingham, 'Genre Characteristics of the Kievan Lives of Princes 
in Slavic and European Perspective', American Contributions to the Ninth International 
Congress of Slavists, Kiev, September 1983. Volume II, ed. P. Debreczeny, Kiev, 1983, pp. 
223-38; Marvin Kantor, Medieval Slavic Lives of Saints and Princes, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
1983; and Gail Lenhoff, The Martyred Princes Boris and Gleb: a Socio-Cultural Study of 
the Cult and the Texts, Columbus, Ohio, 1989), as well as the concept of 
'autohagiography' (see, for example, Archpriest Avvakum: the Life, Written by Himself, 
with the study of V. V. Vinogradov. Translations, annotations, commentary and a 
historical introduction by Kenneth N. Brostrom, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1979; and E. V. 
Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia i zhitie v drevnerusskoi literature, St Petersburg, 1996). 

On the representation of female saints, see L. R. Lewitter, 'Women, Sainthood and 
Marriage in Muscovy', Journal of Russian Studies, 37,1979, pp. 3-12; Povest' o boiaryne 
Morozovoi, eds R. P. Dmitrieva and A. M. Panchenko, with textual research and 
preparation by A. I. Mazunin, Leningrad, 1979; T. A. Greenan, 'Iulianiya Lazarevskaya', 
Oxford Slavonic Papers, 15,1982, pp. 28-45; Horace W. Dewey and A. M. Kleimola, 
'Muted Eulogy: Women who Inspired Men in Medieval Rus'', Russian History, 10,1983,2, 

pp. 188-200; and N. L. Pushkareva's Zhenshchiny drevnei Rusi, Moscow, 1989, and 
Chastnaia zhizn' russkoi zhenshchiny: nevesta, zhena, liubovnitsa (X-nachalo XIX v. ), 
Moscow, 1997, both of which discuss the representation of female saints. 

Within the last ten years several published series of texts and reference material 
have increased the accessibility of hagiographical material for research and analysis. 
The most significant series include Pamiatniki literatury Drevnei Rusi, 12 vols, Moscow, 
1978-1994, eds D. S. Likhachev and L. A. Dmitriev; and the ongoing 'Harvard Library of 
Early Ukrainian Literature, English Translations'. Another notable series is the 'Novye 
imena v nauke' (including the Zhitie Iulianii Lazarevskoi (Povest' ob Ul'ianii Osor tnoi), 

ed. R. P. Dmitrieva, with textual research and preparation by T. P. Rudi, St Petersburg, 
1996; and E. V. Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia i zhitie v drevnerusskoi literature, St 

Petersburg, 1996). The reference series Slovar' knizhnikov i knizhnosti Drevnei Rusi, begun 

in Leningrad, 1987, and edited by D. S. Likhachev so far includes six volumes. The 

Department of Old Russian Literature in Pushkin House continues to publish invaluable 

and varied material in the series Trudy otdela drevnerusskoi literatury. 
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Introduction 

vitae there were goals other than mere emulation (such as the political messages 
found in the Skazanie o Borise i Glebe and Nestor's Ch, tenie i zhitii io pogublenii 
blazhennuiu strastoterptsa Borisa i Gleba, 3 as well as Metropolitan Kiprian's 
fourteenth-century Zhitie mitropolita Petra, ' essentially an apologia for its author), 
but by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries these aims had expanded well 
beyond what had been discernible previously. Hagiographers developed a greater 
tendency to manipulate and refashion the established patterns of traditional 
rhetorical vitae in order to express opinions on a variety of non-ecclesiastical 
affairs. The choice of the later medieval period is deliberate, illustrating that this 

era did not come to a sudden end with the policies and reforms of Peter the Great, 
but rather had been slowly responding to and absorbing secular influences since at 
least the sixteenth century. 

Although the medieval era always experienced areas of crossover between 

religious and secular world-views, the Muscovite period saw the intrusion into vitae 
of many more issues of a profane nature than previously. Incidences of secular 
influence in medieval Russian hagiographical writing have been noted by scholars 
(see below), but no-one has as yet attempted to determine whether there are 

common features to all the seemingly disparate examples and, if such common 
features exist, whether they are static or evolutionary. This thesis contends that 
hagiography was a suitably flexible form of composition to be able to absorb and 

reflect such changes within the evolving secular world without overly detracting 

from its primary function of religious edification. 
Change in this respect does not automatically mean that the essence of 

hagiography was different or that its fundamental goals had been altered, but 

rather that the choice, presentation and emphasis of material was different. 

Reflecting the changing nature and demands of society, yet upholding the original 

religious edificatory function of hagiography, authors of sixteenth- and seventeenth- 

century vitae understood the need to portray man in a dynamic context and, 

accordingly, produced works significantly different from those of their predecessors 

in terms of content, style and structure. 

3 See the 'Skazanie o Borise i Glebe' in PLDR: XI-nachalo XII veka, eds L. A. 

Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1978, pp. 278-303 and 451-56 (hereafter 'Skazanie 

o Borisa i Gleba'), and the 'Chtenie i zhitii io pogublenii blazhennuiu strastoterptsa 
Borisa i Gleba' in Die altrussischen hagiographischen Erzählungen und liturgischen 

Dichtungen über die Heiligen Boris und Gleb, ed. L. Müller, Munich, 1967, pp. 1-26: reprint 

of Zhitiia sviatykh muchenikov Borisa i Gleba i sluzhby im, ed. Dmitrii I. Abramovich, 

Petrograd, 1916 (hereafter 'Chtenie i zhitii Borisa i Gleba'). 
4 'Zhitie mitropolita Petra' in Velikie Minei Chet i, I. Dekabr' dni 18-20, St 

Petersburg, 1910, cols 1,620-46. 
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Introduction 

An examination of secularizing tendencies in sacred life-writing may seem 
perverse or irreverent. The secular and sacred worlds, however, are not opposites 
(see below) and the many areas of crossover include ecclesiastical literature, in this 

case hagiography, which is written by people who are to varying degrees influenced 
by the secular world and thus are not totally insulated from it. Despite focusing on 
secular influences, this thesis does not seek to diminish the spiritual value of these 

sacred works, merely to establish the importance of interaction between 

ecclesiastical and secular worlds and how this is reflected in a certain category of 
literary works. Thus, no irreverence is implied. 

The first step in establishing the interaction between sacred and secular in a 
literary context is defining what is meant by hagiography and secularization. The 

term hagiography is used in both Western and Eastern Christian literature to 

describe works whose primary aims 'are to depict biographically the grounds for a 
holy man's sainthood and to inspire believers to respond to his example'. 5 

Generally designed to be read out in church on the saint's festival day and to monks 
during communal meals, the basic function of hagiography is Christian edification 

using the lives of the saints to illustrate the ideal model of Christian virtue (the life 

of Christ incarnate) and emulation of this model. 'The primary concern of 
hagiography is the encounter of the human and the holy. The saint embodies divine 

presence in the world and enacts divine agency. In its turn, hagiography tells the 

story of the saint as a means for revealing God's truth and purpose'. 6 Thus, the 

saints follow an imitatio Christi role, either in imitation of Christ's deeds on earth or 

else His Passion, and attain spiritual salvation in the Kingdom of God. The faithful 

are in turn enjoined to imitate the pious lives of the saints. Although in the early 

centuries of Christianity, canonization was not necessarily one of the ultimate goals 

of the hagiographer, the written life story of the holy man did eventually come to 

play a crucial role in the official recognition of his sanctity.? 

Vitae were commonly gathered in collections, the most important being the 

Prolog, reading menologies (chet i minei) and paterikons (pateriki). 8 The Prolog, 

5 The Hagiography of Kievan Rus', translated and with an introduction by Paul 
Hollingsworth, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1992 (hereafter Hollingsworth, 
Hagiography), p. xv. 
6 Susan Ashbrook Harvey, 'Women in Early Byzantine Hagiography: Reversing the 

Story' in That Gentle Strength: Historical Perspectives on Women in Christianity, ed. and 

with an introduction by Lynda L. Coon et al., Charlottesville, Virginia, 1990, pp. 36-59 

(hereafter Ashbrook Harvey, 'Women') (37). 
7 Bertnes, Visions, p. 12. 
8 Bortnes notes, however, that confusion and errors made during the translation of 

literary works from Greek to Old Church Slavonic led to inaccuracies of meaning and 
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Introduction 

translated (yet different) from the Greek Synaxarion, 9 contains concise versions of 
the lives of all the Orthodox saints, including native Russian additions, designed to 
be read at matins on the saint's feast day. Reading menologies, from the Greek 

menaia, are collections of longer vitae (rasprostranennye zhitiia), arranged according to 
the Orthodox calendar beginning in September and ending in August and meant for 

private reading and contemplation. Such readings would involve individuals or 
small groups, but would not take place as part of a church service. The most 
notable Russian menologies are Muscovite Metropolitan Makarii's sixteenth-century 

SC. Zeý nil,. -t2 vor y " e_4A1j 
Minei Chet 'l and the late seventeenth-L work of Dmitrii Rostovskii. The Greek 

paterikons were widely known in Kievan Russia where their translations were in use 
before the end of the eleventh century. 10 Russian additions to these paterikons, and 
later native Russian compilations, comprise short stories mostly from the lives of 

monks, often featuring fantastical elements alongside accounts of their piety and 

asceticism. Most well-known are the thirteenth-century Kievo-pecherskii paterik and 
the sixteenth-century Volokolamskii paterik. This thesis focuses upon vitae commonly 
found in reading menologies meant for contemplation by individuals or groups 

outside of a church service, as the expanded narrative of these works often includes 

the most interesting details vis-a-vis secular influences. 

It is important to recognize the many different forms of Russian 

hagiographical writing which critics tend to categorize by one of two methods; first, 

according to the religious function of the work within the Orthodox liturgy, or 

secondly, according to the nature of the subject-matter. The first of these methods is 

straightforward, creating distinct groups for shorter versions of vitae such as the 

service (sluzhba) and the liturgical reading (chtenie), and for more detailed 

alternatives such as the eulogy (pokhvala) or passion (strast ). The second category, 

connected to the nature of the subject-matter and how the hagiographer used the 

material available to him, is more complex. Depending on which particular events 

or qualities of his subject's life he wished to emphasize (for example, the subject's 

spiritual ascesis, his life accomplishments, or martyrdom), he could chose to 

present his material either more or less through the conventions of rhetoric which 

determined, for example, how certain types of episode were presented and what 

episodes were appropriate for the life story of a saint. The use of topoi, stylistic and 

content which, in turn, means that the Old Church Slavonic versions 'do not always 

correspond to the Greek originals' (ibid., p. 13). 

9 See ibid. 
10 See V. M. Zhivov, Sviatost': kratkii slovar' agiograficheskikh terminov, Moscow, 

1994, pp. 72-74, and Istoriia ruskkoi literatury X-XVII vekov, ed. D. S. Likhachev, 

Moscow, 1980 (hereafter Likhachev, Istoriia), pp. 45-46. 
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structural commonplaces, further helped to form the distinctive basis of a vita. The 
rhetorical conventions which shaped the structural and stylistic patterns of high- 

style Byzantine (and later Russian) hagiography, already in place by the ninth 
century, " had sprung from a mixture of Classical Greek rhetoric and the Bible, and 
provided a very useful manner of abstracting and idealizing the subject of 
veneration. Although vitae do not uniformly follow one set pattern of compositional 
rhetoric, some authors lacking either the skill or inclination to adhere entirely to 
rhetorical patterns, 12 all hagiographers were affected to some degree by these 
conventions. The resulting wide variety of vitae, ranging from those which employ 
an abundance of formal high-style rhetoric and set formulae to those which include 

a minimum, help to create the heterogeneous character of hagiography and allow it 
to perform diverse functions. To complicate matters further, passages conforming to 
hagiographical characteristics are also found in non-hagiographical works such as 
the chronicles and Metropolitan Ilarion's Slovo o zakone i blagodati (Sermon on Law 

and Grace), which makes the drawing of firm lines of distinction between 
hagiographical and non-hagiographical works even harder. 

Hagiography is sometimes misleadingly referred to as 'saints' biographies', 

or 'sacred biography''. 13 Although a more detailed distinction is made below, it is 

important to state immediately that hagiography and biography are fundamentally 

distinguishable in nature, function and form, and, although distinctions can be 

blurred, the two terms must not be considered interchangeable. Secularizing 

tendencies may at times cause various features of vitae to appear closer to 

biography than to hagiography, as will be shown in this thesis, yet hagiographical 

works do not become biographical under such influences. Throughout centuries of 

literary change and evolution, hagiography maintains its independent status. 

'To speak of hagiography in globo is a treacherously imprecise business', " 

and concise definitions should not obscure the wider complexity of the term. 

11 See Faith C. M. Kitch, The Literary Style of Epifanij Premudryj 'Pletenije Sloves', 
Munich, 1976 (hereafter Kitch, Literary Style), pp. 18-21, and George L. Kustas, 'The 
Function and Evolution of Byzantine Rhetoric', Viator, 1970,1, pp. 55-73. 
12 Paul Hollingsworth emphasizes the importance of this selective process in 
hagiographical writing, claiming that 'in few other literary categories was the 

gravitational pull of tradition so strong' (Hollingsworth, Hagiography, p. xix). 
See, for example, Dmitrij tiievskij, History of Russian Literature from the 

Eleventh Century to the End of the Baroque, The Hague, 1971 (hereafter eizevskij, 

History), p. 21, and Thomas J. Heffernan, Sacred Biography: Saints and their Biographers 
in the Middle Ages, New York, 1988, p. 16, respectively. 
14 Lawrence S. Cunningham, 'Hagiography and Imagination', Studies in the Literary 
Imagination, 18,1985,1, pp. 79-87 (hereafter Cunningham, 'Hagiography and 
Imagination') (9). 
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Introduction 

Gordon Hall Gerould stresses the lack of defining absolutes in hagiography, 
describing it as 

a biographical narrative, of whatever origin circumstances may dictate, written in whatever medium may be convenient, concerned 
as to substance with the life, death, and miracles of some person 
accounted worthy to be considered a leader in the cause of 
righteousness; and, whether fictitious or historically true, calculated 
to glorify the memory of its subject-'-' 

Faced with this huge body of writing there have been various critical approaches, 
none of which is entirely satisfactory. Numerous indeterminate descriptions 
indicate the extent to which the evolution of hagiography is dependent upon many 
factors ranging from authorial approach and choice and presentation of material, to 
the perceived function of the work as well as individual localized conditions. In the 
critical history of specifically Russian hagiography, for example, the above 
distinctions are often blurred. Ideologically opposed to religious edification, Soviet 

scholarship produced many analyses which play down the spiritual value of vitae; 
Vladimir Kuskov, for example, offered a definition of hagiography as a form of 
entertainment, 'an obvious example of the practical application of abstract 
Christian dogma cloaked in an entertaining form [... ] The vita combines an 
entertaining narrative with didactic and panegyric elements'. 16 Even the less 

ideologically tempered definitions from pre-Revolutionary Russian scholars 
followed a limited critical approach, based primarily on historiography, as for 

instance V. 0. Kliuchevskii whose determination to extract historical data from 

vitae led him to conclude that hagiography merely comprised a series of 
'nravstvennye paradigmy'. 17 

Amidst many diverse approaches to the aims of hagiography, it is impossible 

to provide one definitive explanation of the term. The same is true of the generic 

classification of hagiography, about which much scholarly debate has been 

generated. Lawrence Cunningham states that after Athanasius composed his Life of 
Anthony in the fourth century, hagiography steadily grew into 

an unwieldy mass, the dimensions of which still resist total 
comprehension. The general rubric for that literature is 'Lives of the 
Saints', but under that innocent description (which suggests 

15 Gordon Hall Gerould, Saint's Legends, Boston, Massachusetts, 1916, p. 41. 
16 Vladimir Kuskov, A History of Old Russian Literature, Moscow, 1980, p. 44. 
17 V. 0. Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia sviatykh kak istoricheskii istochnik, 
Moscow, 1988; facsimile of 1871 Moscow edition (hereafter Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie 

zhitiia) p. 432. 
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biography) there is a tangled skein of folklore, fantasy, half digested 
facts, elements of mythology, and some rare instances of genuine 
literature. 18 

Attempts have nevertheless been made in the past to categorize hagiographical 

works according to genre systems, in the same way as Byzantine literature is 
divisible into genres. Dmitrij Cizevskij, for example, stated that 'even more than in 
the writings of later periods and of our own time, the composition, the stylistic 
peculiarities, and even to some degree the contents of a work of literature are 
determined by the genre to which it belongs'. 19 Rudolf Jagoditsch developed this 
idea further and claimed that all Russian literary genres were part of a genre- 
system, consciously adhered to by all authors. 20 Such insistence on universally 
applying conventional generic systems strongly indicates adherence to the view that 
the form of a literary work dictates the function of that work. The major problem 
with this approach is that there are various types of works which, as seen above, 
can be described as hagiography yet do not easily fall into one or another generic 
classification, let alone a genre-system. 

Likhachev originally did much to reverse this limiting approach, 

championing the idea of function as a determinant of the form of a literary work. 
His theory of 'literaturnyi etiket' suggests that medieval Russian authors were 
indeed at least aware of a literary concept now termed genre, and consciously 
followed certain conventions according to the intended function of the work. 21 

Likhachev adds, however, that the concept of 'etiketnost" cannot be applied 

unreservedly to all works of medieval literature as almost every work includes 

features which do not comply with the conventions. Thus, although recognizing the 

limitations of this system in one way, Likhachev importantly brought to wider 

debate the notion of function as a determinant of form, now accepted by many 

scholars including, for example, Alexandra Hennessey Olsen who describes 

hagiography as 'a curiously amorphous genre which may be defined only by subject- 

matter, not by form or style'. 22Critics have continued to refine their approach to 

generic classification and now seldom attempt to place all hagiographical works in 

neatly labelled categories. Bortnes, for example, stresses that hagiography does not 

18 Cunnin ham, 'Hagiography and Imagination', p. 79. 
19 Dmitrij 

Cizevskij, 
'On the Question of Genres in Old Russian Literature', Harvard 

Slavic Studies, 2,1954, pp. 105-15 (hereafter Cizevskij, 'Question of Genres') (105). 
20 Rudolf Jagoditsch, `Zum Begriff der "Gattungen" in der altrussischen Literatur', 

Wiener Slavistisches Jahrbuche, 6,1957-58, pp. 113-37. 
21 Likhachev, Istoriia, pp. 5 and 80-83. 
22 Alexandra Hennessey Olsen, "'De Historiis Sanctorum": a Generic Study of 
Hagiography', Genre, 13,1980,1, pp. 407-29 (hereafter Olsen, 'De Historiis Sanctorum'). 
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'refer to a single type of text or genre, but to a number of interrelated genres, all 
centred around a saintly hero'? 3 and Klaus-Dieter Seemann argues that if the terms 
'genre' and 'genre-system' are applied to medieval Russian literature, they must be 
totally redefined and any association with a modem understanding erased. 24 

The notion of genre as tenable at all in medieval Russian literature has more 
recently been challenged by scholars who suggest instead the term 'mode' (manner 

of representation) or 'kind'. Ingham, Seemann and Gail Lenhoff have contributed 
important critical discussion to this area. 25Also of note is the work of Riccardo 
Picchio, who analyses hagiography in a linguistic context, revealing a dynamic 

continuity of literary types and traditions, 26 and Francois Halkin who refers to 
hagiographical works as 'les best-sellers' of their time, discussing the breadth of 
scope, subject, authorial background and far-reaching influence of hagiography, 

while stressing all the time the one common thread behind its composition: 'le souci 
de glorifier les saints en edifiant les lecteurs'. 27 Ingham sums up the main problem: 
'the assumptions we make about the nature and relative importance of genre 
profoundly affect how we perceive individual works and the medieval literature as 
a whole - possibly whether we see it as a "literature" at all'. 28 In short, how can 
works as diverse as found in hagiography be summarily categorized within set 

generic patterns without imposing an artificial anachronistic understanding of the 

23 Bertnes, Visions, p. 26. 
24 Klaus-Dieter Seemann, 'Genres and the Alterity of Old Russian Literature', 
translated from the German by Norman Ingham, SEE J, 31,1987,2, pp. 246-58 (hereafter 
Seemann, 'Genres and Alterity'). 
25 See Norman W. Ingham, 'Narrative Mode and Literary Kind in Old Russian: Some 
Theses' in Gattung und Narration in den älteren slavischen Literaturen, ed. K. -D. 
Seemann, Wiesbaden, 1987, pp. 173-84; id., 'Genre-Theory and Old Russian Literature', 
SEED, 31,1987,2, pp. 234-45 (hereafter Ingham, 'Genre-Theory'); W. -H. Schmidt and K. - 
D. Seemann, 'Die Gattungsforschung und die älteren slavischen Literaturen' in 
Gattungsprobleme der älteren slavischen Literaturen, ed. W. -H. Schmidt, Berlin, 1984, 

pp. 13-32; Seemann, 'Genres and Alterity'; Gail Lenhoff, Problems of Medieval Narrative 
Typology: the Exemplum' in Gattung und Narration in den älteren slawischen Literaturen, 

ed. K. -D. Seemann, Wiesbaden, 1987, pp. 109-18 (hereafter Lenhoff, 'Medieval Narrative 
Typology'); id., 'Toward a Theory of Protogenres in Medieval Russian Letters', Russian 
Review, 43,1984, pp. 31-54 (hereafter Lenhoff, 'Protogenres'); and id., 'Categories of Early 
Russian Writing', SEED, 31,1987,2, pp. 259-71. 
26 See Riccardo Picchio and Harvey Goldblatt, 'The Formalist Approach and the 
Study of Medieval Slavic Orthodox Literature' in Russian Formalism: a Retrospective 
Glance, eds R. L. Jackson and S. Rudy, New Haven, Connecticut, 1985, pp. 272-88, and 
Riccardo Picchio, 'Models and Patterns in the Literary Tradition of Medieval Orthodox 

Slavdom' in American Contributions to the Seventh International Congress of Slavists, 

Warsaw, August 21-7. Volume II, ed. V. Terras, The Hague, 1973, pp. 439-67. 
27 Francois Halkin, Etudes d'epigraphie grecque et d'hagiographie byzantine, 

London, 1973, p. 345. 
28 Ingham, 'Genre-Theory', p. 234. 
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literature? As noted above, hagiography is a highly heterogeneous form of literature 

where there is no compositional norm. Medieval hagiographers certainly drew upon 
a considerable pool of topoi, for example, yet there was no obligation to include 
every topos or group of topoi, nor to use them in the same manner as previous 
hagiographers. Such relative freedom of choice allowed the hagiographer to apply 
however many or few rhetorical elements as he wished. Thus, despite the 
conventions, attempts to measure Russian vitae against a finite standard, one 
flawless hagiographical model, prove meaningless". Comparison can only be made 
through the evaluation of innovative use of the conventions by any one hagiographer 

at a specific time and for a specific function. Remembering also that not every work 
which displays hagiographical features can be said to belong to the wider corpus of 
hagiography, the problems of applying the concept of genre at all to Russian 
hagiography become even clearer and the notion of replacing generic definition with 
that of 'mode' or 'kind' appears to be a practical starting point for further analysis. 

In this way various scholars have sought to analyse vitae either through 

generic definitions, linguistic patterning or else grouping together into 'modes' or 
'kinds'. Lenhoff, however, goes further in the breadth of her analysis, and, in search 

of a unifying principle for hagiographical writing, she has established the concept of 
'generic markers' (mutual elements running through sufficient texts to create a 

uniform pattern which distinguishes one literary category from another). She 

accepts neither structural nor linguistic patterning as sufficient generic markers to 

establish vitae as an independent literary genre, but rather proposes that 'the 

identity of a vita is contingent upon its subject matter and not upon a set of verbal 

conventions', 30 an approach which subscribes to the notion that function dictates 

form. Warning of the unstable nature of medieval literary texts, she also suggests 

that 'their genesis and the shape they assume depend upon extra-literary cultural 

systems and subsystems'. 31 

This leads to the crux of Lenhoff's argument, that recognizable literary 

categories arose to fulfill the needs of a particular cultural system, in this case that 

of the Orthodox faith. Analysing texts as products of a far broader cultural system 

29 Some scholars do, however, support the idea of a hagiographical norm. Julia 
Alissandratos, for example, examined 'structural norms' to establish links between 

authorial choice of topoi and historical circumstances in Slavonic hagiography; see Julia 
Alissandratos, Medieval Slavic and Patristic Eulogies, Studia Historica et Philologica, 

no. 14, Florence, 1982 (hereafter Alissandratos, Patristic Eulogies). 
30 Lenhoff, 'Protogenres', pp. 34-45; see also Olsen, 'De Historiis Sanctorum', pp. 424- 

25. 
31 Lenhoff, 'Protogenres', pp. 50-52 and id., 'Medieval Narrative Typology', pp. 116- 

17. 
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rather than within the limiting confines of strictly literary generic theories is similar 
to the methods of the critics of the German Formgeschichte Schule and their Sitz im 
Leben theories. Introduced by the Old Testament scholar H. Dunkel and applied to 
New Testament studies, Formgeschichte criticism developed out of a synthesis of 
linguistic and structural analysis of texts together with the study of sources to 
establish the function of the text in its original historical setting. Thus, Lenhoff 

superimposes a lattice-work of 'lateral and vertical bonds' upon different literary 

categories. The 'lateral bonds' comprise features relating to other verbal texts and 
generic models within systems which most often fulfill a literary function, but which 
may also arise to fulfill a social or a purely aesthetic function. 'Vertical bonds' 

concern the relationship between a socio-cultural system and a literary category. 
They depend not so much on verbal conventions as on the conventions and 
functional categories of a particular cultural system, which 'requires a particular 
kind of text to fulfill a concrete function. The shape of the text is dictated by the 

nature of that function, which is extra-literary'. 32 

Lenhoff's socio-cultural approach can thus be seen to offer the advantage of 
greater flexibility and freedom in literary critical analysis than traditionally found in 

the field. Neither constraining a text within traditional boundaries of one system or 

another, nor limiting the critic to a narrowly aesthetic or structural analysis, this 

approach appears to be a useful line of exploration into the multi-faceted body of 

vitae. Equally important to note, however, is the neglect of structural and stylistic 

concerns which, using Lenhoff's approach, play a less significant role in the literary 

analysis. The persistent appearance of identical or very similar structural patterns, 

topoi and stylistic motifs should not, however, be ignored simply because they, first, 

can occasionally be found in non-hagiographical literary genres, and secondly, are 

not used to the same degree in every hagiographical work. Hagiography has so far 

defied neat categorization, so overall a critical approach which lays equal emphasis 

upon the relation of hagiographical work to other texts and generic models, as upon 

extra-literary factors would seem to offer a broader scope in which to ascertain 

accurately the evolution and importance of secularizing tendencies. Thus the critical 

approach adopted in this thesis is to analyse several of the longer sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century vitae (designed more for private contemplation than to be read 

as part of the church service), drawing where appropriate on Lenhoff's notion of 

vertical bonds and the methodological theories of the Formgeschichte critics to 

elucidate better the affect of secularizing influences upon these works, yet not 

32 Gail Lenhoff, The Martyred Princes Boris and Gleb: a Socio-Cultural Study of the 
Cult and the Texts, Columbus, Ohio, 1989, pp. 18-19 and 30. 
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relegating issues of structure and style to a position of lesser importance, as the 
decision to adhere to or stray from the patterns of high-style rhetorical hagiography 

can also be seen as a valuable gauge of secular influence. 

Problems of definition also arise with the term secularization. Definitions 
and set patterns of this process are by nature hard to assert as 'secularization is a 
multi-faceted notion which does not lend itself readily to definitive quantitative 
testing'. m Some scholars believe secularization to be primarily the general decline of 
religion and its influences, 34while others focus more upon the diminishing social 
significance of religion .. -15 or label it 'the process by which religious symbols have lost 
in importance'. 36Such general definitions are, however, too wide for the specific 
context of this thesis. Here secularization is understood as the increasing inclusion 

of non-spiritual and secular elements in sacred literature. 
One important precept widely held by secularization theorists is that any 

shift within a Christian context towards a secular society does not grow out of 
rebellion against the image of God. 37 Instead, the principal factors behind the 

emergence of secularizing processes can include the dominance of state power over 
ecclesiastical, the associated freeing of public life from religious ties, economic 
factors, the spread of urbanization and growth of industry. 38 Modernization is 

often an integral part of secularizing processes, signifying social advancement, the 

acceptance of modern needs and habits. Thus, it can be argued that we should 
think less in terms of the decay of Christianity and more in terms of how 

Christianity adapts to the modernizing world and reacts to its influences. 

To what extent are these views applicable to sixteenth- and seventeenth- 

century Muscovy? Robert Crummey's examination of Ivan IV's 'reformist intentions' 

certainly suggests, on the one hand, that much of what Ivan did in the 1540-50s can 

be seen as modernizing the country, although on the other hand, the later years of 

the oprichna can be said to have negated all modernizing advances. 39 The creation 

33 Roy Wallis and Steve Bruce, 'Secularization: the Orthodox Model' in Religion and 
Modernization: Sociologists and Historians Debate the Secularization Thesis, ed. Steve 

Bruce, Oxford, 1992, pp. 8-30 (hereafter Wallis and Bruce, 'Orthodox Model') (9). 
34 See, for example, P. Foster, 'Secularization in the English Context: Some 
Conceptual and Empirical Problems', Sociological Review, 20,1972, pp. 153-68. 
35 See, for example, B. R. Wilson, Religion in Secular Society, London, 1966, and 
David Martin, The Religious and the Secular, London, 1969 (hereafter Martin, Religious 

and Secular). 
36 P. L. Berger, Modernisation and Religion, Dublin, 1981 (hereafter Berger, 

Modernisation), p. 9. 
37 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Christianity in a Secularized World, New York, 1989, p. 19. 
38 Ibid., pp. 24-26. See also Wallis and Bruce, 'Orthodox Model', pp. 12-15. 
39 Robert 0. Crummey, 'Reform under Ivan IV: Gradualism and Terror' in Reform in 

Russia and the USSR, ed. R. 0. Crummey, Urbana, Illinois, 1989, pp. 13-22. 
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of new systems of local administration (the zemskii sobor), for example, the issuing 
of a new code of law (the 1550 Sudebnik) and the 1556 'Decree on Service', the 
founding of chancelleries in Muscovy, the strengthening of his armies, and 
especially, the 1551 Stoglav, which aimed to impose discipline upon the Orthodox 
Church and active secular involvement concerning legal and land issues, could all be 

construed as a desire on the part of the secular state hierarchy to modernize and 
make more efficient systems of government. Sadly, the second half of Ivan's rule 
suggests that his reformist advances were intended simply to create a system over 
which it was easier for him to maintain control. As David Martin notes, no unitary 
processes of secularization exist; it is neither a fixed process which can be equally 
applied to a wide variety of cases, 40 nor is it irreversible. 41 

Economic factors during the sixteenth century appear to have played an 
important role in the gradual secularization of society; E. I. Kolycheva notes that 

after a lethal combination of epidemics, bad harvests, wars, soaring state taxes and 
regular raids by nomadic peoples in the 1550-60s, a significant part of the rural 
population in Muscovy headed towards the urban centres for relief. Rapid and 

wide-spread urbanization, however, only made the situation worse and economic 

relief near impossible. After the terrible plague of the 1570s, the famines of the 
1590s continued the trend of urbanization. 42 Ruslan Skrynnikov also examines 

economic and political problems faced by Muscovy at the beginning of the 

seventeenth century. He challenges traditional assumptions that much of the 

discontent and instability was caused by external factors and instead lays greatest 

responsibility on internal problems such as famine and banditry. 43 

Religious upheavals also contributed to the emergence of secularizing 

processes during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The so-called 'heresies' of 

the 'Shearers' (strigolniki) and the Judaizers (zhidovstvuiushchie), and especially the 

struggles between the Possessors (iosifliane) and Non-Possessors (nestiazhateli) 

during the preceding century indicate the extent to which the Orthodox Church had 

already undergone periods of internal dissent. The end of the sixteenth and 

beginning of the seventeenth centuries witnessed a Catholic Pretender, the invading 

40 See Martin, Religious and Secular, p. 16. 
41 See David Martin, A General Theory of Secularisation, Oxford, 1978, p. 2 

42 E. I. Kolycheva, 'The Economic Crisis in Sixteenth-Century Russia' in 

Reinterpreting Russian History: Readings, 860-1860s, compiled and ed. Daniel H. Kaiser 

and Gary Marker, Oxford, 1994, pp. 165-71. 
43 Ruslan Skrynnikov, 'The Civil War in Russia at the Beginning of the Seventeenth 

Century (1603-1607): its Character and Motive Forces' in New Perspectives on Muscovite 

History: Selected Papers from the Fourth World Congress for Soviet and East European 

Studies, Harrogate, 1990, ed. Lindsey Hughes, London, 1993, pp. 61-79. 
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Catholic armies, increasing Latin cultural influences (including secular ideas) 
arriving in Muscovy through Ukraine and, later in the seventeenth century, the 
devastation of the Schism. 44 The Church's influence was compromised during 

periods of spiritual crisis as many of the faithful sought out alternative 
interpretations and practices of Orthodoxy, even those influenced by non- 
ecclesiastical thinking. '-5 Peter Berger stresses the individual's need for 'meaning' in 
a changing world: 'individuals need to interpret the reality in which they live in a 
meaningful way, in order to be able to feel that their own life is meaningful'. 46 
Traditionally in the medieval era, and especially during times of crisis or major 
socio-cultural transition, 47 the Church offered appropriate guidance. Yet 
increasingly during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Russia, the 

established Orthodox Church appeared to have difficulty in providing suitable 
unified direction. 

One indication of both modernizing and secularizing influences on any 
society is the degree to which literacy has penetrated the public lay domain rather 
than being confined to ecclesiastical activity. Data regarding levels of general 
literacy earlier than the mid-seventeenth century in Russia are very scarce and the 

claims of Soviet scholars concerning high levels of literacy among laypeople and the 

existence of 'secular' reading material, especially during the seventeenth century, 

must be treated with great caution. 48 Max Okenfuss describes Muscovy as a 
'bookless wasteland' where an insignificant minority of elite individuals read only 
books directly related to 'the salvation of their souls'. 49 Gary Marker, however, 

notes that in the mid-seventeenth century more laypeople than ever before were 

44 See Paul Bushkovitch, Religion and Society in Russia: the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries, Oxford, 1992 (hereafter Bushkovitch, Religion and Society), pp. 
147-48; Max J. Okenfuss, The Rise and Fall of Latin Humanism in Early Modern Russia: 
Pagan Authors, Ukrainians, and the Resiliency of Muscovy, Leiden, 1995 (hereafter 
Okenfuss, Latin Humanism), especially pp. 45-62; Paul Dukes, The Making of Russian 
Absolutism 1613-1801, London, 1990 (hereafter Dukes, Russian Absolutism), p. 81; James H. 
Billington, The Icon and the Axe, New York, 1970 (hereafter Billington, The Icon), 
Chapter Two, passim; and Cathy Jean Potter, The Russian Church and the Politics of 
Reform in the Second Half of the Seventeenth Century (Volumes I and II), Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1994 (hereafter Potter, Russian Church), pp. 100-19. 
45 On the Church's lack of development and declining influence at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century, see Dukes, Russian Absolutism, pp. 81-83; J. L. H. Keep, 'The 

Regime of Filaret, 1619-1633', SEER, 38,1960, pp. 334-60; and Bushkovitch, Religion and 
Society, pp. 51-53. On alternative practices of Orthodoxy, see Bushkovitch's study on the 

growth of interest in morality within an Orthodox context, in contrast to earlier emphasis 

on monasticism and miracles; ibid., p. 178. 
46 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, pp. 28-29. 
47 Wallis and Bruce, 'Orthodox Model', p. 18. 
48 See Okenfuss, Latin Humanism, pp. 32-33. 
49 Ibid., pp. 26 and 31. 
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actively learning to read, 50 and towards the end of the century the number of lay 
manuscript texts increased, commonly associated with merchant activity. Certainly, 
the awareness of literacy and its potential uses were understood by a growing 
number of lay folk even by the beginning of the seventeenth century, as witnessed by 
the Povest ' ob Ul ianii Osor inoi, the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia 
Mikhaila Vasilevicha Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina and, later in the century, the 
Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, all of which were written by laymen and will be 

examined in this thesis. Thus, although we cannot speak of rapid growth in literacy 
in Muscovy at this time, there was certainly gradual progress. 

At what points do the ecclesiastical and secular worlds overlap? The 

religious and secular worlds can neither be totally separated nor considered as 
diametrically opposed, but rather as interactive and mutually enhancing, as David 
Martin notes: 

The religious and the secular are in one way opposites but in another 
they are intertwined. There is almost nothing regarded as religious 
which cannot also be secular, and almost no characteristics 
appearing in secular contexts which do not also appear in religious 
ones-51 

By contrast to the modern industrial age, the medieval era saw little absolute 
differentiation between religious and secular which is one reason why scholarly 
debate about secularization has focused strongly on the later period from which it 

is less complex to extract theoretical hypotheses. The sixteenth and especially 

seventeenth centuries in Muscovy, however, were a time of great innovation which 

often made clearer the distinction between secular and ecclesiastical worlds. Quite 

apart from Ivan IV's 'reformist intentions' and the widespread urbanization 

mentioned above, for example, the mid-sixteenth century witnessed innovative 

expansion of trade with foreign nations such as England and Holland which led 

more foreigners to Muscovy, bringing new socio-cultural and commercial 

experiences. 52 Printing presses were first used in Muscovy in the second half of the 

sixteenth century (although, being strictly confined to ecclesiastical use, these had 

5o Gary Marker, 'Literacy and Literary Texts in Muscovy: a Reconsideration', Slavic 
Review, 49,1990, pp. 74-85. 
51 Martin, Religious and Secular, p. 3. See also Metropolitan Philaret, 'The Influence 

of Christianity on the Cultural and Spiritual Development of Society' in The 

Christianization of Ancient Russia. A Millenium: 988-1988, ed. Yves Hamant, Paris, 1992, 

pp. 219 and 221. 
52 See Walther Kirchner, Commercial Relations between Russia and Europe, 1400- 

1800, Bloomington, Indiana, 1966, and Billington, The Icon, Chapter Two, passim. 
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little immediate bearing on the wider population until the mid-seventeenth century 
when the printing of reading primers increased-53). Even the tempestuous events of 
the Times of Troubles brought new ideas and influences from Catholic Poland. -54 
Bushkovitch lists several individuals and small groups responsible for innovative 
cultural and religious thinking in the seventeenth century, including Prince Ivan 
Andreevich Khvorostinin and the 'Printing Office Poets' 55 

What is the impact of the above socio-political, economic and cultural 
factors on the evolution of hagiography? The changes and development seen in the 
composition of vitae during the Muscovite period are not always radical on their 
own, yet when placed in context and understood as part of the overall evolution of 
hagiography, their wide-ranging importance becomes clear. Many specific aspects of 
hagiography underwent varying degrees of change and this thesis examines the most 
significant. Authorial motive, for example, is an important aspect to consider. In 

contrast to earlier hagiographers, how do the apparent intentions of sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century authors differ? Do they write, as formerly, with the main goal 
of glorifying their subject, or do secular influences encourage them to widen the 

scope of their work and include, or even focus on, issues of a non-ecclesiastical 
nature? 

In connection with this, changing perceptions of sanctity must also be 

examined, on the part of both author and reader, to establish whether the intrusion 

of secular influences alters the fundamental goals of hagiography, as expounded by 

the author or received by the reader. As Peter Delooz points out, 'saints are saints 
both for other people and by other people, namely for those who initiate and 

promote a saint and by those who accept and sanction the claim to sanctity. -56 
Authors' attitudes towards their readers, the kind of readers a text seems to imply, 

and the role readers play in the interpretation of the text are all areas for 

deliberation. 5' One important innovative aspect of the vitae chosen for analysis here 

is that they were all likely, or indeed intended, to appeal to a wider reading 

audience than simply monks, suggesting that hagiography was moving out of its 

traditional monastic setting into the everyday secular world. Possible reasons for 

53 Okenfuss, Latin Humanism, pp. 32-33. 
54 Ibid., pp. 45-79. 
55 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, pp. 136-45. 
56 Cited in Hollingsworth, Hagiography, p. xv. 
57 See Jane P. Tompkins, 'An Introduction to Reader-Response Criticism' in Reader- 

Response Criticism: from Formalism to Post-Structuralism, ed. Jane P. Tompkins, 

Baltimore, Maryland, 1992, pp. iv-xxvi (iv). 
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this development as well as the impact it had will be examined as an integral part 
of changing perceptions of sanctity. 

Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century portrayal of the protagonist is another 
area which must be carefully considered. How do changes of authorial intention 
affect the depiction of the subject? In some instances, the inclusion of ordinary lay 
folk as subjects of reverence means that for the first time the hagiographer has to 
present Christian actions in the secular world as the subject of a vita. What prompts 
the author at this time to present a lay person for veneration rather than a member 
of the clergy, and what is the reader's response to a lay protagonist who shares the 
same everyday secular environment as the reader? Taking into consideration that 
the first translated Christian vitae to be brought from Byzantium to Rus' were 
devoted to distant saintly protagonists with whom the medieval Russian reader 
may well have had difficulty in identifying, -58 the creation over the centuries of 
native Russian saints, both on a national and local level, is bound to have affected 
reader response. Further complications arise in the seventeenth century with the 
appearance of a new type of author-protagonist, the 'autohagiographer', who 
introduces a level of authorial subjectivity previously unseen in hagiography, at the 
same time forcing re-examination of reader-subject-author relations. 

Another question to be asked is what impact these changes had on aspects 
such as structure, narrative style and literary technique. These aspects will be 

considered as an important area affected by varying and changing authorial 
intentions; how the desired function of the work determines authorial treatment of 

style, structure and so forth, and how this helps to mould the overall form of the 

vita. Connected to this, how does the author present his innovative material 

without sacrificing the hagiographical import, in a form which ordinary folk will 

understand and accept? Traditionally, high-style rhetorical hagiography preserved 

the Christian concept of the logos (words are divinely marked elevated symbols of 

truth), even though this created serious problems of comprehension for many 

people. According to Riccardo Picchio, such conservatism also had a limiting effect 

on the thematic range of Russian medieval writers: 59 denied the linguistic 

opportunity to express less-than-ecclesiastical concepts, literature was slow to 

evolve beyond set parameters. How does the influence of secular material in vitae 

affect the pace of literary evolution in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries? 

58 There are, of course, exceptions to this, such as the very popular and familiar 
Saints Nicholas, George, and Alexis Man of God. 

59 Riccardo Picchio, 'The Impact of Ecclesiastic Culture on Old Russian Literary 
Techniques' in Medieval Russian Culture, eds H. Birnbaum and M. S. Flier, California 
Slavic Studies, XII, Berkeley, California, 1984, pp. 263-65. 
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Does the hagiographer actively use secular elements to render his work more 
comprehensible to ordinary folk? 

The function and treatment of time in hagiography also began in the 
Muscovite period to be represented differently. In conventional rhetorical 
hagiography, the author would structure his work according to the universal 
Christian calendar, so that the significance of the saint's life was placed in the 

context of Christian eternity. Whereas reference to historical events was limited in 

early Russian hagiography, generally used only in specific instances and by a 
minority of hagiographers, a contemporary time-frame was simply not an option. 
Hagiographers very often relied upon the device of epic distance in order to place 
the protagonist on a level of magnified virtue. Such a state, however, is problematic 
in the presentation of a layperson as a saintly model because of the different 

manner of idealization within a familiar secular context, as noted above. Thus, 

consideration must be given to the implications for epic distance when the subject 

portrayed is a layperson, or when the author and subject are one and the same. It 

has to be asked to what extent conventional hagiographical devices remain in place, 

and, in the case of change, how the author presents his material in a new way 

reflecting the influence of contemporary time and secular history. 

In the above it is suggested that, while all aspects of change certainly did not 

apply to every vita composed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they are 

certainly present in a sufficiently large number of vitae to be able to distinguish 

patterns of change directly linked with the growing intrusion of secular influences 

into hagiographical writing. 
It is at this point appropriate to return to the discussion of hagiography 

versus biography. Critics of medieval Russian literature have long been aware of the 

close association of the religious and secular (and in the Soviet period heavy 

emphasis was placed on secular predominance). Likhachev was the first to note the 

importance of studying the balance of ecclesiastical and secular elements in early 

Russian literature, 60 a challenge taken up by several scholars who attempted to 

define a separate genre of secular biography within the wider corpus of vitae. The 

written lives of the saints seemed a logical starting point for their examination as, in 

the words of Norman Ingham, 'life-writing is one of the principal areas in which a 

secular trend could be expected to assert itself, in view of the predictable need of a 

60 D. S. Likhachev, Poetika drevnerusskoi literatury, Leningrad, 1967 (hereafter 

Likhachev, Poetika), p. 42. 
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V rising state to record the lives of its leading figures'. 61 Cizevskij, for example, 
defended works such as, inter alia, the Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo and the Slovo o 
zhitii io prestavlenii velikogo kniazia Dmitriia Ivanovicha, tsaria Rus 'skago as belonging 
to a genre of secular biography. 62 John Fennell, A. Stender-Peterson and Serge A. 
Zenkovsky all supported the notion of an autonomous genre of secular biography. '3 
Not one of these scholars, however, has been able to argue convincingly that such a 
genre existed independently of hagiography. As Henrik Birnbaum notes, the prime 
textual examples used by this group, 'though glorifying secular rulers, have retained 
the stylistic and compositional devices of hagiography'. Such vitae as those of 
Aleksandr Nevskii and Dmitrii Donskoi, far from constituting secular biography, 

are merely a 'textbook example of cross-genre intertextuality'. 64Likewise, Ingham 
fails to find 'a distinct, functioning category of biography in early Russian 
literature'. 65 Failure to establish a distinct category of secular biography 

unconnected to hagiography once again indicates the variety and flexibility of the 
latter. 

One of the most relevant questions spawned by this debate is that of the 

connection between biography and hagiography, which are too often considered as 

secular and ecclesiastical variants of the same literary mode. Paul Alexander, 

speaking of the 'death' of the tradition of secular biography in Byzantium in the 

fourth and fifth centuries, claims that when biography 'was far gone in years, 

perhaps already moribund, it had engendered a progeny which was to perpetuate 

the memory of the parent all through the Middle Ages: this was hagiography'. 66 

Such a view is simplistic, however, for, while biography and hagiography do share 

the common goal of recording life-stories, albeit not always for similar reasons, 

hagiography did not simply perpetuate the memory of biography but rather 

blossomed into a rich literary tradition in its own right with distinct qualities and 

differences emerging between these two forms of writing. Ingham puts forward, 

61 Noten I. Ingham, 'The Limits of Secular Biography in Medieval Slavic 
Literature, Particularly Old Russian' in American Contributions to the Sixth International 
Congress of Slatists, Prague, 1968. Volume II, ed. W. E. Harkins, The Hague, 1968, pp. 181- 
99 (hereafter Ingham, 'Secular Biography') (183) 
62 izevskij, 'Question of Genres', and id., History. 
63 See John Fennell and Anthony Stokes, Early Russian Literature, London, 1974 

(hereafter Fennell and Stokes, Early Literature); A. Stender-Peterson, Geschichte der 

russischen Literatur, Munich, 1957; and Serge. A. Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia's Epics, 

Chronicles, and Tales, New York, 1963. 
64 Henrik Birnbaum, 'Orality, Literacy, and Literature in Old RusDie Welt der 

Slaven, 30,1985,1, pp. 161-96 (178). 
65 Ingham, 'Secular Biography', p. 197. 
66 Paul Alexander, 'Secular Biography at Byzantium', Speculum, 15,1940, pp. 194- 

209 (hereafter Alexander, 'Secular Biography') (194). 
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perhaps more accurately, the notion of a broken cycle, calling Byzantine 
hagiography an interruption in the history of the biographical genre: 'the story of the 
revival of biography from the ninth century on is, therefore, in essence that of the 
freeing of life-writing from pious commonplaces and miraculous tales and returning 
it to factual narratives about individual lives'. 67 

Definitions of the generic differences between rhetorical hagiography and the 
art of biography suggest that there are several distinguishing elements which 
determine how a work may most accurately be classified. The etymology of the term 
'biography' is self-explanatory: bios - life, and gra'pho - to write, which together 

constitute the written account of any person's life regardless of particular qualities, 
vices or actions. The biographer often chases his material according to his desired 

aims; crudely put, a work designed to inspire emulation prompts the biographer to 

emphasize positive aspects of the available material, while the biography of an 
anti-hero encourages selection and emphasis of negative features. Biography 

normally adheres to a chronological narrative and tends to have a longer integrated 

story than hagiographical works. Focus is placed on the individual and his worldly 
achievements in biography. 611 If, however, the individual is not the focal point, then 

the work moves closer to historical narrative than biographical: the historian 

discusses the lives of individuals only if they play a role in a larger historical 

context, whereas the biographer concentrates strictly on the individual, the history 

of the period serving merely as a background to this depiction. 69 

The etymological definition of hagiography (hagios - holy/saint, and gra'pho 

- to write), on the other hand, requires more complex clarification. Religious 

edification is the main aim of hagiography and vitae do not rely so much upon 

chronological narrative to relate the life-story as upon the presentation of ideal 

saintly Christian attributes. The focus is again on the individual, but, unlike 

biography, hagiography conventionally cleanses him of personal identity and 

minimizes his individual characteristics in favour of an abstract embodiment of 

Christian virtues, 70 an imitatio Christi in various forms, from which, over time, there 

emerge common prototypes of a hagiographical protagonist. The worldly aspects of 

67 Ingham, 'Secular Biography', pp. 181-82. 
68 Marvin Kantor, Medieval Slavic Lives of Saints and Princes, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1983 (hereafter Kantor, Slavic Lives), p. 2. 
69 Ingham, 'Secular Biography', p. 185. See also id., 'The Litany of Saints in 

"Molitva sv. Troice"', Studies Presented to Professor Jakobson by his Students, ed. C. E. 

Gribble, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1968, p. 185. Biographical and historical narrative 

can diverge even further over the question of authorial interpretation, objective and 

subjective viewpoints. 
70 See Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, p. 436. 
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the subject's life-story as well as most references to politico-historical events are 
usually avoided in traditional hagiography (although one cannot always rule out an 
element of polemicizing or, albeit less often, of apologia pro vita sua), and the period 
of his life-span is usually relevant only in the context of the universal Christian 
calendar. Boyer sees the hagiographical hero in terms of the epic mode, governed by 
the two main laws of simplification and enlargement. He believes that the vita 
'wants to exhalt a great collective feeling, a religious feeling. The hero is the 
incarnation of the ideal of a human group by the simple fact that he performs an 
action that is both extraordinary and exemplary. His proper name is the expression 
of a social model'. n This idea supports the analysis of hagiographical texts in a 
wider cultural context, rather than an exclusively literary context. Finally, the 
presence of historical truth is ideally supressed in hagiography, for although 
hagiographers did sometimes make reference to historical truth and time, epic 
idealization of their protagonists is not achieved by surrounding them with either 
chronological or topographical detail (although they often are in those vitae not 
necessarily intended as formal high-style rhetorical vitae, in which the abstract ideal 
is most vigorously pursued). 72 

Drawing such lines of distinction between biography and hagiography is 
important in practical terms of analysis, especially as several Russian 
hagiographical works appear to fall on the borderline between the two, leading to 

confusion. For example, some of the earliest Russian saints were laypeople, princes 

and grand-princes of Rus and the principalities; collectively termed the kniazheskie 

zhitiia, " some scholars define these vitae, as noted above, as 'secular biographies'. 

The late thirteenth-century Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo is one such work. The first 

native Russian vita dedicated to a lay subject, it combines the stylistic techniques of 
the chronicles and the voinskie povesti in a hagiographical framework that includes 

71 Regis Boyer, 'An Attempt to Define the Typology of Medieval Hagiography', 
Hagiography and Medieval Literature: a Symposium, eds Hans Bekker-Nielsen et al., 
Odense, 1981, pp. 27-36 (30-31). 
72 There are naturally exceptions to these outlines of biography and hagiography; 
for example, when encomiastic literature is expanded by way of narrative, it can border on 
biography (see Kantor, Slavic Lives, p. 3, Ingham, 'Secular Biography', p. 190, and Julia 
Alissandratos, 'Narrative Patterning in the Seventeenth-Century Old Believer Lives of 
Bojarynja Morozova and Gregory Neronov' in Gattung und Narration in den älteren 

slavischen Literaturen, ed. Klaus-Dieter Seeman, Wiesbaden, 1987, pp. 29-46). 
73 See Norman W. Ingham, 'Genre Characteristics of the Kievan Lives of Princes in 
Slavic and European Perspective' in American Contributions to the Ninth International 
Congress of Slavists, Kiev, September 1983. Volume II, ed. P. Debreczeny, Kiev, 1983, pp. 
223-38; and id., 'The Martyred Prince and the Question of Slavic Cultural Continuity in 

the Early Middle Ages', Medieval Russian Culture: Volume I, eds H. Birnbaum and M. S. 

Flier, California Slavic Studies, XII, Berkeley, California, 1984, pp. 31-53. 
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few conventional hagiographical topoi. 74 The descriptions of epic military battles 

and Nevskii's later journey to the Tatar Horde at Sarai fill the narrative and where 
hagiographical features do appear they are often crudely tacked onto military or 
annalistic passages. tm The focus of the work is on the individual, but it emphasizes 
secular military valour far more than Christian virtue, and the vita is placed in a 
finite historical context, both of which tend towards a definition of the work as 
biographical. Yet the author's intention was clearly to venerate a great warrior who 
saved the Orthodox people from both the Swedes and the Teutonic Knights. Held 

up and idealized as defender of the faith (despite collaboration with the Tatars, 

about which the author of the vita mentions nothing76), Nevskii was clearly an 
important candidate for canonization by the Orthodox Church, which swings the 
definition of the work back towards hagiography. So, is this a biographical or 
hagiographical work? In his analysis of the traditions of Byzantine life-writing, Paul 
Alexander suggests two descriptive terms to differentiate between works which lie 

on the borderline of biography and hagiography: first, 'semi-secular hagiography', 

where the vita does not include miracles, and secondly, 'semi-secular biography', or 
the life of a layman which includes minimal use of religious motifs. " The Zhitie 

Aleksandra Nevskogo can be said to fall into the category of 'semi-secular 
biography'. 78 Thus we see how potential confusion has arisen from the times of the 

earliest vitae which venerate a lay protagonist not necessarily for purely religious 

reasons, and how Paul Alexander's terms can assist in the understanding and 

analysis of hagiographical works which fall on the bio-hagiographical borderline. 

74 See Fennell and Stokes Early Literature, pp. 107-21; Ingham, 'Secular Biography, 

pp. 193-94. On features of the voinskaia povest'', see Anthony D. Stokes, 'What is a 
Voinskaia Povest? ', Canadian-American Slavic Studies, 13,1979,1-2, pp. 32-51; Helen Y. 
Prochazka, 'On Concepts of Patriotism, Loyalty, and Honour in the Old Russian Military 
Accounts', SEER, 63,1985,4, pp. 481-97; and id., 'Origins and Parallels to some Use of 
Metonymy in the Old Russian Military Accounts', SEER, 61,1983,1, pp. 69-77. 
75 For example, 'KH A3b we AJ eKcaHZIp'b BCKOpt Yljle m H3Bep )Ke Ipan MX N3 oCHoDaHK A, 

a CäMbIX N3Btwa m OBtx c co6oio noBeze, a MH$X, noMHJIOBas%, OTIIyCTH, 6t 60 MHJIOCTHBb 

na'1e Mtpbl', and 'KH A3b we AJ1eKcanip B038paTH. AC Ac no6e oK, XBaJI ANC. 71ae A NM %i caoero 

Teopua' ('Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo' in PLDR. XIII vek, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. 
Likhachev, Moscow, 1981, pp. 426-39 and 602-06 [hereafter 'Zhitie Aleksandra 
Nevskogo'] [4321). 
76 See C. J. Halperin, Russia and the Golden Horde, Bloomington, Indiana, 1985 

(hereafter Halperin, Golden Horde), pp. 49-51; id., The Tatar Yoke, Columbus, Ohio, 1985 

(hereafter Halperin, Tatar Yoke), pp. 57-61; and John Fennell, 'Andrej Jaroslavic and the 

Struggle for Power in 1252: an Investigation of the Sources', Russia Mediaevelis. Tomus 1, 

Munich, 1973, pp. 49-62. 
77 Alexander, 'Secular Biography', pp. 204-05. 
78 See Ingham, 'Secular Biography', pp. 193-94. 
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The kniazheskie zhitiia are not the only cases of laypeople being canonized, 
although they do form the only group of works associated by subject-matter. In the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, very interesting isolated cases of this type of 
veneration re-appear in, for example, the Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo, the Povest' ob 
Ul'ianii Osor inoi and the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila 
Vasil'evicha Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina. All three of these works provide a different 
reason for reverence of a layperson and have prompted the question of whether 
they constitute biography or hagiography: Varlaam was a rich boiar whose life did 
not revolve around the Church and who was tonsured only very late in life, 
LJl'ianiia was a highly religious woman who never took the veil, and Mikhail was, 
like Nevskii, a warrior-defender of the Orthodox people of Muscovy who died in 
suspicious circumstances. Although Varlaam has been canonized and Ul'ianiia is 

officially recognized for local veneration, Mikhail has achieved neither of these 
levels of ecclesiastical recognition. Analysis of his life-story is included in this thesis 
to illustrate how secular influences in the later medieval period began to affect not 
only popular perceptions of sanctity, but also the perception of worthiness; what 
kind of person was deemed worthy of emulation in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, for what reasons, and how important was the ecclesiastical or lay status 
of this person? The intentions of the authors of these works will be examined to 

establish why they believed their subjects to be worthy of veneration. 
The structure of this thesis is designed to tackle various aspects of the 

secularization question. Following the introduction, the four main chapters of the 

thesis focus upon different groups of hagiographical works which demonstrate clear 

evidence of such tendencies: first, vitae composed in northern Russia during the 

sixteenth century; secondly, works influenced structurally and thematically by oral 

tradition largely pre-Christian in origin; thirdly, vitae devoted to female 

protagonists; and finally, seventeenth-century autohagiography. An examination of 

the relevant historical and socio-political events of the period helps to place the 

vitae chosen for detailed analysis in a wider critical context than simply that of 

literary genre. Each chapter also includes a section on relevant pre-sixteenth century 

Russian vitae in order, first, to determine the extent to which earlier works may have 

acted as models or inspiration, and secondly, for comparative purposes in 

determining the character and evolution of secularizing tendencies in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries. 
Chapter One considers in detail the distinctive characteristics of three lesser- 

known sixteenth-century vitae which originate in the northern Russian territories, the 

Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo, the Zhitie Stefana Komel 'skogo and the Zhitie Trifona 
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Pechengskogo. Often either seeking a life of solitary spiritual contemplation or else 
spurred on by missionary goals, a growing number of monks in the late fifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries moved from the established monasteries in the urban areas 
to the rural lands of the north. Their presence regularly attracted other monks and 
laypeople to settle around them and, in order to provide for the spiritual needs of 
these communities, churches would be built, commonly followed by monasteries 
and towns. The vitae under examination are all devoted to founders of such 
monasteries. 

As will be seen, the hagiographers of these vitae chose to portray their 
protagonists in a significantly different manner from those who had recorded the 

vitae of pre-sixteenth century hermits and missionaries who similarly settled in the 

wilderness. Both the focus and seeming intentions of the sixteenth-century 
hagiographers are at variance with those of high-style rhetorical hagiography of the 

past. The protagonist, for example, often markedly departs from the model of his 

saintly predecessors: as a consequence, the nature of his deeds (podvig) and his 

position as an unquestionable moral exemplum are sometimes unfamiliar. The 

concept of the 'ideal Christian life' was never static, and these three vitae illustrate 

to some extent how environment and population could influence local perception 

and authorial portrayal of sanctity. 

Adapting their composition in this way and choosing not to adhere to the 

conventions of high-style rhetorical hagiography, furthermore allowed the authors to 

express important statements which were not necessarily connected to the sanctity 

of their protagonist but rather to issues of a more socio-political nature. As such, 
Chapter One illustrates the interaction between ecclesiastical and secular worlds, 
how hagiographical composition could be used as an authoritative vehicle through 

which to voice the author's point of view on secular influences and how the latter 

affected the focus and presentation of the available material. 
Chapter Two examines the function and development of hagiographical 

hybrids with the aim of elucidating the importance of this type of composition in 

the overall evolution of vitae. The incorporation of oral elements into sacred writing 

is evident from the earliest literary records in Rus', but the considerable differences 

in the way authors of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century hybrids of this kind chose 

to use their material has been only cursorily examined. Three works of this period 

are scrutinized, the Povest'o Merkuni Smolenskom, the Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina and 

the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasilevicha Shuiskogo, 

rekomago Skopina, showing how, while not overly detracting from the didactic 
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purposes of the Orthodox Church, such works did much to advance a more secular 
understanding of, approach and response to the art of life-writing. 

Many structural and thematic features clearly identify these three works 
with past vitae, yet many other elements mark them out. As will be seen, the 
sustained use of oral themes and motifs, for example, differs significantly from how 
these features were used by earlier hagiographers. The familiar heroes and 
situations of the oral tradition are presented by the authors in a different, more 
effective way in order to win the trust, understanding and empathy of the reader. 
Such trust, in turn, may have assisted the acceptance also of non-ecclesiastical 
issues raised in the works. 

Within the wide corpus of Russian vitae, those devoted to female saintly 
protagonists form a distinct minority. Prior to the early seventeenth century, 
hagiographical portrayals of women tended either to focus on their legendary 

activities and pre-Christian values to the clear detriment of an Orthodox imitatio 
Marti ideal, or else to depict their lives and deeds only in the limited environment of 

a convent. Chapter Three examines the impact of two powerful vitae with female 

subjects from the seventeenth century which break decisively with these moulds, 
the Povest' ob Ill ianii Osor tnoi and the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi. Influences of 
the secular world upon the religious experiences of the protagonists are seen in the 

concept of attaining salvation and even sanctity through adherence to a pious 
Christian life in the secular world. Changing perceptions of sanctity not only on a 

spiritual but also a practical level are reflected in the depiction of these saintly 

women. Furthermore, the fact that these vitae were composed by laymen meant not 

only that the authorial perception of sanctity differed from the usual monastic view 
(laymen not being exposed to the same ecclesiastical environment on an everyday 
basis as the clergy), but also that the treatment and presentation of the author's 

material was innovative. 

It will be argued that significant developments in literary composition are also 

present in these vitae, most importantly a movement away from the stereotypical 

ideal Christian character depictions of earlier high-style rhetorical hagiography in 

which the individual traits of the protagonist were not considered relevant for 

ecclesiastical edification and thus not included. Reflecting the needs of an 

increasingly sophisticated reader in the seventeenth-century, however, far more 

individualistic characterization was developed and even augmented with elements 

of psychological reasoning and motivation, so far virtually unheard of in 

hagiographical writing. 
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Chapter Four investigates the secularizing tendencies found in three 
seventeenth-century works categorized here as autohagiography, a term applied to 
vitae composed, in part or whole, by the main protagonist of the text. The Zhitie 
Eleazara Anzerskogo, napisannoe im samim, the Zhitie Epifaniia and the Zhitie 
protopopa Avvakuma, im samim napisannoe belong exclusively neither to the wider 
categories of Russian hagiographical works, nor to the genre of autobiography, and 
represent a major step in the evolution of hagiography. 

Great socio-political change in the middle and second half of the 
seventeenth century, a time of overwhelming turbulence in the Russian Orthodox 
Church as well as the cusp of the medieval and early modern eras in Russia, 

accelerated the pace of secularizing tendencies in the ecclesiastical, political and 
social arenas just as much as in the literary. More than any other work examined in 
this thesis, these autohagiographies highlight the most important changes in 

religious practice and attitudes during this time and how these factors were 
reflected in literature. 

While autohagiography clearly shares many of the characteristics of earlier 
hagiography and adheres to many of the conventions, the nature of this type of 

composition is essentially different. One of the corollaries of shifting from the 

traditional third-person hagiographer to a first-person narrator is the great 

potential for subjective authorial analysis, not to mention control over presentation 

and manipulation of the available material. Consideration will also be given to the 

changes seen in the identity of the author when using first-person narrative, and 
how such changes relate to the reader's perception of the author-protagonist figure. 

Another crucial development to be examined is the intention of the author: does an 

autohagiographer put himself forward as a candidate for canonization? If so, what 

are the resulting implications concerning humility, and if not, what type of 

emulatory model does he offer his reader? Furthermore, the three vitae under 

examination in this chapter focus strongly on the layman's world and the authors' 

use of narrative to communicate with a wider secular audience will be investigated. 

Such factors once again illustrate the growing pace of secularizing tendencies in 

literary composition at this time in Muscovy, the way in which the Church no longer 

enjoyed monopolistic literary control and how authors were increasingly ready to 

use edificatory sacred literature to promote ecclesiastical dissent. 

In short, this thesis aims to show, using detailed analysis of several 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century vitae, that the evolution of Russian hagiography 

was intricately linked to secularizing tendencies of the period, and seeks to explain 

how this is reflected in changing perceptions of and attitudes towards sanctity. 
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Throughout this thesis I have used terms which are not immediately self- 
explanatory, yet which reflect most accurately the given concept. Such terms include 
'reader-audience'. Although for reasons of clarity the Introduction refers only to the 
'reader', the main body of the thesis uses the term 'reader-audience' which I 
consider a necessary compromise given the fact that the works examined here 

would most likely have been read aloud to groups just as frequently, or even more 
often, as read in private by an individual. 'Reader-audience' furthermore reflects the 
authors' aims, as mentioned above, of reaching a wider and more diverse audience 
than simply monasteries. The term also allows for fluctuations in levels of literacy 

about which very few definitive statements can be made as the relevant data are 
scarce and unreliable. 

The term 'hybrid' also appears, especially in Chapter Two. A hybrid is here 
defined as a literary work which combines more than one mode of writing and/or 
type of source material, often considered incongruous (such as ecclesiastical and 
secular elements). Thus, for example, hagiographical works heavily influenced by 

the oral tradition are referred to as 'orally influenced hagiographical hybrids'. Some 

vitae are only lightly influenced by such incongruous sources, and others much more 
so, although they are all referred to as hybrids in this study. Another type of hybrid 

is examined in Chapter Four, where two different modes of writing, essentially 

autobiographical and hagiographical, are found in vitae written by the protagonist. 
Bearing in mind the difficulties of generic definition detailed above, the term hybrid 

is an, albeit imperfect, indicator of combined literary modes and/or source 

material. 
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Editorial Statement 

This thesis uses the Library of Congress transliteration system. The letter 't' has 
been preserved according to the published texts used. Russian proper names have 
been uniformly transliterated, but Greek and Latin names have been given in an 
anglicized form. 

Place names have been transliterated where no accepted English version is 

available. With two exceptions, names of monasteries and convents are given in a 
translated form (for example, the Kievo-Pecherskii monastyr' is rendered as the 
Kievan Caves Monastery). The first exception is for monasteries named after a 
saint, in which case they retain the transliterated Russian form of the name (for 

instance, the antonievskii monastyr is referred to as the St Antonii Monastery), and 
the second for those commonly known by their Russian names (such as the 
Novodevichii Convent). 

In the case of articles, individual chapters, and texts published as part of 
longer works cited in the footnotes, inclusive page numbers are given in the first 

instance and are followed by a page number in brackets when a specific reference is 

being made (for example, Jostein Bertnes, 'The Literature of Old Russia, 988-1730' 

in The Cambridge History of Russian Literature, ed. Charles A. Moser, Cambridge, 

1989, pp. 1-44 [39]). 
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Ck ker&R. Or ; 
The Northern Russian Vitae 

It is frequently noted that the sixteenth-century vitae which originate in the northern 
Russian territories are markedly different from other groups or collections of 
hagiographical texts to have come out of Muscovy. ' The distinctive characteristics 
of this group are rooted in the fluctuations of socio-political history over more than 
three centuries, and the influence of these vitae upon the evolution of hagiography is 

substantial. This chapter will focus on three of the lesser known vitae from the 

north, chosen as typical examples in terms of creative literary development in 
hagiographical writing at this time, the Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo, the Zhitie Stefana 
Komet 'skogo and the Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo. 

The late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries saw increasing numbers of 
monks seeking a life of contemplation and devotion to God in the sparsely 
populated rural lands of the north, thus repeating the trends of the later fourteenth 

and early fifteenth centuries. Their solitary lives were often interrupted, however, by 

the arrival of fellow monks and, inevitably, the founding of a monastery as the 

community grew in numbers. The vitae under scrutiny are dedicated to the founders 

of such monasteries. 
Compared with the conventions of high-style rhetorical hagiography of the 

past, there is a significant difference in the focus and seeming intentions of the 

hagiographers who faced the task of composing vitae for these pioneering founders: 

first, the subject of reverence may be unusual, not immediately similar to his saintly 

predecessors from high-style hagiography, and the nature of his deeds (podvig) and 

his position as an unquestionable moral exemplum is sometimes far removed from 

tradition. Secondly, the authors of the northern vitae tend more easily than previous 

hagiographers to make reference to socio-historical factors and detail, not hesitating 

to chronicle the concrete aspects of everyday life. And thirdly, these vitae are 

written in an accessible manner, using vocabulary often more akin to story-telling 

than ecclesiastical didacticism and largely without rhetorical flourish, perhaps 

reflecting the needs of the local, mostly uneducated, population. To this end, they 

build up a convincing picture of life in northern Russia in the sixteenth century, the 

hardships endured and the practicalities which were all important for survival. 

1 See, for example, L. A. Dmitriev, 'Zhanr severnorusskikh zhitii', TODL, 27,1973, 

pp. 181-202 (hereafter Dmitriev, 'Zhanr'), and id., Zhitiinye povesti russkogo severa kak 

pamiatniki literatury XIII-XVII vv. Evoliutsiia zhanra legendarno-biograficheskikk 

skazanii, Leningrad, 1973 (hereafter Dmitriev, Zhitiinye povesti). 
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Several sixteenth-century northern Russian vitae include some of these differences, 2 
yet none so clearly as the three examined here in detail. 

A question which must be addressed before looking at the texts, however, is 

what exactly led to such a sustained and large-scale exodus from Muscovy to the 
north during the late fifteenth and much of the sixteenth centuries? What drove the 
clergy so far from the settled areas which provided security and routine in the 

established monasteries? A brief survey of the major events of these centuries will 
address this issue and also attempt to ascertain how the concept of the 'ideal 
Christian life' was adapted to the new northern environment. 

The Historical Context 

Great importance was laid on territorial expansionism in the fourteenth century and 
early military successes saw the annexation by Muscovy of Pereiaslavl', Kolomna 

and Mozhaisk, followed later by Tver', Suzdal' and Nizhnii-Novgorod. With good 
connecting waterways, Muscovy flourished through trade with these annexed lands 

and continued its settlement of outlying areas, gathering in Iaroslavl', Perm', Rostov, 
&. 4 hi"jcný 

ad ViatkaLin the fifteenth century dI fii, & 1115 Ps Izav. Smolensk in 

the sixteenth (some not without resistance). The Church proved to be one of the 

greatest and most effective consolidating agents during the period of expansionism. 

Missionaries travelled to newly-annexed territories and even hermits who sought 

spiritual isolation in the wilderness were probably aware by the early fifteenth 

century that their presence frequently led to the formation of a monastery. 3 

The monks who participated in the exodus from urban areas may have been 

trying to escape the worldliness of the older urban monasteries, seeking fresh fields 

in the wilderness of the north and east. 4 Another reason for leaving the city 

monasteries - and one which does not necessarily conflict with the above - was the 

spread of Hesychast thought in Rus', probably from the beginning of the fifteenth 

2 For example, the Zhitie Adriana Poshekhonskogo, Zhitie Arseniia Konevskogo, 
Zhitie Aleksandra Svirskogo, and the Zhitie Aleksandra Oshevenskogo. For initial 

analysis of these works, see Dmitriev, Zhitiinye povesti, and id., 'Zhanr', pp. 181-202. 
3A concrete, sometimes even fortified, base and symbol of Muscovy's authority, 
monasteries in situ often made government of these distant areas easier; see Billington, 
The Icon, p. 50. 
4 See R. 0. Crummey, The Formation of Muscovy 1304-1613, New York, 1987 

(hereafter Crummey, Formation), pp. 120-21. This interpretation of the widespread 

movement of monks in this period was conventional in Soviet scholarship. 
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century. -5 With its roots in traditional Byzantine mysticism, Hesychasm taught that 
outward expressions of ritual in worship were not as valuable as an inner ability to 
bring oneself loser to God through a mystical form of communication including a 
constant contemplation of the Divine through meditative prayer. Such demands 

clashed with and eventually led to a minimizing of the social role of monasteries, 
active charity and contact with laypeople. In order to practise Hesychast ideals 

many monks and groups of Christians moved northwards to benefit from the calm 
and relative freedom provided by the unpopulated lands. Janet Martin suggests 
that people were also trying to avoid the plague which, 'interpreted to be 

manifestations of the wrath of God, may well have reinforced the attraction of 
religious figures to the eremitic life [... ] far removed from densely populated [... ] and 
disease-ridden towns'. 6 

The spread and growth of monasteries led to some of the hardest-fought 

struggles between Church and State over landholding and tenure. In the early 
fifteenth century, as many of the monasteries which had begun as eremitic grew into 
larger cenobitic communities, they began to accumulate considerable material wealth 
and consequently influence, a trend led by the renamed St Sergii Trinity Monastery 

which consolidated a system of wealth-acquisition already in haphazard use for 

two centuries.? 

In all cases the tempo of acquisition was essentially the same -a 
steady pace throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, 
culminating in unprecedently rapid gains in the latter decades of the 
reign of Ivan IV late in the sixteenth. The fact that the monasteries 
came to control a disproportionately large share of society's primary 
economic resource posed serious problems of both a moral and a 
political nature. 8 

During the sixteenth century, 'the number of monasteries doubled, from 

approximately 100 to not less than 200', 9 which further aggravated tensions 

5 See Bertnes, Visions, pp. 109-15- 
6 See Janet Martin, Medieval Russia 980-1584, Cambridge, 1995 (hereafter Martin, 
Medieval Russia), p. 224. 
7 Postulants brought money or property to the Church, land was purchased from 

impoverished nobles, and others donated money or land in exchange for prayers for their 

souls; see V. O. Kluchevsky, A History of Russia, 5 vols, London, 1911-31, (hereafter 

Kluchevsky, History of Russia), 2,1912, pp. 173-79. 

8 Crummey, Formation, p. 122. 
9 M. B. McGeehon, 'The Problem of Secularization in Sixteenth-Century Muscovy' in 

The Council of 1503: Source Studies and Questions of Ecclesiastical Landowning in 

Sixteenth-Century Muscovy, eds Edward L. Keenan and Donald G. Ostrowski, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, 1977, pp. 164-88 (167 and 169-70). On Church income see, for example, 
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between Church and State over the latter's belief that the Church did not contribute 
enough to the State coffers despite receiving handsome revenues from its 
landholdings. The State appeared incapable of introducing effective measures to 
halt this growth, however, and only the decisions of the 1580 Church Council put 
an end to expansion of monastic landholding by forbidding any further acquisition 
of land and discontinuing tax exemption for ecclesiastical lands in 1584. 

The moral side to the problem is clear: increasing status as a rich and 
powerful institution encouraged distraction from the Church's primary purposes. 
With some degree of overstatement, Alexander Yanov describes the condition of the 
Church in the late fifteenth century: 'Greed consumed discipline: corruption, its 
spiritual goals. It was a successful usurer, entrepreneur, and landowner, but had 
ceased to be a pastor of the people and the intellectual leadership of the nation'. 1° 

AUkoRgj it is highly 

unlikely' that the Church had ceased entirely to act as pastor of the 
people (but rather a matter of to what degree), serious problems had undoubtedly 
arisen. The days of cooperation between the Russian State and Church after the 
1439 Ferrara-Florentine Council, when the Church hierarchy reluctantly accepted 
greater dependence on secular authority, " appeared to have come to an end. 
Furthermore, the vision of Muscovy claiming its role as the Third Rome after the fall 

of Constantinople in 1453, when Church and State had again worked in unison to 

promote themselves as legitimate guardians of the true Orthodox faith, 12 had 

crumbled and Church-State relations deteriorated sufficiently to suggest that 
Filofei's predictions were no more than another tarnished dream. 13 The problems of 

Alexander Yanov on Ivan III's approach to 'private' aristocratic patrimony which 
seriously depleted the resources available from traditionally royal patrimonies; see 
Alexander Yanov, The Origins of Autocracy: Ivan the Terrible in Russian History, 
Berkeley, California, 1981 (hereafter Yanov, Origins), pp. 128-32 and pp. 145-46. 
10 Ibid., p. 159. 
11 On account of Vasilii II's sanctioning of the election of Iona as Metropolitan in 
1448, an action which implicitly emancipated the Russian Church from the supervision of 
Constantinople and rendered it autocephalous 'in fact if not theory'; see Crummey, 
Formation, p. 134. 
12 Grand Prince Ivan III was a willing collaborator and backed up the Church's 
theological claims with concrete action: in 1472 he married Sophia Paleologue, niece of 
the last Byzantine Emperor, he adopted the Byzantine coat of arms as the Russian 
Empire's emblem and a sign of continuation of the Byzantine legacy, and he assumed the 
Byzantine titles of 'autocrat' and 'tsar'. See N. L. Chirovsky, A History of the Russian 
Empire. Vol. 1. Grand-Ducal Vladimir and Moscow, London, 1973, pp. 240-44; Nicolas 
Zernov, Eastern Christendom: a Study of the Origin and Development of the Eastern 
Orthodox Church, London, 1961 (hereafter Zernov, Eastern Christendom), pp. 139-42. 
13 See Khrestomatiia po istorii SSSR. S drevnikh vremen do kontsa XVII veka, 3rd 

edition, eds V. I. Lebedev et al., Moscow, 1949, vol. 1, pp. 277-79. 
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establishing a self-identity for Muscovy as a great new vehicle of faith and hope 
may even have contributed to the gradual eclipse of ecclesiastical wealth and 
power. 

The first Rome bequeathed to Christendom law, order and discipline, 
and proclaimed the universality of the Church [... ] The second Rome 
- Constantinople - offered intellectual leadership [... ] The third 
Rome, Moscow, expressed the conviction that the entire corporate 
life of a nation should be inspired by the Holy Spirit. 14 

Yet so long as the State and Church squabbled over issues of tax and landholding, 

neither could provide a suitable vehicle for this inspiration, whether through 
teaching or example. 

Loss of faith in the integrity of the established Church and its clergy was 
inevitable and many influential 'heretical' alternatives gained considerable 
popularity during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries such as the Shearers 
(strigolniki) in Novgorod in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries and, during 

the reign of Ivan III, the Judaizers (zhidovstvuiushchie). 15 The latter's condemnation 

of ecclesiastical landholding and their advocacy that Church properties be 

secularized turned out to be the prelude to a more severe split within the church, the 

clashes at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth centuries between 

the Possessors (iosifliane) and the Non-Possessors (nestiazhateli). 16 Conventional 

historiography suggests that Ivan III was dealt the unenviable task of having to 

choose which faction to support at the 1503 Church Council. 17 The fact that the 

Possessors supported the authority of the Muscovite princes and accepted it in the 

administration of the Church was a key factor: Ivan decreed that the State would 
lend its support to decisions taken by the Possessors, but only on condition that the 

latter continue to support the policies of the Muscovite secular authorities. 18 Many 

14 ?,, crnov, Eastern Christendom, p. 141. 
15 The strigolniki protested against ecclesiastical simony and the Judaizers refused 
to acknowledge Orthodox rituals, icons and saints, the Trinity and the divinity of Christ, 
believing rather in the Law of Moses and claiming reason superior to blind faith; see 
David Goldfrank, 'Pre-Enlightenment Utopianism in Russian History', Russian History, 
11,1984,2-3, pp. 123-47 (128-29). 
16 See ibid., pp. 129-31; see also Billington, Icon, pp. 60-64, and Kluchevsky, History 

of Russia, 2, pp. 189-95. 
17 However, for an interesting alternative hypothesis, see Yanov, Origins, Chapter 

Five, 'Josephites and Non-Acquirers', pp. 147-82. 
18 In fact the Church exceeded this obligation by creating a considerable number of 

native Russian saints during the sixteenth century, and accepting a fabricated 

genealogical proposal connecting the Muscovite princes with the great figures and legacy 

of Rome. See Dukes, Russian Absolutism, p. 62. 
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argue that the long-term effect on the Church as a result of this battle was negative: 
'Russia's cultural development became one-sided, ritualism was over-emphasized, 
learning neglected, dependence on the State increased, and the appreciation of 
freedom lost'. 19 

Ultimately, this controversy was over control, power and wealth. Although 

many historians argue that contention between the two groups has been greatly 
exaggerated, we should be careful not to understate the significance of these issues 

on Church-State relations. The Church had effectively ceded much of its 
independence to the State, leaving landholding its only bargaining weapon for the 
future. When Ivan IV assumed the throne of Muscovy in 1533 and the title of tsar in 
1547, determined to consolidate his position as both secular and ecclesiastical 
leader, the Church experienced further decline after the reforms of the 1547,1548 

and 1551 Church Councils. These reforms attempted to stem corruption, revise 
ecclesiastical books and icon painting, and to introduce a secular authority to 

eliminate abuses of ecclesiastical revenues and curtail acquisition of land by the 
Church. The reforms largely failed, however, because of the greed, ignorance and 
manoeuvering of many in the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Ivan then dealt with the 
Church as he dealt with any other enemy or disobedient servant; he crushed all 
dissent ruthlessly. 20 The Church was beginning to pay the price for too close an 

alliance with and dependence upon secular authorities. Ivan's actions did little to 

slow down general moral decline, encouraging instead fear as well as cultural and 

spiritual stagnation. 
Thus we see a long period of spiritual struggle and uncertainty with both 

laypeople and clergy being pulled between various allegiances and ideologies, both 

secular and ecclesiastical. It is little wonder that many wished to escape the 

confusion of the larger established monasteries and so struck out into the 

wilderness. Furthermore, it is not unreasonable to suppose that many of those who 

did leave the settled areas went in search of a place where they would find the 

spiritual freedom to practise whatever form of faith they desired. Clearly, the 

influences of Hesychasm and the Non-Possessors were more in line with this kind 

of search than the officially supported religion of the Possessors, and this is 

confirmed by references to the Jesus Prayer in one of the texts examined below (see 

Chapter One, note 126). 

19 Zernov, Eastern Christendom, p. 143. 
20 For example, Metropolitan Filip's murder in 1569 indicated how the clergy would 
be dealt with if they criticized tsarist policy or overstepped the limited bounds of 

ecclesiastical authority. 
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It has already been noted that the hagiographers who recorded the lives of 
the founders of the northern monasteries appear to have approached their task in a 
different manner from their many predecessors who produced high-style rhetorical 
vitae. One may safely assume that throughout the medieval period in Russia most 
people were not sufficiently sophisticated to appreciate highly rhetorical vitae, yet 
the fact that so many Muscovite hagiographies adhere to this pattern and style 
strongly indicates how little their authors felt it necessary to appeal to ordinary 
folk. In the case of the northern vitae, however, it is likely that factors such as 
isolation or a political impulse (or both) may well have prompted the hagiographer 

to reject the stylistic and compositional norms of the high-style rhetorical vita and 
to present their material in a more easily understandable manner. As a corollary, in 

order to express accurately and effectively the immediate circumstances and to 

convince a local, largely peasant audience, they would have had to adapt the 

complex set formulae of conventional rhetorical hagiography. The author had to 

consider first, how the local population perceived sanctity and secondly, how best 

to reflect this in a literary composition. The concept of function dictating the form 

of any given text approaches the Sitz im Leben theory of the Formgeschichte critics 

whereby the text is analysed in a broader context of the prevailing cultural system 

rather than merely within the limiting confines of literary generic classification. The 

function of the work within any given society reflects how that society viewed and 

received the image of a saint. Consequently, it is important to analyse the texts 

below in light of these changing circumstances and ideals. 

There is little doubt that life in the north was difficult, full of novelties which 
few literary narratives had so far needed to describe. Taken as a distinct group, the 

northern Russian vitae show a different approach to hagiographical narrative, as 

well as a different authorial focus, one not always purely ecclesiastical, compared 

to previous Russian vitae. The subject of the work and the ideals he embodies is 

furthermore portrayed in an innovative manner, often appearing closer to the 

protagonists of historical narrative than those of hagiography. 

The Texts 

Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo 

Varlaam of Vaga (also known as Varlaam of Pinega or Shenkur) was the founder of 

a monastery, several churches and small towns in the northern area of Zavoloch'e 

region, at the confluence of the rivers Vaga and Pinega. He died in 1462 in the 
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monastery, but it was not until 1589 that Iona, a priest at the St Antonii Monastery 

at Sia and later abbot of the monastery at Gliushitsa, wrote his vita. Iona spent a 
winter at the monastery on the Vaga, copying notes about the saint's life story and 
talking to people who claimed miraculous healings at his tomb. The earliest extant 
versions of the vita are late sixteenth-century manuscripts: ROBIL, Undol collection, 
No. 291; and St Sergii Trinity Monastery, No. 677. The latter manuscript was 
published in Pravoslavnoe obozrenie in the nineteenth century with a foreword by A. 
Grigorovich, 21 and this version will be used here. As there was a period of 117 years 
between Varlaam's death and Iona's composition, it should also be noted that this 

vita is based to some extent upon local legends about Varlaam (Iona's information 

came not only from written notes about Varlaam, which may themselves have been 

based upon legend, but also from oral sources). 

Zhitie Stefana Komel 'skogo 

Stefan was the founder of the St Nicholas Monastery on the banks of Lake Komela, 

at the mouth of the River Komela (approximately thirty-five versts south of 
Vologda). He died on 12 June 1542 as an old man and abbot of the monastery he 

had founded. The earliest version of this anonymous vita dates from no later than 

the end of the sixteenth century: the only posthumous miracle tells of the rescue of a 

merchant(who knew Stefan personally)from a storm on the lake. This vita has not so 
far been studied: even Kliuchevskii did not include it in his seminal Drevnerusskie 

zhitiia sviatykh. Loparev published the vita in 1892.22 listing four versions (of which 
he obtained access to only two). He used the version from the collection of N. S. 

Tikhonravov as the basis, adding some variant readings from the seventeenth- 

century manuscript in the collection of the Obshchestvo liubitelei drevnei pis'mennosti 

(GLB, Q. CXCVIII). Loparev knew of two other manuscripts: one in the Tsar's 

collection, subsequently in the possession of Count A. S. Uvarov and now in 

ROGIM; and the other, another seventeenth-century manuscript, in the private 

collection of Iakovlev. The National Library in St Petersburg holds one further 

manuscript, ROGPB, Q-I-1200. The fullest and earliest manuscript is that published 

by Loparev and this is the version used in this study. 

21 'Zhitie prepodobnogo Varlaama Vazhskogo' in Pravoslavnoe obozrenie, June, 

Moscow, 1887 (hereafter 'Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo'), pp. 1-47. 
22 'Zhitie prepodobnogo Stefana Komel'skogo', compiled and with an introduction by 

Kh. Loparev, Pamiatniki drevnei pis'mennosti, vol. 85,1892 (hereafter 'Zhitie Stefana 

Komel'skogo'). 
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Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo 
Trifon was the founder of the Pechenga Trinity Monastery (circa 1533) in the 
extreme northern Murmansk region. He was born in the small town of Torzhk near 
Novgorod in 1495 and died on 15 December 1583. The anonymous author of this 
vita tells us in a foreword to the earliest extant text that it replaces a destroyed 
original: 

[... ] erzia BO KiHMb nonyweHieMb, rpex'b pazai 4eJIoBe4ecKHxb, 
CBATbIA TpOHubI H npaBezi aro O6HTe nb OTb HeMeub pa3opeHa H 
C03 KeHa (6bICTb) AO OCHOBaHiA, Bb TO BpeM A )KHTie CB ATaro, 
CaMOBHZIIIbi nHcaHHoe, non16e m , ioce. ne Bb 3eMJIH 3a6BeHic H 
HeBez eHi A nOCbinaXyC A . 

23 

He laments that the vita that has come down to us (GPB, Solovki collection, No. 
188) is a composite work, put together by collating notes made by those who still 
remembered Trifon after the devastating attack on the monastery, and thus cannot 
convey all the marvellous works carried out by Trifon 'KaK-b npoceeTHTe, nb nonapem 
N KaK% nyCTbIHHO )CMTe 71b. The most probable time of composition is the early 

seventeenth century, during the reign of Tsar Mik&4tl W r&vicii , when in 1619 the 

monastery was moved for reasons of safety to a site near the fortified town of Kola 

(an event recorded at the end of the vita). The composition of Trifon's vita may 

well have been undertaken as part of this restoration process. It is also possible, 
however, that the text was compiled slightly earlier and additions made in or after 
1619. The vita was published in the 1859 collection of Pravoslavnyi sobesednik and 

this text will be used here. The few other manuscript copies are all later versions. 24 

The Contextual Hagiographical Background 

The above saints were not the first to head into the great Russian wilderness; the 

hermit and missionary movements away from urban monasteries began in the mid- 
fourteenth century with such figures as Sergii of Radonezh, followed later by others, 

23 'Zhitie prepodobnogo ottsa nashego Trifona pechengskago chiudotvortsa, 
loparskii narod " prosvetivshago sviatym" kreshcheniem"', Pravoslavnyi sobesednik, 
1859, part 2, May (hereafter 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo'), pp. 89-120 (89-94). 
24 GIM, Barsov collection, No. 116 and the Vygolek library, No. 53 (both eighteenth- 
century); IRLI, Manuscript repository, Peretts collection, No. 223 (eighteenth-century); 

and in the Karelian collection, IRLI, No. 136 (twentieth-century). 
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including Stefan of Perm' and Kirill of Belozersk in the early fifteenth-21 Sergii and 
Kirill are both said to have been called by a spiritual imperative to the wilderness 
where they devoted their lives to contemplative prayer until the local monastic 
community grew and they founded their monasteries. Stefan of Perm', on the other 
hand, did not go to the north-eastern Perm' region to get away from people but 

rather on a mission to convert the pagan Komi. Although Stefan of Perm' did not 
found a monastery, he was responsible for the establishment of the Permian church, 
which can be seen to some degree as analogous: instead of monastic brethren, 
laypeople gathered to learn about and worship God. These saints' vitae were 
composed by Epifanii Premudryi (Stefan of Perm'26 and Sergii27) and Pakhomii 

Logofet (Kirill28 and a re-working of Epifanii's vita of Sergii). 

These vitae recount the hardships of life in the wilderness as described by 
Sergii's brother, ')KHTHe CKpb6HO, )KI1TNe )KeCTKO, OT13CIOAy TeCHOTa, OTBCFO, py 

He1t]OCTaTKbI, HH HMYWMM HVIOTKyt]y HM ACTMa, HM nMTNa, HH npO4VIX, A Ce Ha nOTpe6y 

[... ] H He 6t MHMOXO, IAWarO, HN noctwarowaro, HO OKpyrb MtCTa Toro Cb act 

CTpaHbI ace . ntc%, ace nyCTbIHA'? 9 as well as danger from wild animals such as 
bears and wolves, 30 or the fire started by Kirill to clear brushwood and which 

rapidly gets out of control almost killing him. 31 Hostile native populations also 
terrorize the saints, especially Stefan of Perm', often threatening to kill them. -12 We 

are told of the saints' podvig 33 and how Sergii and Kirill came to found their 

25 In order to avoid confusion between Stefan of Perm' and Stefan Komel'skogo, the 
former will without exception be referred to in this thesis as Stefan of Perm', and Stefan 
Komel'skogo simply as Stefan. 
26 V. Druzhinin, Zhitie sv. Stefana episkopa permskogo, St Petersburg, 1897, 
reprinted with an introduction by D. Lizevskij, The Hague, 1959 (hereafter 'Zhitie 
Stefan Permskogo'). 
27 'Zhitie Sergiia Radonezhskogo' in PLDR: XIV-seredina XV veka, eds L. A. 
Dmitricv and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1981, pp. 258-429 and 570-79 (hereafter 'Zhitie 
Sergiia'); Epifanii's original text has not survived and this published text is a 
compilation of versions produced by Pakhomii Logofet (see ibid., p. 572). 
28 'Zhitie i podvizi prepodobnago ottsa nashego igumena Kirilla' in Prepodobnye 
Kirill, Ferapont i Martinian Belozerskie, ed. G. M. Prokhorov, St Petersburg, 1994, pp. 50- 

167 and 309-13 (hereafter 'Zhitie Kirilla'); published using the mid-sixteenth-century 

manuscript RNB, Kirill-Belozersk collection, No. 18/1095. 
29 'Zhitie Sergiia', p. 296. 
30 Ibid., p. 306. 
31 'Zhitie Kirilla', p. 78. 
32 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 19-20 and 25; 'Zhitie Kirilla' pp. 80 and 82-84. 
33 Interestingly, the Jesus prayer, practised by Hesychasts and Non-Possessors, 

features in Kirill's vita; see 'Zhitie Kirilla', p. 130. Likewise, Sergii stresses the benefits 

of continual prayer, silence (Gr. hesychia, silence) and reads books in order to 
'C%KpoeeHHbIMH MbIC. 71bMM nozlBH3aa YMb CBOY1 Ha B Ke7leHHe Be'HbIX 6. larb C%KPOBHIUb' 

('Zhitie Sergiia', p. 314), all of which reflect Hesychast and Non-Possessor practices. 
Emphasis is put upon the concept of 'divine light' and miraculous events are associated 
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monasteries, introducing in both cases a strict ustav. 3' Budovnits minimizes the 
spiritual nature of these hermits, preferring to stress their monasteries' acquisition 
of wealth and property and to blame them for exploitation of the local villagers 
and landowners. 35This typical Soviet approach, although useful for its questioning 
of conventional religious assumptions, fails to accept that fourteenth-century 

religious revivals in Muscovy brought a genuine desire to re-assess spiritual goals 
and practices, to promote humility and unworldliness. The initial growth of large 
monastic communities outside urban centres should not simply be seen as a 
deliberate colonization process, but rather as one of the natural consequences of a 
desire to propagate a more ascetic and contemplative Orthodoxy as seen, for 

example, in Hesychast practices. 
The vitae present harmoniously structured narratives which mostly follow 

the topoi and framework of rhetorical hagiography. They do not, however, lack 

individual colour: for example, the account of Stefan of Perm "s linguistic 

innovations in order for the Komi to read the holy texts in their native language, 36 

as well as the long tale of his debate with the shaman Pam, 37 the tale of the bear 

which lived alongside Sergii for many years; and the vivid description of Kirill's 

youth as a layman. 39 All three also include a political dimension, for example, 
Epifanii's anti-Muscovite barbs concerning Moscow's treatment of the Komi 

people90 and brutal control of the Rostov territories which brought much hardship 

to local princes and landowners, 41 although this does not prevent Epifanli from 

ultimately 'representing Moscow as the spiritual and political centre of the Russian 

Church'. 42 Indeed, Sergii is shown to be a supporter of the Muscovite princes' 

policies of centralization, meeting with and lending support to Grand Prince 

Dmitrii Ivanovich (later 'Donskoi') before the battle of Kulikovo. 43 And in 

Pakhomii's work we find several passages on the unacceptability of monastic 

with fire and light. It is also possible, however, that these elements were added by 
Pakhomii and were not part of Epifanii's original composition. See Bertnes, Visions, pp. 
83-87. 
34 'Zhitie Sergiia', pp. 340 and 366-68, and 'Zhitie Kirilla', pp. 86-90. 
35 I. U. Budovnits, Monastyri na Rusi i bor%a s nimi krestian v XIV-XVI vekakh (po 

"zhitiam sviatykh"), Moscow, 1966 (hereafter Budovnits, Monastyri), pp. 130-31 
(Stefan), 77-110 (Sergii) and 165-71 (Kirill). 
36 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', p. 8. 
37 Ibid., pp. 39-52. 
38 'Zhitie Sergiia', pp. 312-14. 
39 'Zhitie Kirilla', pp. 56-62. 
40 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 40 and 46-47. 
41 'Zhitie Sergiia', pp. 288-90. 
42 Bertnes, Visions, p. 138. 
43 'Zhitie Sergiia', pp. 386-88. 
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landowning which, as stated above, was a politically significant topic during the 
fifteenth century. " 

In terms of narrative style, Epifanii and Pakhomii are rightly judged to have 
made considerable contributions to the hagiographical mode. Elaboration and 
stylistic embellishment is an important feature of the Zhitie Stefana Permskogo, 

producing a long and richly worded narrative which reflects the intellectual 
prowess and aims of the author. 4L5Although Pakhomii's work is less elaborate, his 

composition still contains an abundance of Biblical quotations, rhetoric, epithets, 
traditional hagiographical topoi and eulogies, and the eagerness of both authors to 
display their knowledge of the Holy Books further points to their desire to create 
an ornamental spiritual testament of words to their three subjects. On the other 
hand, it should be noted that all three vitae, despite stylistic elaboration, were 
composed with clarity of language and expression which at times reflects secular 
interests. The Zhitie Sergiia Radonezhskogo, for example, tells how a rich man was 
accused by his poor neighbour of theft: 'CeH HacHAbCTBO CHpoTt C'bTBOpI OT 
C'bctncTOy)OWHX eMy ciueBo: OT'ATb Benpb, nHTOMbIVI Ha nHLLly ce6t, m UtHy He 

Bz acrb e. +y, TaKO H 3aKJIaTH nOBeJI$ ero', ' while Kirill's vita tells of how the saint 
explains a man's illness: 'Ta 60. nt3Hb He OT npH. ny4ac npHHpe eMy, HO 3ae)ce 

npeJIro6ont)+cTBoBa cHa cTpa)KeTb'. 47 Epifanii's topographical description of the 

rivers which lead from the Komi lands and his factual details of various pagan 
idols likewise illustrate a desire to inform his reader-audience not only about Stefan 

of Perm "s religious deeds but related areas of interest as well. ' 

For all their similarity to the sixteenth-century northern vitae, however, they 

are fundamentally different; the primary motivation of Epifanii and Pakhomii is 

rooted in the literary and spiritual essentials of hagiographical writing, and less in 

the mundane politics of landowning and acquisition of wealth which we will see in 

the sixteenth-century works. In the case of Pakhomii, it is especially clear that, for 

all his Non-Possessor rhetoric, reality and fact were not the most important 

ingredients of his work, as we know from other sources that Kirill's supposed 

refusal to accept land offered to the monastery is far from the truth. 49 Pakhomii is 

44 'Zhitie Kirilla', pp. 112-14 and 138-40. The vita also tells us, however, that after 
Kirill's death gifts of property and land rights were no longer refused by the monastery; 
see ibid., pp. 114 and 158. 
45 See Kitch, Literary Style, and Bertnes, Visions, pp. 136-93. 
46 'Zhitie Sergiia', p. 400. 
47 'Zhitie Kirilla', p. 124. 
48 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 9 and 36-37. 
49 See, especially, the findings of A. I. Kopanev and N. Nikol'skii cited in 
Budovnits, Monastyri, pp. 166-69. 
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more concerned with the spiritual portrait and miracle-working of the monastery's 
founder. By contrast, stylistically, the sixteenth-century texts ignore most of the 
textual ornamentation, Biblical quotation and stylistic devices found in these earlier 
vitae; as demonstrated below, the later hagiographers write in a consistently more 
realistic manner, reflecting everyday life and language, in an apparent desire to 
reflect a different perception of sanctity and to communicate effectively with their 
audience. 

Thus we see that, although many similar problems faced in the sixteenth 
century by the men who headed into the northern wilderness were shared by the 
hermits and missionaries of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the 

representation of their lives is approached in a different manner and with different 

priorities. Without doubt, however, there are passages of structural and thematic 

crossover and reference will be made to the earlier vitae where appropriate. 

Unusual Heroes 

Several of the unusual features of the northern vitae are exemplified in the works 

chosen for analysis: unusual subjects such as Varlaam of Vaga as well as 
descriptions of puzzling missions apparently contradicting traditional 

ecclesiastical principle, such as in the Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo. Similarly, there 

are texts which devote much of the narrative to a subject other than that indicated 

in the title and thus 'neglect' the primary didactic function of hagiography, the 

teaching of Christian ideals and practice through the exemplum of an 

extraordinarily pious individual, as in the case of Stefan of Komela. 

One of the main results of these changes is a shift in the focus of what 

exemplary role the protagonist is meant to play; in other words, the men who 

travelled north very often appear to have taken with them a different vision of 

spiritual and moral ideals than those who remained in the Muscovite urban 

monasteries. So what did they envisage that prompted their initial decision to leave 

the cities? What did they hope to find in the wilderness; personal salvation or 

fulfilment of some other ambition? Were they trying to imitate the path of the early 

Christian hermits who spent their lives in prayer and contemplation in the 

wilderness, following the example of Christ's own retreat; or was this an attempt to 

create a new moral ideal? On the other hand, it is not unreasonable to suggest that 

spiritual need may not always have been the major consideration. As we will see, 
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the saints discussed in this chapter appear to have been revered on the basis of 
somewhat different criteria from that applied to earlier native Russian saints. 

Of all the saints under examination in this chapter, perhaps none has a more 
uncommon claim to sanctity than Varlaam of Vaga, who lived a secular life until 
only six years before his death, taking the tonsure 'B r. Ay6oKOH CTapoCTH'50 in the 

monastery that he had founded some years earlier. Budovnits suggests that even 
this late entry into the clergy demanded little sacrifice on his part as the monastery 
was a stone's throw from the town where he left his wife and daughters ('paCTOAHie 
*e MtCTO TO AKO ABaWH CTp$JIHTN1 OTb rpana'51). For the majority of his life, 
Varlaam lived as the wealthy, respected and secular boiar, the posadnik Vasilii 
Stepanovich Svoezemtsev from Novgorod-52 He inherited lands from his father and 
grandfather in the Zavoloch'e area and, probably seeking to increase his fortune, 
he dispatched a group of loyal servants to the region 'CTpOHTH M npOMbIWJIATI1 

)cpe6ieM-b ero'. M Varlaam himself also visited Zavoloch'e and was favourably 

impressed: 'Ha3Npawe CTp06Hie pa6b CBOmXb, m nto6A MtCTO TO' 

Embarking upon a large-scale building scheme, he invested much time and 
money in these estates; at the confluence of the rivers Pinega and Vaga he founded 

a small town (Pinezha) to which, in the course of time, he moved with his family 
from Novgorod. On the opposite side of the River Pinega to the town, he had a 
monastery built together with a church dedicated to St John the Theologian and 

several more churches and towns were constructed in the ensuing years. Iona claims 
that Varlaam used up all his wealth building and lavishly furnishing these churches 

with icons, Holy Books and so forth 56 

Iona often assures his reader that Varlaam carried out these great 

endeavours 'cnaceHi papa AywH cBoe ci' S'' and that he was an extraordinarily 

5o 'Zhitie Varlaama', p. 19. 
51 Ibid., p. 17. 
52 Although for the majority of his life Varlaam bore the name Vasilii, I shall refer 
to him as Varlaam throughout this chapter for the sake of clarity. 
53 'm-b pony 6 nwe Y1 1130 OTHeCTBa ceMy Bacm niio IIOCaAHHKy 3aaoJ o4ie NMeHyeMO 

6 Awe ... ', 'Zhitie Varlaama', pp. 12-13; see also A. Grigorievich, 'Foreword', p. iv. 
54 Ibid., p. 13. Janet Martin notes that Novgorodian colonization of this area had 
been under way since the first half of the twelfth century, although the larger 
landowners, commonly Novgorodian boiars, became powerful financial influences only in 

the fourteenth century. By the fifteenth century 'boyar estates were well established 
throughout the Novgorodian North'; see Janet Martin, Treasure of the Land of Darkness; 

The Fur Trade and its Significance for Medieval Russia, Cambridge, 1986 (hereafter 

Martin, Land of Darkness), pp. 68-71 and 213, note 56. 
55 'Zhitie Varlaama', p. 13. 
56 Ibid., p. 17. 
57 Ibid., p. 18; see also p. 17. 
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pious man. Traditional hagiographical topoi are used to describe his childhood and 
early life: he was 'oTb CJIaBHbIX' po, pNTeJIeN' and he lived 'no o6b14aio CBOeMy 

6. naro4ecTHO, 6. narlMH ArJlbI yKpawa c Aywy ceow', following a strictly moral 
lifestyle, giving alms to the poor, and spending all night in prayer 'Ha BC npa3AHHKH 
rocnOZIbCKi $I II CB ATbIXb naM ATM'. 59 He is, on three occasions, referred to as 
Abraham, indicating his perceived role as founding father of the northern 
Zavoloch'e community. 60 Later, when 'Vasilii' is tonsured and takes the monastic 
name Varlaam, he continues his exemplary lifestyle, regardless of the position and 
status he enjoyed during his lay years: 

Tame AKO CoBepweHb MHOKb npe6blBa A Bb 06HTeJni ceoeH, 
noZlBM3a, 1C A Ha xiiaBOJia KptnKO, nOCTOMb M MOJ1NTBaMH yro )Knawe 
BoroBH; cMHpeHleMb we m nOBNHOBeHleMb BC$Xb npeoAo. ntBawe. 
Cero papH MH Awec A 6bnTH AKO eAHHb orb y6oimxb, a He AKO 
Ha4aJ1bHMKb MtCTY ceMy m BJIaCTeJIeHb BeJIHKOMy lioayipaziy. 61 

That Varlaam was an exceptionally modest man is again stressed later in the vita: 
Iona explains that his sanctity was foreseen by no-one as 'MHAxy 6o cecTaro RKo 

npOCTOJHORIHHa a He ezi iHaro OVb CB ATbIxb' 62 and it is only when, ninety years after 
his death, his tomb is opened during a great flood, and his body and monk's habit 

are found to be uncorrupted that the brethren recognize his sanctity. 63 After this 

discovery, Varlaam appears in a vision to the Abbot Paisei, reproaching the latter 

over his unwillingness to give help to the needy during a period of severe famine. 

This leads the hagiographer into twenty-four tales of miracles worked by Varlaam, 

filling as many pages again as the story of his life. 

Iona does his best to convey a suitably saint-like impression of Varlaam's 

piety and worth throughout the vita, yet he does not manage to cover completely 

the tracks of Varlaam's secular life as Vasilü the rich boiar, which in turn poses 

interesting questions about Varlaam's life and deeds in the north, and also the 

reasons for his canonization. One of the most important qualifications for any claim 

to sanctity is the subject's podvig, the deeds which prove beyond doubt that he 

dedicated his life to God and the Orthodox Church, and that these deeds were 

performed with true humility. Varlaam's outward signs of dedication to the Church 

seem to be clear: his generosity in the building of the churches and monastery which, 

58 Ibid., p. 12. 
59 Ibid., pp. 13-14. 
60 See, for example, ibid., pp. 13 and 17. 
61 Ibid., p. 18. 
62 Ibid., p. 19. 
63 Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
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we are told, left him penniless, and, in Iona's depiction, his piety and spirituality. 
Such deeds alone, however, were insufficient to qualify Varlaam for sanctity and 
instead the hagiographer relied on his posthumous podvig, the fact that his body 
was found to be uncorrupted after ninety years in the grave and that many healing 
miracles are linked to Varlaam (see below). Yet when Varlaam's less obvious 
intentions in moving north are examined, the picture becomes less clear. Iona 

suggests, on the one hand, that Varlaam left Novgorod to escape the corruption of 
city life, yet, on the other, admits that the reasons may have been 'MHOnIXb pazjn 
HawecTBiHw paTHbuX% 6bisarowHxb loeyipaAy'. " Novgorod is further implicated in a 
later reference to the 'MHoroM ATe )Cie Mipa cero'. 65Varlaam may well have left 
Novgorod to escape the political instability, with Muscovy embarking on its 

campaigns against the city, and the heresies of the strigolniki and the 

zhidovstvuiushche having taken their toll and contributed to an atmosphere of 
suspicion. He may also have moved in an effort to protect and increase his wealth. 
It is important to note that Varlaam's primary objective in the north was to build a 
town, before any of the churches or the monastery. This, as we will see below, 
differs significantly from the normal pattern of monk travelling north and founding 

a monastery, around which a town gradually grows up, as, for example, with Sergii 

of Radonezh and Kirill of Belozersk. 
Varlaam quite possibly sensed a potentially enormous new source of wealth. 

The wild northern territories at that time presented a great attraction to 

entrepreneurial pioneers: animal furs, excellent fishing and salt production - all 
these are goods which brought high profit to those prepared to take the risk. 66 

" Furthermore, the geographical location of the town Pinezha, on the confluence of the 

rivers Vaga and Pinega, allowed for excellent access to the White Sea and beyond. 
Several details in the vita support the idea that Varlaam was essentially a 

rich merchant who built up his own territory where he reigned supreme. Notably, 

the town is built on a hilltop, suggesting a defensive look-out position. It is 

furthermore not inconceivable that Varlaam built the fortified monastery to protect 

not only the people, but also his own trading interests. When choosing the location 

for the monastery, the most important consideration is Varlaam's anxiety about the 

64 Ibid., p. 13. 
65 Ibid., p. 18. 
66 Animal furs were the most important and valuable; see Martin, Land of Darkness, 
Chapter Three on the fur trade in and around Novgorod, and Chapter Six on the economic 
significance of the fur trade for Novgorod. Martin also comments on the political 
ramifications of the fur trade for relations between Novgorod and Muscovy, see ibid., pp. 
130-40. 
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'strength' or 'weakness' of the location, despite the fact that God is, according to 
Iona, directing Varlaam in his search: 'Ha TOM% y6o MtCTe 3eMncl He Kptnlca ecTb. 
MtcTO y6o cie naAKO ecTb'. 67 Another detail supporting this notion is the unusual 
unit of measurement cited above to describe the distance of a stone's throw 
between the town and the monastery (see above, page 49). 

We know that Varlaam provided for the monks: 'YCTpOHBb xce o6we , oiTie 
Aale 6JIa )CeHHb&N H OKpeCTHbI A Becil 6JIH3'b MOHäCTbIp A OHaro. H HM$Hi A MHOra 
HHOKOM% Ha nponHTaHie H IpaMäTäMH Bt4HO yTBepz1H'. '8 This provision was not, 
however, without conditions, laid down legally by Varlaam. The monastery 

remained the property of Varlaam during his lifetime and on his death passed to his 

son. Varlaam also stipulated in his will that 'every year, on the anniversary of his 

death, the brethren should provide a substantial meal for all such poor persons as 

were in the habit of attending the church of the monastery on festival days', 69 

ensuring that his memory would not fade. The official deeds of the monastery 

reveal that the abbot during Varlaam's life was little more than a hireling dependent 

upon his master: 'A noHpeT HryMeH npoue H3 MOHaCTbIp A, HHO eMy AaTH cyueT 

uepHuaM'. 70 Varlaam did not, on the other hand, fully absorb the monastery into his 

larger estates and the monastery's activity was likewise forbidden to interfere with 
Varlaam's own business affairs; for example, the monastery was not permitted to 

hire the seasonal workers and share-croppers who came to work principally for 

Varlaam's secular estates. 
Thus, it would appear that Varlaam did indeed have an important second 

agenda when he left Novgorod for the north; he did not intend to retreat into 

religious contemplation, but rather to exploit the virgin lands for material profit and 
develop his own lucrative 'kingdom'. He is certainly portrayed as a pious Christian 

who used his great fortunes to develop a religious centre, but only after the town 

had been built. It may be argued that this testifies to changing criteria used by the 

hagiographer to evaluate the sanctity of an individual: although it is likely that most 

people would have forgotten Varlaam's secular activities ninety years after his 

death, the hagiographer nonetheless choses to portray him primarily through his 

secular deeds. In turn, this decision indicates changing moral attitudes and ideals 

on a wider scale. Although Varlaam neither practised saintly asceticism nor took 

67 Varlaam's words: 'Zhitie Varlaama', p. 17. 
68 Ibid. 
69 See Kluchevsky, History of Russia, 2, p. 161. 
70 See Budovnits, Monastyri, p. 199, note 140. Kliuchevskii suggests that this was 

normal practice for what he describes as 'secular' monasteries; see Kluchevsky, History of 
Russia, 2, pp. 162-63. 
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the tonsure until late in life, he did found a prosperous town and and well-tended 
monastery, bringing a place of worship, work and security to local people and 
providing them with ample reason for gratitude. When his relics were discovered to 
be uncorrupted, local reverence was a natural progression. Furthermore, we know 
that Varlaam developed his secular estates as well as the churches and monastery, 
so, in this case at least, the traditionally Soviet accusation that the Orthodox 
Church took away the local population's freedom in trade and farming as it 
colonized the north is not applicable; indeed, the reverse is true in that Varlaam 

provided the choice of working either on the Church or secular estates. 
It is highly likely that the monastery was eager to have Varlaam canonized in 

order to protect their land and consolidate their own position in a legal sense. The 

vita was composed in 1589 when Iona visited the monastery and was forced to 

spend a winter there on account of harsh weather. Iona's arrival at the monastery 
followed hard on the heels of Ivan IV's effective measures of 1584 to restrict the 

ever-increasing ecclesiastical landholdings and tax privileges. As the monastery was 
originally founded by a layman and appears to have had no official gramota from 

the secular authorities concerning its land (but rather a contract only with Varlaam), 

it may have feared it was a vulnerable target for confiscation. Iona was provided 

with details about Varlaam's family origins and landholdings which would have 

played an important role in establishing the land rights of the monastery after 
Varlaam's death, and which would also have been granted an air of ecclesiastical 

authority by its inclusion in a vita. 
The spiritual status and security of the monastery would be rapidly elevated 

if it could provide the Orthodox Church with a new native saint. Bushkovitch notes 
the decline in influence of the older monasteries during the sixteenth century and 

states that 'the most visible example of change in the character of religious 

experience [... ] was the swift and tremendous increase in the popularity of 

miracles'. 71 Officially sanctioned by the Orthodox Church, miracle cults arose 

principally in rural areas and attracted greater attention if the monastery boasted 

relics of the saint or his grave where people could offer prayers as in the case of 

Varlaam, Stefan and Trifon (and this probably explains further why the 

hagiographer put so much emphasis on Varlaam's posthumous saintly deeds). 72 

Such cults probably also appealed to the local population both in terms of support 

71 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, p. 100. 
72 Miracle cults helped to promote the reputation of a monastery, to win over land 

and popular opinion to the monastery. This sometimes led to rivalry between monasteries 
which competed for superiority in effectiveness of miracles (see ibid., pp. 114-15). 
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for an establishment directly involved in their lives and as a source of local 

patriotism and pride (see Miracles below). 3 As many as 150 saints were either fully 

canonized or else granted status of local reverence in the second half of the 
sixteenth century, approximately seventy of whom were founders (and their 
disciples) of monasteries. It is interesting to note the opinion that in this period 
'KaHOHN3auHN KpHTepIH H Tpe6oBaHMe 'Iyl1oTBopeHHN KäK bbl oc na6)JI AFOTC A'. 74 

However, the idea of criteria for sanctity becoming somehow less demanding 
ignores the changing nature of belief systems and their relationship to the believer 

within an evolving social context. Perceptions of what constitutes sanctity likewise 

change over the course of time and the faith of a sixteenth-century Russian 
Christian, for example, would have been markedly different from one of the twelfth 

century. 
Thus it can be argued that this vita was composed at least in part in 

response to the needs of the local community and evolving perceptions of piety: 
despite having led a secular life, probably as a successful businessman, Varlaam 

was the original benefactor of the area and had brought to it the town, churches, 
monastery and great wealth. Furthermore, many miracles were said to have 

occurred at his graveside. In this light the reasons for local reverence of Varlaam 
become clear, as does the encouragement given to Iona more than 100 years after his 

death to compose an official vita. 
If there is ambiguity surrounding the reasons for Varlaam's canonization, 

those for the monastery founded by Stefan on the banks of Lake Komela are clear. 
Their main objective is to glorify their monastery - as well as probably to re-state 
its legal position - and the surrounding lands, to the detriment of a clear picture of 
Stefan's individual saintly deeds. 

Rarely has a vita been so sparse in detail about the origins and deeds of the 

saintly protagonist in its effort to convey the value of the monastery as the Zhitie 

Stefano Komi! "skogo. In striking contrast to the details given of Varlaam's family, 

political position and ancestral landholdings, the author of Stefan's vita opens the 

section headed 'Ifa4ano 0 CB S1TOMb' with a rambling introduction, notable for the 

author's admission of ignorance about biographical detail: 

CJIbiwax'b y6o O CB ATOMb CTe4 aHt OT'b H$UbIXb, AKO po)KneHle HMbIN 

N BocnHTaHie so o6.71aCTH BOJIOTOUKON, BecH we m CBJIa He 

n03HaXOMl, HO Hapt'UeMb C. 7IbIWaxoMb, AKO OT@Ub ero )KHB AW@ y 

73 Bushkovitch notes that cults attracted not only a popular following, but also many 
from the landholding classes (ibid., p. 127). 
74 See Kanonizatsiia sviatykh, ed. Metropolitan Iuvenalii, Moscow, 1988, pp. 21-22. 
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H$KiR KHAIIIHH BO , DBOpt, eN we Y60 BXIOBCTBO liMtioWB, II 
TJIaroJ OT% we to 6, nar04eCTHBa A CO4b A BpaAaTbIXb. MHIO we., AKO 
6JIarO4eCTNBb CbI 6bICTb II MY )KI) TOM, OT'b Hero we fl OH3bIj1@ CH 
OTPOK'b CB ATbIN CTB4aHb. 7' 

In this way, Stefan's hagiographer breaks with traditional practice whereby, if the 

author did not know the relevant facts, he would fabricate them according to 
traditional formulae or else omit them altogether. The deficiency of this 
hagiographer's knowledge is palpable and he admits at the end of the exordium that 
'Ma71y p$4b CJIbIWaXb 0 HeMb'. 76 Later he voices vagueness in a manner untypical for 
hagiography, for example, 'Cero )Ce He B$Mbl, Bb Ka s; BpeMeHa H JItTa npiHz]e 

CB ATb1H Bb nyCTbIHIO H KO. 7IHKO JItTb nOTPYZIKC A; MHM AKO MHOrO JI$T% nOTpj/, JNC AH 

MHora 3HaMeHiA BO MMA XpMCTOBO'. 7 Such use of the verb mnit' is unusual in vitae; 
the author is, after all, meant to be persuading his audience to follow the exemplary 
life led by the saint in question and not offering suppositious information. Doubt of 
any kind was necessarily alien to the presentation of saintly biography. In terms of 
traditional hagiography, he thus undermines his credibility as hagiographer by first 

admitting uncertainty, and secondly by using few of the traditional clicheed phrases 
to fill in the knowledge gap and hence to reassure his audience. For example, no 

mention is made of humble and pious origins, distinguished by signs of outstanding 

religious potential as a child. Clearly he is aware that he ought to be following some 
degree of convention; for instance, he knows that he ought to mention the fact that 
Stefan's parents were at the very least pious, yet he merely ponders the idea that 

his father may have been pious. He is unwilling to assert conviction which leads to a 

general failure in didactic effectiveness. Hagiography, even in the advanced stages 

of its development in the sixteenth century, was not an exercise in subjective 
interpretation; the audience is supposed to be instructed in the truth of events. In its 

final form, Stefan's vita creates a radical rearrangement of the narrative position of 

the author vis-a-vis the subject and reader-audience: no longer does the former offer 

a definitive spiritual model, but instead merely the suggestion of spiritual value. 

Such an approach illustrates what can happen when a mode of literature 

modelled upon recognized patterns and topoi is taken to the extremes of anonymity. 

Although the hagiographer was expected to 'pad out' with set formulae a text for 

which he had only scant original material, in this case the padding-out process is 

too transparent to be effective and the author simply appears to the audience as 

75 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 6. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid., p. 16. 
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incapable of producing even a catalogue of traditional pious features and events. 
Stefan's author does appear to be conscious of the problem for he reminds the 
audience that 'MHora 6bICTb Bb Pycii HeCTpoeHiA H MATekcb', and that several 
monasteries in the Vologda region were destroyed; he suggests that material 
collected about Stefan's deeds may have been lost during these tempestuous 
times. 78 In this light it is possible to suggest that the author, in the absence of 
sufficient ecclesiastical source material, felt he had to adopt a genuinely historical 

approach to his work and that truthfulness on his part, admitting his ignorance, 

was more important than adherence to traditional hagiographical formulae. In turn, 
this strongly suggests a move towards a more secular perspective and effort on the 

author's part, a desire to instruct his audience using fact instead of abstract 
exempla. One result of this would be a more realistic, less formulaic portrait of his 

subject. 
The remainder of the section 'Ha4ano o CB ATOMb' skims over a couple more 

traditional topoi ('CeM )Ce OTPOK'b M3Bb14e 6o)CeCTBeHHaro nHCaHiA N pa3CMOTpHBb 

cyeTy cetTa cero M He M3BOJIM )KHTH Bb MHpt ceMb; M Mzle BO eAMHb OT'b 

MoHacT6IpeA'79) and gives an impression of almost indecent haste to cover the events 

of Stefan's life up to the point when he arrives in the north. We hear phrases such 

as mnoga Ida and mnogoe vremia as Stefan wanders from one monastery to the next, 

seeking the place he believes God will indicate that he should build his own 

monastery. 
However, having safely brought Stefan to the shores of Lake Komela, the 

author's tone, not to mention his powers of narration, is suddenly transformed from 

one rather detached to more convincingly involved in the subject-matter. With the 

account of the genesis of the monastery as a functioning entity, his detailed 

involvement increases: Stefan's vision of the Mother of God and St Nicholas who 

instruct him to build a monastery where he has put up his small shelter; 80 the 

gathering of brethren around Stefan who are said to be concerned that there is no 

church nearby' the brethren's discussion about the building of a church and the 

choice of Stefan as their leader; and Stefan's subsequent visit to Moscow to seek 

permission and the blessing of the authorities for the project. 82 Already the story of 

78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid., p. 6. 
80 Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
81 Ibid., p. 11. 
82 Ibid., pp. 12-14. 
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Stefan's own podvig is receding into the background and the future church taking 
over the primary focus of the hagiographer. 

The account of the journey to Moscow comprises the longest section of the 
vita, largely because of the emphasis on the process of receiving a legal gramota from 
the authorities, confirming the rights of the monastery in perpetuity. Interestingly 
Stefan goes to Moscow before starting work on the building; he was probably 
already aware that it would be a contentious issue with the local population. We 
hear earlier in the vita about the '3JIOHpaBHbIxb 4eJloatuexb, H Ce naKOCTH TBOpfixy 

MHO1H CBATOMy': 83 the locals object to Stefan fishing in the lake and use violence to 
prevent him from casting his lines. Budovnits puts forward the not unreasonable 
suggestion that Stefan was fishing not only for himself, something unlikely to have 

so angered the local population, but rather for a large community which had 

already grown up around Stefan's original and solitary cell. This notion is 
supported by the description of Stefan's companions on his travels to Moscow: 
'CTe4JaHb nOHM'b c% co6o o ezjNHoro OT 6paTiM, a j3pyraro orb MHpCKHX% 

Tpy)CaFOwaroc Cb HHMb'. M Laypeople working for the assembled brethren indicates 

a large collective, against which protests from the local fishermen are 
understandable. 85 

Stefan clearly recognized the necessity of gaining control of land and water 
rights from the Moscow authorities for the future of the monastery and phrased his 

petition accordingly. An obvious contradiction emerges in the vita, demonstrating 
deviousness on Stefan's part. Returning briefly to Stefan's arrival in the Komela 

district, the author describes the location beside the lake as 'MtCTO paBHO [... ] 
Ape9eca 6o COCHbI npeee. lwIKie, e. nu y6o m 6epe3HMK'b', going on to mention nearby 

settlements; 86 yet when petitioning Grand Prince Vasilii Ell and the Metropolitan 

Daniil for the gramota, Stefan twice tells them that it is 'MtCTuo nyCTbIHHO, T04ito 

JI$c'b BeJINKiHw, H 6JIaTa HenpoxoZlI1Mbl, H MXH', 87 a substantially less inviting 

description than the first, and ignoring the presence of a local population. Vasilii III 

and Daniil are convinced, however, and Stefan returns in triumph with the legal 

rights not only to the land but also, of equal importance, to the lake and all fishing 

in it, thus assuring the brethren of future provision and produce to sell. 

83 Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
84 Ibid., p. 12. 
85 See Budovnits, Monastyri, pp. 309-10. 
86 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', pp. 7 and 10. 
87 Ibid., p. 13. 
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Thus we see how, just as in the case of Varlaam, a second agenda becomes 
clear; the vita of Stefan is used not so much to glorify the exemplary life and deeds 
of this monk and abbot, but rather to ratify the existence and all-important legal 

rights of the monastery he built. In places the text can be seen as a straightforward 
history of the monastery, so far has Stefan's podvig fallen from sight. It thus 
becomes difficult for the audience to view Stefan as a separate entity from the 
monastery and the composition of this vita may be seen not only as a testament to 
Stefan as founder of the monastery, but also partly as a matter of expediency, lest 
the monastery encounter problems with its landholdings and rights. With rare 
exceptions, 88 earlier vitae did not tend to stress such issues, the tensions that arose 
between ecclesiastical and secular hierarchies, and this late appearance instead 

reflects the very real difficulties faced by the Church in the sixteenth-century 
concerning landholding and acquisition of wealth. 

The Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo is another work which belies the traditional 
purpose of hagiography to celebrate the life of a saintly individual. It too focuses on 
the building of a monastery, although it is not this aspect which overshadows the 
deeds of the saint. Rather, it is the mission itself and the hostile environment that 

all too often detract from Trifon's podvig because of the way the author choses to 

represent the facts. 

In the Zhitie Trifona we find similarities to the vitae of Varlaam and Stefan: 
for example, as in Varlaam's case, Trifon remains a layman until approximately 
1533 when he is tonsured at the age of 38; furthermore, he is said to engage the local 

population in some kind of trade when he first arrives - 'HayaTb AK06bl TBOpVITM 
6ectzbi o Kynn Ax-b'; 89 and, like Stefan, he organizes the legal documentation for his 

monastery before starting to build as he too experiences hostility from the local 

population. Trifon's hagiographer portrays him as a supremely pious layman: he 

was a humble child who obeyed his parents and imitated their piety; he is said to 

love the wilderness and is instructed by Christ's voice to sow the seeds of Christian 

teaching in the wilds, where the people have not yet been enlightened, despite the 

fact that he considers himself inadequate, 'Hegt)Kna ecMb m Ma. no KHH »rceH"b'; 90 and, 

88 For example, Metropolitan Kiprian's late fourteenth-century Zhitie mitropolita 
Petra, which stresses the independence of the Orthodox Church from secular interference 

and the right of the Church not to become embroiled in internecine secular feuding (the 

vita is published in Metropolitan Makarii's Velikie Minei Cheti, I. Dekabr' dni 18-20, 

Moscow, 1910, cols 1,620-46). See Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, pp. 82-88, and 
Bertnes, Visions, pp. 116-26. 
89 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 99. 
90 Ibid., p. 97. 
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as if in justification of Trifon being a layman, the author describes him 'ewe npe)cAe 
MH04eCToa 4HCTbIM'b cepmeM'b, HCTHHHbIN VIHOK'b ZIYXOM'b jIMbICJIbi'. 91 Yet, just as in 

the account of Stefan's early life, such topoi of piety appear less and less as the 

central narrative is carried away by descriptions of the native Laplanders, Trifon's 

attempts to convert them and his daily struggles against the inhospitable climate 
and terrain. 

Following these standard hagiographical expressions of piety, Trifon 

embarks on his journey to the very north of the Murmansk region. Here he 

encounters the Laplanders who he describes as 'x(MBywe Bb He4eCTiH H Bb CaMOM'd 

noraH'bCKOM'b 11210llo6tciH'. 92 The author chooses to present Trifon's trading 

activities in a manner that differs from that in Varlaam's vita, suggesting that Trifon 

only 'pretended' to be a merchant in order to become closer to the Laplanders, but 

that his real aim was conversion of the pagans. There follow several pages of vivid 
description about Trifon's sometimes life-threatening struggles with the Laplanders 

who are hostile to his attempts to enlighten them and react violently against him. 

Stefan of Perm' experienced almost identical hostility, according to Epifanii's vita, 

which perhaps suggests some degree of influence of the latter upon the Zhitie Trifona 

Pechengskogo: 

&nepsa y6o Clii CTe44aH' MHOTO 3JIa nOCTpana OT HeBtpHbIX'b 
nepMaPrb, OT HeKpeweHbIx'b: o3. no6. neHie, ponTaHie, xyxHaHie [... ] 

noHoweHie m naKOCTb [... ] oBorzla y6VITN ero XOTAXy; HHoriia we 

ocTyr> iwa ero o6a no. nbl BbKpyra OKOn0 ero oc. nonbl mc BeJ1HKHMH 
yp&Iº113 

Stefan of Perm' requires a relatively long period to break down this hostility and 

develop a trusting relationship with the Komi people, something he does by 

patiently talking with them and gradually convincing them of the value of 

Orthodoxy, allowing them to reason out the justifications for and against their 

pagan faith. " Trifon's hagiographer describes an initially similar conversion process 

of the Laplanders and how Trifon finally manages to break their solidarity and 

convert some of them. At this point, however, the majority expel him from the area. 

Determined to continue his mission, he returns to Novgorod and procures a gramota 

from the archbishop for the building of a church on the river Pechenga. Three years 

91 Ibid., p. 98. 
92 Ibid. 
93 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 19-20. Kirill is likewise said to suffer attacks by a 
hostile local population; see, for example, 'Zhitie Kirilla', p. 80. 
94 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 26-29. 
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later, when the church is completed, Trifon finds a priest, Iliia, in the nearby town 

of Kola who tonsures him and blesses the new church. The vita suggests that this is 

all it takes not only to subdue the native hostility and persuade them to convert to 
Orthodoxy, but also to hand over their lands to the Church: 

HoBonpocetweHHii we Hapoza nonapCKie OT'b ycepzin cBoero, OTb 
HM$HiM CBOHX'b npFHOwaxy cpe6po m Bewl, H AKo npeAb HOraMH 
anOCTOJIbCKHMH, npeno io6Haro OTLLa TpH4OHa npN Horaxb no naraxy. 
HHiH we 3eMJIM, m e3epa, m peKH, H Kb MOPCKHMb yro Kie BOpbl 

nozasaxy, m nHCbMeHHbIMVI 3aBtTbI yTBep Kz axy 9 

It is likely that Iliia also tonsured many of the natives as monks for this amount of 

property to have been 'donated' to the church. Furthermore, people request services 

such as prayers for the deceased, for their own good health and 'HM cHa Hxb sb 

CHHOZIHKH f1HCaTH'. 96With this huge influx of wealth, it is hardly surprising that the 

monastery began to grow in size. 
The vita omits to mention that Trifon's monastery was situated on a 

lucrative trade-route as well as rich fishing waters, both of which the clergy used to 

their advantage. We hear of foreigners arriving by ship, 'H OTb TaMO 6. nMCKHXb 

CTpaHb OTb JIKTepCKiA H Ka. nBHHCKiA epeCH' 9' who had clearly come in a trading 

capacity, although the vita claims it is for reasons of piety. Budovnits notes that the 

diaries left behind by the Dutch sea-merchant Simon Van-Salingen tell us that 

Trifon was particularly active in attracting trade from foreign ships 98 and that he 

controlled vast areas of salmon waters around the northern shores, thus dominating 

trade with the local population. An official protest was lodged by the King of 

Denmark to the effect that the monastery monopolized trade, although this did 

nothing to stop its growth. 

The rest of the vita comprises short tales of what Trifon had to do for the 

financial upkeep of the monastery and the occasional problems which arose. At the 

end the hagiographer includes a description of the sacking of the monastery by the 

95 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 102. 
96 Ibid., p. 103. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Budovnits, Monastyri, p. 268. This is consistent with what Janet Martin tells us 

about trade between Novgorod and west European countries; 'Novgorod, encouraged to 

conduct foreign commerce that would bring silver into the Russian lands, focused its fur 

export on the west, and ceased contributing to the flow of fur southward and eastward'; see 

Martin, Land of Darkness, p. 86. It is very likely that Trifon also traded in high-cost furs 

and so enjoyed good profits. 
99 Budovnits, Monastyri, p. 269. 
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Swedes in 1589, the slaughter of the monks and layworkers, and the destruction of 
the monastery buildings. 

Thus we have the tale of another enterprising merchant whose vita claims 
that his intentions were of a purely missionary nature, yet which also describes the 
appropriation of lands from the natives and seizure of trading and fishing rights. 
The vivid descriptions of life in the wilderness and of the Laplanders detract from 
the hagiographer's attempts to render this life-story in saintly colours: we hear, for 

example, how he wandered 'Bb Toi Henpox011HOH Aa, nbHeH CTpaHe 6t enHHb 
npHw, neub [... ] 6e3AOMHo H 6e3KpoBHo, no JltcaMb H no TopaMb H Bb nponaCTexb 

3eMHbIXb cKHTa Ac R'; 10° how he often had to hide in the mountains and rocky ravines 
to avoid the Laplanders' hostility; 101 and how he had to chase a bear attracted by 
the smell of bread-making from inside his cell. 102 Passages describing the 
Laplanders' customs and territory are likewise lively and detailed (see below, pages 
72-73). The author often shows a greater interest in the narrative than in Trifon's 
deeds and choses consistently to lay the emphasis more upon the adventurous and 
even historical elements of the vita, rather than upon the didactic. Once again we 
see a distinct change of focus in a northern vita: Trifon's podvig, just as Stefan of 
Perm''s, recedes into the background, leaving only rare moments of exceptionally 
pious deeds. 

As with Varlaam and Stefan, a changing perception of what constitutes 
sanctity becomes apparent in Trifon's vita, one which takes into account the 

environment. the local populations, their needs and the difficulties of co-existence. 
A new prototype saint was emerging in the north, different from Sergii of Radonezh 

and Kirill of Belozersk and more in the mould of Stefan of Perm', where a strict 

monastic life was no longer necessary and the new prototype moved much more 
freely between the spiritual life of the Church and the secular world outside, 

maintaining an active involvement in both spheres. Far from the abstract depictions 

of the protagonist found in high-style rhetorical vitae, the authors of these northern 

works show in a more realistic manner how their subjects adapted to the 

conditions of the north and sought, for whatever reason, to build up their 

monasteries as far and as securely as possible. The sixteenth-century vitae tell of 

monasteries which were established close to populated areas in the north rather 

than of communities forming around truly isolated hermits, and of the subsequent 

development of the area, focusing on secular issues such as opportunities for work 

100 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', pp. 97-98. 
101 Ibid., p. 100. 
102 Ibid., pp. 106-07. 
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and security as well as the establishment of the Orthodox Church. In such alien and 
hostile climes, far from the more sophisticated central areas of Muscovy, it was 
natural that perceptions of piety were also adapted to reflect the life, needs and 
customs of society. Local people, for example, would understandably have 
supported and taken pride in accounts of miraculous activities linked to the 
founders of these monasteries, events which in time would have encouraged local 
veneration of the founder. As seen above, the hagiographers tried hard to reflect 
these changing ideals in their texts, while still preserving and working within as 
traditional a context of piety as possible: although these saintly protagonists did 
not perhaps focus solely on the purest of Christian endeavour, they did play a vital 
role in the establishment of the Orthodox Church in the north for which they were 
understandably deemed worthy of veneration. 

Structure 

The most interesting structural shift in the vitae examined here is a consistent move 
by the authors away from slavish adherence to the traditional divisions of 
exordium, central narrative and conclusio of the high-style vita, instead allowing the 
needs of their texts to dominate and direct the style and structure, the weight and 
emphasis of the work. Although divergence from the traditional structure is also 
found in earlier non-high-style Russian and Greek vitae (for example, hagiographical 

works of a more legendary nature) the authors of the northern vitae consistently 
choose the less rhetorical, less bookish model. Making this choice strongly suggests 
that they were becoming more aware of literary options which complemented the 
function of their work and how best to manipulate and mould the form and shape 

of the text. Deciding individually on an appropriate format indicates a level of 

personal authorial judgement and responsibility seldom previously encountered in 

sacred writing in Russia, one closer to the approach taken by authors of secular 
biography. 

The Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo is an interesting example of a vita which 
follows the basic tripartite structure only to a moderate degree. In a comparatively 
lengthy exordium, Iona repeats conventional rhetoric on the fallibility of humankind 

and the need to follow the example of the Orthodox saints. This, he states, is his 

reason for writing. Replete with Biblical quotations, the tone of the exordium is 

strongly didactic. He uses traditional humility topoi and identifies his sources for 

the work, emphasizing their reliability as witnesses or bearers of information. The 
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central narrative section consists firstly of a repetitious account of Varlaam's early 
forays into Zavoloch'e. There then follows an account of the divine singing he hears 

one night while praying, and how he understands this as a sign that he must honour 

this sacred place with churches and a monastery. Descriptions of subsequent 
building work occupy the greater bulk of this section. From this, Iona rapidly 
passes into a description of the tonsuring of Varlaam, his ideal - albeit brief - life 

as a monk, his death and the subsequent discovery of his sanctity. The twenty-four 

miracle tales are then recounted and finally a long authorial justification of how 

Iona came to compose this vita, and a short prayer. 
The longest section of the narrative is devoted to the founding of the town of 

Pinezha and the churches and monastery. This is hardly surprising given the notion, 
discussed above, that a large part of Varlaam's religious podvig can be considered 
his investment of enormous sums of money in their construction. It is tempting to 

suggest that Iona makes as much as possible of these endeavours in order to avoid 

mentioning the purely secular activities in which Varlaam was involved, such as 

exploiting the area of its natural resources and acquiring a fortune through trade. 

Furthermore, by focusing intently upon the construction of the monastery (which is 

told in far greater detail than that of the town), Iona subtly enourages his audience 

not to question either the legal rights of the monastery or Varlaam's secular life. If 

one removes from the text all sections directly concerning Varlaam and his ascesis, 
the bulk of the narrative shell remains. Iona thus structured his text in a way that 

heightens the importance of Varlaam's monastery: purportedly recounting the life 

and deeds of the founder-saint, while actually placing the emphasis squarely on the 

enduring religious value of the monastery he built. 

Likewise, the Zhitie Stefana Komet 'skogo is structured around the building 

and blossoming of the monastery, in a manner suggesting that one main purpose of 

this work is to confirm the sanctity (and legal rights) of the monastery. A 

generalized exordium reminds the audience of the goodness of the Orthodox saints 
before a brief humility topos. As mentioned above, the origins and early life of 
Stefan are dealt with rapidly and the majority of the central narrative is devoted to 

descriptions of the church and monastery building. Whatever deeds of Stefan are 

mentioned here, whether of a legal or practical nature, are almost always directly 

related to the building project. Stefan's deathbed instruction likewise warns the 

brethren 'cTpoeHie we MOHaCTbIpCKOe Aep)KHTe AKO npF MOM )KHBOTt 6bICTb [... ] 

MOHaCTblpb C@H H no MOeM'b np@CTaBJI@HiH He OCKyfteT1), Ho na4e 
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pacnpocTpaHHTCA'. 103 Two miracle stories end the vita; conclusio, eulogy and prayer 
are all absent. 

Thus, we see how the hagiographer neglects Stefan as the central point of 
focus in the structure of his work. As demonstrated above, the author appears 
anxious to include as much information as possible about the legal rights of the 
monastery, which is further reflected in the way the structure is allowed to deviate 
from the standard hagiographical framework. It is almost as if the author loses 
interest in Stefan once the monastery has been completed. As a result, the structure 
remains untidy and unfinished. 

The most interesting work in terms of structure is the Zhitie Trifona 
Pechengskogo, which we know to be a substitute for the original work lost in the 

attack against the monastery. The hagiographer was able to choose carefully, from 

the sources and material available to him, what exactly he wished to stress and 

what he considered of secondary importance. 104 The vita falls into two parts: the 
first is well-ordered and, following an elegantly composed exordium, recounts 
Trifon's journey to Pechenga, his early encounters with the Laplanders, subsequent 

struggles and expulsion from the area, his procurement of the gramota from 

Novgorod, the building of the monastery, and, finally, his triumphant return to 
Pechenga where he builds the monastery and garners great riches from local people 

and foreign traders. The first part ends with a short eulogy to Trifon's piety and a 

prayer. The second part consists of a disjointed and nonchronological collection of 

eight episodes: a journey to Moscow for financial aid, in which Trifon appears to 

the Tsar in a vision, an account of wild animals threatening the monastery cattle 

and deer, the bringing of millstones to the monastery for the bakery, a journey by 

Trifon to Novgorod again for financial assistance, the tale of Trifon's death, his 

deathbed instruction and speech by the abbot, how Trifon appears in a dream to 

Tsar Fedor Ivanovich and saves him from impending death, the tale of the 

destruction of the monastery by the Swedes and its later reconstruction, and, 
finally, a short passage of praise to Trifon and thanks from the author that he has 

been able to collect Trifon's life-story in one account. 

Although these eight episodes are of interest in the workings of the 

monastery and certainly include many standard hagiographical features and topoi, 

103 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 18. 
104 The author's afterword to the text states that 'y HeKOTOpbWXb Ko ce ATOMy no fiepe, 

1310 MaJlbIXb KHM (I4UaXb N Bb nHcaHlAXb KpaTKMXb co6. n ozowacq' ('Zhitie Trifona 
Pechengskogo', Introduction, p. 93), and that these were used for his re-construction of the 
vita. 
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the author clearly did not value them as much as the original tale of Trifon's arrival 
in Pechenga and the conversion of the Laplanders. The first part is written with 
greater adherence to hagiographical convention and literary effectiveness and 
includes an exordium, complete with humility topos and Biblical quotations, 
passages of lyricism, as well as detailed information and realistic detail (see 
Narrative Technique and Style below). Furthermore, the audience is presented with a 
coherent chronological account. By contrast, it seems likely that the author simply 
copied down the eight episodes of the second part as he found them in the little 
books' comprising his source material. Little attempt is made to integrate them into 

a structured whole, giving the text a jarring effect. Furthermore, the vague 
chronology renders the shorter episodes (about the millstones and wild animals) 
even more dislocated. 

It is, of course, impossible to know for sure whether the author simply ran 
out of time (or interest? ) when composing this vita and so was unable to work on 
the second part as thoroughly and with such enthusiasm as he did on the first. I 

would suggest, however, that this is not the case: as the vita includes a lengthy and 
detailed account of the attack by the Swedes in the second part, it is unlikely that a 
lack of time was the issue. Rather, the author is simply betraying his primary focus 

and interest, the more adventurous exploits in the vita, including Trifon's 

missionary work and the devastating sacking of the monastery. 
To sum up, although several familiar elements of hagiographical structure 

are found in these works, the authors appear to have taken into consideration the 

function, form and reception of their work and to have actively chosen a less 

traditional, less rhetorical structure accordingly. Where they do follow a traditional 

stucture, it is always only in part, not sustained throughout. This constitutes 

authorial freedom and judgement, a rarity in medieval Russian literature, and 

indicates a more secular process of composition than previously, allowing the 

author to emphasize those parts of the text which he considers the most important. 

This, in turn, gives us some basis upon which certain conclusions can be drawn 

regarding his basic motivation for composition. 

Narrative Technique and Style 

As seen above, the northern vitae do indeed differ significantly from traditional 

patterns of Russian hagiography in their choice of subject and structural framework. 

The differences in narrative technique and style are equally distinct. Many 
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innovative features contribute to the impression that the author caters to the 
audience's growing interest and desire to hear more about aspects not entirely 
ecclesiastical in nature, such as the saint's environment, the everyday routine in and 
around the monastery, and more of the exciting and unknown elements of life 

outside of Muscovy. In cases where the author's narrative has been affected, 
consciously or unconsciously, by at least some of these factors, we see how the 
resulting text can begin to wander from traditional patterns of hagiography towards 
the art of historical biography and story-telling. Dmitriev points out that 

C CaMoro Ha'alla H Ha BCeM npOT A )KeHHH 6bITOBaHH A 
arHorpa4JN4eCKoro )caHpa B ppeBHeH PyCH [... ] B 3TOM L1epKOBHO- 
peJW1 HO3HOM no CBOeMy Ha3Ha4eHH19 )IcaHpe fpOHCXOZIMT 60pb6a 
RIBYX TeHAeHUHH :CO, ZJHOH CTOpOHbI, anioipa4J CTpeMHTC AK CTPOTOMy 
co6JIIoZJeHi110 )KaHp(>BbIX KaHOHOB, C zipyroi - OH HCIIbITbIBaeT 
BJ1H AHHe pea nbHON )KH3HH, HHbIX nHTepaTypHb[X )KaHpOB, yCTHOTO 
TBop4eCTBa, H BJIN AHHe 3TO pa3pywaeT )caHPOBble KaHOHbI, 
fpOTHBOpe4HT HM. 105 

While these tendencies are evident to varying degrees in many earlier non-high-style 

vitae, life in the northern wilderness certainly provided enormous opportunity for 

novel adaptation of traditional hagiographical patterns, thus increasing the 

richness and variety of the vita as a whole. 
To put this into context, these vitae were composed only about three 

decades after Metropolitan Makarii had completed his Velikie Minei Chet i in 1552, 

which comprised re-workings of older Russian hagiography in an elevated 

rhetorical style. Rather than aiming for greater accessibility, Makarii preferred a 

policy of embellishment which loaded the text down with extra prayers, eulogies 

and miracle stories, but which also often eclipsed the real subject-matter. 106 The 

style adopted by the northern hagiographers was different: clear accessible 
language rather than lofty rhetorical didacticism which, in turn, allowed the 

audience to follow the 'story' with more ease. 
One highly effective element in these narratives is the sense of re-created 

realia: describing local conditions and people, the authors present their audience 

with fascinating glimpses of life in the north, for example, how the Laplanders 

arranged the buildings in their settlements, 107 the ever-present dangers of 

105 Dmitriev, Zhitiinye povesti, p. 7. 
106 See R. P. Dmitrieva, 'Agiograficheskaia shkola mitropolita Makariia (na 
materiale nekotorykh zhitii), TODL, 48,1993, pp. 208-13. 
107 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 98. 
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flooding, 108 and how the variety of workers needed to build, decorate and maintain 
a church is found far from the urban centres. 109 Not only does this give an 
ethnographic flavour to the vitae, but at the same time the reader-audience is 

presented with characters and situations with which they can identify. This, in turn, 
increases the probable effect of any given text upon the audience: self-identification 
stimulates curiosity and attention. 

The Zhitie Varlaama is the most traditional text of the three as regards 
narrative and style. There are two possible reasons for this: first, a hagiographer 

glorifying a man who was a monk for only six years at the end of his life may well 

attempt to couch the work in conservative hagiographical narrative style to 

compensate for his understandably sparse material. The task of describing 

Varlaam's secular life is rendered far easier, and Iona possibly believed it would 

also be more convincing, by employing traditional cliches and stylistic formulae. A 

rhetorical exordium extols the supremacy of God, declaring that man must follow 

the example of the saints. Later in the narrative, as indicated already, Iona uses 

many conventional formulae to express Varlaam's piety: for example, '6, nanlMH 

IMAM yKpawa A , Ziywy CBOMO. MHJIOCTbIH cIMH ; me Kb HIILUHMb COKPOBMLUe [... ] KPOTOK'b 

H THx'b 6 Awe Ayweto'. 110 He includes long prayers in the narrative, " and references 
to Varlaam as a new Abraham (see above) as well as job. 112 Iona's continual use of 
hagiographical stereotypes can be seen as an attempt to detract from Varlaam's lay 

status. 
The second reason behind Iona's relatively formal approach to this vita may 

he in the fact that he was not from a local monastery; in the exordium and again in 

the conclusio he mixes the traditional authorial humility topos with an unusually 
involved and detailed explanation as to why he is writing the vita: 

Opy, Di@Mb H$KOHMb OTb OTeL b 06HT@JIVI npeCB $; Tbl A TpOHL1b1 rioCJIaHy 

MN 6bIBWy Ha Bary rAarOJIeMyPO, N TäMO OpynieMb T$Mb no 

3afloBt aHiec OTeu'b 3azep CaHy mm 6bIBwy, AKO N 031IM$TN MM TaMO. 
H cero pazwi 3aKOCHtHi A CJ1jl4VIMHC A BpeM A MOBOJIbHO lpe6bITH BO 

CB RT$A 06HT@JWI Ce' . 
113 

While at the monastery, Iona was asked by the brethren if he would undertake the 

composition of Varlaam's vita, and, as a relative stranger to the monastery, this 

108 'Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo', p. 19 and 29. 
109 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', pp. 15-16. 
110 'Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo', p. 13; see also pp. 14,18 and 19. 
111, for example, ibid., pp. 14-15. 
112 Ibid., p. 17. 
113 Ibid., p. 46. 
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meant he was reliant upon tales from others as source material. As a less 

personalized text with more emphasis upon general feats of piety and standard 
hagiographical formulae would have been sufficient in this case, a formal 
hagiographical style significantly facilitated composition. 

This is not to say that Iona was incapable of writing in a more expressive 
style. In a couple of the miracle stories he recounts the terror of storms and floods 

with a verve missing from the main narrative of the text. For example: 

Bo eZIHH'b y6o OT'b AHiH COBOKynHWaCA 06JIaLLH BOi1HiH H H3bIZie Ty'a 
BeJIic M BO3WyM$BWH 6ypH B$TpeHeN, 113b HHXb we BO3IpeM$Wa 
IpOMH CHJIbHiM H MOJIHIH oxHeHiM H , ZjO )Kzly y6o NTaywy BeJIHKO 3tJIO, 
BtTpy we WYMHO pbIWaLuy, rpcHywa y6o IpOMN CHJIbHiM H MOJIHiH 
w yWH, nopa3H Awepb OHy '1e. noBtKa cero m Bep )ce to Aont [... ] "" 

Although the miracle stories will be examined in more detail in a later section, it 

should be noted here that Iona may well have been told of these miracles by the 

people concerned. The vast majority of the miraculous events concern laypeople 

whose lack of ecclesiastical training and thus naturally expressive language and 

excitement Iona may have conveyed as he wrote. 
The Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo is, in comparison, a far less conventional text. 

As we have seen, one of the main purposes of this vita is to glorify the monastery 

and in so doing, the author recounts the process of planning and building in the 

finest detail. We are told the exact siting of the building, trees being cut down 'na)ce 

no e3epa'. 115 Stressing this point was obviously important considering the problems 

encountered earlier with the local population anxious to protect access to fishing in 

the lake. Stefan sends out for craftsmen and woodworkers who are paid for their 
labours: 'na IlpiH, t1YT'b Bb fl CTbIHIO H BO3MYT'b M3Z1j/ Tpj/XIOBb CBOHX'b'. 116 Three bells 

are brought by God-loving Christians, and an icon painter called Gurei (who, 

according to the vita, had previously worked at the Andronikov Monastery in 

114 Ibid., p. 29. 
115 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 15. 
116 Ibid. Budovnits claims the fact that these workers had to be paid indicates bad 

relations between Stefan and the locals; usually good Christians would donate their 
labour to the cause without payment, see Budovnits, Monastyri, p. 310. However, it can be 

argued that the author is simply relating the truth rather than using an accepted pious 
formula. Presenting a truthful account such as this further advances the suggestion that 

the authors of these vitae were more interested in a factual historical approach to their 

work, which in turn reflects an increased awareness of different types of literary 

composition. 
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Moscow) arrives to decorate the church, 117 and a cellarer, paymaster and sexton are 
appointed. 118 

Very different from the descriptions in earlier hagiography about the 
construction of monasteries, these details allow a fascinating insight into the realia 
of the task. Previously it was common to be told that God provided for the brethren 
and sent them whatever they needed; 119 here, however, we are shown how Stefan 
himself sends out word to surrounding villages that paid work is available at the 
monastery. Furthermore, those who come bring food for the brethren and money for 
the building works. Thus, the reality behind some of the accepted features of earlier 
works is exposed and the audience is presented with an absorbing and novel tale of 
how a community in the north really functioned, how a monastery could grow from 

nothing to a large-scale communal unit, providing employment for craftsmen and 
labourers and a focal point of worship for the local population. 

It is not only in concrete actions such as building that the author focuses on 
realia. The descriptions of the local people who harass Stefan while he is still a 
hermit are equally lively and realistic: 

3. ROHpabHi, 1 HeJIOBtubl [... ] npIxop awe Kb Ke7liH CB t1Taro, MHOI' ' 
nöKOCTb TBOp Awe CB ATOMy [... ] pyrarowec AN CMtIowec fi eMy, 
6tco0CKN A n$CHH notowe m 6paH Awy eMy mr naronaxy: li3bWZIH H31 
nycTbm ce A, AKO yro jie Hawe eCTb, jia He Wit yMpewH. 120 

The bawdiness of these fishermen is almost tangible; their attempt to drive Stefan 

out or at the very least stop him from fishing in their lake is described in a lifelike 

manner, as is their violence when Stefan does not cooperate. As seen above, Stefan 

of Perm' suffered hostility from the Komi people, 121 yet, for all the vividness of 
Epifanii's descriptions, the impact of the attackers in the Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo 

is more direct, more realistic. The use of psychological tormenting in the form of 
laughter at and taunting of Stefan of Komela, the singing of 'devilish songs', creates 

a different impression from that of merely threats of physical beatings; the author 

117 Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 16. 
118 Ibid. 
119 An early example of this is the Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo in which Feodosii 

routinely assures the monks that they must not be anxious about provisions for the future as 
God will provide. Often the brethren is miraculously provided with flour for bread, wine 
for Holy Communion, oil for the lamps and so forth. See 'Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo' in 
PLDR: XI-nachalo XII veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1978, pp. 
304-91 and 456-59 (hereafter 'Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo'). 
120 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 11. 
121 See note 32 above. Pakhomii also describes how locals try to burn down Kirill's cell 
in an attempt to drive him out; see 'Zhitie Kirilla', pp. 80-82. 
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illustrates that the 'evil-intentioned people' are aware of what will offend Stefan's 

values as an Orthodox Christian and that they do not hesitate to use this as a 
means of trying to drive him out of the area. This type of psychological rationale is 
hitherto uncommon in hagiography. Although it is normal to find demons 
tormenting the saint in the wilderness, they are not normally identified as humans, 

as is clearly the case here, but rather with devilish forces. Neither is the demons' 

motivation usually clarified, yet here the author explains more or less directly that 
the fishermen object to Stefan's presence as a threat to their fishing livelihood. m 

The author's use of direct speech and dialogue further reinforces the sense of 
realia. Direct speech is a traditional feature of oral narrative, but is also used 
elsewhere as a literary device to forward the action at a greater pace than third- 

person narration, 123 as well as to stress the validity of the account by forming a 
type of emotional integration between narrator and audience. Bortnes notes that the 

composition of audiences changed over time, 124 and the sixteenth-century 
hagiographer would certainly have been addressing a larger and more diverse group 
of people rather than a closed monastic community. Use of direct speech and 
dialogue, so typical of oral narrative, undoubtedly helped a less educated audience 
to understand the story and characters more clearly, and also to believe more 

readily the narrator: if the latter repeats the original words of the character using 
direct speech, he strengthens his role as go-between from protagonist to audience 

and it is less likely that his tale or sources will be questioned. 
Throughout the Zhitie Stefana Komel 'skogo, quite apart from the saint's 

prayers and deathbed instruction, there are examples of dialogue which would 

previously have been absent from a hagiographical work. In his early days at Lake 
Komela, for example, Stefan meets 'Ma My)Ka XpHCTiaHa H 4o6poHpaBHa cepx ueM'b, 

J1$CHH wywe npOMbICJm, 6t 6o xoziiwa no nyCTbIHH 3BtpHHa pazli z1o6bITKa', 1 with 

whom he engages in conversation. 126 He asks the men if they know of any nearby 

settlements and they offer to take him to one. Although not extraordinary, this 

minor detail would hardly have warranted mention in most earlier hagiographies as 

it is irrelevant to the description of the subject's sanctity (and, typically, any 

122 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 11. 
123 See Kitch, Literary Style, pp. 67-68. 
124 Bortnes, Visions, p. 153. 
125 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 10. 
126 Interestingly, Stefan and the two men greet each other by saying the Jesus Prayer 

strongly suggesting that either Stefan or the author may have been influenced by Non- 
Possessor ideology. Stefan is the only case in the three texts under examination who does 

not appear to have been attracted to the north by hopes of personal financial gain. 
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necessary direction would be supplied by divine powers). Likewise, when the 
brethren must elect a leader, the author presents this in direct speech: 'OTHe 
CTe 4aHe, TbI nepBie BCtxb, BoroM% HaCTaBJIReMbwM, npiHze B'b CiM nYCTbIHIO, TbI Y60 
H fl BbIH HaCTaBHHK% HaM'b 6YZIH, HHOTO, pa3Bt Te6t, He HMaMb H36paTH'. 127 

Although it would be usual for a hagiographer to use reported speech here, direct 
speech possesses greater dramatic impact. The most lengthy dialogue exchange is 
between Stefan, Metropolitan Daniil and Grand Prince Vasilii Ivanovich, during 
Stefan's journey to Moscow. The cross-examination of Stefan by these illustrious 
figures is given as present-tense dialogue which continues for over a page of the 
printed text. Judging by the space and attention these conversations receive, it 
seems that the legal standing and rights of the monastery were indeed foremost in 
the mind of the author. 

Use of direct speech and dialogue is not an innovative feature in sixteenth- 
century hagiography; Epifanii made much use of monologue, dialogue and direct 

speech in the Zhitie Stefana Permskogo and also often in the Zhitie Sergiia 
Radonezhskogo. Stefan of Perm''s lengthy conversations with the Komi people in his 

efforts to convert them, and his debate with Pam the shaman helps, inter alia, to 
illustrate to the audience the real interaction between Stefan of Perm' and the 
Komi. 128 Most importantly, 'dialogue in the Life furnishes a picture of the behaviour 

and attitudes of the Permians that is remarkable in a vita. Not only do they express 
their attitude to Moscow, but also their changing view of Stefan of Perm' and hence 

to Christianity'. 129 On the other hand, while Epifanii's word-weaving tends to 
diminish the direct dramatic, if not emotional, impact of the dialogue in Zhitie 

Stefana Permskogo, 130 Stefan of Komela's hagiographer uses crisper dialogue to great 
immediate effect. Sustained use of informal realia and dialogue allows the audience 

to relate more closely to the events depicted. The craftsmen who are paid for their 

work during construction of the monastery, the fishermen who sing 'devilish songs', 

the fact that the characters talk to one another and explain what they believe 

and/or what they need are all elements which help to feed the curiosity of the 

audience and maintain its interest in a portrayal of social intercourse. In contrast to 

formal rhetorical hagiographies, the audience hears of adventures and excitement in 

127 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 12. 
128 Epifanii's use of monologue and dialogue is examined in detail in Kitch, Literary 
Style, pp. 67-74. 
129 Ibid., p. 70. 
130 For example, the dialogue between the shaman and Stefan is long and at times 
repetitious, thus reducing the immediate dramatic impression on the reader-audience of 
what should be a fast and furious argument (see 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', pp. 39-50). 
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a manner that emphasizes rather than plays down the drama and realism. In short, 
Stefan of Komela's hagiographer appears to have understood the need to 
communicate with his audience, to hold their attention, and successfully adapted 
his narrative technique and style to this end. 

The Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo is a fascinating mixture of traditional and 
unconventional features regarding narrative and use of language. It was clearly 
composed by a well-educated knizhnik for there are many Biblical quotations, 
allusions and laments, the latter most notably at the beginning of the episode in the 
second part describing the destruction of the monastery: 

BCtMb TOIJm H BpeM A BC RKOVI BtuJH noZICOJ1HeHHOH, BpeM ci n naKaTH H 
pbwaTH, TJIaro. ne b np@My, t]PbIN COJIOMOHb. 4PY3H IOBH BHAtwa 
JIF06HMH4a CBOero OCTpyn neHa, BO3O11HWa TJIacoM'b B@J1iHM'b H 
BOCnJlaKawec A 3tJIO [... ]131 

The author goes on to mention, among others, the Prophet Jeremiah lamenting for 
the destruction of Jerusalem, the mourning for Lazarus by those who loved him, 

and even 'Mapici MarzanHHa cnanKaro IHcyca nnaKawe Ten, nt'. 132 Earlier, he 
includes a passage about the Biblical history of creation, as Trifon attempts to 
convert the Laplanders. 133Yet this hagiographer as well was obviously touched by 
the 'influences of real life', and produced a text which, to an even greater extent 
than the Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo, conveys a sense of the daily struggles of the men 
who chose to settle in the north. 

The most vividly drawn portraits are of the Laplanders. The author offers 
detailed ethnographic information when recording the state in which Trifon found 

them on his arrival: 

Toe ice 3eMJlIr1 BbIWetlOM AHYTbIH Hapoxrb JnonapCKIM, IlBywe Bb 
He4HCTiH ICI Bb CaMOM'b nor& bCKOMb i1 o no6tciH, AKO 3BtpH nHBiH, 
nO4HTaxy 6tcomb, a KJIaH AXyC A , UtJIy PYK% 4eJIOB$4eCKMXb H 
6orOTBOp Axy Taz]bl H HOWHble H ATOIIOpF, H MHble nOJ13yl1Jle )KHBOTHble; 
N AZ) AXy BC AKoe He4HCTO H CKBepHO; akm nmwa CBO A MM AXy no 

TOpHCTbIMb m 6JIaTHbIMb H HefpOXOpHbIMb MtCTOM'b pa3C$AHHbi [... ]134 

Although naturally described from a strictly Christian viewpoint which is hostile to 

the native population's beliefs, this passage provides interesting ethnographic 
details (the references, for example, to unclean food and where their homes were 

131 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', pp. 116-17. 
132 Ibid., p. 117. 
133 Ibid., p. 99. 
134 Ibid., p. 98. 
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built). The focus of the description of real people instead of abstract demons who 
torment the saintly protagonist, makes it all the more appealing. 135 

The author recounts not only the customs of the Laplanders, but also their 
reaction to Trifon's attempts to teach them about Christ. Once again, the 
Laplanders' temperament is not described in generous terms: Hapon% ice, 
oMpa4eHHbIK HeBtz eHieM'b [... ] He HCnoB$, UHMbIA Z1tRXy eMy naKOCTH: 3a BJIäCbI 

Topraxy mO 3eMJIFO M$Taxy, m 6i AXy, m n, naxy, Ha3bIBaIowe He3HaeMa CTpaHHHKa, H 

opon a'. l36 The author relishes his descriptions and loses no opportunity to 
condemn the Laplanders un-Christian behaviour. Their violence may, however, also 
be viewed in another light: we know that Stefan aroused the fury of the local 

people in Komela for threatening their livelihood by over-fishing the lake, and it is 

not unreasonable to suggest that by the end of the sixteenth century the native 
northern populations were beginning to understand the likely consequences of 
missionary activity. Stefan of Perm' had likewise earlier witnessed the shaman 
reminding the Komi people that little good had come out of Muscovy, only 
oppression, taxes and demands for tribute. 137 Such anxieties may well have 

contributed to attempts to drive out both Stefan of Perm' and Trifon. 

As in the case of Stefan of Komela, Trifon's biographer uses direct speech 
and dialogue to enhance further the reality of the situations he is describing. 

Trifon's intial conversation with the voice of Christ, when he is directed to travel 

north and enlighten the pagans, is presented at a reflective, calm and measured 

pace, reflecting the solemnity of the occasion. '-38 By contrast, the words of the 
Laplanders are brutal and sharp: for example, '3y6b1 CKpe)CeTaxy HeJItno KpH4awe: 

B03Me m pacnHeM'b ero'. 1 ' Such passages also illustrate how the presentation of 
dialogue has progressed from earlier hagiography and now has a more immediate 

dramatic impact. When contrasted with a similar account in Epifanii's Zhitie 

Stefana Permskogo, for example, the rhetorical flourish and repetition of the latter 

are clearly seen to hinder dramatic effect: 

Hrroraa we naKbl.. Kb eZIMHb OT ZPHIH, o6ptTowa pa6a 6o is 
yenwibwac ; l, Haii owa Ha Hb MHO k(eCTBO nepMH HeBtpHbIX we H He 
KpeweHbwX, i aKbl CO y61VICTBOM yCTpeMVIwaCA Ha Hb, H, HanaAaroule, 

135 The same is applicable to 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo': see, for example, the 
passages describing a pagan festival and practices of the Permians, 'Zhitie Stefana 
Permskogo', pp. 36-37; the Komi's adverse reaction to those amongst them who convert to 
Christianity, ibid., pp. 30-31; and the trial by fire and ice, ibid., pp. 51-54. 
136 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 99. 
137 'Zhitie Stefans Permskogo', p. 40. 
138 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', pp. 96-97. 
139 Ibid. 
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HanaxaXy Ha Hb C'b A OCT110, H Cb rmtBOMb m C'b BOnJIeM'b, AKO y6HTN 
H nory6HTM XOT ALue 

L... 
]140 

Interestingly, a solid passage of dialogue is used to show that some of the 
Laplanders have reacted positively to Trifon's words. Responding to threats to 
crucify Trifon, these Laplanders reply: 'He HMaMbl Bb Hem% BHHbI; nnaro neTb HaMb 0 

2306pt, B03BtLUaeTb 0 uapCTBiM EO wii, CM@pTb Hawy HapHUaeTb COHb'. I41 They 

eventually persuade the hostile faction merely to expel Trifon from their midst. This 

argument is presented as dialogue throughout and illustrates the Laplanders' 

process of reasoning. As well as representing the reality of the situation, this 

example indicates how conversion of a whole community was a long and complex 

process. 142 Once again, we can see an advance on the Zhitie Stefana Permskogo: 

whereas Epifanii describes Stefan of Perm"s efforts as enlightenment using lengthy 

and at times complex rhetorical ecclesiastical language, Trifon's hagiographer 

conveys a similar situation in far more concise and realistic images, focusing more 

on the discussions between the Laplanders who are convinced by Trifon's 

arguments and those who remain faithful to their pagan beliefs. Very possibly, the 

acceptance or rejection of Christian teaching would have depended equally on the 

teacher and pupil; it is likely that community consensus was vital for successful 

conversion. 
The Laplanders prove not to be the only enemy: in the tale of the destruction 

of the monastery the Swedish army likewise affords the author opportunity to 

describe their brutality in realistic detail: 

Ho Bb CaMbIN npa3LAHHKb Po)K ecTBa XpVICTOBa [... ] OBill epeTwubl 
6e3B$CTHO Bna1nwe BO oipany, npM KOHUbI CB ATbI fi J1I4TOpf1N, H BHt 
UepKBH BO c, ny c6axb CyWHXb IHOKOBb H MHpbCKHXb 3aKnawa 
Me'eMb. JIOTOM'b JuoTle 3atple Bo UepKOBb BCK04Mwa Co Opy)KleMb m 

Bo xpaMt Bc'Exb npeAawa cMepTH [... ]'43 

This passage is worth citing in full as it conveys some of the terror and bloodshed 

of the incident in a graphic quality rare in earlier hagiography. The kniazheskie 

zhitiia, full of cliches and set expressions for actions of war, pale in comparison to 

140 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', p. 25. 
141 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 101. 
142 Stefan of Perm also receives support and protection from the first Komi converts 

who debate in a reasoned manner with Pam on the merits of Christianity; see 'Zhitie 

Stefana Permskogo', pp. 41-42. 
143 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 118. 
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this description. '" The author further describes what happened to those who 
carried on praying: "H TO BHAtwa OKa AHHbIM, AKO HH'TO Ce MMb 0 Ka3Ht 

nowt jarowe, naye pa3'b fipiiawec n, Me4aMH npeno jjo6Hblx'b B% 4aCTH pa3C$Kowa, N 

XpaMbI Bo i OCKBepHHWa 11 o pa6Viwa, m Cb noct4eHHbIMH npeno 1o6HbIXb TeJ1eCb1 

co)Krowa". 145 He even lists the number of slain monks, deacons and laypeople. Such 
deliberate use of graphic detail and dramatic action suggests that he wanted this 
scene to create a lasting impression on his audience. 

Another interesting feature of this vita is geographical accuracy and detail. 
Whereas hagiographers have usually been content to reserve exact locations and 
measurements for monasteries or local towns, Trifon's author provides realistic 
topographical and demographical references. For example, Trifon is said to arrive 
at 

npNMople BeAlKaro MopA OKMAHa, B'b 4aCTb HopBaHCKlA 3eMJIN, Bb 
KOJIbCKON npHCyZb, Ha peKy ne4eHbry, Bb Hapo 'b nonapbCKiM. H6o 
Ta HOpBaHbCKiA 3eMJIH 4aCTb CBATeM'b HapO, L1OMb H3A8BHa npMJly4eHa 
Kb HOBTOPOZ1UKOMy BJIa1]tHiIo, a no nJ1eHeHiI BeJIHKarO HOBO Ipapa 
npmcoBOKynJieHa nom) ziep)caey BeJIMKHXb uapei MOCKOBCKHX% H 
pOCiMwCKHX'b CaMoziep KueBb. '0 

This type of topographical detail is again reminiscent of Epifanii's Zhitie Stefan 

Permskogo in which he lists the indigenous peoples before describing exhaustively 
the rivers which lead from the Komi lands: 

, t[BHH AHe, YCTbFo aHe, Belle *aHe, BbI4e CaHe [... ] B AT'iaHe, Jlonb, 
Kopt is [... ] PtKa eAHHa, em *e NM A BbIMb cm 06bXOz1 AWH A BCPO 3eMJIFO 
nepMbCKYIO i BHmne B BbI4erzly. PtKa *e apyraa MMeHeMb ]SbI4erna: 

CM IICXO, l RWia M3 3eMJ1 fl nepMbCKla m WeCTBYFCWH Kb C$BepH$H 
CTpaH$, H CBOVIM yCTleMb BHMzIe Bb ABHHY, HM *e Ipana YCTivra 3a 
copoKa nOnpHWb. '47 

Bortnes refers to this as a literary device of 'concretionary distributio', 148 noting that 

Epifanii uses it to ultimately negate or dematerialize each component part. Trifon's 

hagiographer, on the other hand, does not follow Epifanii's tendency to list so 

144 The Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo, for example, uses epic hyperbole and 
descriptions of violence (see 'Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo', pp. 430-34), and the Skazanie 

o Borise i Glebe has pathos and some real-life detail (see, for instance, 'Skazanie o Borise 
i Glebe', especially pp. 282-86 and 290-92), although neither of these works approaches 
the realistic horror described in Trifon's vita. 
145 'hitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 118. 
146 Ibid., p. 97. 
147 'Zhitie Stefana Permskogo', p. 9. 
148 Bortnes, Visions, p. 145. Distributio is defined as 'the breaking down of a composite 

concept or object into its component parts [... ) based on the principle of contiguity' (ibid). 
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many various peoples and places that it renders the description more abstract, and 
instead supplies only information directly relevant to Trifon's surroundings. As a 
consequence, the Laplanders, far from being negated or dematerialized, actually 
become less of a fantastical concept in the audience's mind; concrete directions to 
these far-off lands reinforce the credibility of their existence and, by extension, their 
unfamiliar customs and lifestyles. Thus we also learn that the Laplanders live 
'ezWlHb OT'b z pyraro BePCTb no CTy H 6o. nbWK. A Bce TON 3eMJIH Bb AOJIMHy CTajiH 

fl Tb COTb, a nonepeK'b MaJ1o McHbWM'. 149 When Trifon needs a priest to bless the 

church he has built, he goes off 'Bb BO 71OCTKy KOJ y, Torzla 6o Ta BOJIOCTKa MaJloe 

HMt noceiieHie, M3'b pyCKHX'b M$CTb HOBonpHWeJlbubl, H BO@BO, JbI He 

o6p%Taxyc A'. 150 Such differences between Epifanii's account and Trifon's vita 

reveal a very different concept of their work on the part of the authors. Most 

importantly, in contrast to Epifanii, Trifon's hagiographer moves away from the 

tendency towards abstraction and focuses instead on a concretization of similar 
features: this process reflects the influences of secularization in literature, the 

increasing inclusion of non-spiritual elements in hagiography. 

Finally, one more unexpected area of detail for a hagiography is the physical 
description of the saint. Very occasionally in earlier hagiography reference is made 

to the appearance of the protagonist, 15' although even this went against the 

conventional ideal of presenting the saint not as an individual, but rather as an 

impersonal embodiment of Christian virtue. After Trifon's death, however, the 

author repeats the dates of Trifon's birth and death (putting them into historical 

context by noting that this was during the reign of Tsar Ivan IV), at the same time 

painting a brief but vivid portrait: 103paCTOM'b CBATbIN HeMaJlb, Hanl6'b, nJIOTiw 

KpenoKb, M1Ao n. newMB'b, 6pazofo ceA'b'"152 Even if this resembles an iconographical 

portrait, it is still quite remarkable to find this type of detail in a hagiography. It is 

worth rernernbering, however, that Trifon died in 1583 and that this second version 

of his vita was probably composed only about thirty-five years afterwards: thus, it 

is likely that survivors of the Swedish attack on the monastery would have 

remembered him as an old man. Nonetheless, the inclusion of this type of physical 

description indicates a move towards more concretized biography. One may note 

149 2hitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 98. 
150 Ibid., p. 102. 
151 In general, the princely vitae used physical descriptions only to emphasize the 

saint's warrior strength and qualities: for example, 'Ho n e3op'b ero na'e HHtx We. loeeKb, m 
rnac ero - aKbI Tpy6a a Hapopt, AHue *e ero - aKbI nmue HocPC4a [... j cm na we 6t ero - 

MaCTb OT CN11bl CaMCOHa' ('Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo', p. 426). 
152 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 115. 
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also that many more of the audience at the beginning of the sevuttwitk century would 
have remembered the rule of Ivan IV, and mentioning the Tsar at this point would 
have increased further the appreciation that Trifon's life was neither very distant in 
time, nor was it another abstract hagiographical catalogue of Christian piety and 
virtue. 

Thus we see how in his narrative style the author of Trifon's vita adapted 
traditional patterns of hagiography. He brought to his audience a realistic and 
exciting narrative, at times much closer to historical biography and story-telling 
than to hagiography, yet one which conveys also the basic Christian values 
necessary to hagiography. Even more than in the cases of Varlaam and Stefan, this 

work illustrates how a subtle yet effective shift in authorial emphasis, which 
resulted in a more immediate dramatic impact and realistic features being 

highlighted instead of played down as in the past, produced an accessible 

narrative style and innovative representation of subject-matter. The hagiographer 

was clearly enthusiastic to portray elements of realia in his work, which sometimes 

resulted in neglect of the saintly protagonist's podvig, yet often led, on the other 
hand, to fascinating historical and sociological accounts of life in the north. A 

process of self-identification allowed the audience to put more credence in the tales 

of these pious men and also possibly to remember better the narrative. Furthermore, 

these vitae are written in familiar and lively language, rather than the elevated and 

ornate styles common to Muscovite hagiography of the period, rendering them 

accessible and comprehensible to a wide audience. 

The Treatment of Miracles 

Throughout the evolution of hagiography, miracle accounts comprised one area 

where the author had greater literary freedom than in the main body of the vita. 

Despite miracles conforming overall to certain standard types, he was able to 

choose to incorporate material elsewhere deemed inappropriate (if it was available 

and the author so wished). It was common, for example, in healing miracles to give 

details of the name of the person, their town and the type of healing, but other than 

that the author could include whatever details he deemed appropriate, including 

everyday realia and mention of the emotions of the afflicted. The main goal was to 

illustrate divine power and love working through the saint. 

Sometimes, however, this freedom could be taken to a point where the 

original purpose is obscured, as Dmitriev points out: 
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PaCCKa3bl O 'iy ecax [... ] CTaHOBMJIHCb He CTOJIbKO 11pOCJIaBJ1@HHeM 
B@JIN4M AM 6ecnpeiie, IbHOCTN 6o )K@CTBBHHON 607111, I1pO ABJI AFOW@NC AB 
HäKä3äHMH N IIp0W@HI1M, napy@MbiMN 4epe3 CBATbIX CMepTHbIM nIOJ3AM, 
CKOJIbKO f10B@CTBOBäHN@M O ApKHX, 23OCTOI1pNM@4äT@JIbHbIX co6bwTN AX 
113 )KH3HH JIFOZ1eM 1 

. 

Although Dmitriev adheres to the Soviet principle of diminishing the spiritual value 
of a work in favour of realism, he is partially correct when referring to the northern 
lives, where prayers to the saint and the latter's intercession as saviour in a 
particular situation sometimes appear as secondary to the authorial desire to 
'nosezaTb 0 CYPOBbIX 6yz H clx noMOpOB'. 1M The result is a lively narrative full of 
everyday details, with characters also portrayed more fully. 

Bushkovitch's remarks about the tremendous increase in popularity of 
miracles during the sixteenth century and their boost to the status, popularity and 
wealth of an associated monastery are worth bearing in mind here. Miracles tend to 
fall into two main categories: first, the major miraculous events witnessed and 
experienced by many, l55 and secondly, those which happen to individuals, 

normally recorded at the end of vitae and often linked to miracle cults. Bushkovitch, 

in his examination of miracle cults in Russia during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, argues convincingly that reactions to changes in ecclesiastical practices 

were just as acute (if more subtle) as reactions to major upheavals in the socio- 

political sphere, and there was a distinct shift in the sixteenth century from the 
first 'public' type of miracle to the latter individual healing miracle, 'a step on the 

road from a more public to a more private and inward Orthodoxy'. ls' The problems 

within the official Orthodox Church and its troubled relations with the State, the 

spiritual and moral confusion of the people, falling confidence in the public face 

and practices of the established Church and the subsequent search for alternatives 
(especially by those who adhered to the principles of the Non-Possessors) can be 

seen as supporting this notion. The growth of miracle cults continued until Nikon 

153 Dmitriev, 'Zhanr', p. 193. 
154 Ibid. 
155 See for example, the episodes in the Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo where the 
church is protected from a band of robbers by miraculous singing and then a vision which 
shows the church rising up in the air ('Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo', pp. 352-54); the 

passage describing a divine procession of angels and which states specifically that 'Ce *e 
He eANHb, MH abea 8114 eCTa, Hb MbH03H Monroe, eii ee%we cm n, cbnoseAaaxy' (ibid., p. 374); 

see also the miracle of the freed prisoners in Nestor's 'Chtenie i zhitii Borisa i Gleba', p. 
21. 
156 This theme will be examined in more detail in Chapter Four, 'Autohagiography'. 
157 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, p. 103. 
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was elected Metropolitan in the seventeenth century. He showed less tolerance for 
them than his predecessors, preferring to stress the moral values of the saint over 
his powers of healing, and soon demoted several national saints to the status of 
local reverence on the grounds of their having achieved sanctity only in this (to him) 
dubious manner. 

The miracle tales at the end of the Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo combine two 
dramatic stories of northern life with accounts of innumerable healing miracles 
which serve to promote both Varlaam and the monastery. As mentioned above, 
Iona displays an uncharacteristic verve and dynamism in his narrative when 
describing floods from the two mighty rivers Vaga and Pinega. His excitement and 

sense of wonder is tangible also in the introduction to the second miracle tale 

concerning floods: Ife 3a6bITH )Ce BaMb nOTpe6HO No ceMb AJIO, 3$JIO 60 MA eCTb 

npFBO1DNTb so yI]NBJIeHie m cie My, 3o BeAMKoe'. 159 Iona continues as if recounting a 

story of adventure and drama, free from all didactic religious intent: 

Bb npezlpe4eHHtHw we BOJ1OCTM Ha XHMaHeM$ y uepKBM cJly)Ca iepeN 
AJIeKcaHz]pb NMeHyeMbIV1. CJIy4mcs y6o eMy cue 6b1TN. HtKorxa y6o 
BpeMeHM BeWHeMy HacTaBWy, 3HMHOMy ropy MHHyBWY, paCTaAWe 
Jlez]H, nOTeKOWa BOAbI, BO3WyM$Wa p$KII. Bb TO Y60 HOBOJI$THOe 
BpeMA no 06bI4aK CBoeMy MHOIMXb BOZn, a pa3JIiACA Bona BCIo y no 

JlyraMb m no xoJIMaMb, He TO4iIO we, HO H 06ptTaIOWa AC A Becm 

nOTOn iiAWe 3tJIO. 160 

Thus the scene is set for 'action', playing on suspense to increase the atmosphere of 

impending doom. The description of the flood that follows, where ice traps a 

priest's family in their home and rising water threatens to drown them, is told in 

graphic language, including the priest's despair: 'lionb )ce OHb AKO BHXJIITb 6tiiy 

CBOFO CMepTOHOCHyFO, Ha MOJIVITBt CTa Bb xpaM$ [... ] nnamywy ropbKO'. 161 In 

accordance with the demands of dramatic narrative, just as the situation seems 

hopeless, someone arrives with a wooden log which is used to lever the ice away 

and free the people. Interestingly the priest's prayers themselves do not free them; 

Varlaam is responsible merely for sending someone to them in time. These two 

accounts must have elicited great local sympathy from a population regularly 

affected by seasonal flooding. Thus we see a more realistic type of miracle whereby 

there is a shift from a purely magical type of miracle to a manifestation of divine 

providence through a human agent; divine or saintly powers do not act alone but 

158 See ibid., pp. 90-91 and 123-26. 
159 'Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo', p. 40. 
160 Ibid. 
161 Ibid. 
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rather in tandem with real-life forces. Such miracle accounts look forward to those 
given by Archpriest Avvakum. 162 

The majority of the miracle tales in this vita, however, are of healing, 

reflecting the popularity in rural areas of the miracle cults and the move away from 
the centralized Orthodox Church towards a more private form of faith. Local 

miracle tales must have meant more to a rural audience able to empathize with the 
events described, than those of great political or military significance; they would 
also have encouraged them to direct their spiritual energies most of all towards the 
local saint. In these tales the conventional pattern is followed and the person's 
name, their town of origin and the ailment are all listed. Iona does, however, add 
more local detail in several cases and we learn, for example, of one Agripina's fear 

when she suffered a burning sensation that caused her to lose her memory; '63also 

that the blind woman Makrina was brought to Varlaam's grave by her husband 
Amvrosii; IM that the devil who visited a woman named Kapitolina when she was 
reaping corn came to her in human form with weapons, blazing eyes, threatening 

and cursing her; l65and of two unusual healings where Vladimir from Koshar' had 
been able to eat only snow for 175 days, and another man who had suffered, in the 

tactful words of the author, from 'soAHbwH Henyr'. 1 One detail which supports the 
idea that the hagiographer copied down these accounts directly from oral sources, 

as mentioned above, is indicated by the statement in one tale that the Vazhestii 

area is also known as the Smetanina area; 167 earlier, the author had told of a blind 

man from the Vazhestii area who had been cured at Varlaam's grave, but without 

giving any alternative name for the area, '" suggesting that only the oral source for 

the later miracle tale had supplied this information which adds not only local 

specificity, but also real topographical detail. Oral sources clearly supplied Iona 

not only with much local information and detail, but also ensured variety and 

colour of expression. As mentioned above, such tales would have promoted not 

only Varlaam's sanctification but also the monastery's status as a powerful place 

of divine benediction, an influential and effective religious centre. 

162 See, for example, Avvakum's account of the 'miracle' when soup was brought to 
him in the Andronikov Monastery (see Chapter Four, note 151). 
163 'Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo', p. 28. 
164 Ibid., p. 29. 

165 Ibid., p. 31. 
166 Ibid., pp. 32 and 41, respectively. 
167 Ibid., p. 33. 
168 Ibid., p. 24. 
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By contrast with the vita of Varlaam, the Zhitie Stefana Komel 'skogo includes 
only one miracle story, although he tells us that after an icon of Stefan is placed on 
his grave 'oTTOJI$ Ha4awa 6bIBaTH MHora 4roAeca orb Ivo6a ero CBATaro'. 169 A 
Christian merchant from Novgorod, Gavriil, who knew Stefan personally and had 
spent many hours in conversation with him (as well as donating provisions to the 
monastery), is caught in a great storm on board ship on Lake Komela. Entreaties 

and prayers to God, the Mother of God and all the saints have no effect and the 

men on the ship fear for their lives. Only when Gavriil prays to Stefan for help does 
the situation improve: the sailors see a `CTapua CB RTOJItflHa N Ct HHaMH yKpaweHa' 

who tells them not to be afraid for God heard their prayers and sent him to save 
them. 170 The sailors at first do not recognize the old man and Stefan must identify 
himself ("a3b 6o eCMb CTe aHb, CTPOI ITeJlb CB ATaro HHKOJIbi MOHaCTbIP fi, H)Ke Ha 

e3ept'171) before he disappears. The storm subsides and Gavriil rushes to the 
monstery to tell the brethren. As in the main narrative body of the 'vita, dialogue 
helps to re-create atmosphere and a sense of reality. 

A familiar situation to many a merchant sailing with laden ships, the 

waterways and seas of northern Russia were often treacherous. There was always 
a real possibility of being caught in inclement weather while far from shore, thus 

putting at risk the entire cargo. The belief that sailors need protection at sea is an 
ancient theme in Russian oral tradition (best exemplified in the bylina 'Sadko' in 

which the merchant pours silver, gold and pearls into the sea as a sacrifice to Tsar 

Morskoi before finally sacrificing himself as welll72) and this miracle can be seen as 

carrying on the tradition in a Christianized context. Such miracle accounts would 

not only have struck home with local people, but also emphasized the wildness of 
the country to those from further afield. The author's linking of Stefan and the 

monastery with protection when afloat, especially using such dramatic narrative 

and attentive detail, would doubtless have increased Stefan's popularity amongst 
local fishermen and traders. Furthermore, his choice (if indeed he really did know 

of others, as he claims above) of this one miracle is telling: Lake Komela was the 

primary source of contention with the local population and it was clearly a vital 

source of food for the monks. It is fitting that the only miracle should occur on the 

Lake, the original 'provider', as if to once again stress that it belongs to the 

169 'Zhitie Stefana Komel'skogo', p. 19. 
170 Ibid., p. 21. 
171 Ibid. 
172 See 'Sadko' in Byliny, ed. D. S. Likhachev, Leningrad, 1957, pp. 224-39 (hereafter 

'Sadko'). 
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monastery and is part of its sacred territory. In this way, the miracle account thus 
serves to promote monastery claims as much as glorify the saint. 

Miracle tales in the Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo are scarce and without 
exception occur in the second part comprising eight disjointed episodes. The first 
group of miracles is curative, carried out while Trifon is in Novgorod seeking alms 
for the monastery. They are described collectively and fleetingly, as if only in 
passing: 'TaMo ice npenono6HbIH mnecb Bpa4b o6ptTecR, so cnaay XpHCTOBy 
HMBHH, MHO)K@CTBO , pyW@BHO H T$JIeCHO 60JIAWMX'b NCLteJIAWe; HO no enHHOMy Bb 

nmcaHiM HCL1tJIeHiM erO He o6ptTaeMb'. 173 The main miracle tale tells how Trifon 

appears in a dream to Tsar Fedor Ivanovich while he is sleeping in a tentLdunng a 
military campaign against the Swedes. Trifon, like Stefan having to identify himself, 

warns the Tsar to wake up and get out of his tent; as soon as the Tsar is outside, an 
enemy bombardment begins and a massive cannonball lands on the matress where 
the Tsar had been lying. The Tsar is, naturally extremely grateful and expresses his 

appreciation by rewarding the monastery not only with many provisions, but also 
'Ha Bce BJ1aJJtHie na, L1e uapcKie MMJIOCTHBbIn rpaMOTbl'. 174 Clearly a prestigious 

miracle tale for any monastery, to have saved the Tsar himself was clear proof of a 
powerful (not to mention patriotic) saint. This acount was also lucrative, for the 

monastery received legal ownership 'Ha ace B, 1aneHie', doubtless further boosting 

the wealth and local influence of the Church. All in all, this miracle appears to be as 

much a political statement justifying land possession, perhaps in the face of 

criticism or legal problems, as praise of God's powers of intervention and succour. 
Furthermore, the miracle clarifies the favoured position of the monastery with the 

secular Muscovite authorities (whose coffers would already have benefited from 

taxes on Trifon's hugely successful trading ventures). 
Thus we see a different approach on the part of the three hagiographers to 

miracle accounts: in the case of Varlaam, we are told graphically detailed stories 

rooted in reality as well as many tales of healings which enhance the spiritual 

status of the saint and encourage the formation of a miracle cult; but with Stefan 

and Trifon, the authors appear to have chosen the subject-matter of the miracles 

described in detail specifically to support one of the principal objectives of 

composition, justification of their respective monastery's legal rights and holdings. 

For all the vividly described realistic features, however, the spiritual significance of 

the miracles should not be ignored; clearly the source of each tale firmly believed 

173 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 111. 
174 Ibid, p. 116. 
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that miraculous powers had brought about the events. The author simply chose a 
stylistic approach to his material which brought these events closer to his audience 
and thus rendered them more credible through recognition of familiar places and 
occurrences. The more convinced the people were of a local saint's protection and 
the more fervently they promoted his image, perhaps encouraged at times by a 
faithful sense of local pride, the more the monastery stood to gain, both in terms of 
material revenue and spiritual status. 

The Treatment of Time 

In conventional rhetorical hagiography it was usual for the author to structure his 

work within the universal Christian calendar so that the full weight of the saint's 
immortal significance be felt, that his life be understood in the context of Christian 

eternity. Likhachev refers to categories of closed and open time in hagiogaphical 

composition, 175 which can be defined respectively as references made within a 
context of the subject's lifetime, and those made to a wider time frame such as 
eternal Christian and Biblical time (for example, an account of Creation), atemporal 
Christian abstraction (such as the use of light to denote Christian allegory) and 
historical time (ranging from names and dates of rulers, other notable historical 
figures and events such as the Tatar invasion of Rus'). 176 While Alissandratos notes 
the acceptability of historical time references being mixed with eternal Christian 

time in the introductions to many early Slavonic hagiographical works, l" and the 

relating of posthumous miracles in a specified historical time context was 

permissible, traditional canons required the rest of the vita to avoid such detail 

wherever possible. 1 m This requirement was not always strictly followed in native 
Russian hagiography - the princely vitae, for example, commonly tied down the 

greater part of the narrative to a specific time period and Nestor used certain types 

of historical temporal detail. Continual adaptations, as we have seen above, and 

the evolving non-static nature of hagiographical patterns maintained an often fluid 

approach to the framework and significance of time. 

The authors of the northern vitae under analysis largely speaking do not 

observe the convention of universal Christian time, but rather place emphasis upon 

175 See Likhachev, Poetika, pp. 129-60,238 and 254-78. 
176 See Alissandratos, Patristic Eulogies, p. 48. 
1 77 Ibid., pp. 60-61. 
178 Dmitriev, Zhitiinye povesti, p. 7. 
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a temporal definition much closer to that of reality. By constantly choosing to stress 
the historical, geographical and social context of the works and to play up various 
elements of real life previously unusual in hagiography, they bring the subject of the 
vita closer to the audience, allowing for identification through familiar situations 
and locality. This destroys much of the epic distancing upon which earlier 
hagiographers relied in order to present the life story of the saint without 
compromising the desired image of non-individualized Christian ideals. Many 
historical references are made which place the vitae in, for example, a political 
context such as the troubles in Novgorod which were partly responsible for 
Varlaam's move to the north. In the Zhitie Stefana Komellskogo, directly after the 
most detailed description of the building of the church, we are told, 

Bt 60 MHora BpeMeHa npomzie H MHora 6buCTb Bb PyCiH HeCTpoeHin H 
M ATe I b, na4e we 6bICTb MHoroe HaweCTBie OTb 6e360 iuibIx TaTap'b 
H OTb YepeMHCbI Ha rpa r BOJIOT, iy [... ] BeJIHKOMy KHA3IO BacMJ1ito 
HBaHOBH4IO npeCTaBJIbWyCA B'b Bt4HbIN nOKOVI, 60JIApbI we m 
CaHOBHHKH H BCH BeJlbMO)KH npicwa CaMOBJiaCTie H He pa2twa o 
uepKBt. "9 

The Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo makes considerably fewer historical references than 
the other two vitae, although it does place the attack of the Swedes against the 

monastery during the reign of Tsar Fedor Ivanovich. 180 Such use of historical context 
helps the audience to contextualize the many passages of everyday realistic 
description in all three vitae, to equate them with their own experiences and/or 
knowledge, which in turn adds to the process of identification and, ultimately, the 

sense of realia. Furthermore, chronological accuracy and comparative simplicity 
(with the exception of the second part of the Zhitie Tri fona Pechengskogo) make the 

works easier to relate to historical reality. 
On the other hand, time does not lose its religious significance in these 

works. Instead the spiritual temporal context, like many other features, is adapted 
by the author and reflects his manner of communication with the audience. In his 

examination of the generic development of the novel, Mikhail Bakhtin talks of the 

novel being structured 'not in the distanced image of the absolute past, but in the 

zone of direct contact with inconclusive present-day reality. At its core lay personal 

experience and free creative imagination'. 181 A similar process could be said to have 

179 'Zhitie Stefan Komel'skogo' pp. 16-17. 
180 'Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo', p. 117. 
181 M. M. Bakhtin, 'Epic and Novel: Toward a Methodology for the Study of the 
Novel' in The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, ed. Michael Holquist, 

Austin, Texas, 19%, p. 39. 
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occurred with the northern vitae where the hagiographers appear, for whatever 
reason, to have made conscious choices concerning their approach to and depiction 
of subject and situation, and to have expressed their material in detailed creative 
narrative. The fact that they all wrote within fifty years of the subject's death or 
recognition of sanctity means that the events of the vitae do not yet constitute 
'absolute past', and there would have been some direct contact between the time of 
depicted events and the everyday reality of the audience, a fact of which the 
hagiographers would certainly have been aware as they gathered material for the 

miracle tales. Rather than actively attempt to distance the events of the vitae, they 

perhaps deliberately chose, especially in the case of Varlaam and Stefan, to 

preserve the temporal closeness of events to the audience and use this to link the 
latter with the eternal spiritual value of the churches and monasteries founded by 

the saints. The final result is that the temporal framework serves to tie together the 

present and past, the saintly protagonist and the audience, in spiritual continuity. 
In this light it appears that the northern hagiographers took an approach not 

only different, but also relatively modern regarding the representation of time in 

these vitae. As people gradually sought a different kind of faith in the sixteenth 

century, as suggested above, a more personal and individualized expression of their 
faith, it may be suggested that direct and personal contact with spirituality in 

everyday life was a welcome feature found in the vita and one with which the 

audience could identify. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, there is no doubt that the northern Russian vitae of the sixteenth 

century constitute an important step in the evolution of hagiographical literature. 

Compared to the vitae of Stefan of Perm', Sergii of Radonezh and Kirill of 

Belozersk, all of whom had also left the urban areas for a life in the northern 

wilderness, these sixteenth-century works convey very clearly the changes in 

selection of and attitude towards 'the subject-matter by the hagiographer, in 

representation of the saintly protagonist, as well as in narrative and linguistic style. 

It is further obvious that the moral ideal of saintly virtue had changed 

substantially from the earliest hermits who sought total seclusion: the holy men 

examined followed the example of Stefan of Perm', whereby it was no longer 

obligatory for saints to display super-human feats of asceticism to receive 

recognition. Rather, everyday considerations were taken into account, such as the 
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development of an outlying (and possibly strategic) region, bringing wealth, trade 
and commerce, and the conversion of pagan peoples to Christianity. Pious men 
who fulfilled these conditions now appeared to be just as likely candidates for 
sanctity as those who entered a monastery in their youth. 

Dmitriev claims that at this time 'M3MeH A AKCb AHTepaTypHble BKycbi, 

npo6y, iu a. ncA 6o. nbwON NHTepeC K McCTHOMy, KOHKpeTHOMy MaTepHany'; 182 the 
hagiographers of the northern saints did indeed present their audiences with texts 
which held their attention and inspired emulation in a more sophisticated form 
than blind imitation of ascetic extremes. The authors drew a convincing portrait of 
real life in the north and developed characters and situations which would have 
been attractive to the audience, mixing an exciting narrative full of novelties with 
the identifiable routines of real people, yet all within an edifying context of piety. It 

is perhaps too simplistic to suggest, as Dmitriev does, that we have a change in 
literary tastes, but rather that a shift in the composition of the audience (as the 

earlier quotation from Bortnes suggests and which is implicit in Bushkovitch's 

work) explains the differences. A largely lay audience in a frontier area would 
surely have had little time for asceticism and much for the moral examples 
described here. 

Furthermore, the authors often emphasized features which had previously 

played a secondary role in vitae, such as legal land and water rights of the 

monasteries. This demonstrates how hagiography continued not only to be used for 

basic political purposes, but also how the text was now commonly manipulated to 

express most expediently one of the primary objectives of composition. As 

medieval Russia approached the troubles and nascent social secularization of the 

seventeenth century, it is clear that Church-State relations had deteriorated to a 

point of distrust, fear and vulnerability on the side of the Church. In order to 

safeguard the future of the northern monasteries, as well as, hopefully, their 

financial income, hagiographical literature was used to great effect and lasting 

result; if a powerful saint was linked to a particular monastery, it was less likely 

that the monastery would suffer any deprivation or confiscation of land rights. 

Overall, the northern Russian vitae can be seen as an important step, in 

terms of both content and literary style, on the path of secularization and 

modernization of hagiography which was to gain increasing momentum throughout 

the seventeenth century and culminate during the Great Schism of the Orthodox 

Church. 

182 Drnitriev, 'Zhanr', p. 184. 
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(2HAPTEý. f r1o 
Use of Folklore in Hagiographical Hybrids 

A considerable amount of research has been conducted into the treatment of 
folklore in Russian literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, yet the 
influences of oral and folk traditions brought to bear on pre-Petrine hagiographical 
literature have not been examined exhaustively. Apart from the work of Skripil', 
Dmitrieva, Dmitriev, Azbelev and Adrianova-Peretts, little of real significance has 
been produced. ' Even less attention has been paid to hagiographical works outside 
the mainstream, some of which offer interesting illustrations of the evolution and 
function of hagiographical hybrids. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
for example, the incorporation of oral elements into certain hagiographical works 
produced a significantly different hybrid vita which was used primarily to promote 
specific political and/or legal viewpoints. This chapter will examine three works, 
the Povest' o Merkurii Smolenskom, the Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina and the Pisanie o 
prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasil evicha Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina, 

with the aim of demonstrating how, while not overly detracting from the edificatory 
purposes of hagiography, such works did much to advance a more secular 
understanding of, approach and response to the art of sacred life-writing. 

As in Chapter One, structural and thematic features clearly identify these 
three works with past vitae, yet many elements also distinguish them from the larger 
hagiographical corpus. The sustained use of oral themes and motifs, for example, is 

characteristic of these works yet diverges from earlier ways of incorporating oral 
features into hagiographical writing. Furthermore, all three works are presented 

within a more secular context with a marked increase in the use of realia and detail, 

and, in two instances, a lay protagonist. Such differences not only mark the 

evolution of hagiography but also support the contention that, increasingly during 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the intentions of the hagiographer extended 

1 On the Povest' o Petre i Fevronii muromskikh, see M. O. Skripil', "'Povest' o Petre 
i Fevronii muromskikh" v ee otnoshenii k russkoi skazke', TODL, 7, pp. 129-67 (hereafter 
Skripil', 'Povest' o Petre i Fevronii'), and R. P. Dmitrieva, Povest' o Petre i Fevronii: 

podgotovka tekstov i issledovanie, Leningrad, 1979 (hereafter Dmitrieva, Povest' o Petre 
i Fevronii). On the 'legendary-biographical' tales from ancient Novgorod, see Dmitriev, 
Zhitiinye povesti. On various works dating from Kievan Rus' through to the seventeenth 
century, see Russkaia literatura i fol klor (XI-XVIII vv. ), ed. V. G. Bazanov, Leningrad, 

1970, Chapters One-Four. And finally, see V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, Drevnerusskaia 

literatura i fol'klor, Leningrad, 1974, and id., Ocherki poeticheskogo stilia Drevnei Rusi, 

Moscow, 1947 (hereafter Adrianova-Peretts, Ocherki). 
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beyond traditional religious didacticism and a conscious attempt was made to use 
a hybrid form of hagiography for alternative aims. 

To appreciate more fully the impact of the oral tradition upon hagiography 
and the development of this particular hybrid, in which various secularizing 
tendencies are evident, a brief analysis of the perception and practice of non- 
Christian beliefs in Muscovy will outline the origins and importance of oral 
traditions in an everyday Orthodox context. The aspects of oral tradition that 
principally influenced hagiography will also be discussed. One important factor to 
recognize, however, is that most of the folklore we have was recorded in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries which seriously hampers the discussion of oral 
elements in earlier Russian literature (although this is less of a problem for the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries given the conservatism of folklore and the fact 
that the first recordings were made in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries). 
Nevertheless, any parallels suggested cannot be contemporary and it is not possible 
to document the precise character of folklore during even the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. 

The Historical and Cultural Context 

Exactly why various folk elements were incorporated into vitae is a complex issue 

and best initially approached through an examination of some of the consequences 

of transplanting Christianity into Rus. It would be wrong to suggest that the 

populace of Rus' lacked a belief system before the arrival of Orthodoxy; on the 

contrary, their ancient world view (at least among the elite) appears to have had a 
defined hierarchy of deities and constituted a functioning faith system, which, like 

many pagan religions, focused primarily on the strength and regenerative force of 

the earth. 2 The imposition of any new faith system upon one which is already in 

place, despite all natural fluctuations and variables of the latter, is never a 

straightforward exercise and affects each case differently. 3 Active opposition to the 

appearance of the Orthodox Church in Rus', for example, was not widespread, 

although 'passive resistance was tough and tenacious' and many elements of the 

2 See Linda J. Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, Armonk, New York, 1989 (hereafter 

Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief), Chapter One, especially pp. 12-18. 

3 See Pierre Pascal, La religion du peuple russe, Lausanne, 1973 (hereafter Pascal, La 

religion), p. 9. 
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pre-Christian belief system were retained. 4 A similar process occurred to varying 
degrees in every country where Christianity was grafted onto a pre-existing belief 
system, -5 but these beliefs seem, for whatever reason, to have survived more 
stubbornly in Russia than in much of Western Europe and consequently are of 
greater significance for an understanding of written literature. The documentation 
we have about this early era comprises mostly negative comments of later Christian 
authors, although their remarks illustrate to some extent how the people of Rus' 
absorbed Christianity into their world-view, carrying over into the new elements 
from the old which together combined to form a popular Russian understanding of 
Christianity which was to last for centuries. 6 Thus, what in name constitutes a 
sharp break in the continuity of a nation's belief system, the official 
Christianization of Rus', was not in practice as radical a change for most 
individuals as it first appears. 

Conversion to Christianity brought to Rus' not only officially sanctioned 
translations of ecclesiastical works, but also Christian folklore; legends of various 
kinds and miracle tales found their way into popular story-telling and sometimes 
into hagiographical writing. ' One important complicating factor in this process was 
the presence of folkloric elements already in the Byzantine Orthodox tradition, both 

of Christian legendary characters and of pre-Christian (for example, the legend of 
St George). As a corollary, the Slavs received what is commonly termed by Russian 

scholars dvoeverie, 8 which mingled ancient pre-Christian traditions and folklore 

with a Christian ideological viewpoint. Such a multifarious world-view was 

4 George P. Fedotov, The Russian Religious Mind, Volume I. Christianity: the Tenth 
to the Thirteenth Centuries, New York, 1960 (hereafter Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind), 
pp. 3-8; see also D. Obolensky, 'Popular Religion in Medieval Russia' in The Byzantine 
Inheritance of Eastern Europe, London, 1982, pp. 43-54 (51). 
5 Francis Conte, Paganism and Christianity in Russia: "Double" or "Triple" Faith? ' 
in The Christianization of Ancient Russia. A Millenium: 988-1988, ed. Yves Hamant, 
Paris, 1992, pp. 207-15 (hereafter Conte, Paganism') (208-09). 
6 See Pascal, La religion, Part One, passim; Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, p. 4; 
Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, Chapter One, passim; and N. N. Veletskaia, 'Forms of 
Transformation of Pagan Symbolism in the Old Believer Tradition' in Russian Traditional 
Culture: Religion, Gender, and Customary Law, ed. Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer, Armonk, 
New York, 1992, pp. 48-70. 
7 See A. N. Pypin, 'Russkie narodnye legendy (Po povodu izdaniia g-na Afanas'eva 

v Moskve 1860 g. )' in Narodnye russkie legendy A. N. Afanas "eva, Novosibirsk, 1990, pp. 
180-202 (hereafter Pypin, 'Narodnye legendy') (186-87). 
8 This term should be recognized as a simplified classification: Conte, for example, 

suggests the term 'third faith' (Conte, 'Paganism'), and T. A. Bernshtam proposes the more 

useful mnogoverie in order to reflect the various belief systems (T. A. Bernshtam, 'Russian 

Folk Culture and Folk Religion' in Russian Traditional Culture: Religion, Gender, and 
Customary Law, ed. Marjorie Mandelshtam Balzer, Armonk, New York, 1992, pp. 34-47 

[hereafter Bernshtam, 'Folk Culture']). 
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facilitated by various factors: first, Orthodoxy originally grew up around the urban 
centres where monasteries were founded and supported by wealthy rulers and 
nobility. The rural-based peasant majority, living often far from these centres, was 
less likely to be affected by Christianization and, isolated from the ecclesiastical 
authorities, continued mostly undisturbed either to follow pre-Christian practices, 
or else to form a superficial understanding of Christian ideals and ritual. 9 Secondly, 
the Orthodox Church appears to have had a significantly more tolerant attitude 
towards heterodox practices than, for example, the West European Catholic 
Church in its missionary zeal. In effect, this meant that pre-Christian rituals and 
beliefs did not necessarily inspire condemnation from the clergy. Bernshtam 

maintains (though it is not necessary to go that far) that the Church was even 
actively involved in perpetuating ancient practices, especially in smaller rural 
communities where 'many church customs [... ] sprang from popular forms and were 
organically incorporated into the people's ritual life. Only at the centres did the 
church try to define a canonical ritual performance by "Christian law"'. 10 Thirdly, 
the medieval era in Russia lasted much longer than in Western Europe, experiencing 
neither the intellectual and creative inspiration of the Renaissance, nor the effective 
'cleansing' of religious life from the so-called darkness of superstition and pagan 
practices during the Reformation in the Western Christian Church. " 

Folkloric vitae had been popular in Byzantium and it was only to be 

expected that translations of works influenced by the oral tradition would likewise 

prove popular in Russia, perhaps even encouraging native imitation of such hybrid 

forms. It would be naive to assume, however, that all facets of oral tradition 

surfaced in hagiographical works. Among the vast areas of folk art, crafts, song 

and dance, only verbal folklore which can be divided into non-Christian and 
Christian narrative categories is relevant for this study. Specifically, religious 
legendy play an important role in the hybrids examined here, as do the volshebnye 

skazki (tales of the miraculous) and, to a lesser degree, the bytovye skazki (everyday 

9 Pascal claims that nowhere in the world was the resultant split between the 
religion of the Elite and that of the peasants so great; Pascal, La religion, p. 9. Bernshtam 
also points out the large extent to which the apocrypha were used as a 'transitional link' 
for the dissemination of the faith alongside the officially approved ecclesiastical texts; 
Bernshtam, 'Folk Culture', pp. 38-43. 
10 Ibid., p. 38. 
11 See Conte, 'Paganism', pp. 207-08 and Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, p. 4. However, 

as noted by both Keith Thomas (Religion and the Decline of Magic: Studies in Popular 

Beliefs in Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century England, London, 1971) and Judith Devlin 

(The Superstitious Mind: French Peasants and the Supernatural in the Nineteenth 

Century, New Haven, Connecticut, 1987), much survived the onslaught of the Reformation 

era. 
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tales), as well as influences from the bylina tradition and folk laments. One 
interesting aspect of these influences is that the folk genres most commonly 
incorporated into hagiographical works are not those which most closely reflect real 
life such as, for example, the bytovye skazki, but rather those which present either 
heroic ideals or strong elements of the fantastic or supernatural. The selection of the 
latter features rather than the more mundane corresponds to the idealization in 
hagiography of the Christian saint who can work miracles. Thus, despite the non- 
hagiographical nature of the oral sources, the author used a corresponding type of 
material to blend into his hagiographical work. Although it would have been natural 
for the author to turn to corresponding types of idealized protagonist in an attempt 
to emphasize, for example, certain qualities of his subject, such use of 
corresponding types indicates also a willingness to extend the concept of the 'ideal 
person' beyond strictly religious parameters. 

Corresponding types of idealized hero are found in many oral sources, 
including the narrative tales of which the dominant types (as defined by nineteenth- 
century scholars) are the volshebnye and the bytovye skazki. 12 Folktales tend to 
contain generalized universal themes which may be found in the folk traditions of 
many countries but which are adapted in each case to suit the people and locality, 

a feature of many facets of oral tradition. Volshebnye skazki, certainly in many 
respects prehistoric, tend to share identical structures or, in Proppian terms, 
functions and comprise one main storyline (tale types are not generally joined up 

with each other to form more complex texts). 13 Important characters include the 
idealized hero Ivan Tsarevich, the witch Baba Iaga, Kashchei the Immortal and a 
host of other ogres and dragons. Supernatural features are found in magic objects 

which help the hero win the day and magic devices such as flying carpets. Though 

such tales would appear to share nothing with hagiography, as we shall see, this is 

rather surprisingly not the case. The bytovye skazki are of later composition and 
frequently show two or more tale types strung together. They may have some 
Christian content and end usually with the victory of the underdog or of the 

cunning over the stupid. Tales recounting the exploits of the durak (simpleton) figure 

are common, while another well-known theme sees the devil trapped and forced to 

carry out man's commands. Although they adopt several characteristics from the 

volshebnye skazki (such as the character of the mudraia devitsa [Wise Maiden] who 

speaks in riddles, possesses supernatural talents and offers advice to the hero), the 

12 The third group of tales about animals is not relevant to this study. 
13 See V. Ia. Propp, Morfologiia skazki, 1928, Leningrad, especially Chapters Three 

and Nine and the appendexes. See below, p. 94. 
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bytovye skazki inevitably present the given borrowed feature in a Christianized 

context and largely avoid the supernatural (devils apart). Elements of the bytovye 

skazki appear less in hagiographical writing of the later medieval period (although 
they are present in earlier vitae) which suggests an increasing tendency on the part 
of the author to depict an idealized hero according to a wider range of norms, 
rather than a purely Christian ideal placed in a mundane setting. 

Another type of prose narrative to influence hagiographical works were the 
legendy, a little-researched type of short folk narrative with a strong element of the 
Christian miraculous or supernatural (any other type of legend is called a predanie 
in Russian14) which commonly tells of the life of Christ, the saints and martyrs, and 
Christ's wandering through the world with the apostles searching for virtuous 
Christian folk. Pypin suggests that pilgrims brought the legenda tradition to Rus', 

recounting tales of what they had seen and heard, snippets of foreign stories, 
folklore and miracle tales (it is not incidental that the majority of the legendy 

involves some kind of journey or wandering), and that this material was 

embellished by popular imagination and adapted to fit a localized context. 15 The 

legends were not designed for entertainment, but rather as explanations of 
incomprehensible events in terms ordinary people could grasp: 16 'JlereHAa )ce, 
C006Wa ti Heo6bIKHoBeHHbIVI CDaKT, CTpeMHTC %i noy4aTb; I. t eaJu431Apy fl CBOIIX repo@B, 

npM3bIBäA no pa CaTb HM, OHa YTBep)KnaeT KX CBATOCTb, notjBN)CHN4eCTB0 HAM 

repOV13M. OCHOBHa A ee 4)yHKt1H A- AHAaKTN4eCKa A'. l7 Although mostly set in 

credible environments and believed to contain absolute truth (which facilitated their 

use as sources), 18 legendy are neither accurate nor reliable sources of factual 

information. On the other hand, they yield valuable information about social 

attitudes as well as illustrating how narrative develops from an original source and 

what course certain themes of narrative may follow. 

14 See E. V. Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom folklore, Moscow, 

1975 (hereafter Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi), pp. 11-13. 
15 Pypin, 'Narodnye legendy', pp. 181-86. 
16 For example, the creation legends (see folk narratives nos 1-4 in Ivanits, Russian 

Folk Belief, pp. 130-135), 'Adam's Note' (ibid., pp. 136-37), 'Why are those Hit by 

Lightning Saints? ' (ibid., pp. 154-55), and 'Il'ia-prorok i Nikola', Narodnye russkie 
legendy A. N. Afanaseva, with introduction and commentary by V. S. Kuznetsova, 

Novosibirsk, 1990, pp. 73-78. 
17 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi, p. 12; see also 0. V. Belova, 

'Bibleiskie siuzhety v polesskikh narodnykh legendakh' in Issledovaniia po 

slavianskomu fol "klori i narodnoi kul'ture. Vypusk 1, eds A. Arkhipov and I. Polinska, 

Berkeley, California, 1997, pp. 31-38, and Pypin, 'Narodnye legendy', p. 181. 

18 See Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi, p. 11. 
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Despite the Russian insistence on separating legenda from predanie, Christian 
legends themselves often incorporated motifs from other folk narrative genres as 
well as pre-Christian oral elements, 19 and greater length of time between event and 
recording was likely to see more obviously fantastic folkloric elements (such as in 
the Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina and Zhitie Ioanna Novgorodskogo) and less 
recognizable identification with the original source. Orally transmitted legends are 
important sources for vitae, especially the miracle tales, and the process of grafting 
native oral elements onto Russian hagiography was made much easier (if more 
complex for scholars) by the presence in translated Greek vitae of popular oral 
(legendy) elements. Likhachev describes the legends which apply to the saints as 
often standing 'Ha ipaHH )KHTH Am nOBeCTH' 20 and commonly accepted, in part or 
whole, as vitae. He describes their formation: 'p AA BnH3O23OB )KHTH A KaKoro -, n16o 
CB ATOI'O ABJI AIOTC n nozj4ac CaMOCTO ATeJIbHbIMH, BO3HHKWHMH He3aBIr1CHMO OT )KHTH A 

H JIHWb nO3)Ke BHeCeHHbIMH B Hero JIereHziaPH0-HCTopm4eCKHMH CKa3aHNAMH'. 21 

Oral verse genres also influenced hagiographical writing. The byliny, 

narrative verse epic folksongs, for example, recount the exploits of the traditional 

epic hero, the bogatyr , through a tripartite structure comprising stereotypical 
descriptions and circumstances as well as fixed epithets. Some elements of the 

oldest cycle of mythological byliny date back to the tenth and eleventh centuries, if 

not earlier, and their main heroes include Volkh Vseslavich and Sviatogor the giant. 
The latter is said to have breathed his incredible strength into Il'ia Muromets, one of 

the principle bogatyr' heroes of the younger Kievan bylina cycle which focuses on the 

court of Vladimir of Kiev. Many of these byliny begin with a feast at Vladimir's 

palace wherein the guests and bogatyri boast and/or quarrel among themselves 

(although most fighting is against the enemy). The later Novgorod cycle of byliny, 

with its protagonists Sadko and Vasilii Buslaev, concentrates less on such acts of 

heroism, than on the trade and everyday affairs of the city. These byliny present 

elements from folktales as well as a more realistic picture of life. Bylina motifs from 

both the Kiev and Novgorod cycles are found in the hagiographical works analysed 

in this chapter, including heroic idealization, superhuman strength, courtly power 

struggles, and the more real-life context of Novgorod's everyday affairs. 

Laments (prichitanii, pricheti or plachi) pose a particular problem when it 

comes to distinguishing between folkloric and Christian elements, and thus also 

their influence upon hagiographical writing. One of the most universal socio-poetic 

19 See Pypin, 'Narodnye legendy', pp. 186-87. 
20 Likhachev, Istoriia, 1980, p. 225. 
21 Ibid. 
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traditions to be reflected in literature, 22 Adrianova-Peretts suggests that laments 
found in medieval Russian literature are a 'np AMoe HacneAHe Tpanmumm YCTHbIX 

n. na4eH, noAAep)KaHHac B TO )Ice BpeMR B J1I1TepaTypHOH cpene TeMH o6pa3uaMH 
KHI I )KHbIX nJ1a4ei, C KOTOpbIMH 21peBH@PYCCKHN KHH )KHHK n03HaKOMHJIC A 4epe3 
6H6J1e cKO-BK3aHTNNCKyK AMTepaTYPY'. 23 Traditionally the task of wives mourning 
their dead husbands (although also performed by professional keeners), they range 
from heart-rending expressions of grief, the lament in its most subjective, impulsive 
form, to more formal sentiments, from the lyrical to rhetorical, from secular to 

ecclesiastical, although the aims were always basically identical. 24 All types of 
lament comprise a varying degree of spontaneity, although ultimately based upon a 
familiar set of images and poetic devices that give them some degree of formality. 

Features of oral lament (commonly widows' laments) found in rhetorical 
hagiographical works tend to draw on the images of widow and children left alone 

and defenceless, their pleas for the deceased to respond, to return, and often 
include comparisons to natural elements such as the setting sun, wind and water. 
The impact of such hybrid laments can be very strong and they emphasize both 

'sophistication as the repository of Orthodox wisdom and learning and [... ] 

simplicity as a widow in distress. The use of the vernacular makes the learned kind 

of disposition and thoughts more immediate and easily perceptible'. 25 

The composition of orally influenced hagiographical hybrids was facilitated 

by similarities in structural concept and patterning. Vladimir Propp, referred to 

above, studied the framework of the Russian skazka; analysing 100 volshebnye skazki 

as an organic whole, he came to the conclusion that all the tales, regardless of their 

seemingly individual protagonists and plots, displayed an identical sequence of 
functions and the same fundamental structure. 26 P. D. Ukhov and A. P. Skaftymov 

examined repeated patterning of topoi and fixed epithets in byliny, r' and concluded 

that, although byliny were subject to change as a result of continual oral 

22 See N. P. Andreev and G. S. Vinogradov, 'Russkie plachi' in Russkie plachi 
(prichitaniia), ed. and with notes by G. S. Vinogradov, Leningrad, 1937, pp. vi-xxxv 
(hereafter Andreev and Vinogradov, 'Russkie plachi') (pp. vi-vii). 
23 Adrianova-Peretts, Ocherki, p. 135. It should be noted that this typically Soviet 

view is simplistic as it ignores the influences of the long Byzantine tradition of lament as 
well as Biblical lamentations. 
24 See Andreev and Vinogradov, 'Russkie plachi', p. x. 
25 Alissandratos, Patristic Eulogies, p. 87. 
26 See note 13. 

27 See P. D. Ukhov, 'Commonplaces [loci communes] as a Means of Documenting 

Byliny' in The Study of Russian Folklore, eds and trans Felix J. Oinas and Stephen 

Soudakoff, The Hague, 1975, pp. 207-17, and Skaftymov, 'The Structure of the Byliny', pp. 

137-54. 
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transmission, they displayed clear compositional patterns (in part, if not in whole). 
Such studies indicate how oral tradition relied upon a system of structural and 
image-based patterning, in similar ways to hagiography. Propp also notes that 
images and motifs of the ancient pre-Christian era were often accepted into 
Christian culture in an appropriately Christianized form, which would certainly 
have rendered easier the task of composing a hybrid text: for example, 'the devil in 
the role of airborne carrier, the angel as provider of magic object, the test which 
resembles mortification'. 28 

The immediate response of laypeople to folk elements in hagiographical 

works appears to have been positive; we know many of the affected works, such as 
the Povest' o Petre i Fevronii Muromskikh and the Zhitie Ioanna Novgoroda, to have 
been popular and extensively reproduced. The newly baptized people of Rus' 

perhaps identified more readily with familiar folklore heroes of both pre-Christian 
and Christian times (both the supernatural characters of the volshebnye skaz)d and 
the ordinary Christian folk in the legendy) than with the rigorous life of the early 
Christian ascetics, and equally, the ancient ritual of lament may have been closer to 
them than lofty rhetorical eulogies. Understandable also is the attraction of tales of 
the fantastic including many supranatural motifs from a pre-Christian past such as 
dragons and dragon-slayers, magical objects and transportation. The resultant 
hybrid works, neither purely ecclesiastical, nor purely folkloric, played an 
important role in the evolution of Russian hagiographical writing: although the 

values and methods employed were often vastly different, hagiography and oral 
traditions did share some essential common goals, which included an attempt to 

explain or justify the inexplicable to the believer and the instilling of a system of 
ideals and norms, with Christian tradition more concerned with the former and oral 
tradition the latter. 

This study seeks to examine the extent to which sixteenth- and seventeenth- 

century hagiographers consciously incorporated oral elements into their sacred 

writing in a manner different from earlier hagiographers, and to new ends, in order 

to captivate, stimulate and manipulate their reader-audience. The extent to which 

the hagiographer (or editor) may have employed oral features in a deliberate 

attempt to imply by analogy a secondary, not purely ecclesiastical, agenda will also 

be examined. 

28 Vladimir Propp, 'Transformations in Fairy Tales' in Mythology: Selected 

Readings, ed. Pierre Maranda, London, 1972, pp. 139-50 (146). 
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The Texts 

Povest' o Merkuni Smolenskom 
Merkurii of Smolensk was a legendary warrior hero said to have saved the city of 
Smolensk from the military advances of Batu in 1237-38. In fact, Batu never 
reached Smolensk and Dmitriev suggests that '3TO 6bi. no oCMbuCJleHO, KaK 
npo smneHMe 6o )Cec ae Horo 3aCTynHH4eCTBa N KaK pe3y 11bTaT 3nMeMoro no 3smra 

6oraTbip ci'. 29 Yet Merkurii was canonized by the Orthodox Church and his vita, 
commonly known as the Povest' o Merkurii Smolenskom, has come down to us in 

almost eighty variants, most often found in sixteenth-century menologies 30 The text 

used here is from Makarii's Velikie Minei Chet 1.31 
The Povest ' is preceded by a unique work detailing the same events: the 

Slovo o Merkurii Smolenskom, known also as the Zhulev or popular variant, 
composed probably no earlier than the second half of the fifteenth century (GIM, 

Synodal collection, No. 908, a seventeenth-century collection32). Many scholars 
believe the Slovo to be a written version of the original legenda used in later 

recordings of the ". -33 Accurate dating of the Slovo is disputed: some, such as 

29 See L. A. Dmitriev's 'Commentary' to the 'Slovo o Merkuni Smolenskom' in PLDR: 
XIII vek, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1981, pp. 560-61. 
30 Early examples (c. 1530-50s) include GPB, Solovki collection, No. 507/526, and 
GIM, Sinodal collection, No. 988,176. There are also fourteen known chronicle copies of the 
Povest '. 
31 The published text is found in Pamiatniki slaviano-russkoi pis'mennosti. Velikie 
Minei Chet i. Noiabr ; vypusk IX, chast' 2-ia, tetrad' 1, dni 23-25, Moscow, 1917, cols 
3,297-3,306 (hereafter 'Povest' o Merkurii'). 
32 It is published as 'Slovo o Merkuni Smolenskom' in PLDR. XIII vek, eds L. A. 
Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1981, pp. 204-09 and 560-61 (hereafter 'Slovo o 
Merkurii'). 
33 See, for example, F. I. Buslaev, Istoricheskie ocherki russkoi narodnoi slovesnosti i 
iskusstva, 2 vols, St Petersburg, 1861 (hereafter Buslaev, Istoricheskie ocherki), 2, pp. 155- 
98. Dmitriev, however, suggests the Slovo may be based on an entry s. a. 1148 in the 
Nikonian Chronicle and the bylina 'Sukhman'. The Chronicle entry recounts how Dem'ian 
Kudenevich, described as a bogatyr , crushes the forces of Prince Gleb Iur'evich three times 

with only divine assistance. In the third battle Demian is wounded but manages to get 
back to the city from the battlefields before dying; see The Nikonian Chronicle from the 
Year 1132-1240 (Volume Two), ed. and with an introduction by Serge A. Zenkovsky, 
Princeton, New Jersey, 1984 (hereafter Nikonian Chronicle), pp. 35-38. Although this 

chronicle was compiled at the relatively late date of 1540 and is largely verbatim copying 

of earlier chronicle documents, it includes many works either of unknown origin or which 

are clearly adaptations of early legend and myth. Zenkovsky notes that as Demian 

Kudenevich is not mentioned in either the Laurentian or the Hypatian Chronicle, the 

inclusion of his story is most likely a sixteenth-century addition 'based on some epic oral 

tradition. The appearance of epic (bylina) folklore material in the writings of that 

century was characteristic of the time. It could have been inspired by mention of the town, 

Kudnevo, in Laur. 6657(1149)' (see ibid., p. 36, note 78). The bylina tells how the bogatyr' 

Sukhman Odikhmant'evich single-handedly saves Kiev by clubbing to death 40,000 Tatar 
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S. P. Pisarev, believe it was written shortly after the events described in the 
thirteenth century; others, like F. I. Buslaev and P. Mindalev, think it has ancient 
epic roots; and many more, including M. 0. Skripil' and L. A. Dmitriev, believe it to 
be a late fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century recording of an oral legend. The 
question of authorship is likewise complex; although early menology variants most 
likely used a local Smolensk chronicle as a source, the Velikie Minei Chet i variant 
would certainly have been written in either Novgorod or Moscow. 

Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina 

Antonii, born in 1067,3' founded the St Antonii Monastery at Volkhov, a short 
distance from Novgorod, in 1117. According to the vita, he died on 3 August 1147 
having spent thirty years in the monastery, the last sixteen as abbot. As his name in 
the title of the vita suggests, he was possibly not a native of Novgorod, but the idea 
that he was of Roman origin must be treated with care and Fet maintains that 
Antonii was in reality a wealthy inhabitant of Novgorod. 35 The Zhitie Antoniia 
Rimlianina is a late sixteenth-century work based on a non-extant older vita or 
notes, but with the addition of legenda material. The vita is preserved in several 
manuscript collections where the text is virtually identical in all cases. 36The fullest 

available variant of the work, the Povest' ob Antonii Rimlianine, is used here 37 
The author is cited in most copies as Andrei, known to have been Antonü's 

pupil and successor as abbot at the St Antonii Monastery from 1147 to 1157. 

Anachronistic errors in the vita, however, strongly suggest that the issue of 

authorship, and date of composition, is more complex. We find, for example, an 

explanation of Novgorod currency which would have been unnecessary for a 
twelfthcentury audience: 71oHe )ce s To speMHa y HosropopbUKHX% nropeH He 6bicTb 

wamors with an uprooted oak tree; see 'Sukhman' in Byliny, ed. D. S. Likhachev, 
Leningrad, 1957, pp. 170-75 (hereafter 'Sukhman'). Such complications are very common in 
trying to clarify oral influence on religious writing. 
34 This date is given in the entry for 'Antonii, prepodobnyi, Rimlianin' in the Slovar' 
istoricheskii o sviatykh, proslavlennykh v rossiiskoi tserkvi io nekotorykh 
podvizhnikakh blagochestiia, mestno chtimykh, Moscow, 1991, pp. 26-27; facsimile 

reprint of the 1862 St Petersburg edition (hereafter 'Antonii, prepodobnyi, Rimlianin'). It 
is recorded nowhere in the vita. Unsubstantiated, it should be regarded with caution. 
35 E. A. Fet, 'Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina' in Slovar' knizhnikov i knizhnosti 
Drevnei Rusi; vtoraia polovina XIV-XVI v., chast' 1, A-K, ed. D. S. Likhachev, 
Leningrad, 1988, pp. 245-47 (hereafter Fet, Slovar'). 
36 See A. Popov, Opisanie rukopisei i katalog knig tserkovnoi pechati biblioteki A. 
1. Khudova, Moscow, 1872, pp. 435-38. 
37 'Povest' ob Antonii rimlianine' in Pamiatniki starinnoi russkoi literatury, issue 1, 
St Petersburg, 1860, pp. 236-70 (hereafter Tovest' ob Antonii'). The original manuscript for 

this publication is No. 154 in the Rumiantsev Museum collection. 
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, 3eHerb, HO JIH AWa CJ1HTKH cpe6p AHbl A, OBO rPHBHy, oso nOJITHHy, OBO py6. Ab, H 

TeM'b Kynmo Ae Axy'. 38 Another such discrepancy is the date given for the 
construction of the first stone church, which, according to the vita, Prelate Nikita 
helped to build in 1117.39 The Novgorod Chronicles, however, state that Nikita 
died in 1108.410 Such inconsistencies indicate either reworking and addition to an 
earlier text, or else later composition based upon notes made, probably by Andrei, 
during or shortly after Antonii's lifetime. Indeed, the introduction to the variant 
published in the Pravoslavnyi sobesednik states that one year after the translation of 
Antonii's relics in 1597 and connected to his canonization in 1598, the monk Nifont 
from the St Antonii Monastery reworked an earlier vita to include miracles credited 
to Antonii which had occurred between 1578 and 1597.41 Nifont most likely 
introduced the above anachronisms as well as local legends surrounding Antonii. 
Thus we see that this Povest' offers an instance of an oral legenda woven into a pre- 
existing text. 

Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha Shuiskogo, rekomago 
Skopina 
Mikhail Vasil'evich Skopin Shuiskii was a popular figure in the Moscow royal 

courts during the Time of Troubles. A successful warrior, diplomat, champion of 
the people, he was regarded as a likely successor to his uncle Vasilii Shuiskii, who 
had himself crowned tsar in 1606 after the murder of the first False Dmitrii. When 

Mikhail died suddenly at the age of twenty-three in 1610, however, foul play was 

suspected and it was widely rumoured that he had been poisoned at a banquet 

held two weeks previously 42 

38 Tovest' ob Antonii', p. 267. In some redactions this explanation has been 
parenthesized, making it even more apparent that the author was aware of breaking the 
flow of narrative; see, for example, 'Zhitie Antoniia rimlianina' in Pravoslavnyi 
sobesednik, part 2, nos 5-6, Kazan', 1858, pp. 157-71 and 310-24 (hereafter 'Zhitie 
Antoniia')(146). 
39 Tovest' ob Antonii', p. 268. 
40 Novgorodskaia pervaia letopis' starshego i mladshego izvodov, ed. M. N. 
Tikhomirov, Moscow, 1950 (hereafter Novgorodskaia pervaia letopis'), p. 203. 
41 See the introduction to the 'Zhitie Antonii', pp. 158-59. Based on evidence shown 
in a Tokhval'noe slovo' in honour of Antonii, composed by Nifont c. 1591, which refers to a 
vita, Fet suggests that Nifont's composition of the vita dates from as early as 1570-80 (Fet, 
Slovar', p. 246). 
42 It is commonly held that Tsar Vasilii Shuiskii and his brother Dmitrii were 
jealous of Mikhail's military success and fearful of his great popularity. Dmitrii's wife, 
Ekaterina, is said to have been responsible for administering poison to Mikhail during the 
banquet. For a factual historical background, see Robert 0. Crummey, The Formation of 
Muscovy, 1304-1613, London, 1987 (hereafter Crummey, Formation), pp. 220-25, and 
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The likelihood that the Pisanie was intentionally composed as a vita is not 
strong; as noted in the Introduction, Mikhail was never canonized but rather 
revered as a great military defender. The work is basically an extended panegyrical 
lament, although it is possible that the author may have had hagiographical 

pretensions, hoping to establish Mikhail as a martyr, who having rid Muscovy of 
the Poles, was murdered by a conspiratorial band. What is of most relevance to 
this study, however, is the changing perception of what constitutes sanctity and 
worth; what kind of hero inspires emulation? Mikhail is an example of how 
hagiographical idealization and reverence, previously almost exclusively reserved 
for the ideal spiritual model, are extended to a layman in a far more secular context 
in the later medieval period. 

Three main hagiographical works are devoted to Mikhail: the earliest and 
most relevant to this study is the Pisanie, probably composed in 1612. '3 Detailed 

accounts of Mikhail's death and burial suggest that the author was an eye-witness, 
although on the other hand, Ekaterina Skuratova, said to have prepared and given 
Mikhail the poisoned drink, is mistakenly called Mariia, the name of her sister, wife 
of Boris Godunov. A contemporary eye-witness would have been unlikely to make 

such a fundamental error. Such discrepancies may indicate later reworking and 
inclusion of oral influences, as in the case of Antonii Rimlianin. The text of the 
Pisanie has been preserved as an independent work in only one copy, GPB, OLDP 

(Obshchestvo liubitelei drevnei pis'mennosti), F. 12, published in 1904 by P. G. 

Vasenko, which is used here-44 

The other works connected with Mikhail are the tale 0 rozhenii voevody 
kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha Shuiskogo Skopina, 40 and the so-called Povest' o kniaze 

Michael T. Florinsky, Russia: a History and an Interpretation in Two Volumes, 1, New 
York, 1961 (hereafter Florinsky, Russia), pp. 230-38. 
43 See N. S. Demkova's 'Commentary' to 'Pisanie o prestavlenii i pogrebenii kniazia 
Skopina-Shuiskogo' in PLDR: konets XVI-nachalo XVII vekov, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. 
S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1987, pp. 58-73 and 553-59 (hereafter Demkova, 'Commentary') 
(555). 
44 'Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha Shuiskogo, 

rekomago Skopina' in Povesti o kniaze Mikhaile Vasil'eviche Skopine-Shuiskom, St 
Petersburg, 1904, pp. 17-30 (hereafter 'Pisanie o prestavlenii'). 
45 This text was published as '0 rozhenii voevody kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha 
Shuiskogo Skopina' in Povesti o kniaze Mikhaile Vasileviche Skopine-Shuiskom, St 

Petersburg, 1904, pp. 10-17. For a proposal that the Pisanie and the tale 0 rozhenii were 

penned by the same author, see V. F. Rzhiga, Tovest' o pesni o Mikhaile Skopine- 

Shuiskom, IpoRIAS, 1,1928,1, pp. 81-107. G. P. Enin has, however, offered a concise and 

persuasive counter-argument that the two works did indeed have different authors (G. P. 

Enin, Tovest' o kniaze Mikhaile Vasil'eviche Skopine-Shuiskom', TODL, 41,1987, p. 73). 
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Mikhaile Vasil 'eviche Skopine-Shuiskom 46 The former was composed at the beginning 
of the 1620s and describes Mikhail's life and deeds, presenting him as a zealous 
protector of the Orthodox faith and, ultimately, a martyr. More than probably this 
work was written as a hagiographical 'supplement' to the Pisanie which does not 
recount Mikhail's life story. The Povest 'o kniaze Mikhaile is a later compilation of 
the Pisanie and the tale 0 rozhenii which had been copied side-by-side in 
manuscript collections for many years before an unknown knizhnik took it upon 
himself to combine them into one whole towards the end of the 1620s. In the Povest' 

o kniaze Mikhaile, the tale 0 rozhenii is included almost in full but the Pisanie is 
heavily edited and cut, very little of its original form being preserved. '' The result is 

a rather mechanical work which, having lost much of the significant detail through 

editing out of the oral features, lacks a coherent overall framework. 

The Contextual Hagiographical Background 

Given the ancient practice of incorporating oral elements into sacred writing, as 
mentioned above, it is not surprising to find many such examples in the early 
Russian chronicles and in works devoted to the Tatar domination. 48 More 

specifically relevant to this study, diverse use of oral features from legendy, byliny, 

folktales and laments occurs in several vitae. Indeed, hagiography has to some 

extent always relied upon oral sources for topoi such as the miracle tales. 49 

Early folk-influenced works tend to show a cruder treatment of legenda 

material, in which conventional hagiographical topoi and structure are neglected and 

the oral source clearly emphasized. For example, most versions of Pakhomii Serb's 

46 The Povest' has come down to us in one manuscript (GPB, Pogodin collection, No. 
1451) and was published by A. N. Popov as 'Povest' o kniaze Mikhaile Vasil'eviche 
Skopine-Shuiskom' in Izbornik, St Petersburg, 1869, pp. 378-88. 
47 Perhaps considered threatening to the stabilizing influences of the Romanov 
dynasty after the Time of Troubles, all the elements of oral influence were edited out, as 
were the genealogical justification for Mikhail to ascend the Russian throne and the 
hyperbolic lamentation. The Povest' emphasizes Mikhail's historical military victories 
in a purely Christian context and it is thus not surprising that the Pisanie, heavily 
influenced by folkloric imagery and themes, is cut far more than the tale O rozhenii. 
48 See Russkaia literatura i fol'klor (XI-X VIII vv. ), ed. V. G. Bazanov, Leningrad, 
1970, especially Chapters One and Three. 
49 In the case of eyewitness accounts, though, the brevity of their existence would 
have ensured they were only lightly affected by the narrative conventions of oral 
literature (including, for example, the tendency to sharpen contrasts, drop irrelevant 

material, and use three-fold repetition). 
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Zhitie Ioanna Novgorodskogo, 50 composed in the 1470s, and the anonymous Zhitie 
Avraamiia Rostovskogo, s' composed in the early fifteenth century, incorporate 
several events whose supernatural nature clearly indicates oral sources: the 
trapping of a devil in a water vessel with a cross or by making the sign of the cross, 
for example, is common to both these works and also widely found in international 
folklore, including the bytovye skazki. 52 N. N. Durnovo suggests that this motif 
originated in 'espeiCKHe TaJIMY4H4eCKNe CKä38HH fl O BJIäCTH COJIOMOHa Hat] 6eCaii, 

KyZaa BXOZIMJI [... ] paCCKa3 0 TOM, KäK COJIOMOH 3ane'aTaJl 6ec s cocyz ax', and that 

the Slavs received it through Byzantine folklore 53 bann of Novgorod's forced 
transformation of the devil into a horse to carry him with supernatural speed to 
Jerusalem and back in one night is likewise a well-known theme in international 
legend. -54 From these roots have sprung different versions of the same legenda theme 

such as 'Poezdka v lerusalim' which no longer necessarily identifies the 

archimandrite as Ioann of Novgorod, -15 and, to a lesser extent, 'Potan'ka'. -56 
Familiar motifs from the skazki and byliny are also present in these two vitae, 

illustrating how the legendy absorbed elements from various oral sources. Both 
Avraamii and Ioann, for example, receive magical objects to help in their tasks; 
Avraamii a walking stick from John the Theologian (whom he meets wandering 
through the countryside), with which he is to destroy the idol of Veles in Rostov, s'' 

5o 'Zhitie sviatogo ottsa nashego loanna, arkhiepiskopa Novgorodskago' in Zhitiia 
sviatykh, chef ikh-minei sv. Dimitriia Rostovskago. Kniga pervaia, St Petersburg, 1992, 
pp. 163-73; facsimile reprint of 1903 Moscow edition (hereafter 'Zhitie Ioanna'). This 

version differs slightly from the earliest ones which include an episode from the 
translation of Ioann's relics in 1439 and the miracle that occurred after a large stone fell 

onto Ioann's grave, breaking the tombstone; see GPB, Solovki Collection, No. 617/500. 
51 'Zhitie Avraamiia Rostovskogo' in Velikie minei chef i. Oktiabr', dni 19-31, St 
Petersburg, 1880, cols 2,025-31 (hereafter 'Zhitie Avraamiia'). 
52 See 'Zhitie Ioanna', pp. 169-70 and 'Zhitie Avraamiia', cols 2,028-31. For 
international folklore references, see Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk Literature: a 
Classification of Narrative Elements in Folktales, Ballads, Myths, Fables, Mediaeval 
Romances, Exempla, Fabliaux, Jest-Books, and Local Legends, 6 vols, Copenhagen, 1958 
(hereafter Thompson, Motif-Index), refs: D2177.1 (vol. 2, p. 399), and R181 (vol. 5, p. 287); 
and Antti Aarne, The Types of the Folktale: Classification and Bibliography, Helsinki, 
1961 (hereafter Aarne, Types), ref: 331. 
53 N. N. Durnovo, 'Legenda o zakliuchennom bese v vizantiiskoi i starinnoi russkoi 
literature', Drevnosti, 4,1907,1, Moscow, pp. 54-152 (54). 
54 See Thompson, Motif-Index, refs: for journeys undertaken with magical speed, 
D2122-5 (vol. 2, p. 367), and for transformation of the devil into a horse or other animal 

and being made to serve man, see D102 (vol. 2, p. 14), D2121.5 (vol. 2, p. 375), DG241.2.1 

(vol. 3, p. 294), and G303.3.3.1.3. 
55 'Poezdka v lerusalim' in Narodnye russkie legendy A. N. Afanaseva, with 
introduction and commentary by V. S. Kuznetsova, Novosibirsk, 1990, pp. 120-23. 

56 Totan'ka', ibid, pp. 119-20. 
57 'Zhitie Avraamiia', cols 2,026-27. 
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and Ioann enough gold on the back of a horse (which mysteriously appears and 
then disappears) to complete the building of his church. 58 In the latter case, the 
'KpaCHBbIH KOHb' is strongly reminiscent of the magical horse found in the skazki. 59 

In both cases, however, the legenda material occupies the majority of the 
narrative and appears to be the main reason for composition. Short introductions, 
comprising cliched statements about the saint's pious origins, and brief central 
narrative sections which serve to join one legenda theme to the next, tell us very little 
about the deeds of the saint. While the hagiographer would, understandably, have 
wished to record miraculous events connected to his subject, the lack of usual 
hagiographical topoi and structure in these vitae suggests a greater eagerness on the 
hagiographer's part to record vivid local legends than the extraordinary religious 
accomplishments of the saint. 

Such eagerness was perhaps also a factor in the composition of the carefully 
researched Povest' o Petre i Fevronii Muromskikh 60 written, in all likelihood, by the 
publicist writer-archpriest Ermolai-Erazm sometime between 1540 and 1560 
(probably after their canonization in 1547). Although the Povest ' is novel in its 

portrayal of the psychological aspects of Petr and Fevroniia's relationship, 61 and in 
the political subtext advocating a centralized Russian state and autocratic prince 
whilst condemning social inequality, 62it bears many more similarities to the vitae of 
Ioann and Avraamii than to the three works under detailed examination here. 
Composed as the official vita for the saints Petr and Fevroniia (of whom there is no 
historical record), the bulk of the narrative clearly comprises two themes from the 

volshebnye skazki (serpent slaying and the Wise Maiden, both very common in 

international folktales also) with only a short hagiographical exordium and an even 

shorter eulogy at the end. " Into this structure is woven a multitude of folktale 

58 Zhit e loanna', p. 164. On the motif of magical objects in folktales, see Aarne, 
Types, refs: 560-649. 
59 Sec ibid., ref: 314. 
60 T'ovest' o Petre i Fevronii Muromskikh' in PLDR: konets XV-pervaia polovina 
XVI veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1982, pp. 626-647 and 763-66 
(hereafter Tovest' o Petre i Fevronii'). Of all the published research on this work, see 
especially, Dmitrieva, Povest' o Petre i Fevronii; M. O. Skripil', 'Povest' o Petre i 
Fevronii'; and N. S. Demkova, 'K interpretatsii "Povesti o Petre i Fevronii"', 
Srednevekovaia russkaia literatura: poetika, interpretatsii, istochniki. Sbornik statei, St 
Petersburg, 1997, pp. 77-95. 
61 See Dmitrieva, Povest' o Petre i Fevronii, pp. 28-29. 
62 See Jack V. Haney, 'On the "Tale of Peter and Fevroniia, Wonderworkers of 
Murom"', Canadian-American Slavic Studies, 13,1979,1-2, pp. 139-62 (157). 
63 Ibid., pp. 143-44. 
64 On the image of the serpent slayer, see Aarne, Types, refs: 300 and 303, and on the 
Wise Maiden, ibid., refs: 875 I-IV. 
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motifs: for example, the search for the magical object with which to slay the serpent 
whose blood causes the prince to fall ill, after which he can only be cured by a Wise 
Maiden, who speaks in riddles and who will become his wife. 65 

Many motifs illustrate Propp's remark on the acceptance of Christianized 
forms of pre-Christian images: for example, the serpent is said to be the devil, and 
Fevroniia's powerful communion with nature is described as a Christian miracle. 
Overall, and despite the comparatively late date of composition, it is not 
unreasonable to suggest that this work was composed just as much to record (and 
thus validate) the legends associated with the local cult of Petr and Fevroniia, as to 
officially confirm their sanctity. If this is the case, it indicates an acceptance of non- 
conventional secular models of the Christian ideal for emulation. Whether such 
models as Ioann, Avraamii, Petr and Fevroniia were revered by the people in the 

same way as more conventional Christian saints cannot be established, although 
the large number of extant copies of these vitae certainly testifies to their 

popularity. 
Significantly fewer hagiographical works incorporated elements from oral 

lament than from legendy, byliny and skazki. An important factor in this difference 

is that the Church had its own 'tradition' of eulogies. 66The only clear example of 
this type of oral influence is Evdotiia's lament for her dead husband found within 
the hagiographical Slovo o zhit iio prestavlenii velikago kniazia Dmitria Ivanovicha, 

tsaria Ruskago, 67 in which many features from popular widows' laments are 

combined with Christian topoi noting Dmitrii's piety, his God-fearing rule and 

military victories. 68Adrianova-Peretts compares several parts of Evdotiia's lament 

65 On the motif of speaking in riddles, see ibid., refs: 920-29. Becoming the wife of 
the cured patient is a variation on ibid., ref: 305. The many parallels in this work to 
international folklore (such as Gottfried von Strassburg's twelfth-century legend of 
Tristan and Isolde, and the similarities to the Marchioness of Montferrat in Giovanni 
Boccaccio's Decameron) have been examined elsewhere: see, for example, Dmitrieva, 
Povest' o Petre i Fevronii and Skripil', Tovest' o Petre i Fevronii'. 
66 Alissandratos, Patristic Eulogies, pp. 1-6. 
67 'Slovo o zhit'i io prestavlenii velikago kniazia Dmitria Ivanovicha, tsaria 
Ruskago', PLDR: XIV-seredina XV veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, 
Moscow, 1981, pp. 208-29 and 560-63 (hereafter 'Slovo o zhit'i Dmitria Ivanovicha'). 
Evdotiia's lament is found on ibid., pp. 218-20. This anonymous Slovo dates from no earlier 
than the mid-fifteenth century and the oldest variants are found in the Sofiiskia I 
lletopis ', the Novgorodskaia IV, and the Novgorodskaia Karamzinskaia. 
68 Another example, less directly influenced by oral tradition, is the lament of the 
Permian Church for Stefan of Perm' in Epifanii Premudryi's Zhitie sv. Stefan episkopa 
Permskogo (see Chapter One, note 26). Epifanii uses the image of grieving widow and 
orphaned children ('KTO cKa KeT 'aAOMb UePKOBHbIMb, AKO OCNpOTtwa, KTO Bb3B$CTMT 

meetCT$, RICO oeAoet? ', p. 91) but in a highly Christian context, where all comparisons are 
Biblical. 
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with a collection of widows' laments from the oral tradition of northern Russia 69 
and finds, amidst natural expressions of grief, common themes such as the image of 
the widow and children left alone and defenceless, addressing the deceased as if 
they were still alive and pleading for some response, and the comparison of the 
deceased to the setting sun. 70 Note must also be made, however, of the many 
Christian elements in Evdotiia's lament which can be traced back to ecclesiastical 
literature, such as her comparisons to, inter alia, a fruitful vine, precious purple 
robes and the deceased as the brightest light. " Furthermore, the image of a 
prematurely withering flower, as Evdotiia addresses Dmitrii, 72symbolizes death in 
Christian literature, and her statement that '3BepH 3eMHHH Ha no)Ke CBoe M, pyT, a 

fTNLJ a He6eCHbla K rHe313OMb CBOHM'b JIeT AT, TbI )K@ TOCIIOAHHe, OT c Betu , pOMy He 

KpaCHO oTxoAHwH! '73echoes Christ's words in Matthew, 'The foxes have holes, and 
the birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man bath not where to lay his head'. 74 

Evdotiia's lament is a good example of what Alissandratos describes above 
as the two sides, the 'sophistication' and the 'simplicity', of an integrated text; the 

skilled blending of these two approaches does indeed render the more formal 

aspects more easily understood by the reader-audience. Easier comprehension, in 

turn, leads to a greater impact and chances of the reader-audience identifying and 

sympathizing with the grieving party. In this way, the author is also well-placed to 

persuade the reader-audience of the veracity of his statements. In other words, once 
the emotional support of the reader-audience is won, the author is far freer to 

advance his own cause, in this case emphasizing the extraordinary piety as well as 

the dynastic and political might of Dmitrii. 

Thus we see that, although a varied tradition of hybrid composition 
blending hagiographical elements with those from the oral tradition existed in the 

earliest bterary documents, it was mostly used to record colourful local legends, to 

render official supernatural events under the guise of hagiographical writing or else 

to inject human emotion into an extended formal eulogy. Often the emphasis placed 

on such oral material appears to have neglected the fundamental task of 
hagiography, religious edification, in favour either of recounting a good story, or 

else, in the case of folk laments, of eliciting a naturally sympathetic response to 

69 V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, 'Slovo o zhitii io prestavlenii velikogo kniazia 
Dmitriia Ivanovicha, tsaria Rus'skago', TODL, 5,1947, pp. 73-96 (hereafter Adrianova- 
Peretts, 'Slovo') (79-80). See also id., Ocherki, pp. 145-48. 
70 'Slovo o zhit'i Dmitria Ivanovicha', p. 218. 
71 Adrianova-Peretts, 'Slovo', p. 80. 
72 'Slovo o zhit'i Dmitria Ivanovicha', p. 218. 
73 Ibid., p. 220. 
74 Matthew, 8: 20. See also Adrianova-Peretts, 'Slovo', p. 80. 
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even the most complex of rhetorical hagiographies. In the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries such hybrids very clearly took on a new additional role as expedient 
literary vehicles enabling the authors of the works examined in detail below to make 
important statements and claims not necessarily ecclesiastical in nature and not 
necessarily focused primarily on the deeds of the saintly subject. 

Structure 

One of the most important areas of development in orally influenced hagiographical 
hybrids of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is that of structure. In order to 

understand the function and impact of oral features which were incorporated into 

vitae, it is useful first to establish how the structure of the works was affected, to 

what degree it differed from earlier hagiographical hybrids, and then proceed to a 

more detailed analysis of the folkloric themes and motifs. 
As noted above, both oral tradition and hagiography relied upon a system 

of structural and image-based patterning, 'm with both narrator and hagiographer 

able to 'individualize' their material to a limited extent by applying their own 
preferences in structure and style to their material. Both also believed their 

respective accounts were genuine, seeing their task as convincing their reader- 

audience of this, however fantastical or far-removed from the context of the latter's 

everyday experience. Such similarities are, however, superficial and it is clear that 

the fundamental patterning systems used in hagiography differ significantly from 

those used in the oral tradition, just as the creative methods and intentions of a 
literary author differ from those of an oral narrator. The qualities sought and 
illustrated, for example, in the protagonists of hagiographical writing differ 

radically from those of folklore heroes; while the former were recorded to inspire 

emulation of Christian virtue, the latter were designed to inspire admiration and 

wonder rather than moral zeal. Despite the varied range of vitae, the hagiographer 

was expected ultimately to work within the edificatory aims and framework of the 

Church, which never condoned the context in which oral narrators performed, 

claiming that popular entertainment detracted from the pure ideals of the good 

Christian's life: 'Earthly rejoicing and merrymaking had little place in the life of a 

Christian. He should glorify his God with tears, with fear and trembling; he should 

75 See p. 94. 
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always repent and look forward to the moment of death'. 76 The approach and art 
of the oral singer or teller was markedly different; his primary concern was the 
immediate reaction of his audience. A successful narrator knew how to read and 
manipulate the responses of his audience, how to create suspense and excitement 
and hold their attention usually with a more direct and dramatic narrative line than 
in hagiography. 

In rare instances the two modes were combined. Pre-sixteenth-century 

examples of such hybrids tend to be primitive, almost mechanical, in structure: 
either the overwhelming majority of the narrative comprises obviously oral material 
(such as in the vitae of Ioann of Novgorod, Avraamii of Rostov and, to a certain 
degree, the Povest' o Petre i Fevronii), or else definite breaks in the narrative show 
how oral elements have been crudely inserted and how they rupture narrative 
and/or stylistic flow (such as Evdotiia's lament). Describing the legends which 
apply to the saints as lying on the borderline between vita and (secular) tale,? 
Likhachev makes no distinction between works which include minimal oral material 
and those which are based primarily on oral sources, or between early and later 

hybrids, parameters helpful in assessing the evolution of hagiographical narrative. 
In the three later works under examination, a clearly different structural approach 
is discernible: the oral material is integrated less obtrusively into the body of the 

work resulting in a more fluent, detailed and convincing text. 

Gaining the identification and trust of the reader-audience was, as we shall 

see, an important factor for the authors of these hybrid works. Guided by the 

principle of function as a determinant of the form of a literary work, an 

examination of the structure of these works in a broader context of the socio- 

cultural and political environment allows us to hypothesize about the authors' 

intentions to communicate a more complex message, one of political and legal 

significance, rather than solely religious edification. 
Incorporation of legendy into the vitae of Merkuni and Antonii helped their 

hagiographers to present such secondary messages not only in a context of familiar 

oral tradition but also one in which, despite all supernatural features, the events 

described were accepted as truth (as was the case with all Christian legendy). 

76 Horace W. Dewey and Kira B. Stevens, 'Muscovites at Play: Recreation in Pre- 

Petrine Russia', Canadian-American Slavic Studies, 13,1979,1-2, pp. 189-203 (196). For an 
indication of the official Orthodox attitude towards entertainment, see Stoglav, ed. D. E. 

Kozhanchikov, St Petersburg, 1863, Chapters 38 and 70, and 'Domostroi' in PDLK seredina 
XVI veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1985, pp. 70-173 and 580-86, 

especially Chapters 11,13 and 16. 
77 See p. 93. 
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Doubtless such acceptance proved especially useful for the author of the Povest' o 
Merkurii, in which the hero and events described are entirely fictitious. On the other 
hand, the tale of Merkurii provides the city of Smolensk with a great warrior hero 
(who single-handedly saves the city from a mighty enemy army) and, most 
importantly, with favoured patronage from the Mother of God. When the Povest' 

was composed in the early sixteenth century, Muscovy had only recently annexed 
the territories of Smolensk and it is not unreasonable to suggest that the Smolensk 

church sought to record and make official the legenda of Merkurii either as an 
important spiritual claim to protection from the Mother of God or else even as a 
statement of passive defiance. 

In terms of structure, the Slovo o Merkuni is far less sophisticated than the 
later Povest' o Merkurii. The text of the Slovo is very short and focuses entirely on 
the supposed destruction by Batu of the lands surrounding Smolensk and 
Merkurii's defence of the city. We are told how Merkurii is summoned to church by 

the voice of the Mother of God who demands that he avenge the Christian blood 

which has been spilt, as well as detailing Merkurii's own fate: at the end of the 
battle he will be approached by a fair youth ('4e. noseKb, KpaceHb , nmuemb'78) and he 

must allow himself to be decapitated. He must then take up his head and return to 
Smolensk where he will die and be laid to rest in the church dedicated to the 
Mother of God. 79 Events take place exactly as She predicts. The people of 
Smolensk wonder at this divine phenomenon ('ynmBn cifowec ci 6o)Kmw cTpoeHioo'80), 
lament and attempt to move Merkurii's body to the church for burial. No-one is 

able to move the body, however, and it lies in the same place for three days (just as 

Christ's body lay for three days before rising from the tomb) until one night when 

the archbishop by chance witnesses the Mother of God and the two archangels 

Michael and Gabriel carrying it into the Church. The relics of Merkuni remain there 

to this day, we are told, exuding a sweet fragrance and working miracles for all 

those who come to the grave. 81 No sustained attempt is made to relate Merkurii's 

biography other than a few cliched phrases defining his piety in the opening lines. 82 

Clearly, the author was interested only in relating the fantastic events of Merkurii's 

single-handed battle against Batu's army and, unlike the author of the Povest' o 

Merkuni, he had no secondary point to communicate to his reader-audience. 

78 'Slovo o Merkurii', p. 206. 
79 Ibid., pp. 205-06. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Ibid., pp. 206-8. 
82 Ibid., p. 205. 
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The Povest 'has a more recognizable, though also unusual, structure for a 
vita. The title of the work is important, conveying one of the author's primary 
concerns: 

rJIaBH3Ha H3b ABJI AeTC OT 4ypec ,f HBHeAweH 3aCTynHHLLbI Halde, N 
BeJIMKylo ee MHJIOCTb CBATYFO H 6bIBWy, o m 6bIBaPowyiO Tor na H HbIHe ma 
Ipaze HaweM HeMC4eTHO OT FOCnO)KV1 BJIä, Dbl4Nubl HaWeH 6oropO, 3HUbI H 
MaTepe XpHCTa 60Tä HaWero. H naMeTb CKä3yeTCA TOR cjiaBHbIA 
yQOrDHHK8 e q, CB ATaro MepKypla, m we eCTb Ipo6b ero in CMOJIeHbCK$ 
IpaXIt HaweMb, 0 6b1BbWHXb OT HerO 41oz ecb. m 

Priority is clearly given to the Mother of God's protection of Smolensk both then 

and now, with Merkurii only mentioned in the second half of the title. By 

emphasizing the continuing role of the Mother of God in this way, the hagiographer 

alludes to the spiritual importance of Smolensk, something that not even the mighty 
armies of Muscovy can take from it, as they did the land and sovereignty. 

As exordium, the author offers a passage of praise to the Mother of God for 

Her miraculous intervention and reminds his reader-audience that She can work 
miracles again: 'BbI we CHXb He . 71eCTH0 11OCJIj/WäMTe, m 6ozlpeHO K TbM MOJIMTBOIO 

IIpHJItt1HMC c1: zia H HbIHt OHa MO )KeT CBOHMb YroZIHHKOM 4FO, AOXItHCTBOBaTH'. 84 

Following a lengthy passage describing the terrors of Batu's army, a lament by the 

Mother of God, a short prayer and passage recalling the slaying of Mikhail of 
Chernigov and his boiar Fedor by the Khan, as well as the approach of the enemy 

armies to Kiev and Muscovy, the narrative returns to Merkurii who up to this point 
has barely been mentioned. Much of this approaches the style of the chronicles, a 

type of composition with aims very different from those of hagiography. Possibly 

the author chose pragmatically to devote so much space to historical references in 

order to remind his reader-audience of events which took place almost four 

centuries earlier, although he may equally have intended to emphasize the horrors 

of the Tatar invasion and thereby magnify Merkurii's heroism in saving Smolensk. 

Overall, the first half of the work constitutes a highly unusual opening for a vita 

and is closer to a more secular form of tale which often begins by setting the scene 

for action. 
Even when the narrative concentrates on Merkuni, however, the structural 

patterns do not follow hagiographical conventions. For instance, a secondary 

character, the church sexton, is introduced before Merkurii, 85 as he receives 

83 Tovest" o Merkurii', col. 3,297. 
84 Ibid., cols 3,297-98. 
85 In both epic and hagiographical traditions, secondary characters were supposed to 
be strictly secondary. 
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instructions from the Mother of God to bring Merkuni to the church, an episode 
described in visual terms: 

CB AToro o6ptTe cpezy uiopa cTO Awa m nyut ma He6oBrb3z tBarowa, 
onoACaHy we eMy 6buawy m BbOpy)KeHy B'b BceMb BOHHbCKOMb 
nojo6zp: 6t 6o B Tb Hac'b MOJIACA rocnoRly $ory H Toro pO)K2]bWeH 
BoroMaTep, [ 

... 
] IOHOMapb, CTaB'b npen BpaTbl, HTaKO TNXO H3peK'b, 

AKO* Hay'eHb eCT: cMepKyple! H3bIZlH CKOpO, rocno)Ka 30BeT TA. »86 

As Merkuni kneels before the icon of the Mother of God in the church and She has 

already begun speaking to him, the author interrupts the narrative and inserts the 
topoi normally found at the beginning of a vita, Merkurii's origins and childhood 
piety. s' The Povest' claims that Merkuni is of Roman origin: 'seawe 6o CIH Csc1TbIH 
MepKyple OT PHMbCKbIX'b na3yX'b: OT po, ia CJIaBHa, mm ce peue - KH A )KCKaro. Be 6o 
pOAHHOro 3eM, nl pHMbCKbIA'. 88 Of the Greek faith, he served the ruler of Smolensk 

after having been summoned there by God for 'wroAoTBopeHie H BeJIHKbiro noMOwb'. 
Although hagiographers often invented a 'personal history' for subjects of their 

work about whom little is known, it is likely that in this case the author was 
deliberately trying to identify, and thus help to validate, the local legend of 
Merkuni (and by extension Smolensk) with older Christian roots through a link with 
Rome, birthplace of the Christian Church. 

Switching back to the Mother of God's instructions to Merkurii, the narrative 
then basically recounts the tale of Merkurii's triumph over Batu's troops, including 

a 'giant', before he himself is decapitated and carries his head back to Smolensk to 

tell of the victory. Again unusually, the author continually breaks into this narrative 
to add other information, for example, the enemy's vision of the Mother of God and 
the rout of Batu's army, humiliated by Her strength (see below). 89 These two 

interruptions are not told together, which would seem more natural, but rather 
broken up by the description of Merkurii's beheading. The vita ends with a very 

short eulogy and prayer. 90 Looking at the text as a whole, the purpose for such 
interruptions becomes clear: every interpolation concerns the Mother of God and in 

this way the author is able to keep reminding his reader-audience of his important 

secondary objective, Her favoured patronage of Smolensk. By incorporating the 

86 Ibid., cols 3,301-02. 
87 Ibid., col. 3,302. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid., cols 3,305 and 3,305-06, respectively. 
90 Ibid., col. 3,306. 
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legenda linked to Merkurii into, albeit fictitious, historical events he creates a stirring 
tale unlikely to be forgotten in Smolensk. 

In the case of the Povest' ob Antonii Rimlianine, the hagiographer makes 
discerning use of local legend which stresses the supranatural in a far more concrete 
matter; the validation of the St Antonii Monastery's legal claim to land. Antonii's 
vita reveals a different and more focused structural framework than the Povest' o 
Merkuni: his hagiographer chose to work an oral legend into the body of a pre- 
existing vita (or notes intended to be made into a vita, see pages 97-98) at different 

points while preserving the narrative continuity, a task requiring a subtlety and 
understanding of narrative coherence not so important when composing a text from 

scratch as in the case of the Povest 'o Merkuni. The effect is better integration of the 
oral elements into the hagiographical whole than, for example, in the Zhitie Joanna 
Novgorodskogo and the Zhitie Avraamiia Rostovskogo. 

Antonii's vita has no exordium and instead leads straight into a description 

of his pious origins and how he was born in Rome. After the death of his parents 
Antonii follows the saintly pattern of distributing their wealth to the poor, a topos 

which serves to introduce the legendary material: 'a npo'iasi OT HMeHiA ceoero 
BJ1O)KH B COCy %B 1]eJlbBy, peKwe s 604Ky, N 3aKOnaBb H BCAKOFO KpenOCTHPO 

yTBeppHB'b, CKpb1 H npenaCTb MopPO'. 91 A vague description follows of Antonii's life 

with a group of monks in the wilderness, including mention of his tonsure, before 

persecution divides them and Antonii finds himself alone. Settling on a rock by the 

sea, he prays as a strict ascetic day and night without moving for fourteen months, 
'e, nwKo aHrenop'b nozio6eH'b 6bICTb'. 92 God's miraculous works are offered as 

explanation for the rock carrying Antonii, 'AKO 6b1 Ha Kapa6JIV1' 93 safely across the 

sea from Italy to Novgorod, along the Neva and up the Volkhov river, all the time 

going against the current and '6blCTpIHb HeH3pe4eHHbIXb' 94 before coming to rest 
beside the small village of Volkhov. In time he is summoned by Nikita, Prelate of 
Novgorod, who already knows Antonli's origins ('CBATHTeJIb we HHKKTa npoaMAeB'b 

2IyxoM'b CB ATbIM'b ewe o npenoZ]o6HeM'b'95). Nikita, in turn, calls together the civil 

town governors and persuades them that it is God's will for a church and 

monastery to be built where Antonii has settled on the riverbank. Thus, despite the 

lack of exordium and one unconventional miracle, the structural features of the vita 

91 Povest' ob Antonii', p. 263. 
92 Ibid., p. 264. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid., p. 265. 
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up to this point follow hagiographical tradition, reflecting the spiritual development 
of Antonii's life. 

Though in some versions of the vita (including the Rumiantsev Museum 

collection, manuscript no. 154, used here) short sub-headings have been added at 
this point to introduce the miracle of the return to Antonii of the barrel of treasure 
thrown into the sea, in others where these are absent, the story of this 'miracle' 
introduces a rather abrupt change of tone and theme and may be justly considered 
a crude addition of the type mentioned by Likhachev. 96 No spiritual dimension is 

attached to this miracle which brings only material reward and is hence more 
reminiscent of folk themes and popular fabulates about discovering treasure or 

pulling up mysterious catches in fishing nets (see below, Folkloric Themes and 
Motifs). ' After relating how the barrel is found and restored to Antonii (pulled in 
by hired fishermen who then claim the barrel for themselves, Antonii takes them to 

court and wins possession), the vita reverts to a more conventional hagiographical 

structure with the remainder of the work concentrating on the growth of the 

monastery, Antonii's elevation to abbot, his death and deathbed instruction to the 
brethren. Antonii reveals to the supposed author of the vita, Andrei, his 

extraordinary origins and how he came to be in Novgorod. After Antonii's death 

Andrei recounts the tale to the Archbishop Nifont and the inhabitants of 
Novgorod; Id OTTO ne Ha4aT'b 3BaTHC f; AHTOHiM PVIMJ1 fiHHHb'. 98 

Thus we see how Antonii's hagiographer broke up the legendary material 

and wove it into the vita at several points, with varying degrees of success vis-a-vis 

narrative continuity, but overall to great effect. Integrating the two sources, oral and 
hagiographical, in this manner allowed him also to introduce an element of 

suspense, not a normal hagiographical narrative device. Based on didactic 

principles, hagiography gained nothing by introducing inexplicable behaviour or 

actions unless clarified immediately by attribution to divine will or demonic wiles. 
Two instances in the vita provide good opportunity for suspense: the lack of 

apparent motivation when Antonii throws the barrel into the sea and the lengthy 

arguments with the fishermen who recover the barrel. In both cases, the outcome or 

explanation is presented only after considerable time and digression: only when 

Antonii finally regains possession of the barrel does he tell us 'ewe 6bi He 

96 See, for example, the 'Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina' in Russkaia khrestomatiia, 

ed. F. Buslaev, Moscow, 1888 (hereafter Buslaev, Russkaia khrestomatia). 
97 See, for example, folk narratives nos 32,58 and 59 in Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 

pp. 167-68 and 183. 
98 'Povest' ob Antonii', p. 270. 
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OCKBePHKJIMC A CB RLLJ HHbIK COCjY23H OT 60TOMepb3CKMXb epeTHKb', 99 and the 

argument with the fishermen is only resolved after taking it to a civil court. 100 Use 
of suspense in this way allows the author to maintain interest in his work, and, 
distributing the supernatural elements of the legenda throughout the vita, 
interspersed with highly realistic detail of everyday life (see below, Secular Heroes in 
a Secular Context), serves also to render the tale more credible. Ultimately, 

credibility was crucial in persuading the reader-audience not only of Antonii's 

sanctity but also the spiritual significance of the monastery and its rights to the 
land around it. The author's novel structural approach, and seeming awareness 
that the form of his work had to convey accurately the function, would have played 
a role in establishing such credibility. 

The author of the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila 
Vasil 'evicha Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina by contrast makes no claim to land or 
statement about independence (spiritual or physical); instead, he uses his text to 

make accusations concerning the death of Mikhail Skopin Shuiskii. The suspicious 
events surrounding Mikhail's death provided excellent material for the development 

of rumour, legend and song. 101 Mikhail had been a favourite of the Muscovite 

people who had looked to him to bring some degree of stability to a country beset 
by social and political strife. Tsar Vasilii Shuiskii's beleaguered Court lost even 
more popularity when it became widely accepted that the Tsar, his brother Dmitrii 

and the latter's wife had poisoned Mikhail; two months after the murder, Tsar 

Vasilii was deposed by a group of boiars. 102 The Pisanie served as a vehicle for the 

author to assert the validity of these rumours without directly naming the Tsar as 

culpable. 
The text of the Pisanie, as mentioned above, is closer to a panegyrical lament 

than to a vita, a difference reflected in its structure which does not adhere to 
hagiographical conventions. On the other hand many features of the work 

99 Ibid., p. 267. 
100 Ibid., pp. 267-68. It is possible that one other opportunity for suspense in the 

original version of Antonii's vita was rendered contradictory as a result of Nifont's later 
editing and additions to the text. The vita claims that Antonii's Roman origins became 
known only after his death (ibid., p. 270), although we are told earlier in the work how 
Antonii had explained in court that 'cis; 6o4Ka Hawei XyEIOCTM, epaHa MOpCTeh Boat a 
PMM$ [... I M 3JIaTO M cpe6po OT MM$Hi A poAMTe. neH MOMX3' (ibid., p. 267). If Nifont, as 

suggested above, added this statement and the court proceedings in the sixteenth century 
in an effort to bolster the legality of his claims, then he also destroyed the suspense 
created by the earlier hagiographer. Such inconsistencies and contradictions are not 

unusual in texts where editing has occurred after long time lapses. 

101 At least two historical songs appeared soon after the event, see Carl Stief, Studies 
in the Russian Historical Song, Copenhagen, 1953, pp. 96-136. 
102 See Crummey, Formation, p. 225. 
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emphasize Mikhail as an idealized hero of the warrior-defender type, and the 
author puts him forward as worthy of emulation in much the same way as a 
hagiographer puts forward his saintly protagonist (see below). Reflecting further the 
changing perception of worth and inspirational attributes in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, the portrayal of Mikhail is set in a clearly secularized 
context, as seen through analysis of structural aspects of the work. 

The Pisanie opens with an unusual reference to the passing of time since 
Creation: 

OTHe. l e we pe4e Sorb; ma 6yneTb CBeTb, He6o m 3eMJ1A, H COAHe4HOe 
Te4eHle ei JIyHHOe yMHO3CeHle m yMaJleHle. 1 erzia 6blwa 3Be3Ab,, 
BocxBaJIHWa MA rnaCOM'b BeniHM BCH aHIVJIM MOM M COTBOpeHHa np04aq 
TBapb BCA, N 4e. 71OBeubl yCeJ1HwaCb, H304TOWa BpeMeHa, HH, t]HKTbI N no 
eBpeNCKH, m no rpe4eCKH, m no JIaTbIHCKH, nOHe )Ce no nO3BO, i3UaMb 
pa34HTaMT'b BpeMeHa m JIeTa no PYCCKOMY we A3bIKy. 103 

Though more than one interpretation of this statement is possgible, it seems likely 

that the author was employing traditional abstracting techniques designed to place 
Mikhail in a hagiographical time frame. 104 Linking a political event (the murder of 
Mikhail) in this way with the history of Creation, however concise, raises the hero 

in the mind of the reader-audience to a higher level than mere court intrigue. 

Furthermore, the genealogical affirmation of Mikhail's noble status that follows 

supports this elevated position. The author manages to throw together in one 
breath the Roman Emperor Augustus, Vladimir I and Aleksandr Nevskii, followed 

soon after by the Princes Andrei of Suzdal', Daniil (son of Aleksandr Nevskii) and 

several others in an attempt to justify his suggestion that Mikhail was a legitimate 

candidate to ascend the Russian throne. 105 In this way, even before the tale of 

Mikhail's death has begun, the author has subtly inferred not only that the people 
have lost more than a great warrior, but also the future tsar, thereby rendering the 

crime of Mikhail's murder yet more heinous, and, furthermore, that the motives for 

the murder were political. 

At this point the author breaks off from his historical contextualization and 

returns to the tale of the murder with a standard cliche, 'HO O ceMb yMOJ14MM'b, Ha 

npeppe4eHHbi A Aa noFAeMb -o npecTaB, neHiH KH A3 fl MHxai, na BacHJIbeBH4a 

103 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 17. 
104 Although not overly common, a historical introduction from Creation on was one 

possible form of exordium in Slavonic vitae; see, for example, the Zhitie Mefodii in 

Uspenskii sbornik XII-X111 vv., comps 0. A. Kniazevskaia et al., Moscow, 1971, pp. 188-98, 

and the 'Chtenie i zhitii Borisa i Gleba'. 
105 Tisanie o prestavlenii', pp. 17-18. 
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IllytýICKoro', 106 signalling the beginning of the first extended passage of oral 
influence. We are told of Mikhail's participation in the Moscow banquet celebrating 
the christening of his godson Aleksei, 107 together with the godmother 'Mariia', wife 
of Dmitrii Ivanovich Shuiskii and daughter of Maliuta Skuratov-Bel'skii. 108 'Mariia' 
prepares a glass of poisoned wine for Mikhail to drink, shortly after which he falls 
ill and leaves the banquet. The folk epic elements in this passage are discussed in 
detail below, although note should be made here that, in terms of structure, they 
help to build dramatic suspense through repetition, while also allowing the author 
to identify the characters responsible for Mikhail's death. 'Mariia' acts, according 
to the Pisanie, 'no COB@Ty 3JIbIX'b H3MeHHIKOBb CBOHXb N COBeTHMKOB'b MbICJI flute BO 

yMe cBoeM'b 3, nyro MbIC, 1b', 109 thus implicating, although never directly naming, 
others. Following the introduction immediately with such a dramatic description of 
events impacts on the reader-audience's emotions. Having presented Mikhail in the 

solemn context of the Creation and his genealogy, the author's decision to relate the 

murder through the language and imagery of the oral tradition switches the focus 
from the formal to the informal, the abstract to the familiar. Mikhail is here 
depicted not only as distinguished warrior-defender, a larger-than-life figure of 
adulation, but also as godfather to an infant boy and innocent victim of intrigue, a 
recognizable figure with whom the reader-audience may identify. 

After his death, Mikhail is universally mourned and Princess Elena's home is 

filled with those who come to lament. The lament of Mikhail's fellow warriors 

closes with another authorial break: 'Ho 6o Bce BKpaTue nIweMb, a HeioyMeeMb 
y6o MHOrO H )Ka 71OCTHarO nJla'a m nps 1411TaHi A HXb HCnUCaTH, HO BO3BpaTHMC A Y60 

Ko npe)KHeMy', 110 yet which in fact merely continues to list the diverse groups of 

people who come to mourn (the rich, the poor, widows, the blind and the crippled). 
A short passage recounts the grief of the Swedish commander, Jakob de la Gardie 

(here called lakov Puntusov), who describes Mikhail as 'He TOKMO rocnOzinHa 
MoerO, HO rocynapA KOpMHJIUa Moero CBOHMH OHM MHe BHAeTH'; he is distraught 

when he sees the body and assures everyone that Mikhail will be mourned in the 

106 Ibid., p. 18. 
107 Aleksei was the son of Ivan Mikhailovich Vorotynskii, one of Tsar Vasilii's 
trusted political advisors. 
108 As mentioned above, the name Mariia is historically inaccurate. For the sake of 

clarity while remaining loyal to the text, Ekaterina will here be called 'Mania'. Dmitrii 

Ivanovich was the brother of Tsar Vasilii. Maliuta (a nickname derived from maliutka) 

worked as executioner under Ivan N during his oprichnina purges. 
109 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 18. 
110 Ibid., p. 21. 
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Swedish lands just as much as he is mourned in Muscovy-"' The effect of de la 
Gardie's emotional reaction and statement is to imply that Mikhail was not only 
the protector of Muscovy, but that he enjoyed heroic status abroad as well. Such 
blatant distortion of historical fact (far from being the protector of the Swedish 
lands, Mikhail had negotiated an agreement with Sweden in 1609 which gave the 
latter Russian territory on the Gulf of Finland in exchange for Swedish military 
assistance against the Polish occupation of Muscovy112) almost certainly arose from 

oral sources. Its use here allows the author of the Pisanie to emphasize both 
Mikhail's popularity and his role as warrior-defender. 

Continuing the portrait of elevated hero, the author then describes the 

arrival of Tsar Vasilii and his brother, together with the Patriarch and countless 
representatives of the Church. The appearance of the Tsar and his retinue marks a 
critical point in the narrative: up to here every group of mourners has been 
described as shedding heartfelt tears, groaning and crying, yet there is no indication 

whatsoever of the Tsar's reactions. The author implies that the Tsar felt no grief at 
Mikhail's death, a device suggesting Tsar Vasilii's complicity in the murder. The 

same pattern is repeated later: the Tsar does not participate in the emotive scenes 
of collective lament at Mikhail's funeral and only on return to his palace does he 

weep bitterly; 'Ha 3JIaTb CTOJib CBON uapCKiH HVIUb nazr H nJ1a4aC A 3axJle6a AC A'. 113 
Once again, though the author does not make clear whether these tears constitute a 

private expression of genuine grief, or else the conscience-striken outpourings of an 

accomplice in murder, it is clear from the dire premonitions concerning his fate at 
the end of the Pisanie that the latter is intended: the final paragraph foresees a dark 

future for those in the royal palace, in the words of a wise old man interpreting a 

sinister dream in which the palace building disgorged a black liquid before 

crumbling totally, 'MHMT'b MH CA, RKO HBKOTOPOMY BBJWIKOMy MY)KY OTb nOJlaTbl 

uapeebi CMepTHOe noce4eHie npM6, nH)IcaeTCA'. 124 Not found in any of the historical 

songs about Mikhail, which focus only on the human tragedy and conflict, this 

prediction promotes an overall political message in keeping with the intentions of 

the author of the Pisanie. Furthermore, the people's demand (however dubious 

historically) that Mikhail be buried in the prominent Church of the Archangel 

111 Ibid., pp. 21-22. Adrianova-Peretts notes the similarity of de la Gardie's words to 
those of the Metropolitans lamenting the death of Aleksandr Nevskii: 'Y*e 6o me 
o6p AWeTC A TäKOBbIN KH A3b mm C 1H B 3eMJIH Cy3Z1aJIbCTeN' (Adrianova-Peretts, Ocherki, p. 
153). 
112 See Florinsky, Russia, pp. 235-37. 
113 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 28. 
114 Ibid., pp. 29-30. 
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Michael in Moscow, which contains the burial vault of the Grand Princes of 
Muscovy and thus correctly reflects Mikhail's revered status, rather than be taken 
back to the family grave in Suzdal' as Tsar Vasilii wanted, 115 does little to improve 
the Tsar's standing. By skilfully incorporating into the structure of his work several 
passages from the folk epic tradition which emphasize the spontaneous and 
emotional reactions of the people and also highlight by contrast the Tsar's 
unpopularity, 116 Mikhail is glorified as an elevated idealized hero, worthy by any 
hagiographical standard of emulation. 

All these works thus reflect an advance (albeit at times still slightly careless 
and unrefined) from the structural simplicity of earlier hybrid works which insert 
legendary material in toto into the main hagiographical narrative. Adapting the 
structural framework to create a tale which locks together the hagiographical and 
oral features in a more integrated and convincing manner than previously not only 
helps the flow of the narrative, but also allows the authors to create dramatic 
suspense, an innovative device in contemporary hagiography. Furthermore, we see 
how the imperative to convince the reader-audience of a secondary issue played a 
role in the development of this more sophisticated structural form which, in turn, 

suggests a more secular approach to literary endeavour. 

Folkloric Themes and Motifs 

Having established the significant structural developments found in sixteenth- and 

seventeenth{entury orally influenced hagiographical hybrids, we may now proceed 
to a detailed examination of the type, function and impact of oral features used. In 

much the same way as the authors of these works chose deliberately to adapt the 

structural norms of the high-style rhetorical vita, they also chose to supplement 

conventional hagiographical topoi with a host of folkloric themes and motifs. 
Reflecting the more sophisticated structural approach, these oral features were also 

more fluently woven into the narrative than in earlier hybrids and used either to 

emphasize or play down various elements of the works, as well as to encourage 

reader-audience identification and support through familiarity. 

Its Ibid., p. 23. 
116 One of the major reasons behind the people's dislike of Tsar Vasilii was the 

restrictions he instituted on free movement of the peasants. Effectively, the Tsar was 
trying to appease the landowners but lost any support from the other classes as a result. 
See Crummey, Formation, pp. 223-25 and Florinsky, Russia, pp. 230-38. 
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As noted above, identification with the familiar images and heroes of folk 
tradition rather than with Christian hagiographical models may well have been 
more natural for the reader-audience, and the vivid colour and variety of the oral 
tradition probably presented an attractive alternative to the spiritual and ascetic 
feats usually associated with the lives of the saints, the emulation of which 
demanded spiritual sacrifice. Encouraging the reader-audience to extend a 
perception of the Orthodox saint beyond religious parameters was not a device 

commonly employed by hagiographers, but in the cases under examination, where 
the authors clearly had a non-ecclesiastical secondary agenda, they had good 
reason to do just that. 

Inclusion of folkloric themes and motifs affects each work in a different way 
and to a varying degree. Given the temporal distance between events and 
composition, the Slovo o Merkuni shows a more concentrated level of folkloric 

influence than the later hagiographical Povest' o Merkuni. The Slovo opens with the 
immediate introduction of the main character, a typical feature of oral narrative 

practice ('Be y6o HeKTO MenoeeKb Mnaz1 eepCTOro HMeHeM MepKypiH Bo rpazie 
CMO, 1eHCKe'117), before briefly describing how Batu has ravaged the country and 

now advances on Smolensk. This passage is immediately followed by the mother of 
God's call for retribution: reminiscent of Princess Ol'ga's actions in the Povest' 

vremennykh let as well as the tale of 'Egor the Brave', 118 the motif of revenge points 

strongly to original oral sources. Although the image of the righteous Christian 

warrior is common in the Old Testament and in the Byzantine panegyrical 
tradition, 119 it is not as widespread in early Russian texts, especially when couched 
in terms of an active search for revenge. Note should also be made of Merkurii's 

passive obedience, a common feature of the hero of the volshebnye skazki (as well as 

in the Povest' o Petre i Fevronii). 12° 

At the end of the battle, once victory has been secured, the description of 
Merkurii's beheading is characteristic of the voluntary decapitation motif, well- 
known in world folklore: normally, the hero enters into a bargain with the enemy 

according to which the hero will be the first to be decapitated, after which he 

replaces his own head. The enemy then shirks his turn for decapitation, thus 

117 'Slovo o Merkurii', p. 204. 
118 See Tovest' vremennykh let' in PDLR: XI-nachalo XII veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev 

and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1980, p. 23-278 and 418-51 (68-72), and 'Egor the Brave' in 

which the Mother of God sanctions revenge against an evil tsar (Ivanits, Russian Folk 
Belief, pp. 145-50). 
119 Adrianova-Peretts, Ocherki, pp. 102-09. 
120 See Aarne, Types, ref: 1409. 
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enhancing the hero's fearless honour. Among the best known beheading pacts are 
those between Cuchulain and the bachfach, and between Gawain and the Green 
Knight. 121 Decapitation is also a Biblical motif, found in the description of John the (attl, oL, gl+, by ct is invol vee tk f1, ß; 5 c t') 
Baptist being beheaded by HerodAntipass122 Although there is no formal 
decapitation pact, in the Slovo' o Merkurii a 'npeecpaceH BONH'b' does indeed 
decapitate Merkurii who picks up his head and walks back to Smolensk, leading 
his horse, where he lies down at the Mongolian Gates and dies. 123 

The Mother of God's prediction of how events will unfold echoes the 
predictions (usually of dark deeds and death) made by the mother figure in bylina 
tales, such as 'Dobrynia i zmei', where she tries in vain to dissuade her son from 

setting off on a dangerous mission. 124 Another stock feature in the bylina tradition is 
the brave horse, usually known as the 'yzla. AbiN KOHb', upon which many a bogatyr' 

relies, 125 and which, like the hero, is often capable of supernatural speed and 
strength. 126 Merkuni receives his instructions from the Mother of God and finds 
outside the church 'npexpa6pa KOH tl cTo nwa, ii Bocce Ha Hb, H Mcwe, i] H3 Ipaz a'. l27 

Reminiscent of bann of Novgorod's magical gold-bearing horse which appears from 

nowhere and then vanishes, Merkurii's trusty steed draws on the same motif from 

the volshebnye skazki of magical objects to help and/or protect the hero, for as 
Merkurii dies, his evidently magical horse 'HeBI WHM 6bICTb OT Hero'. 128 

Several of the oral features in the Slovo o Merkuni are amended or omitted in 

the Povest 'o Merkuni and others, not present in the Slovo, appear; this suggests that 
the Slovo was not the sole source for the Povest'. More than likely, at least two 
legend y were combined. In the Povest , for example, the Mother of God does not 
demand revenge against the enemy, but rather stresses that Merkurii must save the 

city of Smolensk and its Christian inhabitants from annihilation, 2' and although 
Merkurii is told that he will spill his own blood in this encounter, no specific 

mention is made of the beheading. 130 The battle is described at slightly greater 

121 See Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend, 2 vols, ed. Maria 
Leach, New York, 1949,1 (hereafter Leach, Standard Dictionary), p. 132, and Thompson, 
Motif Index, refs: D1840.13, D1865.1, M221 and S133. 
122 Matthew, 14: 1-12. 
123 Slovo o Merkurii', p. 206. 
124 Vobrynia i zmei' in Byliny, ed. D. S. Likhachev, Leningrad, 1957, pp. 104-11 
(hereafter 'Dobrynia i zmei'). 
125 The bogatyr' has to be told, however, where to find the horse. 
126 For the importance and significance of the horse in folklore, see Maria 
Kravchenko, The World of the Russian Fairy Tale, Bern, 1987, pp. 133-35. 
127 'Slovo o Merkurii', p. 206. 
128 Ibid. 
129 Tovest' o Merkurii', cols 3,302-03. 
130 Ibid., col. 3,303. 
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length than in the Slovo, and strong emphasis is placed upon Merkurli's martyrdom. 
Although he has no 'brave horse' this time, Merkurii still triumphs and still loses his 
head, although to a `BapBapHHb JlIT' instead of the 'npeKpaceH BONIHb'. 131 He 
likewise carries his head to the city and informs the inhabitants of his victory before 
dying. The tale of the immovable corpse, however, is not present. 

The protective blanket thrown around Smolensk by the Mother of God 

reveals interesting associations between Her and a larger-than-life cosmic force, 

perhaps identifiable as Mother Earth, suggesting folk influence. 132 When Mary is 
heard to lament the atrocities perpetrated by Batu's army, she is referred to as 'oHa, 

o6wa A MOTH Haw A, 3eM. nq'. 133Towards the end of the vita, Batu's vanquished 
troops in turn lament: 'to rope! [... ] Bo, it )ce cero: BIIAtXOM Ty CTOAWy )Kelly, 

KpaCHy BeJibMN, npeBeJIHKy, COJIHueO6pa3Hy Cyuly, AKO H MepTBbIXb Ha noMOW'b 

B'bCTaBJlaIOWH H npOTHB' HaC nocbIJiaFOWH»'. 1M Clearly, the Tatars see the Mother of 
God as a powerful cosmic figure who rouses even the dead to fight for her. Such 

extensive protection by Mary is uncommon in Russian hagiographical works where 

she usually appears to the Russian troops solely to reassure them of her 

assistance. tm 
Continuing the martial theme, Merkurii bears strong similarity to the bogatyr' 

figure of the byliny, which has been mentioned already, 136 and is compared to the 
Byzantine St Merkurii of Cesarea (commanded by the Mother of God to fight Julian 

the Apostate to save Cesarea single-handedly, and likewise beheaded). 137 This 

comparison illustrates how Byzantine legendy were adapted by the Slavs to fit a 
local context. Merkurii is also seen in the image of David fighting Goliath: 'H y6H 
i4cnoJM14a TOTO CKAHaro, HeMOWIFO o6JIOXCeHa, H HHbIXb OT nJlbKy noraHblXb MHOrO 

MHO *OCTBO noct4e Me4eMb'. 1m In the Povest' Merkurii is the hopelessly outmatched 
hero who is nevertheless triumphant, thanks to the special patronage of the Mother 

of God. An inspirational warrior-hero who bears witness to divine favour, Merkurli 

may well have given hope and restored some pride and dignity to the citizens of a 

defeated city at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Furthermore, the Mother of 

131 Ibid., col. 3,305. 
132 On the importance of the image of Mother Earth in the Russian tradition, see 
Joanna Hubbs, Mother Russia: the Feminine Myth in Russian Culture, Bloomington, 
Indiana, 1988 (hereafter Hubbs, Mother Russia), Introduction and pp. 3-23. 
133 Tovest' o Merkurii', col. 3,299. 
134 Ibid., col. 3,305. 
135 See Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, pp. 112,118-19 and 171. 
136 See note 33. 
137 Tovest' o Merkurii', col. 3,303. 
138 Ibid., col. 3,304. See also First Book of Samuel, 17. 
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God's eternal protection is symbolically expressed in Merkurii's sword and shield 
hanging over his grave. 139 Found here in a Christianized form, the international folk 
motif of magical armour is well-known (for example, in the Arthurian legends of 
Camelot) and well-matched with the important tradition of holy relics which 
served as concrete evidence of miracles worked or supernatural feats performed. 

Folkloric themes and motifs are equally evident in the Povest' ob Antonii 
Rimlianine, where the common legenda motif of miraculous transportation, as we 
found in the Zhitie Joanna Novgorodskogo, is introduced very early in the narrative, 
combined here with a variant of the motif about Christ's wandering or journeying in 
the wilderness trying to find good Christian people. 140 Interestingly, in one of the 
textual variants, the author states that Antonii himself has difficulty in 
understanding how he had crossed the ocean in only two days and nights, 
moreover on a rock; Antonii is said to consider this 'Bbiwe ecTecTBa'. 141 In this way, 
the author not only invites the reader-audience to share in and identify with 
Antonii's own amazement, but also ties the tale to the legendy whose supranatural 
characteristics were not only well known but also accepted as true. 

In explanation of the floating rock, as already noted, the author refers 
briefly to God's miraculous powers. Christian miracles, however, usually revolve 
around a relatively restricted selection of themes, such as healing of the sick and 
provision for and protection of the needy. By contrast, the reader-audience in 
Volkhov, guided by the author, would perhaps more readily have linked the tale 

with common folk motifs, for it should be remembered that in maritime and river 
communities local folklore often focuses around water. In an attempt to rationalize 
the unquantifiable mysteries of the oceans, all-powerful figures, such as the Morskoi 

Tsar' in the bylina 'Sadko', 142are created by sailors and fishermen who try not to 

displease them and appeal to them for help, offering tribute in times of crisis. Such 

figures parallel or adapt the tale of Jonah. 143 In Scandinavia and Ireland, 

furthermore, folktales tell of rocks in the sea providing refuge and rocks moved by 

magic, 144as well as the Christian legend of monks who mistake a whale's back for a 

rocky island. 145 Antonii's rock presents a variation on this theme with the 

139 Ibid., col. 3,306. 
140 See p. 92. 
141 Buslaev, Russkaia khrestomatia, p. 144. 
142 See 'Sadko', pp. 224-39. 
143 Jonah, 1-2. 
144 See , for example, Leach, Standard Dictionary, refs: D2153.1 (vol. 2, p. 388), F804 
(vol. 3, p. 214), R316 (vol. 5, p. 293) and Q525.1 (vol. 5, p. 246). 
145 See The Voyage of St Brendan' in The Age of Bede, ed. and with an introduction 
by D. H. Farmer, trans by J. F. Webb, London, 1988, pp. 211-45. 
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hagiographer using magical transportation, a common folktale device, "" to add 
narrative spice. 

Importantly, the author presumably also hoped to designate the actual rock, 
the spot beside which the church and monastery were later built, as a holy relic, an 
object imbued with spiritual significance. In this way, concrete evidence is offered 
to support the truth of the legend and, in turn, spiritual claims to the land where it 
lies. Considerable emphasis is laid upon Antonli's supposed Roman origins, which, 
as in the case of Merkuni of Smolensk, would have rendered Antonii an attractive 
figure in terms of spiritual affiliations, thus bolstering local reverence as well as the 
case for canonization. "' Establishing the rock from Rome as a holy relic further 

supported the monastery's claim that it was at least spiritually entitled to the 
surrounding land. Clearly, the rock did finally attain the status of holy relic: 'B'b 
3anHCKaxb AHTOHieBa MOHaCTbIpA npH6aBJIeHO, 4TO [... ] B'b nanepTH COÖOpHON 

L1epKBM BAt71aHHbIN Bb CTtHy KaMeHb, Ha KOTOpOMb, no npenaHiro, AHTOHi i 

npinJlblJib 113'b FHMa'. 1 The same wooden church, however, is known to have burnt 
down in 1378 and the date of reconstruction is not known; thus the rock may well 
have existed only in the second church after the legend had become widely known. 
Whatever the case, the fact that the rock had come to symbolize Antonii's 

miraculous journey across the sea and was revered as a holy relic doubtless aided 
the claims of the sixteenth-century author to land rights for the monastery. 

Antonii's hagiographer also asks his reader-audience to believe that the 
barrel filled with precious treasure, which Antonii threw into the sea in Rome, 

miraculously followed him to Volkhov and is retrieved only when Antonii hires 

fishermen to cast their nets in the lake, an incident strongly reminiscent of the 

international folk motif of treasure being restored to the good person who gave it 

away. 149 Familiar also is the folk motif of the sea yielding up something precious or 
desired, in this case Antonii's treasure which ultimately finances the building and 

146 Instances of magical transportation abound in international folklore; see Leach, 
Standard Dictionary, refs: D1520 ff. (vol. 2, p. 257) and D2120 ff. (vol. 2, p. 374), and 
Aarne, Types, refs: 400,560 and 566. 
147 Buslaev suggests that one of the original aims of the vita may have been to instill 
the notion of the Orthodox Church as the 'true' religion. He claims that dvoeverie was 
particularly rife in the Novgorod region at the time and there was much confusion between 

pagan, Latin and Orthodox beliefs: 'MHOime Bnana. 71N Bb zisoeeepie, c, ew, Ba A npaeoc. Aasie 

C'b AaTHHCTBOM1D AO TOTO, 4TO, HanpMMep, HOCKAM neTeI CBOMXb n nA 

MOJWITBbl K% Bap rnKcKHMb CB AweHHHKaMb, TO )KNTie 3TO 11O. 7I ECHO 661.110 yKpen J1 ATb PYCCKMXb 

Bb npaBoc. naeih, o6'bACHAA HMb 3a6.71y K eHia AaTHHCKON epecH'. See the introduction to 
Buslaev, Russkaia khrestomatiia, p. 139. 
148 'Antonii, prepodobnyi, Rimlianin', p. 27. 
149 See Thompson, Motif-Index, ref: V411.5 (vol. 5, p. 472), and Aarne, Types, ref: 
745A. 
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decoration of the church. 150 Varied examples of this exist in Russian folktales, 
including that of Sadko the gush player from Novgorod who in one variant of the 
bylina becomes fantastically wealthy after following the advice of the Morskoi Tsar 
and catching the golden-finned fish, '" as well as that of the miraculous golden pike 
caught by the durak hero who is granted unlimited powers in the tale 'Emel'ia- 
durak'. 152 Ivanits also cites a legenda, 'The Barrel of Gold', which uses the same 
motif and tells of a rich merchant who loses his barrel of gold (and life) to the devil 

and how many others try in vain to recover the barrel from the depths of a river. 153 
With this motif an unusual and memorable account is created to explain how 

resources were found for the church, as well as implying that the treasures which 
adorned the church were of special spiritual significance as, like the rock itself, they 
came from Rome. In turn, the hagiographer's argument, the case for seeing the 
monastery as an especially blessed institution with legitimate claims both for land 

and veneration, is strengthened. Furthermore, this account is far more likely to have 
impressed itself upon the imagination and memory of the reader-audience than the 

much greater likelihood that Antonii simply provided traded goods from Novgorod 

to decorate the church (see below, Secular Heroes in a Secular Context). 
As the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha 

Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina is essentially a panegyrical lament one might expect to 
find lyrical expressions of grief similar to those found in Evdotüa's lament. The 

author, however, employs few such images; an interesting choice, bearing in mind 
the emotional potential of oral laments. Instead, he uses a variety of oral themes 

and motifs to supplement his accusatory approach, to bring the work alive and 

render it credible. 
Immediately after the concise history of Creation and description of 

Mikhail's genealogy, the author moves to the banquet scene. As noted above, many 

of the Kievan Cycle byliny open with the description of a banquet at Vladimir's 

court. 154 At the banquet the critical action is described in typically folkloric 

terminology: 

lso Tovest' ob Antonii', p. 268. 
151 'Sadko', pp. 224-28. 
152 'Emel'ia durak' in Narodnye russkie skazki A. N. Afanas'eva v trekh tomakh, eds 
L. G. Barag and N. V. Novikov, vol. 1, Moscow, 1984, pp. 320-26. There is a shorter variant 
of this last tale in which Emel'ia and his new bride are placed in a pitch-covered barrel 

and thrown into the sea by the angry king; see ibid., pp. 326-27. 

153 'The Barrel of Gold' in Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, pp. 163-64. 
154 For example, 'Sadko', 'Sukhman', and 'Diuk Stepanovich' in Byliny, ed. D. S. 

Likhachev, Leningrad, 1957, pp. 354-65 (hereafter 'Diuk Stepanovich'), as well as 
'Dobrynia i Vasilii Kazimirovich. Dobrynia v of-ezde' (hereafter 'Dobrynia i Vasilii 
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Ta KH AI11H A Mapb A, KyMa IIO, jKpeCTHa A, IIO, W$ocm na 4apy nHTl A KYMj/ 
IIO23KpeCTHOMy, N 6NJIa 4eJloM, 3230pOBa na Cb KpeCTHHKOM AJIeKCeeM 
I1BaHOBH4eM'b, H B'b TOH 4ape in t1HTle yrOTOBaHO APOToe nMTle 
CMepTHOe, H KHA3b MHxaNzo BacHJIbeBH4 BbnMBaeT% Tja 4apy , pocyxa. 1 

The use of constant epithets (in this case, for example, 'KyMa nozIKpecTHac', 'mapa 
nHTi s; ' and ', moToe nhTie') is very common in byliny and banquet descriptions tend 
to share many similarities. Compare the above, for example, with an excerpt from 
the tale of Dobrynia and Vasilii Kazimirovich: 

KHfi3b fO3BOJINJI HaJ1HTb 4apy 3eAeHa BI1Ha; 
TaK 3TOT MaAbIN CKOMOpOWHHKa 
}{aAkiBaeT 4apy 3e neHa BNHa, 
BepeT OH KH A3 A 4apy BO 6e. lbl pyKN, 
laAkiBa. n OH nOJIHj/ 4apy 3eAeHa BHHa, 
j la He MaAyto CTOny - Aa nonTopa Benpa, 
Pa3Bo mii MeL MH BCe CTO RJIbIMH, 
flO HOCH. n A. neweMbKe lionOBH4Y. 1*56 

The rhythmic repetition in the Pisanie, stringing together of clauses with the 

conjunction 'm", the idea of a woman offering the poisoned wine, are all familiar 
devices and motifs from folklore. Admittedly, it is unusual for the hero not to 
realize that he has been poisoned ('He seztaeT, 'TO s. noe nHTie APOToe cMepTHoe'19, 

but perhaps this is a realistic reflection of what actually happened, unchanged by 

the conventions of folk narrative through lack of time between the event and its 

recording. Historically Mikhail is known to have fallen ill at the banquet, but he is 

not known to have accused anyone of poisoning him. He realizes what has 
happened only after he has left the banquet and, once again in accordance with oral 
tradition, sought shelter and comfort in his mother's home. By emphasizing the fact 

that Mikhail is unaware of the poisoning, the author also emphasizes his innocence 

and, thereby, the horror of the murder; not only was this heroic warrior murdered 
by his own relatives, but he had no reason even to suspect foul play and in no way 

acts dishonourably-1-111 

Kazimirovich') and 'Boi Aleshi so zmeem' in Byliny v dvukh tomakh, eds V. la Propp and 
B. N. Putilov, Moscow, 1958, pp. 86-113 and 253-55 respectively. 
155 'Pisanie o prestavlenii', p. 19. 
156 'Dobrynia i Vasilii Kazimirovich', p. 110. 
157 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 19. In several of the folksong variants Mikhail does 
indeed guess straightaway that he has been poisoned; see, for example, the recording 
found in Sbornik " Kirshi Danilova, ed. P. N. Sheffer, St Petersburg, 1901, pp. 115-18. 
158 The theme of murder by relatives and the victim acting entirely honourably has 

strong parallels with the fate of Boris and Gleb, the first native Russian martyrs. While 
it is possible that the author of the Pisanie may have been trying to strengthen through 
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Mikhail's mother, Princess Elena Petrovna, is in no doubt that he has been 
poisoned; he will not survive and should have heeded her advice not to attend the 
celebrations. In the bylina tradition (reflected also in historical songs), the mother 
conventionally plays the role of the prescient woman who proffers good advice, 
cares and protects, and ultimately (if the hero is not immortal) mourns her son or 
husband. We see this in the mother of Dobrynia Nikitich who tries hard to 
persuade her son not to go first to the River Puchai and then to Vladimir's feast in 
Kiev. 159 Likewise, Diuk Stepanovich's mother warns him not to go to Vladimir's 

court banquet, lest he lose his head. 16° Princess Elena is no exception, although she 
voices her warnings post-factum (in byliny warnings normally precede events as an 
indicator for audience as well as hero of the perilous action to follow): 'N KOJIKO A 
Tobe, Hallo., Bb O 71eKcaHZ]pOBy CJio6oz y npIKa3bIBaJla: He e3AV1 BO rpaMb MOCKBy, 

4TO JIKXH Bb MOCKBe 3BBPH JIMTble, a lbIWaTb AAOMb 3MiHHbIMb VI3MeHHH4bHMb'. 161 

Placing her warning speech after the poisoning, however, serves not only to re-live 
the dramatic part of the narrative through repetition (another favoured feature in 

the oral tradition), but also to emphasize the finality, the irreversibility of Mikhail's 

death. At this point Mikhail does indeed collapse and nothing can be done by the 
host of doctors who attend him; he dies two weeks later on 22 April 1610. 

Princess Elena's warning is immediately preceded by a host of questions, 
forming a brief synopsis of recent events: 

[... ] 23,71A Hero TbI paHO N 6Op30 cub 4eCTHaro nmpy OTbexa7rb, JIW6o To6e 
6oro, ZjaHbIM KpeCTHbIN CbIH% fpHH AJIb KpeweHle He B'b paXIOCTH, JIl060 

To6e Bb nmpy McCTO 6buJlO He no OTe'eCTBy, HAM 60 Te6e KyM'b H KyMa 

noi3apKH Z1apKAK He f o'leCTHble? A XTO T06 A Ha nmpy 4eCTHO ynoHJlb 

4eCTHbIM'b nwTleMb, H Cb TOO Te6e 11HTi A BeKb 6yzeTb He 

npocnaTNC A. 162 

Such questioning is yet another common feature in the bylina tradition, as 

illustrated, for example, by Dobrynia's mother who asks her son on his return from 

Vladimir's feast: 

AH we TbI, Moe tiazlo 1]a MHnoe, 
06 4eM we TbI na KPY4MHHWbCA, 
06 4eM we Tbl na TbI ne'a. 71HWbCR? 
He nb gHHua-AypaK He Han neBaJ1 B rJla3a? 

indirect association the idea that Mikhail was 
should not be considered a deliberate connection. 
159 'Dobrynia i zmei', pp. 104-11. 
160 'Diuk Stepanovich', pp. 354-65. 
161 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 19. 
162 Ibid. 

also worthy of the martyr's crown, it 
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KaK He AeBMUbl Jib na Ha TO6ON CMec JINCA? [... ] 
AA HMNTO T@6@ 6bIJl0, Bce ie6e, BHAHO, He no pa3yMy. 
A KTO Te6fi ewe npioropOav i TäM? 163 

Princess Elena's assumption in the Pisanie that Mikhail has been poisoned helps to 
consolidate further the rumour; through repetition of the same idea, especially when 
voiced through various characters, the reader-audience is more likely to accept it as 
truth. Such is the case with the crucial question, 'A XTO T06 A Ha nHpy 4eCTHO 

ynoll, b 4ecTHbIM'b nHTieM'b'; the reader-audience has already been told directly that 
'Mariia' was responsible, yet indirect repetition here serves to reinforce the notion 
of her culpability. 

Another important bylina motif in the Pisanie is that of the hero's body being 

so large that no ordinary coffin suffices. The elder bogatyr' Sviatogor's coffin, for 

example, is so enormous that only he fits it and the younger bogatyr' Ilia Muromets 

struggles to close it, receiving superhuman strength from the last breaths of the 
dying Sviatogor. 1" In the Pisanie we are told that no oak log large enough could be 

found to make a coffin for Mikhail. Eventually, however, 

nPMCTpOraBWH Bb KOHUeXb KOJIOZibl TOR, M TKO Cl> Hy )KeFO noJ1OraiVTb 
0% KO11OZIY Tezo ero, na M3HeCyTb TeJIO ero KO UepKBM, M Tor na 
npmee3oWa Ipo61> KaMeHeHb BeJ1HKb, HO HM TON AOBJ1AWe BMeCTMTH 
Ts. lo ero, n0He)Ce BeJIMKb 6e B03paCTOMb TeJ1ecb CBOMXb. ib' 

This motif further emphasizes Mikhail's epic status, associating him with the heroic 

bogatyri and stressing the loss of a great warrior capable of superhuman feats. 

Mikhail's closest men-in-arms are consistently called his druzhina, 166 the 

usual epithet in the oral epic tradition for a retinue of warriors, and frequent use is 

made of epic hyperbole, such as the endless streams of people who come from all 

over Muscovy to pay their respects even if they had never seen Mikhail when he 

was alive, " 'º+o c. nblwaewe ero xpa6pocTb H Ha Bpani ono, neHie m nOHe noipe6aHiro 

ergo cnos)o6 aTc A npH4eTHHUbI 6bITH'. 168Hardly has this soldier died than he has 

become a local legend, according to the Pisanie. The tears of the mourners contribute 

also to the epic hyperbole: 'H MOCTb ice UePKOBHbIH HaBOZIH AWeCb npOJIHTieMb 

c. ne3b 0n Mapona'. 169 

163 'Dobrynia i zmei', p. 108. 
164 See 'Sviatogor i grob' in Byliny, ed. D. S. Likhachev, Leningrad, 1957, pp. 48-52. 
165 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 22. 
166 See, for example, ibid, pp. 20 and 25. 
167 Ibid., p. 26. 
168 Ibid., p. 24. 

169 Ibid., p. 25. 
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Finally, both Mikhail's mother and widow are presented as giving short 
graveside laments which express their grief with a lyricism recognizably influenced 
by the oral tradition : 'nn n MOHXb c e3'b Ha cecb CBeT' H3b yTp06bl Moe %; POAHCb 

iH KäKO ecm 6o yTpo6e MoeH 3apo iic AH KäKO yTpo6a MO R T06OW He 11poc AAec A 
H3JIigTH Te6A Ha 3eMJIto' (Princess Elena). 170 Similar images are found in other 
laments for lost children, such as: 

He ca. nHHTe Bbl no6eAHyro ro. noeywKy! 
Y MHA JlH4YWKO npyCTapwee - CVipOTCKoe, 
TeKYT CJIe3bI y roppow - XO, fOXIHa Bona [... ] 
Ka6bl 3HaJ1I4 npo TO, CBeTyWKH, 6b1 Be t]aJIN, 
IIpO MOIL )KaJ1OCTb BeJINKy 6bl yTpO6HyIO, 
}KaJ1b TOWHeweHbKO Cept]e4Horo MHe ZIHTATKa. 
0 Cblpy 3eMJIIO pO)KL1 Hbe yKpblBaeTCA! 171 

Aleksandra Vasil'evna, like Evdotiia before her, mourns the fact that she did not 
die with Mikhail and is now alone. 172Widows' laments in the oral tradition 
commonly include this theme; for example: 

Y)C KäK CHC[T]b TO MHe-Ka, 6@AHyWKB, 

Bo 6yiHyro ro. noaywKy, 
IlITO y 6yiHON-To TOJIOBYWKH 
CHAA[T] aHAeJibl-apxaHzJemI 

, Ibl He 11yCT A [T] MHH A, 6e ]HyWKH [... ] 

, 
ZIOfyCTH-KO M@HA, FOCnOZIH, 
EJIH3 CBoero My, Ka 3aKOHHOFo. 1 

Such, albeit concise, graveside laments add an emotional dimension to the loss of 
the epic warrior Mikhail, as portrayed in the Pisanie. It is not merely the widow who 
is alone now, but, according to the author, all of Muscovy, robbed of their 

protector. 
While we cannot know exactly what the author hoped to gain from pointing 

the finger of blame for Mikhail's murder at the Tsar, it is likely that his tale of how 

such a heroic warrior met his end would have inspired much popular sympathy for 

the victim and animosity towards the former royal court. By hiding his accusations 
in a blend of bylina motif and themes from oral laments he would, first, not only 
have minimized the risk of repercussions, but secondly, appealed to popular 

170 Ibid., p. 27. 
171 Tlach po syne' in Russkie plachi (prichitaniia), ed. and with notes by G. S. 
Vinogradov, Leningrad, 1937 (hereafter Russkie plachi), p. 25. 
172 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 28. 
173 'Vopl' po muzhe' in Russkie plachi, pp. 153-54; see also, Tlach po muzhe', ibid, 

pp. 99-100, and Tlach vdovy po muzhe', ibid., pp. 12-13. 
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knowledge and sentiment by placing recent mysterious political events within a 
familiar context of folklore heroes and intrigue. Thus the author also advances a 
particular understanding of secular events through the medium of life-writing, 

something not commonly attempted by pre-sixteenth-century hagiographers. 
Thus we see how a wide variety of oral features from the legendy, byliny, 

folktales and laments are incorporated into these three works. Many of the folkloric 
themes and motifs used have resonances in international folklore, while possessing 
localized features. The non-ecclesiastical nature of the oral features allowed the 
author to present certain aspects of his material and attributes of his protagonist, 
both saintly and secular, in a manner innovative for contemporary life-writing, as 
well as indicating how an increasing variety of secular influences were absorbed 
into hagiography in a more subtle and convincing way than in previous hybrids. 

The reader-audience's familiarity with heroes and situations from the oral 
tradition helped to render the works more easily understandable to a wide section 
of the lay population. Vivid memorable images made it easier for the author to hold 

the attention of the reader-audience at the same time as instructing them, and less 
likely that his work be forgotten or confused with others. Such factors were 
especially important given that these authors were also trying to convey a 

secondary message, not entirely spiritual in essence. In this way, folkloric themes 

and motifs provide a vehicle to bring to the reader-audience familiar secular 

characters and situations which help to expand beyond strictly religious definitions 

the perception of what constitutes an ideal Christian hero. 

Secular Heroes in a Secular Context 

The three works under examination are important for the study of secularizing 

tendencies in hagiography not merely because they introduce advances in structural 

patterning and include non-ecclesiastical themes and motifs. Realistic detail of a 

secular environment enters into these works to a degree rare in previous 

hagiographical composition. For example, none of the three heroes are typical 

paradigms of Christian virtue; two (Merkurii and Mikhail) are even laymen who, in 

contrast to earlier lay warrior saints such as Aleksandr Nevskii and Dmitrii 

Donskoi, were neither tonsured before death nor extolled for their exceptional 

piety. In Chapter One we saw how the sixteenth century introduced unusual 

subjects of reverence, not immediately similar to the conventional saintly 

protagonists of earlier high-style rhetorical hagiography, and how the formers' 
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status as moral example differed. Perception of saintly virtues had changed and 
many everyday factors could now be seen by the hagiographer as pertinent. 
Likewise, in the case of these hagiographical hybrids, either the subjects themselves 
or their actions are often presented in a far more realistic secular context. 

It is tempting to suggest that the lay status of the protagonists encouraged 
extensive use of oral material; I contend, however, that any such influence is 

unlikely to have been the major impetus behind the use of oral motif and patterns. 
In the case of Merkurii, for example, the legendary nature of the material was far 

more likely to have been a factor determining the amount of oral material included, 

and with Mikhail, the fact that making direct accusations against still powerful 
members of the Muscovite aristocracy would have been rash, possibly led the 

author to present his claims in a more subtle and stylized manner. 
What the authors sought to evoke here was simply a different kind of 

response from that to earlier rhetorical hagiography, one much less focused on 

moral edification and, correspondingly, directed towards a wider reader-audience 
than a purely monastic one. They sought to assist their reader-audiences by offering 

accounts which were striking, familiar and, crucially, credible. The desire for 

credibility generated a plethora of realistic and precise detail, a feature which 

earlier hagiographers generally played down (and one which also tends to get lost 

in oral transmission). Such use of realistic context and detail which provides 

opportunities for the reader-audience to identify with the account signals yet 

another move towards a more secular mode of composition. 
Merkurii is certainly not a typical hagiographical protagonist; he is a warrior 

layman about whose life and piety we learn very little (although he is found praying 

by the sexton). On the other hand, in both the Slovo o Merkuni and, to a greater 

extent, the Povest' o Merkurii, the author includes an abundance of detailed and 

realistic material as if in an attempt to legitimize Merkurii's existence by providing 

a tangible and familiar backdrop. 

Despite the brevity of the Slovo o Merkurii (as opposed to the Povest I and 

its aim of recording the legenda rather than emphasizing the links of the Mother of 

God with Smolensk, three instances of realistic detail are worth mentioning. First, 

Merkuni is described as 'WacTo npixo )Kziawe KO KpeCTy rocnoZIH O MOJIVITHC A 3a 

MHpb, 3oBOMbIN neTpOBCKaro cTa'. 14 Topographical details in hagiography were 

normally limited to names of cities and rivers and reference to such a specific 

district of Smolensk (on the lower right bank of the Dnieper) implies that the Slovo 

174 'Slovo o Merkurii', p. 204. 
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was composed for a local audience who would recognize this area. Secondly, the 
author relates the brief exchange between the sexton and Merkurii instead of the 
sexton merely repeating the Mother of God's summons: 'cMepKypie! » OHb ice pe4e: 
(TITO TH eCTb, rocno, z]HHe mom? * Hr faro is eMy: tliaM CKOpO, 6paTe, 3OBeT TA 
6o)cHA MaTH B IIe'lepcKyfo uepKOBb»º'. 175 Not only does this type of prosaic 
exchange serve to make the narrative more interesting and identifiable to the reader- 
audience, but it also brings Merkurii alive, introducing him physically into the tale. 
Finally, an extraordinary mixture of the oral material with everyday life: after 
Merkurii has been decapitated and has carried his head back to the city, 'nowen 
BpaT MOJIOIHHCKHX, Ty )Ke BbIWJIa 110 B023y H$KaA , ]tBHlla H, 3PA CBATaro 6e3 r iaaw 

HAyWa, H Ha4aT CB ATaI'O HeJPtnO 6paHHTH'. 176 An almost comic touch, this detail 

more than any other adds a touch of credibility. 
The Povest' o Merkurii, by contrast, contains many more historical details 

which are not drawn from the legenda material. As part of the very long exordium, 
the author includes two lengthy sections which describe the destructive sweep of 
Batu's armies across Rus', the persecution of Orthodox peoples and atrocities 
committed: 'OCKBpbHHWti BCA Awe 4HCTOTbI , t]eBbCTBa, paCTAtWA IOHHbIXb neBb H 

6pa4Hbl A )KeHbI, pa3Jßl4aeMbI OT Mbi )K@N H 4eCTHtKW Aa HeBtCTbI XpHCTOBbi, HHOKbIH A, 

OCKpbH AXY 6JIYZIOMb [ 
... 

] B naCbl r. naBHbIMH BMtCTO B A3axy, i axy aKbl CKOTbi'. 177 

Reference is also made to Mikhail of Chernigov's martyrdom, the ravaging of lands 

around Kiev and Muscovy (dates are also given), and the fear felt by the people of 
Rus': 

BeJIVIKbI A 60 )Ca. 71OCTH iicn l>H AeTC A yTpo6a O Torna 6bIBa AWIlx' 
6tAaxb, we CbZ]t AWac A Ha XpeCTOHOCHbIX . nroxex'b OT 3, faro N 
HeMH. 11OCTIIBarO OHoro My4MTeJIA; Outn$HtBaeT A3bIKb, npeCblxaeT 
IpbTaHb, y Ce 60 KTOMY MO )K@Tb BCero M3peLUH 4TO. 178 

Interestingly, the enemy are not merely described as wicked pagans as is normally 

sufficient in hagiographical works; the author cannot resist adding a gloss on their 

mores by calling them 'peu -cbipo cweu%', possibly meaning to increase their brutal 

image yet also involuntarily commenting on a fact. 179 As suggested above, these 

175 Ibid. 
176 Ibid. 
177 Tovest' o Merkurii', col. 3,299. The extent to which these observations are accurate 
may be questioned, but they were undoubtedly a perception later. 
178 Ibid., col. 3,300. 
179 Bearing in mind that the Povest' was written several hundred years after the 

events supposedly took place, the inclusion of such socio-historical detail in addition to 

conventional condemnation of the Tatars illustrates how attitudes to the Tatar invasion 
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historical details may have been included simply to remind the reader-audience of 
what had happened centuries before. Yet perhaps the author also hoped to cover 
over the absence of information in the chronicles about Batu's activities round 
Smolensk (there being none; Batu was nowhere near at that time) by infusing the 
text with both well-known generalities relating to the Tatar invasion (the fear and 
destruction) and specific events (such as the murder of Mikhail of Chernigov). On 
the same theme, the author deliberately states that Batu had come to Smolensk 
'TaiHO', 80 which helps to explain why no-one in the city knew of his proximity until 
after Merkurii had routed his army. Later in the text, he emphasizes the 
secretiveness of this mission by saying that when Merkurii leaves for battle, no-one 
hears or sees him go. 181 Once again, such details do not usually appear in 
hagiographical works, in which rational motivation always cedes place to divine 

preordination. 
Innovative also is the detailed conversation between Merkurii and the 

Mother of God while She issues Her instructions. The specifics of location, intent 
and military capacity are novel for a vita: 'cce MzieT'b 6e360 )CHbt My4NTe ilb BTaMH$, 

B C110 60 HOWb XOWeTb HanaCTH Ha rpan MOM paT1F0 CBOePO, Cb HCnOJWIHOMb H 

CbIHOM1 erop'. 182 At this point the author breaks in to explain that, unbeknown to 
the inhabitants of Smolensk, the enemy had crept right up to the city that very 
night. The Mother of God continues: 'cTbl Hcwez m HXJM Ha MtCTO OHO, TaKO 
pe4eHHoe 21Jrb rt uH MOCTb; Tjl 6o, paTH yr0TOBHJIb 6yeCT110 3JIbIN 6oro6opeu'b Ha 
Ipan mom. 1113etwaw 6o TH 0 CI1X1, A )K XOT ATb 6bITH Te6t: Ty 6o, nOMOwito m 

CKA000 XpHCTa Bora, no6tzwiwi Hcno, nHHa»', 183 before telling him he will also be 
decapitated. For the Mother of God first to advocate the slaughter of an army, and 
then to provide specific information to help in this task is contrary to the 

conventional image of the Mother of God; here She is portrayed more as military 
strategist than as compassionate mother of humankind. And herein lies the likely 

appeal to a local audience: the Mother of God appears not only to be closely 

acquainted with Smolensk (which renders Her a less distanced figure to the reader- 

audience) but is ready to engage almost conspiratorially in the destruction of this 
hidden foe in order to defend Her favoured city. All such detail, especially if it can 

changed over the centuries. On the changing interpretations of historical events and 
perceptions, see Halperin, Golden Horde, and id., Tatar Yoke. 
180 Tovest' o Merkurii', col. 3,301. 
181 Ibid., col. 3,304. 
182 Ibid., cols 3,302-03. 
183 Ibid., col. 3,303. 
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be linked to everyday life, helps the author to convince his reader-audience of the 
truth of his claims. 

Finally, Merkurii's death is also depicted in far more realistic detail in the 
Povest' o Merkurii than in the Slovo. Here it is no fair youth who mysteriously 
appears and decapitates him, but rather, the author hazards, the son of the giant 
slain by Merkurii, seeking revenge-184 Once again, an emotional reaction is 
translated into action and not only explained by the author, but also woven neatly 
into the story-line. 

The Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina was seen above to raise the question of 
monastic land rights, which, as discussed in Chapter One, was a major issue in the 
sixteenth-century monastic world. Indeed, in his deathbed instruction Antonii 
forcibly states the monastery's rights over the land around it: 

Ta ice Ho 3eM. 1I yTBep)KaeT'b m r. naro. neTb: o 6paTHA MOA, erna 
cepox'b Ha McCTe ceM'b, KynHnrb ecM'b ceno CHe H 3eM, nro, H Ha peue ceI 
pbl6HyK0 JIOBHTBy Ha CTpoeHle MOHaCTbIpA ueHOW H3b npe4HCTbIA 
cocyna, ciHpe4b H3 6o4KH; H awe KTO Ha4HeTb O6HZIHTH B8Cb HAM 
HaCTynaJIH Ha CHIO 3eMJ1FO, HHO HMI) Cy17NITb MOTH r)O)KHA. 185 

Other sources confirm that Antonii bought the land himself: To 1J HHOM AHTOHHA 

PHMJIf1HHHa, He nO3ZIHee 1147r. OCHOBaHHbii NM B Hoaropozie AHTOHMeB MOHäCTbIPb 

nOJIjMHJI 3eMJHO, Kyf 71eHHyto AHTOHNeM y jjeTeN 11OCazICKHX CMBXH8 H 1IPOXHa'. 286 

Such insistent declarations concerning a legal matter, rare in rhetorical hagiography, 
here both play a crucial role in the composition of the vita, illustrating the 

willingness of Antonii's hagiographer to use a sacred form of composition for 

secular matters of legal ownership, and also indicate that he was appealing not 

only to an ecclesiastical reader-audience but quite possibly to a secular institution 

as well. 
Kliuchevskii, commenting upon the anachronisms found thoughout this vita, 

maintained that in 1595 Nifont attempted to revise notes made by Andrei about 
Antonii's life and, adding material from the local legenda, produced the vita. 1 ' Fet 

goes further, though, and suggests that there was neither an original vita nor any 

notes made by Andrei; he points out that every piece of factual information found 

in the Povest ', including Andrei's name, is also found in the First Novgorod 

184 Ibid., col. 3,305. 
185 Tovest' ob Antonii', p. 270. 
186 GVNP, No. 102, p. 159, cited in Budovnits, Monastyri, p. 46. 
187 Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, pp. 306-11. 
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Chronicle. 188 Fet argues that the Povest' is a 'co3HaTe. nbHac nopAeJ1Ka', an original 
sixteenth-century work composed in order to dispel competing claims in the 1570s 
from local tradesmen to the monastery lands, and he even suggests that Antonii 

was simply a rich Novgorodian merchant who neither came from Rome nor led a 
life of spiritual devotion. 189 Other details in the vita indicate that this may well 
have been true: for example, funds for the building of a stone church are found 'a 
604KH cpe6po H 3JIaTO'. 190 Although this could be a sixteenth-century cliche to 
denote the great value of the contents of the barrel, it could equally be the fruits of 
merchant trading from Novgorod with Western lands. Janet Martin notes the 

changing character of trade in the Novgorod area in the twelfth century and the 
introduction of silver as a much sought-after merchandise. 191 Furthermore, Martin 

tells us that 

unusually but consistently with the notion of a broader distribution of 
the society's wealth, not all of the Novgorodian churches of the twelfth 
century were sponsored by the prince or the bishop. Novgorod's 
boyars, including but not exclusively some who held the city's highest 
offices, as well as members of the merchant class, were also patrons of 
new churches. 192 

Fet's hypothesis is certainly possible, although faces problems, for example, the 

episode suggesting that Antonii was not Russian: 

M np1 owa Kb HeMy H Ha'awa BOnpowaTH O MMeHVI N0 OTe4eCTBt, N 

OTb KOeR CTpäHbl npiize. npenozo6HOMy we HHMäJIO PYCKY A3bIKy 
Y, 4bOWY, H HHKOTOPäPO OTBtTa HeZOYMt AWe HMb OT, DaTM; HO TOKMO 

64W1 r$OK. AOH@Hie TBOpc We, CaM% we C KäMBHH He CMtcwe nOCTYflHTH. 

After a few days, Antonii prays for God to show him the way to a town where he 

finds help: 'o6ptTe He. noBtKa rpeHeCKi% 3eM, nw, roCTb 6yptiowa, KyneUKiF HHHb 

188 Sec Norgorodskaia pervaia letopis', pp. 204-14. While Fet's hypothesis about 
the primacy of Nifont's text is a possibility, I believe that Nifont incorporated the 
legenda into some form of pre-existing written work; this would explain more convincingly 
the anachronisms and inconsistencies. 
189 Fet, Sl ovar ', pp. 245-46. 
190 Tovest'ob Antonii', p. 268. See also Buslaev, istoricheskie ocherki, 2, pp. 110-115. 

191 Martin, Medieval Russia, p. 68. Martin further states that Novgorod had traded 

valuable fur pelts with the West in exchange for silver (see Martin, Land of Darkness, p. 
86). It is quite possible that such vessels had appeared in Novgorod as a result of trade. 
tizevskij claims that there were indeed vessels in the church at Volkhov which had 

Latin inscriptions. The legend of Antonii may well have emerged as an explanation of 

their presence in the church. 
192 Martin, Medieval Russia, p. 82. 
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HMyLUa, ii )Ce yM$ AW@ PHMCKHMb H IpeHeCKHMb M PYCCHMb ObIKOMV1.193 Whatever 

Antonii's true identity, however, it is clear that the monastery felt a need to defend 
its ownership of land claimed by others in the late sixteenth century. One effective 
way of accomplishing this would have been to stress the holy associations of the 
land and, consequently, its rightful possession by the monastery. The legenda tale, 
replete with supernatural elements attributed to divine powers, helped establish the 
sacred origins of the monastery and land. Furthermore, stating the means by which 
Antonii was able to purchase the land reinforces the validity of not only his legal 

claims but also his suppposedly Roman origins. 
Another area of extraordinarily active involvement with the secular world is 

Antonii's quarrel with the fishermen which, very surprisingly for a hagiographical 

work, ends up in court at Antonii's instigation, possibly revealing a certain level of 

experience in secular matters, either on the part of Antonii or the anonymous author 
('rocno He mom! ä3b c BaMN npA He NMaMb HMKOPA )Ke o ceMb, noF, feMb BO Ipa m 

noBez aeM1 IpaZ bLLKKMb Cy mAMb'194). In conventional vitae, divine powers almost 
always settle matters of dispute. For a monk so readily to put his trust in the legal 

system instead, however, and to stipulate a civil rather than church court, 195 

strengthens the notion of prior exposure or even recourse to such secular 
institutions. The court proceedings may equally, on the other hand, have been an 
addition by Nifont in order to lend further weight to his claims; if Nifont could 

persuade his reader-audience (and the sixteenth-century merchants who laid claim 
to the land) that the matter had already been settled legally centuries previously, 
the monastery would be in a stronger position. 

The case of the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasilevicha 

Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina differs significantly from the vitae of Merkuni and 

Antonii as the historical context is, to a certain point, verifiable. Although the 

author of the Pisanie wrote less than twenty years after Nifont had re-written 

Antonii's vita, the events described were contemporary and the author was able to 

enhance the credibility of his text with many references to specific people and 

locations. Note should also be made that laments, being created to mourn the death 

of an individual, naturally have their roots in real life. 

193 Tovest' ob Antonii', p. 265. 
194 Ibid., p. 267. 
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In terms of precise detail which, as mentioned above, was commonly lost in 
oral transmission, the banquet is a rich source: 196 we are told, for example, that 
Mikhail travelled from the Aleksandr Sloboda to attend the banquet in Moscow, 
and that the celebration was in honour of an infant son: 

ponmwaCA 6ocpMHy KHA3K 1BaHy MHxaminosm-1K BOpOTbIHCKOMy CbIHb 
KH A )KeBH4b A. 71eKCtA, N He nowenb MY Mtc qub no 4eTblpe, pec ATb 
po )KeHl A, 6bwCTb KH A3b MMxaHJIO KpeCTHbIN KyMb, KyMa )K'b KH AI11H A 
)KeHa KH A3 A 2(MHTpe A IlBaHOBN4a I11f lCKOro, Mapb A, A04b MaJIFOTbI 
CKypaToBa. 197 

Precise identification of so many historical figures is unusual in both oral laments 

and hagiographical works. The following sentence, however, explains such detail: 'Y! 
no COB$Ty 3JIbIX'b H3M$HHFIKOBb CBOHXb H COB$THIIKOB% MbICJIcwe BO yM$ CB0eM'b 

3JIYFO MbIC. 71b H3MtHHYIO jIJ1OBNTH'. 198 Using the simple device of listing the guests at 
a banquet allows all these people to be implicated in the murder. 

Mikhail's reaction to the poisoned wine he is given is also highly novel in 
sixteenth-century literary composition, in that it includes both realistic 
physiological symptoms and a description of his death agony: 

H He Bb nom b Ham y KH A3 A MHxab 1a BO yTp06t BO3MYTNJIOC A [... ] a 
JIF1Lle y Hero CTpaWHO KPOBiPO 3HaMeHyeTCA, a BJIaCbI y Hero Ha maBt 
CTO A KOJ1e6JIFOTC A [... ] N Ha'Ia y Hero yTpo6a JIFOTO T6p3aTHC A OTb 
TOTO nNTl A CMBpTHaro. OHb we Ha AO )Kt Bb TOCKaxb M84powec Ai 
611oweCb H CTOHywe H KpH4aW6 AWTt 3t no.. aKM 3Btpb fOpb 3@MJ1ew. 199 

Historically accurate in that Mikhail is known to have died almost two weeks after 
the banquet, the graphic account effectively elicits a sympathetic reaction. Such 

precise documenting of prolonged physical pain is nowhere found in previous 
hagiographical writing since saints were expected to endure suffering stoically. The 

summoning of doctors is equally novel as the death of a revered figure is normally 

understood as God's will. a0° A distraught mother seeking medical assistance for her 

son, however, strikingly illustrates how the author contextualizes his work. 
Interestingly, Jakob de la Gardie is described as arriving at Princess Elena's 

home 'co ABtHaAUeTMH CBOHMH BOeBO, pbI H Cb CBOHMH ZIBOp AHbI'. 202 Demkova 

196 In the case of the original songs on this topic, however, many variants do mention 
an infant son, the name of the father and of the poisoner. 
197 Tisanie', p. 18. 
198 Ibid. 

199 Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
200 Ibid., p. 20. 
201 Ibid., p. 21. 
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suggests that that the number twelve is not random but rather based on reality: 'e 

oTpcwe AKoea Ae. narapw1, npM6biaweM e HoeropoA 14 anpens; 1609 r., 6b1. no 12 000 
4e, noBeK'. 202 Although applied in an inaccurate context, the author's preservation of 
the link with twelve most likely triggers a vague confirmatory response in the 
reader-audience, thus enhancing the work's credibility with them. Appealing in this 
indirect manner to the reader-audience's own knowledge further helped the author 
to emphasize the real-life context and events. 

Another device used to the same end emphasizes the influence of ordinary 
folk, of people such as the reader-audience, in determining the final resting place of 
Mikhail. As mentioned above, Tsar Vasilii intends Mikhail's body to be buried in 
his ancestor's grave in Suzdal', yet the people insist he be laid to rest in state in 

Moscow. 203 Eventually, amidst great scenes of collective lament, Mikhail is buried 

in a place of honour beside Ivan IV and his two sons. Though the presentation of 
this episode most likely distorts the facts, it does indicate to the author's reader- 

audience that they themselves played a role in the dramatic events and were 

responsible for ensuring that Mikhail was accorded appropriate honour in death. It 

also underlines the fact that this author was indeed writing for a wider lay 

audience. Drawing the reader-audience into the action of the narrative in this way 

would also have increased the author's chance of being believed, both in his 

description of events and, more importantly, in his accusation of who was culpable 

in Mikhail's murder. 
Thus we see that in different ways these three authors provide a wealth of 

realistic detail in their work uncommon in earlier hagiographical writing. Appealing 

to a broader audience than in conventional hagiography, they present unusual 

protagonists who are either laymen or else who choose to become involved in 

secular affairs. As a result, the reader-audience is able to identify with these 

revered figures, a device which involves them more directly in the narrative than 

was the case with earlier hagiographical subjects whom the narrative deliberately 

distanced. In turn, the authors of these hybrid works were far more likely to be able 

to convince a willing and involved reader-audience of their claims and/or 

accusations. 

202 Demkova, 'Commentary', p. 557. 
203 Tisanie o prestavlenii', p. 23. 
204 Ibid., pp. 26-27. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter illustrates how, in contrast to their earlier counterparts, sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century authors used hybrid structure and imagery to promote a 
certain viewpoint which did not focus solely on religious edification but also on 
broader issues of a more secular nature, and which was most likely directed to a far 
wider lay reader-audience than previously. The Povest' o Merkurii and the Zhitie 
Antoniia Rimlianina, for example, show how hagiographers were able to AbkmM 
draw on legendary material to present issues such as the bolstering of a beleaguered 
demoralized city and legal land rights for a monastery many centuries after the 
events, while the author of the Pisanie chose to depict his idealized protagonist in 
the guise of epic hero from the byliny in order to recount a tale of murderous 
political conspiracy. 

The creation of hybrid works through the incorporation of familiar themes 

and motifs from the oral tradition into his work, meant that the author could 

present heroes and situations whose familiarity encouraged reader-audience 
empathy and identification. Establishing the credibility of his work both in this way 
and also through a more sophisticated and fluent narrative structure, in turn helped 
the author to gain the trust of the reader-audience, a trust which could then be 

extended to the non-ecclesiastical issues also raised in the texts. 
Using heroes familiar from the oral tradition brought with it a need to 

expand the perception of sanctity beyond conventional religious parameters. Two 

of the three protagonists here are laymen, and the Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina 

suggests possible evidence of his experience as a merchant in the secular world. 
Borrowing aspects of corresponding types of heroic idealization from the oral 
tradition allowed the author to stress not only the saintly attributes of his 

protagonist, but also to present a more secularized form of Christian heroic 

idealization in subjects still worthy of reverence and emulation. Depiction of the 

subject in a far more secularized context with many realistic details of everyday 
life, compared to pre-sixteenth-century hagiographical hybrids, would have further 

encouraged identification and an interested response from the reader-audience. 
Thus, orally influenced hagiographical hybrids developed from a primitive 

form in early hagiographical vitae to one of a far more refined and cohesive 

narrative in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Most importantly for this 

study, secular influences are seen to play an important role in the evolving 

perception and authorial depiction of the ideal Christian protagonist, as well as in 

the changing response of the reader-audience to the art of saintly life-writing. 
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CdAorrp. TIP-FF: 
Imitatio Marii in the i World 

Two major periods of political and spiritual crisis in seventeenth-century Muscovy 
provide the background for two extraordinary vitae which stand testament to 
continuing change and secularizing tendencies in hagiographical literature. Ul'ianiia 
Lazarevskaia Osorina and Feodosiia Prokof'ievna Morozova emerge as strong 
and innovative imitatio Marii figures, at the same time as providing realistic models 
of how to achieve salvation and even sanctity by adherence to a pious Christian 
life in the lay world, instead of exclusively in the monastic. At a time when many 
Muscovites were reassessing their understanding of Orthodox values and practices, 
these two vitae offered inspiration and direction in an alternative form to that of 
the established Orthodox Church. Furthermore, although the intention of the 

authors was undoubtedly of an ecclesiastical didactic nature, the method of 
presentation of their material is radically different to that of the traditional high- 

style rhetorical vita and contributed in no small degree to ongoing secularizing 
tendencies in hagiography. 

Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia's vitae illustrate some of the most significant literary 
developments found in hagiography during the seventeenth century; primarily a 
movement away from stereotypical character depictions indicating a growing taste 

on the part of the reader-audience for individualized character portrayal. Not only 

was the art of characterization greatly developed to include more realistic 

portraits, psychological reasoning and motivation, but the female ecclesiastical role 

model also underwent significant change. As with many of the works examined in 

previous chapters, these vitae continue to reflect an evolving popular perception of 

sanctity and the process of writing as a response to the needs of the reader- 

audience. 

The Historical and Cultural Context 

One of the most interesting features of these two vitae is their portrayal of women 

whose lives and religious activities coincided with periods of great internal crisis of 

both a political and spiritual nature in Muscovy; Ul'ianiia died just as the Time of 

Troubles was beginning and Feodosiia played a prominent role in the Old Believer 

movement during the Schism later in the seventeenth century. Punished by war and 

soaring taxes at the end of the sixteenth century, followed by great famine in 1601- 
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04, the Muscovites' confidence in state leadership plummeted and social unrest 
reached epidemic levels. ' The leaders of the Church were faced with the menace of 
encroaching Catholicism in the form of the first Pretender, the invading Polish army 
and, later in the century, via the Ukraine. The Schism of the second half of the 
seventeenth century witnessed the greatest uprising against the official Church since 
that of the Judaizers in the fifteenth century. Both of these crises arose as a result of 
internal discord: the Time of Troubles was incited by the warring factions of 
Russia's own elite spurred on by greed and power-hungry opponents, and the 
Schism was exacerbated by Patriarch Nikon's overweening ambition. 

Internal crisis tends to elicit a different popular response from an external 
threat which may prompt a united patriotic stand. Domestically induced instability 

challenges the established patterns of life and belief. In Muscovy in the seventeenth 

century, it led some to question major spiritual concepts previously taken for 

granted. Was the Orthodox Church still the purveyor of the true faith, or had it lost 

its way? Were the traditional virtues of humility and charity still fundamental to 

the faith and why was there still rampant corruption among the clergy? Many 

believed that the official Orthodox Church was no longer able to meet their spiritual 

needs and throughout the seventeenth century alternative expressions of Christian 

devotion were cultivated, especially by laypeople disillusioned with the clergy. The 

Time of Troubles was to prove the watershed for a fundamental redirection of 

many ordinary people's primary spiritual focus, away from the accepted collective 

vision of Christian salvation, towards a more introspective and individual 

understanding of their religious beliefs. Paul Bushkovitch's thesis has already been 

cited but should be expanded upon here: reactions to changes in ecclesiastical 

practices were just as acute, if more subtle, as reactions to the major upheavals in 

the socio-political sphere and 'these changes reflected a shift in religious experience 

from basically public and collective, which stressed liturgy and miracle cults, to a 

more private and personal faith with a strong stress on morality'. 2 He suggests that 

the very nature of miracle cults in the sixteenth century brought the individual 

directly closer to the relics or icons they worshipped - there was less need for 

elaborate ceremonies performed by the clergy - and thereby closer also to God on a 

personal level. 3 Unlike the traditional dogma of the Orthodox Church, a sense of 

personal religious achievement was found in the concept of morality, which allowed 

people to explore their own attitude to and experience of faith on a practical level. 

1 See Crummey, Formation, Chapter Eight, especially pp. 205-07 and 213-14. 
2 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, p. 3. 
3 Ibid., p. 74. 
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In turn, a set of attainable values evolved towards which an individual could strive, 
as opposed to the strictly defined collective rules of mass religious obedience. 

Such developments could not fail to contribute to a general decline of 
ecclesiastical influence. State authorities began to be freer in their manipulation of 
the Church as a tool for secular advancement and gradually began to inject a 
'humanistic element' into a social and cultural structure which was still 
predominantly religious-4 State control over the fortunes of ecclesiastical affairs 
expanded: it was the secular regent Godunov, for example, who managed to secure 
a patriarchate for Muscovy in 1589, immeasurably increasing the status of the 
Russian Orthodox Church and helping to place the latter under grateful obligation 
to the State; and, conversely, it was a council of predominantly secular members in 
1666 which ousted Patriarch Nikon from his seat and sent him into exile. 

The Church thus began to be seen as vulnerable; a crucial point, for when it is 

no longer possible to maintain absolute trust in a religious institution, religious 
symbols begin to lose the power to inspire or to order human life. Modernizing and 
secularizing influences can fill the vacuum left behind by failing religious hierarchies: 
'Generally speaking, modernisation means that options are multiplied in human life 
(... ] modernisation in terms of the basic structures of human existence means a 
movement from fate to choice'. 5 Forced to re-examine religious beliefs and turning to 

a more introspective form of faith, many in seventeenth-century Muscovy did 

choose another 'option' and the concept of individual morality offered an 
alternative. Others, such as the schismatics, tried hard to resist any secular 
influences and instead withdrew into the security, as they saw it, of centuries-old 

ritual and tradition. By 1680 the religious culture of Russia's elite revolved around 

moral problems, not monasticism or miracles. The basis for Peter's secularization of 
Russian culture had been laid'. 6 

A pattern can be seen throughout the seventeenth century of accelerated 

movement away from the established Church in favour of a more private form of 

worship with the objective of becoming closer to God. This was reflected in 

contemporary literature: 

[... ] the struggle between the opposing ideologies of the time [... ] 
above all manifested itself in a literary activity marked by tensions, 
insoluble antinomies, breaches with tradition, extreme conservatism, 

4 See Paul Dukes, History of Russia: Medieval, Modern, Contemporary, London, 
1974, p. 81. 
5 Berger, Modernisation, p. 11. 
6 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, p. 178. 
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desperation at the loss of any fixed values, a confusion of genres, 
and a predilection for hybrid forms.? 

Hagiographical writing during this time was marked by many of these features and 
in the vitae of Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia they are most clearly represented by a break 
with traditional character portrayal and deliberate authorial emphasis upon the 
secular environment and routines of these two women in order to convey the value 
of a pious Christian life outside the convent. In order to appreciate fully the 
magnitude of these changes in the case of feminine protagonists, however, it is 
necessary to touch on the evolution of attitudes to the veneration of woman on 
Russian soil. 

One of the most powerful and unchanging images in the Christian faith is that 

of the Madonna and Child: no other woman has been so widely sanctified or seen 
to embody such great love, compassion and mercy. Described in a wider context as 
'communicating a multi-layered concept of ideal womanhood', " Mary is venerated 
by Orthodoxy less as Virgin but primarily as the Mother of God - the Bogoroditsa: 9 

The most consistent theme in the theology of the Virgin's intercession 
[... ] is her motherhood. She is approached as a human mother who 
brims over with a mother's love. [... ] Her love of mankind is maternal, 
and her qualities of mercy, gentleness, loving kindness, indulgence, 
forgiveness, are all seen as motherly. All men are her children through 
Christ her son [... ] and so she lavishes a mother's love and pity on all 
her brood. 1° 

Yet despite such reverence for Mary, the Russian Orthodox calendar officially 

venerates less than three hundred female saints, a modest figure in comparison to 

more than one thousand male saints. " The overwhelming majority of the female 

saints are of Greek origin, only thirteen are of non-Russian Slavonic, 12 and eight of 
Russian provenance. 13 Such a paucity of saintly Russian women reflects the 

7 Bortnes, Visions, p. 195. 
8 Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex: the Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary, 
London, 1985 (hereafter Warner, Alone of All Her Sex), p. 344. 
9 See Hubbs, Mother Russia, pp. 99-101. 
10 Warner, Alone of All Her Sex, p. 286. 
11 See Pravoslavnyi tserkovnyi kalendar' 1996, Moscow, 1995 (hereafter 
Pravoslavnyi kalendar'). 
12 The term 'Slavonic' is used in Pravoslavnyi kalendar' and translates more 
specifically as Serb, Czech and Bulgarian. Princess O1'ga of Kiev is also classed as 
Slavonic. 
13 Of these eight, four lie beyond the scope of this study: Kseniia of Petersburg 

(eighteenth century), Princess lulianiia of Viazemsk (died 1819), and Grand Princess 

Elisaveta and the nun Varvara (died 1918). These are figures. for fully canonized saints. 
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dramatic changes in attitude towards women realized over many centuries as a 
result of the Christianization of Rus'. From a position of relative power in the pre- 
Christian period, the status of venerated women was consistently brought into line 

with and effectively weakened by ecclesiastical policies throughout the pre-Petrine 
era. 14 

Women in Slavonic antiquity enjoyed a respected social status intricately 

connected to ancient belief systems. Various sources have unearthed pagan 
goddesses worshipped in Rus', the most important of whom was Mokosh', 

goddess of fertility, childbirth and protector of women's work, maidens and 
marriage. 15 The worship of Mokosh' possibly grew out of the ancient Slavonic cult 
of Moist Mother Earth (Mat ' syra zemlia), all-powerful and creative embodiment of 
fertility and spring. 16 Such female images commanded great reverence and their 

powers were regularly invoked to help, heal and comfort. With the arrival in Rus' of 
the Christian Church, however, such powers were decried as the devil's work, and 
condemned as part of the Church's wider denouncement of pagan practices. 

The Orthodox Church worked hard to stamp its own legal and moral codes 
upon the newly converted Rus', a procedure facilitated by the initial 

transplantation from Byzantium of translated ecclesiastical works which brought a 
steady stream of Byzantine cultural influence into Kievan Rus'. 17 As the eastern 
territory of the Holy Empire, Byzantium was subject to canon law and Orthodox 

Golubinskii states that approximately a further two dozen Russian women have been 
officially approved for local veneration; see E. E. Golubinskii, Istoriia kanonizatsii 
sviatikh v russkoi tserkvi, Westmead, New Hampshire, 1969; reprint of 1903 Moscow 
edition. 
14 See Christine Worobec, 'Accommodation and Resistance' in Russia's Women: 
Accommodation, Resistance, Transformation, eds Barbara Evans Clement, Barbara Alpern 
Engel and Christine Worobec, Berkeley, California, 1991, pp. 17-28 (hereafter Worobec, 
'Accommodation'); Margaret Ziolkowski, 'Women in Old Russian Literature' in Women 
Writers in Russian Literature, eds Tony W. Clyman and Diana Greene, Westport, 
Connecticut, 1994, pp. 1-15 (hereafter Ziolkowski, 'Women'); and Dorothy Atkinson, 
'Society and the Sexes in the Russian Past' in Women in Russia, eds Dorothy Atkinson et 
al., Stanford, California, 1977, pp. 3-38 (hereafter Atkinson, 'Society and the Sexes'). 
15 See Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, especially Chapter One, 'The Pagan 
Background'; Hubbs, Mother Russia, pp. 17-23; B. A. Rybakov, 'Drevnie elementy v 
russkom narodnom tvorchestve: zhenskoe bozhestvo i vsadniki', Sovetskaia etnografiia, 1, 
1948, pp. 90-106; and id., Iazychestvo drevnikh slavian, Moscow, 1981 (hereafter 
Rybakov, Iazychestvo). The Povest' vremennykh let recounts how Vladimir I included the 
image of Mokosh' in his pantheon of idols outside Kiev in the year 980; see 'Povest' 

vremennykh let', p. 94. 
16 See Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, p. 15; Hubbs, Mother Russia, pp. 20-21 and 52-59; 

and Eve Levin, Sex and Society in the World of the Orthodox Slavs 900-1700, Ithaca, New 

York, 1989 (hereafter Levin, Sex and Society), p. 40. 

17 See D. S. Likhachev, 'The Type and Character of the Byzantine Influence on Old 

Russian Literature', Oxford Slavonic Papers, 13,1967, pp. 14-32. 
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Christianity proved no less misogynistic than its Roman predecessor. 18 Byzantine 
thought, for example, subscribed to a Neoplatonic ascetic regarding sexuality, 
which claimed that 'women's reproductive function tied them more intimately to 
the physical world and made them even less capable [than men] of spiritual 
growth'. 19 All women were considered sisters of Eve and thus vulnerable to satanic 
forces and impurity. 20 The process of selective translation of only the most 
necessary texts for the teaching of Christianity further reinforced this image of 
woman: deprived of the wider Byzantine literary heritage, Rus' was provided only 
with a very specific ecclesiastical model of the feminine ideal. The ecclesiastical 
model was reinforced in Rus' by an abundance of misogynistic literature including 

such works as John Chrysostom's 'Parable of Feminine Evil' in Zlatostrui (which 

may have influenced Daniil Zatochnik's twelfth-century Molenie), the sixteenth- 
century Domostroi and the anonymous Slovo o zhenakh o dobrykh io zlykh which, in 

turn, exerted considerable influence on the popular seventeenth-century Beseda ottsa 

s synom o zhenskoi zlobe. 21 

Thus we find a seeming contradiction in the extreme reverence of Mary 

Mother of God, whose achievement lay in the basic female reproductive capacity of 

giving birth, and an almost studied dismissal of other women as, at best 

undeserving of veneration with little chance of redemption, and at worst forever 

responsible for the fall from Grace. Notwithstanding the temptation to assert a 

closer connection between women and the Mother of God on account of Her mortal 

status, in contrast to Christ's divine essence, a divide no mortal man can bridge, 

Mary has been called 'feminine perfection personified, and no other woman was in 

her league'. 22There is much to suggest that Mary in Rus' embodied many of the 

qualities and powers of ancient female divinities? 3 which, in the Christian era, 

helped to place tangible emulation of Her even further out of reach. This raises the 

18 See Warner, Alone of All Her Sex, pp. 58-59 and 178-79, and Eva Figes, 
Patriarchal Attitudes, London, 1978, Chapters Two and Seven. 
19 See Levin, Sex and Society, p. 36, and Hubbs, Mother Russia, p. 92. 
20 See ibid., pp. 95-96. 
21 See 'Zlatostrui' in Velikie Minei Chet i. Noiabr', dni 13-15, Moscow, 1899, cols 
1180-1579; 'Molenie Daniila Zatochnika' in PLDR: XII vek, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. 

Likhachev, Moscow, 1980, pp. 388-99 and 688-90; Domostroi', especially Chapters 12,15- 

18,20,29,33-34,36-39 and 64 on the treatment of women; 'Slovo o zhenakh o dobrykh io 

zlykh' in Krasnorechie drevnei Rusi (XI-X VII vv. ), comp. T. V. Chertoritskii, Moscow, 

1987, pp. 310-314; and 'Reseda ottsa s synom o zhenskoi zlobe' in PLDR: XVII vek. Kniga 

pervaia, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1988, pp. 487-98 and 662-63. 

22 Warner, Alone of All Her Sex, p. 159. 
23 See Hubbs, Mother Russia, pp. 101-23, Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, pp. 20-21, and 
Fedotov, Russian Religious Mind, pp. 361-62. 
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question of which qualities inspired the veneration of female saints and how they 
differed from those which created the vast array of male saints. While the imitation 
of Christ's mission and Passion is the fundamental basis for an imitatio Christi role, 
emulation of the Mother of God focuses less upon a life pattern than upon 
particular qualities, foremost amongst which are motherhood, love, humility, mercy, 
compassion and intercession 'before her Son for all humanity'. 24 Yet it is a 
simplification to believe that male saints strove to emulate exclusively the life of 
Christ, and female saints only the qualities of Mary. Susan Ashbrook Harvey has 

shown that several early Byzantine female saints also followed the pattern of 
Christ's life and that the Church actively tried to 'curb woman's [societal] impact, 
by sanctifying women within a masculine framework'. 25 In pre-sixteenth-century 
examples of vitae with female protagonists in Rus' many facets of the same 
phenomenon are evident (see below, The Contextual Hagiographical Background), 

although with the added complication that Mary is primarily revered, as noted 
above, as a mother figure in Rus'. 

Hagiography was often understood as 'a place where people were reminded 
of what women's roles ought to be, even when their activity might seem to point to 

other conclusions'. 26 The prism through which women's roles 'ought to be' viewed 
was, in Rus', ecclesiastical and the Marian ideal was thus seen as the role of 
motherhood, love, pity and unquestioning obedience to the social and ecclesiastical 
patriarchies, yet with no chance of ever attaining Mary's state of sanctity. 'The 

tainted and evil Eve must be transformed into the gentle and submissive Mother of 
God, Mary, in whose divine maternity the church saw a hope for the cleansing of 

woman's evil'. 27 'Divine maternity' belonged solely to the Mother of God, however, 

which created an almost insurmountable barrier to sanctity for women. Although 

both ecclesiastical and lay authorities condoned large families with many children 
for practical reasons of economy and labour, 28 the Church was still uneasy with the 

idea of sanctifying natural motherhood. Levin notes the extensive use of the theme 

of unconsummated marriage in early Slavonic literature and the apparently 

24 Sergius Bulgakov, The Orthodox Church, Crestwood, New York, 1988, p. 116. 
25 Susan Ashbrook Harvey, 'Women in Early Byzantine Hagiography: Reversing the 
Story' in That Gentle Strength: Historical Perspectives on Women in Christianity, ed. and 
with an introduction by Lynda L. Coon et al., Charlottesville, Virginia, 1990, pp. 36-59 
(38-39 and 48). 
26 Ibid., p. 44. 
27 Hubbs, Mother Russia, p. 93. 
28 See N. L. Pushkareva, Chastnaia zhizn' russkoi zhenshchiny: nevesta, zhena, 
liubovnitsa (X-nachalo XIX v. ), Moscow, 1997 (hereafter Pushkareva, Chastnaia zhizn'), 
p. 65. 
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miraculous conception of many saints. 29Thus, while a woman was encouraged on 
the one hand to bear many children, the act of childbirth seriously compromised her 

path towards spiritual salvation. The only solution to this impasse was for 

aspiring imitatio Marii figures to focus less on a striving after spiritual development 
than on a 'cleansing' of Eve's original sin, a type of reactive emulation whereby the 
feminine ideal was viewed less as the active imitation of Mary than as an 
atonement for woman's natural state of evil. -30 

Social traditions in the patriarchal medieval era did little to further women's 
spiritual position and opportunity and gender roles were clearly defined according 
to social class. As mentioned above, the Christianization of Rus' gradually eroded 
women's social standing in Russia and the overwhelming evidence from socio- 
historical studies points to a limited degree of self-determination in a wider context 
of very restricted political roles and an almost total lack of mobility. 31 Aristocratic 

women, in particular, from the early Muscovite period on were kept out of public 
scrutiny for reasons of safeguarding family honour just as much as a desire to 

prevent 'contamination' of their spiritual purity through normal social intercourse 32 
Unlike the Mother of God, most female Russian saints come from an aristocratic 
background and their very limited practical contact with society is reflected in the 
imbalance of authorial perspective in the literary image of women: viewed almost 

exclusively through the eyes of the Orthodox Church, the final and inevitably 

distorted impression cannot be considered an accurate reflection of reality, but 

rather the product of imagination, fear, fantasy, discrimination and desire on the 

part of exclusively male authors. 13 

29 Levin, Sex and Society, pp. 61-63. 
30 See F. 1. Buslaev, 'Ideal'nye zhenskie kharaktery Drevnei Rusi', Russkii vestnik, 
17,1858, pp. 238-68. 
31 For a broad socio-historical background of medieval times and commentary on 
gender roles, see Atkinson, 'Society and the Sexes', pp. 3-38; Worobec, 'Accommodation', 

pp. 17-28; N. L. Pushkareva, 'Women in the Medieval Russian Family of the Tenth 

through Fifteenth Centuries' in Russia's Women: Accommodation, Resistance, 
Transformation, eds Barbara Evans Clement, Barbara Alpern Engel and Christine 
Worobec, Berkeley, California, 1991, pp. 29-43; Simon Franklin and Jonathan Shepard, 
The Emergence of Rus 750-1200, London, 1996 (hereafter Franklin and Shepard, 
Emergence), pp. 292-303; and Russian History, 10,1983,2, a volume devoted to the topic of 

medieval women. For relations between women and the Church, see Levin, Sex and 
Society, Chapter Six. 
32 See Nancy Shields Kollmann, 'Woman's Honour in Early Modern Russia' in 

Russia's Women: Accommodation, Resistance, Transformation, eds Barbara Evans 

Clement, Barbara Alpern Engel and Christine Worobec, Berkeley, California, 1991, pp. 
60-73. 
33 No literary work written by a woman has come down to us and there is no strong 

evidence to suggest active literacy among women before the sixteenth century. The 
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In the case of the two vitae under examination, we see, on the one hand, many 
such limitations in the daily lives of the protagonists, yet on the other hand, both 
women are depicted as quietly determined in everything they do and more than 
capable of stretching the boundaries of accepted norms and ideals. The most 
radical difference is that their activity is concentrated in the wider lay world 
instead of simply a restricted aristocratic or convent environment. Both 
protagonists are extremely pious, yet not always obedient to the social and 
ecclesiastical authorities. Instead of merely cleansing themselves of the sins of Eve, 
they are shown actively to strive for spiritual improvement, a process through 
which the evolving nature of hagiography is reflected. 

The Texts 

Povest ' ob LIl zanii Osor inoi 
Ul'ianiia Ustinovna Osor'ina, born in the town of Lazarevo (whence her more 
popular name Lazarevskaia), lived in Murom in the second half of the sixteenth 
century and was married to Georgii Osor'in by whom she bore many children, 
including the author of the Povest, Kallistrat. She died on 2 January 1604 and was 
buried beside her husband in Lazarevo. Ul'ianiia is one of very few Russian 
laywomen to have been officially recognized as worthy of veneration by the 
Orthodox Church. Kallistrat (Druzhina) Georgievich Osor'in (circa 1574-1645), a 
well-known gubnoi starosta in Murom, m composed his mother's vita no earlier than 
1615 and probably in the late 1620s or 1630s. There are three redactions of this 

work, although it is unlikely that the earliest extant manuscript is a faithful copy of 
Kallistrat's original. The two main redactions are the Kratkaia and the Prostrannaia 
(of which two versions have come down to us). Most critics accept that the Kratkaia 

is the earliest redaction of the Povest' followed by the Prostrannaia. The oldest 

Novgorodian beresty prove only that women wrote and received messages for the purposes 
of commerce, jurisdiction and household management, rather than recreation or devotional 
pursuit, with the exception of a very small number of personal letters. See Eve Levin, 
Women and Property in Medieval Novgorod: Dependence and Independence', Russian 
History, 10,1983,2, pp. 154-69, and Franklin and Shepard, Emergence, pp. 302-03. 
34 See M. O. Skripil', Tovest' ob Uliianii Osor'inoi', TODL, 6,1952, pp. 256-76 
(hereafter Skripil', 'Povest' ob Uliianii Osor'inoi') (257). See also T. R. Rudi and L. V. 
Sokolova, 'Osor'in, Kallistrat (Druzhina) Georgievich', SKiK: XVII v., ch. 2,1-0, pp. 
429-33. 
35 For alternative views on authorship of the Prostrannaia redaction, see Zhitie 
lulianii Lazarevskoi (Povest' ob Ul'ianii Osorinoi), ed. R. P. Dmitrieva, with textual 
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available versions (RNB, Q. I. 355 [Tolst. II, No. 303] for the Kratkaia, and RNB, F. 
1.261 and RNB, Obshchestvo liubitelei drevnei pis'mennosti, Q. 688, for the first and 
second versions respectively of the Prostrannaia) have been published. 3' The third 
redaction is the Svodnaia (extant in only one manuscript; TF, State Archive of 
Tiumen' Oblast', No. 262), thought to be later than the other two. 37 

Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi 
Feodosiia Prokof'ievna Morozova was born on 21 May 1632 in Moscow to an 
aristocratic family, married to the boiar G. I. Morozov in 1649 and widowed in 
1662. She was the most prominent female advocate of the Old Believer movement 
during the Schism of the Orthodox Church in the second half of the seventeenth 
century and a close spiritual disciple and friend of the Archpriest Avvakum. She 
died of starvation on 2 November 1675, imprisoned in an underground dungeon in 
the northern fortress town of Borovsk as a martyr to the Old Believer faith; in the 
eyes of the official Orthodox Church she was a heretic. A. I. Mazunin convincingly 
argues that this Povest' was composed between the end of 1675 and the first half 

of 1677, and that the author was Andrei, a dvoretskii in the Morozov household. 38 
Three basic redactions of the text have been identified and published; 39 the 
Prostrannaia (the oldest extant redaction of which fourteen copies are known, three 
from the end of the seventeenth century), the Sokrashchennaia (twelve copies from 

the second half of the eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth), 40 and the 
Kratkaia (twelve copies from the end of the eighteenth century to the beginning of 

research and preparation by T. R. Rudi, St Petersburg, 1996 (hereafter Zhitie Iulianii), pp. 
75-77. 
36 See Zhitie Iulianii: the Kratkaia redaction is published on pp. 103-19 (hereafter 
UO Kratkou), and the two versions of the Prostrannaia on pp. 120-40 and 141-59 
(hereafter UO Prostrannaia I and UO Prostrannaia II, respectively). 
37 The Soodnaia redaction is the work of an anonymous late seventeenth-century 
author who used the Kratkaia redaction as a basis and incorporated elements of both 
Prostranna a redactions. It is published in Zhitie Iulianii, pp. 199-208. See also ibid, pp. 
63-67 and T. R. Rudi, '0 Tobol'skom spiske "Povesti ob UI'ianii Osor'inoi"', TOIL, 48, 
1993, pp. 335-38. For a full survey of extant manuscripts, see 'Arkheograficheskii obzor 
spiskov zhitiia Iulianii Lazarevskoi' in Zhitie lulianii, pp. 209-22. 
38 See A. 1. Mazunin, 'Vremia napisaniia povesti o boiaryne Morozovoi. Vopros o ee 
avtore' in Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, eds R. P. Dmitrieva and A. M. Panchenko, with 
textual research and preparation by A. I. Mazunin, Leningrad, 1979 (hereafter Povest' o 
boiaryne Morozovoi), pp. 62-77 (hereafter Mazunin, 'Uremia napisaniia'). This thesis 
accepts the evidence that Andrei was most likely the author of the longest extant 
redaction of this vita. 
39 For a full survey of extant manuscripts, see Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, pp. 110- 
24. 
40 'Sokrashchennaia redaktsiia' in Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, pp. 156-85; 

published from the manuscript BAN, V. I. Druzhinin collection, No. 483 (513). 
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the twentieth). 41 The Sokrashchennaia and the Kratkaia lie beyond the scope of this 
thesis and will be referred to only where relevant. The Prostrannaia, thought to be 
based on some form of initial redaction known to have existed in the north , 42 was 
published in 1979 using the manuscript GPB, 0.1.341 as a basis, and this version 
will be cited in this chapter. 43 

The Contextual Hagiographical Background 

The undermining by the Church of women's pre-Christian status and veneration 

can be measured to some extent by the evolving image of women in hagiography. 

Early hagiographical works introduce a strong female character type clearly 
influenced by pre-Christian oral tradition and ritual, and one which conflicts 

strongly with the Christian ideals of imitatio Marii. Grossman notes that the 
depiction of women in the oral tradition, which laid far less emphasis upon 
didacticism than did hagiography, is in general more lively and colourful, 'and in 

the intermingling of the two traditions [... ] are to be found some of the most 
interesting conceptions of all'. ' Such is the case, for example, with Princess Olga 

of Kiev and Paraskeva Piatnitsa, both canonized saints from the early Christian 

period in Rus' and both surrounded by myth and legend. 45The epic proportions of 

the Povest ' vremennykh let account of Ol'ga's revenge against the Drevlian tribe 

focus more upon her qualities as folkloric Wise Maiden and polenitsa (warrior 

maidens of the oral epic tradition) than upon the fact that she was the first member 

of the Rus" nobility to convert to Christianity. 46Although the earliest extant vita of 

O1'ga simply tells of her baptism, compares her to Helen (mother of Constantine 

41 'Kratkaia redaktsia' in Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, pp. 186-207; published from 

the manuscript BAN, V. I. Druzhinin collection, No. 241 (287). 
42 Mazunin, Wren-da napisaniia', pp. 68-70. 
43 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi' in PDLR: XVII vek. Kniga vtoraia, eds L. A. 
Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1989, pp. 455-84 and 674-81 (hereafter Tovest' o 
boiaryne Morozovoi'). 
44 Joan Delaney Grossman, 'Feminine Images in Old Russian Literature and Art' in 
California Slavic Studies, Volume XI, eds Nicholas V. Riasanovsky, Gleb Struve and 
Thomas Eekman, Berkeley, California, 1980, pp. 33-70 (hereafter Grossman, 'Feminine 

Images') (69-70). 
45 See John Fennell, 'When was Olga Canonized? ' in Christianity and the Eastern 
Slavs. Volume 1: Slavic Cultures in the Middle Ages, eds Boris Gasparov and Olga 

Raevsky-Hughes, Berkeley, California, 1993, pp. 77-82 (hereafter Fennell, 'Olga') (81), 

and Levin, Sex and Society, p. 7. 
46 See Tovest' vremennykh let', pp. 68-72. 
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the Great) and ends with a few eulogistic phrases; " the longer sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century vitae borrow almost verbatim the Povest' vremennykh let 
account'8 The colourful legendary aspects of Ol'ga's character clearly proved more 
attractive to later hagiographers than the task of recasting her in an imitatio Marii 
role, although it also rendered impossible any attempt to 'cleanse' Olga of her less- 
than-perfect pagan past. She is thus presented as standing 'at the head of two 
streams of the literary-artistic tradition, Christian and "other, " holding different 

sets of values generally and in particular prizing different qualities in women'. 49 
The Marian qualities of humility and compassion clearly do not apply to the 
majority of accounts of Ol'ga's life, and instead we see in her warrior depiction 

much that is reminiscent of the Mother of God in the Slovo o Merkuni Smolenskom, 

seeking revenge and protecting her territory. -50 
Paraskeva Piatnitsa likewise belongs to the strong female character type, -51 far 

better known for the need to observe the apocryphal 'Twelve Fridays' than for her 

martyrdom during the third-century reign of Diocletian. 52 In her popular Russian 
image 

[... ] she is an almost wholly legendary creation whose roots are more in 
the veneration of an ancient Slavic goddess-protectress of women and 
women's work and of the fruits of the earth than in the history of the 
conflict between paganism and Christianity in the third century0 

47 This exists only in a South Slavonic version which, according to Fennell, can be 
dated to the end of the thirteenth century or beginning of the fourteenth, but is probably 
derived from an earlier Kievan redaction; see Fennell, 'Olga', p. 78. The text of the vita is 
found in N. I. Serebrianskii, Drevnerusskie kniazheskie zhitiia (obzor redaktsii i teksty), 
Moscow, 2 vols, 1915,2, pp. 6-13. 
48 See the sixteenth-century Stepennaia kniga version of the work, entitled 
'Skazanie o kniagine OY'ge' in PLDR: seredina XVI veka, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. 
Likhachev, Moscow, 1985, pp. 248-87 and 595-99, and the late seventeenth-century version 
entitled Trestavlenie blazhennoi kniagini Ol'gi, vo sviatom kreshchenii Eleny', from 
Dmitrii Rostovskii's Minei Chet'i in Izbrannye zhitiia russkikh sviatykh. X-XV vv, 
Moscow, 1992, pp. 12-25. 
49 Grossman, 'Feminine Images', p. 35. 
50 See Chapter Two, pp. 107 and 117. 
51 Her vita is included in Velikie Minei Chet'i, sobrannye vserossiiskim 
mitropolitom Makariem. Oktiabr', dni 19-31, St Petersburg, 1880, cols 1967-68 and 1969-79 
(hereafter Velikie Minei Chet'i). 
52 See Maksimov, Krestnaia sila, St Petersburg, 1908-13, pp. 219-27; B. A. Uspenskii, 
'K simvolike vremeni i slavian: "chistye" i "nechistye" dni nedeli' in Finitis duodecim 
lustris: sbornik statei k 60 letiiu prof. Iu. M. Lotman, eds S. G. Isakov et al., Tallinn, 1982, 

pp. 70-75; Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, pp. 33-34; and Grossman, 'Feminine Images', p. 40. 
53 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, p. 33. See also Grossman, 'Feminine Images', p. 41. 
There is much about Paraskeva that is reminiscent of both Mokosh' whose festival also 
fell in late October (see Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, p. 35, and Rybakov, Iazychestvo, pp. 
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The Church authorities tried their best to stamp out old pagan traditions carried 
over into Christianity and we know that 'in 1589 the Patriarch of Constantinople 
sent a circular letter to the bishops of northwest Russia forbidding the celebration 
of Fridays as if they were Sundays'. 54 

O1'ga and Paraskeva are, ultimately, admired and feared above all for their 
ability to exact revenge -a notion far removed from Christian ideals. Indeed, 
despite the fact that Paraskeva is a Christian saint, her vita still spells out the 
dangers of disobedience and retribution; a divine voice reassures Paraskeva prior 
to her beheading that 'MHO3H O HMeHH TBOeM'b H36aB ATC A orb ne4aiH H 6tz bl; 
mne)Ke 4TYT'b naMATb My4eHiq TBoero, 6y eTb 6. narocjloBJIeHie H paAOCTb B , t]OMY 

TOM'b OT% Bctx-b 6, nan Ix'b', and when her torturer is killed the next day while riding, 
the same voice states that 'OTMweHie 6bICTb Bb MHOrbIX'b cB ATblx'b! '55 Neither of 
these women are portrayed in typical imitatio Marii colours even in the sixteenth- 
century redactions of their vitae, which evidently resulted from hagiographers' 
unwillingness to cast aside the strong and colourful legend which had grown up 
around their protagonists. Even more reluctant to ignore the various local legends 
associated with his heroine was Ermolai-Erazm, hagiographer of Fevroniia of 
Murom. -', 6 Almost wholly folkloric in origin, Fevroniia comprises another example of 
how the oral tradition, Christian legend and the passage of time can produce an 
individualized character portrayal by the blending of different literary styles and 
forms, as discussed earlier. Ermolai pays scant regard to hagiographical 

conventions and even less to the Orthodox vision of idealized woman: Fevroniia is 
depicted as folkloric Wise Maiden who demands the reward of marriage in 

exchange for curing Petr, her strength of character casts Petr into a submissive 
background role once he has slain the dragon, and she enjoys a mysterious 
communion with nature. 

As the processes of Christianization took hold in Rus', however, 'the 

portrayal of women [... ] became increasingly Christianized and, simultaneously, 
less reflective of the oral tradition'. S' Less individualized hagiographical portraits 

concentrated mainly upon conventional expressions and ideals of Christian piety 

387-92), and Mother Damp Earth to whom many rituals of fertility and abundance were 
dedicated (see Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, pp. 12-18). 
54 Grossman, Feminine Images', p. 41. 
55 Velikie Minei Chet i, col. 1979. 
56 See Chapter Two, p. 102. 
57 Ziolkowski, 'Women', p. 12. 
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and consigned the original strong female literary type to history. 58 The sixteenth 
century saw the appearance of two hagiographies which clearly illustrate the 
growing influence of the Marian ideal, the Zhitie Evfrosinii Polotskoi and the Zhitie 
Evfrosinii Suzdal'skoi. Evfrosiniia of Polotsk, born in 1101, was the granddaughter 
of the Polotsk Prince Vseslav. There are four redactions of her vita; the main 
version, found in Metropolitan Makarii's Stepennaia kniga, is typical of the 
rhetorical vita of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, although the liveliness and 
abundance of biographical details, together with several remnants of archaic 
language, suggest the possibility of an older original source. -59 Evfrosiniia of 
Suzdal', who died in the mid-thirteenth century, was the daughter of Mikhail of 
Chernigov. Her vita was composed by Grigorii, a monk from the Spaso-Evfim 

Monastery, in the second quarter of the sixteenth century and has come down to us 
in many versions-60 Grigorii wrote in the ornate and prolix style characteristic of the 

mid-sixteenth century, producing 'BHTHeeaTble noxeaJlbHble cooea' which neither 
shed light on the characters of the saints about whom he wrote, nor related 
accurate historical fact. 61 Both these vitae depict young princesses who are said to 
go against parental authority and take the veil in order to avoid marriage in the lay 

world, knowing that they wish to devote their lives only to God. They are 
exemplary nuns and spend their lives improving either the minds of the other 
sisters or else founding churches and convents, as well as attracting large numbers 
of new nuns. 

The pattern followed in the vitae of both Evfrosiniias effectively illustrates the 

emulation by women of male saints rather than a focus upon specifically Marian 

virtues, reflecting the sanctifying of women within a masculine framework, as noted 

above by Ashbrook Harvey. Rather than emphasizing the two saints' compassion 

and intercession, for example, both hagiogaphers stress the womens' humility and 

58 For example, the fifteenth-century vita of Princess Anna of Novgorod (died 1056) 

which tells of her refusal to wed the man chosen by her parents long before she eventually 
travels to Novgorod to marry laroslav, but otherwise focuses on dynastic and political 
history in a typical chronicle style (see 'Zhitie sviatoi velikoi kniagini Anny' in Zhitiia 

russkikh" sviatykh", 6 vols, Moscow, 1993,6, pp. 272-80); and the seventeenth-century 
vita of Princess Anna of Kashin (died 1368) which uses the Zhitie Mikhaila laroslavicha 
Tverskogo as a basic model and relates virtually nothing about Anna herself (see 'Zhitie 
blagovernoi kniagini Anny Kashinskoi po Sinodal'noi rukopisi XVII veka', ChOIDR, 
1905, book 3, pp. 53-67, and Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, pp. 340-41). 
59 See 'Zhitie i podvig" blazhennyia i prepodobnyia Evfrosinii' in Kniga stepennaia 
tsarskogo rodosloviia. Chast' pervaia, PSRL, vol. 21, part 1, St Petersburg, 1908, pp. 206- 
20. On the question of an older source, see Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, p. 262. 
60 'Zhitie i zhizn' blagovernyia velikiia kniazhny Evfrosinii Suzdal'skoi. Spisano 

inokom Grigoriem', OLDP, St Petersburg, 1888 (hereafter 'Zhitie Evfrosinii Suzal'skoi'). 

61 Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, pp. 285-86. 
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charitable deeds within a convent environment, which follows both the pattern of 
many male saints' podvig and the official ecclesiastical view that spiritual salvation 
was achievable only by choosing a monastic life. There is good reason to believe, 
however, that both women maintained close contact with the lay world after taking 
the veil. Pushkareva claims that Evfrosiniia of Polotsk, for example, remained in 
control of much of her secular wealth and estates, 62 noting that during the exile of 
the princes of Polotsk it was their wives who were responsible for the smooth 
running of business transactions (the latters' private seals have been preserved). 
Yet, despite the influence of the Evfrosiniias and their concerns in the secular 
world, their hagiographers chose not to depict any activities outside the convents, 
adhering rather to the Church's tendency to sanctify women within a masculine 
framework which stressed the importance of tonsured life. We know that there 

were many reasons for a woman to enter a convent '3 but in these two cases it is 

very possible that there was simply no acceptable marriage match for the young 
princesses, and, rather than bring dishonour upon the family by marrying beneath 

their status, they were married off to the Church. 

Thus we have an indication of how fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 
hagiographers chose to depict female protagonists in a less original manner - one 
recognizably closer to the ideals of Christian piety and sanctity than that of the 

earlier strong female character type. Less than one century later, however, we find 

female subjects once again portrayed as powerful role models, although with the 

essential difference that Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia are presented as active spiritual 

role models of the lay world. Such a depiction, in many ways, challenges the ideals 

of the established Orthodox Church vis-a-vis the Marian model, and yet in others 

supports these ideals to a far greater extent than any earlier Russian female saint. 

Imitatio Marii in the Lay World 

One of the most remarkable features of these two vitae is the authors' ability to 

depict their subjects both as strong imitatio Marii models and also real women with 

families and everyday concerns. In their respective environments both women are 

shown to provide inspirational spiritual role models for lay Muscovites. Feminine 

virtue, defined for centuries by the Orthodox Church as the emulation of the 

62 N. L. Pushkareva, Zhenshchiny drevnei Rusi, Moscow, 1989, pp. 36-37. 
63 See Marie A. Thomas, 'Muscovite Convents in the Seventeenth Century', Russian 

History, 10,1983,2, pp. 230-42. 
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Mother of God in a purging of original sin (something ultimately unattainable), 
finally began to be recognized as a realizable process of positive spiritual 
development through an active lay life of humility and charity. A new model of 
feminine piety and spiritual devotion in the lay world was thus created with the 
vitae of Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia. 

Both authors were closely acquainted with their subjects, which allowed them 
insights into their daily routines to a degree seldom found in previous hagiography 

and which, in turn, they translated into more individualized character portrayal. 
The fact that both authors were themselves laymen and thus knew about the 

everyday context in which their subjects lived, doubtless helped in this type of 

character portrayal. Likhachev notes that seventeenth-century literature was 

particularly marked by what he calls 'oTKpbITMe xapaKTepa: HHTepeC K pf; 'ZI05OMy 
He. noBeKy, K 6bITy, K KOHKpeTHON NCTopH4eCKON OÖCTaHOBKe', M and more realistic 

character depictions surely counted as another facet of this development. One 

further important element found in these two vitae, and linked closely to 

individualized character portrayal, is the psychological motivation of the subjects, 

something which earlier played virtually no role in hagiography in which the 

protagonist's personal inclination and motivation had no effect upon the wider 

context of religious didacticism and divine predestination. 
The Povest' ob UI ianii Osor inoi illustrates the tendency towards dichotomy in 

the perception of the imitatio Marii role in early seventeenth-century Muscovy. On 

the one hand, Ul'ianiia emulates the Mother of God's virtues of motherhood, love, 

mercy, compassion, intercession and indulgence, yet on the other hand, she is 

almost wholly dissimilar to her sixteenth-century female saintly predecessors. 
Ul'ianiia's role as mother both to her own large family and anyone else in need is 

strongly emphasized, contrasting sharply with the lifelong virginity of Evfrosiniia of 
Polotsk and Evfrosiniia of Suzdal'. While the latter two saints devoted much time 

as guiding figures to the religious instruction of the nuns, Ul'ianiia is the first 

Russian saint to be glorified in the image of real motherhood, which indicates the 

important recognition on the part of the author that bearing children need not be 

considered sinful. As noted above, motherhood was a problematic area for earlier 

hagiographers who often chose to describe miraculous conception and birth in the 

case of saints. 65 We are told how, even as a child, Ul'ianiia shows great motherly 

love and kindness: 'CHpOTbl H B, T]OBbI HeMOWHbIti B BeCM TOH 6cixy, m Bcex 

64 Likhachev, Chelovek, p. 116. 
65 See p. 143. 
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o6bwiBawe, m Bcex Hy)KHbIX M 60JIbHbIX BCAILeM , pO6pOMb Ha3Mpawe, AKO BceM 

ZWIBMTMC A pa3yMy eAM6, naroBepHro'. '6 Later, she is described in this role as 
'MCTosa A MaTb', 67 stressing not only the scope of her activity, but also the 
perception of her as mother to all. As mother to her immediate family and 
household she is shown to be loving and merciful; a servant kills her eldest son in 

an argument and soon after that another son dies in the army, and 'oHa *e BMane 
awe M ocKOp614CA, HO o zywAx Mx, a He o cMepTM'. 68 She treats her servants well, 
not allowing them, for example, to take off her boots and never calling them 
disrespectful names-69 

Her vita is based around acts of humility and charity (caring for the sick and 

needy in the lay world) regardless of her own financial situation. Compassion is 

seen in her tending to victims of the plague, washing them with her own hands, as 

well as intercession through her saying of prayers for these victims and giving alms 
in the names of those who die. 70 When she is married and her husband absent on 

military campaigns, she spends her nights weaving and embroidering, selling the 
finished product and donating the money to the poor and for the building of 

churches. ' Through hard years of famine she eats practically nothing herself so 
that she may indulge others (even telling a white lie to her mother-in-law who 

questions why she has suddenly developed such a hearty appetite72), she instructs 

her children and servants not to steal food from others as God will provide, ' and 
is said even to work miracles during the devastating famine of 1601-04: 

H noaene OCTaBwHM pa6oM co6HpaTH ne6eny H KOPY ApeB AHyro, HB 
TOM x, ie6 COTBOPHTH. H OT Toro Calla c ZI TbMH H pa6bl nHTawecA, m 

66 UO Kratkaia, p. 104. 
67 Ibid., p. 105. 
68 Ibid., p. 108. 
69 Ibid., p. 105. 
70 Ibid., p. 107. 
71 Ibid., p. 105. 
72 Ibid., pp. 106-07. Ul'ianiia's preference for carrying out charitable work in private 
is stressed in the vita, as is her innocent duping of others: when she is young and seeks to 

avoid the childish games and frivolous songs of her peers, we are told that 'ota ice me 
npMCTaeawe K coBeTy Nx, HezloyMeHNe Ha CA eo3Jlarawe' (ibid., p. 104), and later when she 

accepts money from her children to buy warm clothes for herself one bitterly cold winter, 

she in fact gives the money to the poor (ibid., p. 109). Such a tendency towards secrecy 

points towards a deliberate and genuine desire to conceal her good deeds which serves 

merely to enhance her qualities of humility and kindness in the eyes of the reader- 

audience, and her humility and generosity appear inherent qualities rather than part of 

an imposed hagiographical construct. 
73 Ibid., p. 111. The notion of God providing the essential in life is a motif discussed 

already in Chapter One, note 119. 
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MOJIHTBOFO eA 6bICTb xjie6 c. naAoK. OT TOTO *e HHWHM pa Aawe m 
HHKOI'O TLUa He OT11YCTH, 0 TO 6o BpeM A 6e3 4NCJIa HNLLJNx 6e. 74 

Extending the role from the Marian ideal to the particular qualities favoured by the 
church in Rus', we also find emphasis placed on unquestionable obedience, first to 
her grandmother and aunt, 75 and later to her husband, accepting his refusal to 
allow her to enter a convent after the death of her sons. 76 Ultimately her most 
unflinching obedience is to Christ and the Christian faith (even when she cannot 
physically go to church, she prays at home). " 

Ul'ianiia does not, however, readily fit the same Marian mould as, for 

example, Evfrosiniia of Suzdal' and Evfrosinüa of Polotsk. First, although 'the 

object of veneration for over three centuries, first as a local saint and later, as her 
Life became well-known, more widely' 78 Ui'ianiia has never been canonized and 
thus never recognized by the established Orthodox Church as worthy of sanctity. 
Ul'ianüa never took the veil and for most of her life did not even attend Church on 
a regular basis, although she is said to have loved God from childhood? Although 
born into a wealthy landowning family in the Murom district, she was not a 
princess, as was the case with the majority of native Russian women venerated 
before her, and had no aristocratic background. It is worth noting again here that 

neither was the Mother of God from an aristocratic background, establishing yet 
another parallel between the Marian ideal and Ul'ianiia in contrast to the female 

saints sanctified within a masculine framework. She did not avoid marriage as the 

two Evfrosiniias before her who both fled to convents disobeying the express 

wishes of their parents, but rather dedicated herself to a Christian way of married 
life in the lay world, a role closer to the popular image of Mary as Mother. Neither 

did she attempt to proselytize or teach Christian virtues to others, but rather 

allowed her own actions Of humility and charity to set an example. Evfrosiniia of 
Polotsk, on the other hand, convinced her younger sister Gradislava, one of her 

aunts and two nieces to remain with her in the convent and to take the veil, and 
Evfrosiniia of Suzdal' was renowned for her persuasion of many lay visitors to 

take the veil. Likewise, the deeds of both these saints are described on a far 

74 Ibid., p. 112. 
75 Ibid., p. 104. 
76 Ibid., p. 108. 
77 Ibid., pp. 109 and 111. 
78 T. A. Greenan, 'Iulianiya Lazarevskaya', Oxford Slavonic Papers, 15,1982, pp. 28- 
45 (hereafter Greenan, 'Iulianiya') (44). She has not, however, been recognized on a pan- 
Russian level. 
79 UO Kratkaia, p. 104. 
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grander scale than are Ul'ianiia's; whereas the latter, as mentioned above, tried to 
set an example by her own actions, both Evfrosiniia of Polotsk and Evfrosiniia of 
Suzdal' had wealth at their disposal, and were responsible for new churches and 
convents being built, re-organized and lavishly decorated. 

As a fitting illustration of her deep humility, Ul'ianiia's charitable work is 
carried out mostly in private or in secret; she spins, weaves and embroiders at night 
when not praying, secretly feeds the poor, and visits plague victims 'oTaH cBeKpa H 
cseKp0BH'. 80 Likewise, the two miracles she works during her lifetime are of a more 
private nature than public: the icon of the Mother of God speaks to a priest in 

church and tells him to instruct Ulianiia to start visiting church again, 81 and later 

she manages to make a sweet-tasting bread from goosefoot and tree-bark during 

the great famine-82 This hidden activity is in stark contrast to the very public 
displays of virtue seen, for example, in Evfrosiniia of Suzdal' and Evfrosiniia of 
Polotsk who are lauded not only for continual prayer and fasting but also 
described as the moving force behind convents being built and expanded, for many 

young women taking the veil and for instructing the other nuns in Christian ways. 
Evfrosiniia of Polotsk also undertakes an elaborate journey to Constantinople 

where she is received by the Emperor and the Patriarch. Miracles are also reported 

on a grander scale; the prayers of Evfrosiniia of Suzdal', for example, are said to 
bring down a thick fog and prevent the convent being attacked by Tatar forces. For 

many laywomen, whose own spiritual practices and efforts would have been 

noticed by only a few if any, the example set by Ul'ianiia was certainly closer to 

reality and thus more likely to inspire emulation as something achievable in the lay 

world on a lesser scale than great public feats of spiritual heroism. 

The apparent differences between the sixteenth-century works and the Povest' 

ob Ul ianii Osor inoi highlight the evolving perception of what constituted imitatio 

Marti. It is arguable that, although the principles of feminine virtue had not greatly 

altered throughout the Christian period, the manner in which they were realized 
had changed considerably, and Kallistrat accordingly offered a radically different 

example for emulation. With much popular support growing for a more personal 

understanding and practice of Orthodoxy, Kallistrat presented his reader-audience 

with the portrait of a woman who fulfilled the virtuous traditions of the imitatio 

Marii role model, yet who lived in the real lay world and was faced with familiar 

problems and fears. As Bushkovitch points out, this vita is 'anchored explicitly in 

80 Ibid., p. 107. 
81 Ibid., p. 109. 
82 Ibid., p. 112. 
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the social reality of the time to a tremendous extent, and this gives it a unique value 
in understanding what was at the heart of the religious changes of those years'. 83 
He calls Ul"ianiia 'the calmer of social strife' and considers this a reflection of the 
social unrest during her lifetime; M the establishment of serfdom 
outbreaks of plague and terrible famine leading up to the appearance of the first 
Pretender to the Russian throne and the Time of Troubles. 85 

Kallistrat was able to present a far more intimate picture of his mother and 
her lifestyle than was previously the case in hagiography and her character suffers 
little of the traditional stereotyping and distancing from the world of the reader- 
audience. Instead, Ul'ianiia is shown exclusively in an everyday household 
environment as someone who shared similar concerns and with whom the reader- 
audience could identify. Many, for instance, would have experienced the 
difficulties of supporting a family and household of servants through famine, 
plague and social unrest (made even harder by the absence of husbands and 
fathers who were called upon to serve the Tsar). Women, married at a young age 
and taken to join their husband's family, would most likely have symphathized 
with UYianiia, as would any parent at her reaction to the death of her sons. In this 
real life context, Kallistrat manages to depict a wider range of individualized 

characteristics than earlier hagiographers, several of which subscribe to 
contemporary social ideals rather than solely religious ones: 86 she is shown as 
submissive to her elders and husband and less aggressive and outspoken than 

several of her female saintly predecessors (such as Princess Olga, Paraskeva and 
the Evfrosiniias). We also find out that she is, by nature, gentle and respectful of 
other people and takes no pleasure in censuring or punishing the people in her 

employ, which she must do as part of her role as estate manager. ' Yet the vita also 
tells us that she proves supremely competent in running the estate and 'MHoniM 

HCKYWa1OOWHM FO B pe4ax m BO OTB@T6X, OHa )Ke KO BCAKOMYBOI1pOCY 6JIaro4HHeH H 

CMbICJ1eH OTBeT naAW@; H BCH 1]V1BJ1AXyCA Pä3YMY e; '. 1111 Such admiration of 
Ul'ianiia's capabilities provides not merely an insight into her character but also 

commentary on social norms; a woman was expected to manage the estate only in 

83 Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, p. 146. 
84 Ibid., p. 147. 
85 Although Ul'ianiia died in 1604, just as the Time of Troubles began, and Kallistrat 

wrote her vita when the Romanovs were already in power and stability was returning, his 

experience of political upheaval and spiritual disillusionment certainly coloured his 

views. 
86 See Pushkareva, Chastnaia zhizn , p. 44. 
87 UO Kratkaia, pp. 105-06. 
88 Ibid., p. 105. 
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her husband's absence through illness, death or military service, for example, and 
doubtless many women were ill-prepared for the task. Indeed, the vita states that 
everyone was surprised when Ul'ianiia was successful. Not only is this description 
a clear reflection of reality, but Kallistrat also manages, through stressing 
UYianiia's practical capabilities in the real world, both to underline the possibility 
of coping with problems in the lay world in a good Christian manner and also 
quietly to challenge contemporary gender roles, the idea of female incompetence. 
Hagiography never touched on issues such as this previously and it is more than 
likely that Kallistrat's experience of the lay world equipped him better than any 
ecclesiastical author to include such detailed secular material. 

Implicitly linked to a more individualized character portrait is another 
important development in the evolution of hagiography; through Kallistrat's 
detailed description of UYianiia, the reader-audience is presented also with the 

protagonist's psychological motivations and emotional response, rare elements in 

ealier hagiography where personal emotions are mostly absent and the subject is 

normally said to be directed by the will of God. The clearest example of 
psychological motivation is found in Ul'ianiia's request to her husband to release 
her from the household and allow her to enter a convent. Usually the tonsure or veil 
is taken as a direct result of spiritual longing, prompted either by love of God or by 

a specific religious phenomenon such as a vision. Ul'ianiia's desire to take the veil, 
however, is neither of these, but rather a very human response to the death of two 

of her sons. Whatever the exact reason behind her wish (perhaps the hope to find 

solace, spiritual comfort or privacy to grieve in the isolation of a convent), this type 

of emotional response to a crisis situation is highly unusual in hagiography where 

the saint is commonly sustained by prayer and faith in times of crisis. Ul'ianiia, on 

the other hand, appears to her reader-audience as an ordinary mother in great 
distress, simply looking for personal solace. Once again, her status as mother 

connects her both to the reader-audience and to the divine figure of the Mother of 

God, with particular poignancy in this instance as both mothers lose a son. 

Likewise, her first and very natural reaction to the demons who plague her at 

night is terror and the need to escape them; 'y6o Ac nH. ic )ce Ha nocTeni, ycHy 

KpenKO'. 89 Kallistrat puts this unique reaction down to youth and inexperience, 

although previous saints have always battled with the demons using prayer, and 

sometimes the crucifix or holy water, to scare them away. Interestingly, the demons 

do not torture Ul'ianiia with temptations of the flesh (despite the long absences of 

89 Ibid., p. 106. 
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her husband on military campaigns, as noted by Rudi90), but rather demand that 
she cease her pious way of life: 'Awe He npecTaHewb TaKosaro Ha4HHaHHA, a6He 

nory6HM T A! '91 Perhaps Kallistrat considered that this form of demonic torture was 
more fitting for a woman (especially his own mother) and adapted the traditional 
motif of sexual temptation accordingly; but he may well also have wished to stress 
that the most important aspect of Ul'ianiia's piety was not chastity but rather 
charitable deeds. Finally, after the episode where St Nicholas catches and torments 
a demon sent to plague Ul'ianiia, her response is very natural: 'OHa )ce K HaM 
npHHAe y)cacHa BeJIbMH H JIHLIeM npeMeHHCfi. MbI )Ke, BH, DexoM to cMyLeHy, 

BonpawaxoN, -H He noBena HH4TO)Ke. HenoMH03e )Ce cKa3a HaM TaiHO H 3ano9eza 

He pews HkiKOMy'. 92 Frightened and possibly not quite believing what has just 
happened, Ul'ianiia sought reassurance from the presence of other household 

members but did not immediately explain her confusion. By explaining to the 

reader-audience, either directly or implicitly, the psychological rationale behind 

many of the protagonist's actions and responses in this way, Kallistrat developed 
further the closeness between subject and reader-audience. 

The new perception of female piety embodied in the Povest' ob Ul ianii 
Osor inoi is found also in the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi. The Marian qualities of 
love, motherhood, compassion, humility and indulgence are clearly indicated early 
in the vita. We are told of Feodosiia's charitable deeds after she is widowed at a 

young age in 1662: 

I... I MHOIti1 MHJIOCTbIHH COTBOPH, MHOro HM$HHA paCTOHM HeHMyWHM, 
minor IX c npaBewy CKynu. 11 MOHaCTbIpeM AOBOJ1Ha; i nonaBawe, m 
uepKOaM nOTpe6Ha A npMHowawe, nyCTbIHHHKOBb MHOIIIX nOTpe6HbIHMI1 

yiDosJeeawe, npOKa)K HHbIX BZ OMy cBOeM ynoKoeBawe. 93 

The love and courageous compassion she shows to others is unquestionable: she 

shelters not only lepers but also like-minded adherents to the Old Belief such as 

Archpriest Avvakum after his return to Moscow from Siberian exile, and later 

several nuns fleeing persecution to whom she offers motherly comfort: 'Hy, 

ro. ny6Hubi MOH, He 60ATec%;! '94The vita frequently illustrates her love for, support 

and encouragement of her sister Evdokiia, her Spiritual Mother Melaniia and the 

nun Mariia. When Feodosiia is moved to the fortress at Borovsk and Evdokiia 

90 Zhitie lulianii, p. 96. 
91 UO Kratkaia, p. 106. 
92 Ibid., pp. 110-11. 
93 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 456. 
94 Ibid., pp. 455 and 460. 
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realizes they are now far apart, the latter 'AKO MJlaz]eHeub no MaTepH, ropue 
pbizawe'. 95 After receiving spiritual instruction from the nun Melaniia, Feodosiia 
intensifies her efforts to lead a humble life rising early in the morning to pray at the 
Chudov Monastery in the Kremlin so that she can carry out the rituals of the Old 
Belief without hindrance, as well as fasting strictly and praying more with tears. % 
In secret, in 1670,97 she was tonsured by Father Dosifei who was hiding in her home 

at the time and 'Ha4aTb i3naBaTHC A 6o nwmm no BHTOM: nOCTY H MOJIHTB$ H 

MOJI4aHHFO, a OT AOMOBbIX ne n OT BCeXb Ha4a yKJIOH ATHC A'. " Feodosiia does not 
fulfil the ideal requisite of obedience in the same manner as Ul'ianiia, although she 
does justify her flagrant disobedience towards the 'earthly tsar' as obedience to the 

superior 'heavenly tsar'. 9 

Like Ul'ianiia, Feodosiia differs significantly in her imitatio Marii role from 

pre-seventeenth-century Russian female saints. As an outspoken heretic in the eyes 
of the official Orthodox Church, she has naturally never been canonized, her death 

as a martyr to the Old Belief disqualifying her completely. 100 She certainly did not 
follow the normal path for a member of a distinguished aristocratic family; as a 
high-ranking female courtier she was very close to the Tsaritsa and enjoyed a 
privileged lifestyle. When the Nikonian ecclesiastical reforms created a spiritual 
dilemma for her, however, she reacted in a way that no aristocratic woman 

appears to have done since the time of Princess Olga when faced with adversity - 
she launched a campaign of public and vociferous defiance. Note must be made 
here, however, that Feodosiia was far freer to be actively defiant as a widow than 

she would have been as a married woman. Widows were traditionally afforded 

greater respect and privilege than married women as they were deemed to have 

95 Ibid., p. 475. 
96 Ibid. 
97 A. I. Mazunin, '0 vremeni postriga boiaryni F. P. Morozovoi', TODL, 39,1985, pp. 
365-66. 
98 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 459. 
99 Ibid., p. 470. 
100 Alissandratos claims that Feodosiia cannot strictly be called a martyr in the 

classical sense as there was no execution (see Julia Alissandratos, 'Narrative Patterning in 

the Seventeenth-Century Old Believer Lives of Bojarynja Morozova and Gregory Neronov' 
in Gattung und Narration in den älteren slavischen Literaturen, ed. Klaus-Dieter Seeman, 

Wiesbaden, 1987, pp. 29-46 [hereafter Alissandratos, 'Narrative Patterning'] [31]). I 

would, however, argue that the more usual motif of active execution has simply been 

adapted to a passive variation as Feodosiia died of starvation in the fortress at Borovsk, 

the Tsar having expressly forbidden anyone to bring food or water to the women, thus 
directly precipitating their deaths (see Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', pp. 477-78). The 

lack of violent execution does not diminish the fact that Feodosiia died for her religious 
beliefs, which confirms her status as martyr. 
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fulfilled their duty to society (cared for husbands and raised families) and, more 
importantly, were no longer viewed as a threat either in terms of sexual temptation 
or contamination of the bloodline as their child-bearing years were considered 
past. 101 Feodosiia appears to have made the most of the increased social freedom 
brought about by this form of 'desexualization'. 

She chose to fight her cause with all of Muscovy as her battlefield, the most 
powerful secular and ecclesiastical authorities as her opponents and unswerving 
faith as her greatest weapon. In contrast, the two Evfrosiniias withdrew to 
convents when their wishes did not concur with those of their parents and even 
Ul"ianiia complied with whatever turns life brought. Feodosiia is portrayed as a 
warrior of the faith, 102 embarking upon her own religious crusade and, instead of 
seeking shelter in a convent or other environment where her faith would be 

protected on a personal level, she used her privileged status to further her 

campaign. Her Moscow home, for example, is transformed into a platform from 

which she defends her position and arguments, where she does not shy away from 

openly condemning Nikon's heresy in front of visitors, such as her father's cousin 
Mikhail Alekseevich Rtishchev and his daughter Anna; 03 interrogators, such as the 
Tsar's envoys Princes Boris Ivanovich Troekurov and Petr Semenovich Urusov, 104 

and Archimandrite Ioakim of the Chudov Monastery. 105 As mentioned above, she 
also provides refuge in her home to persecuted fellow Old Believers. A woman of 
such aristocratic origin rebelling so openly against the highest authorities was 
unprecedented and something that the Tsar could not simply ignore since the 
Morozov family had numerous connections with the royal Court. 106 He was well 

aware that torturing and executing an aristocratic woman who still had family to 

protect her could be dangerous, and might well even incite more support and 

sympathy for the Old Believers; 107 thus his happiness on the death of Feodosiia's 

101 Widows also commonly shouldered the responsibilities of family and estate until 
their children came of age, and as a result became more actively involved than married 
women in commercial and social spheres; see Franklin and Shepard, Emergence, p. 298, and 
Worobec, 'Accommodation', pp. 25-26. 
102 Although similar to earlier warrior saints such as Aleksandr Nevskii and Dmitrii 
Donskoi, Feodosiia was the first protector specifically of faith, with no princely status 
and no territorial issues involved. 
103 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', pp. 456-58. 
104 Ibid., p. 459. 
105 Ibid., p. 461. 
106 See A. M. Panchenko, 'Boiarynia Morozova - simvol i lichnost" in Povest" o 
boiaryne Morozovoi, pp. 7-9. 
107 See, for example, the Tsar's awareness of Feodosiia's ability to arrouse public 

sympathy and his consequent decision to move her to Borovsk ('Povest' o boiaryne 
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son 'AKO CBO11o6Hte MbICJIAIUe 6e3 CbIHa MaTepb YMY *1TH'. 108 Feodosiia's warrior 
qualities differ significantly, however, from those of OY'ga in one important area; 
whereas the latter fought an external enemy which threatened the independence of 
Kievan Rus', Feodosiia saw her enemy as the Tsar and Pa-trs ctrck ' the very 
foundation of Muscovite domestic authority. Feodosiia is much closer in this 
respect to Paraskeva who refused the commands of the Roman Empire to worship 
pagan idols and as a result was tortured and died as a martyr to the Christian 
faith. Even Paraskeva, however, was fighting the non-Christian Roman authorities 
rather than the official Church. 

We see with Feodosiia as we did with Ul'ianiia how perceptions of piety 
continued to change in the second half of the seventeenth century. Naturally, the 
Schism brought violent spiritual and social upheaval, testing the strength, allegiance 
and faith of many. Andrei thus composed this vita at a time of high emotion, 
advocating not merely a pious life but also political protest against the official 
Church and the State. Just as Kallistrat offers his reader-audience an alternative 
figure of emulation, Andrei persuades his reader-audience that the old ways of 
Russian Orthodoxy must be adhered to, although in so doing he re-moulded the 
traditional martyr's role into a far more contemporary and recognizable image of 
religious rebel. It is highly unlikely that Andrei meant consciously to alter in any 
way the accepted qualities and virtues of the imitatio Marii role, yet force of 
circumstance helped him to revive a strong female character type in a realistic 
contemporary context. Furthermore, at the time of writing, Feodosiia would have 
been a familiar figure in Muscovy and the reader-audience aware that this vita told 

of the struggles of a very real person rather than some ancient martyr's abstract 

suffenng Andrei convincingly attempted to convey to his reader-audience the 

spintual nature of Feodosiia's martyrdom against a backdrop of the reader- 

audience's. own knowledge of and reaction to the Nikonian reforms and, in turn, the 

need for her cause to be taken up. 
As we saw in the case of Kallistrat, the closer the hagiographer is to his 

protagonist, the more convincingly he is able to produce a truly intimate character 

portrayal. Feodosiia has been called 'more medieval in outlook than either Ol'ga or 

Fevroniia' and many other details of the work are said to have 'a distinctly 

Morozovoi', pp. 474-75), and also the dumnyi Ilarion's anxiety later that the womens' 
graves would produce miracles and thus encourage cult worship of them (ibid., p. 479). 
108 Ibid., p. 467. 
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medieval cast', 109 statements which show a surprising lack of awareness of the 
many new features of this vita. While Feodosiia may be termed 'old-fashioned' in 
her desire to preserve the Russian Orthodox practices of the past seven centuries, 
her hagiographical portrayal is quite unlike that of any female characters - saintly 
or secular - previously encountered in Russian literature. Clearly Andrei greatly 
admired Feodosiia, was privy to the family's home life and was also able to follow 
Feodosiia into her northern exile. He shows her as a young woman, wife, mother, 
widow, devoted to the Church and charity, as well as in many challenging 
environments in which he describes not merely the situation but also her reactions, 
emotions and rationale with sensitivity and detailed individuality. 

Andrei stresses not only Feodosiia's piety but also intelligence early in the vita 
and the pleasure received by fellow conversers, such as her brother-in-law Boris 
Ivanovich Morozov: 'H CtZI AWN Ha MHOPb Ham), 6ectnosaxy pyxoBHbi A c. noBeca. H 
npo9oxnawwm to, rJlaro. nawe: c2IHecb HacJiaznlxcA na4e Mega m COTa CJIOBecb 

TBOHx Aywenone3HbIx'b»'. 11° Placing emphasis upon Feodosiia's thorough knowledge 

of the Holy Books may well have been a deliberate authorial strategy to help to 

convince the reader-audience that Feodosiia was indeed educated in spiritual 
matters and thus qualified to denounce as heretical Nikon's revised Holy Books. 
During debates designed to sway Feodosiia's resolve, her argument is invariably 

stronger. Against the superficial pleas of Rtishchev, for instance, that 'BeJIHK'b H 
npeMyz pb y'1IlTe, Ib HNKOHb naTpHapx'b N Btpa, npe tiaHHa A OT Hero, 3eJ1O CTpOHHa, H 

, a06po H KpaCHO no HOBbIM KHI1raM CJIy )KHTH', Feodosiia strikes back with focused 

clarity: 

`npe. nweHH ecTe H TaKOBa Bpara 6owHA H OTCTynHHKa noxBanceTe, m 
KHHrH ero, HtCe; IHHbl A PHMCKHX H HHbIX BC AKHX epeceH, y6. na)KaeTe. 
npaBOCJ1aBHbIM HaM'b nOAO6aeT KHV1r ero OTBpawaTHC RH BCtX ero 

HOBOBBOnHbIX npez aHHN 6oroMep3bCKHX rHyWaTICA, m ero caMoro, 

Bpara uepKBH XpHCTOBbl, npOKJIHHaTH BCAHeCKH». 111 

Interestingly, while Rtishchev concentrates more on Nikon's qualities, Feodosiia's 

focus is on the actual Holy Books indicating that she is more aware of the 

theological implications of Nikon's reforms. Her intelligence shows her to be the 

more formidable opponent. Such commentary on a saintly protagonist's intelligence 

and analytical powers of comprehension is a radical innovation in. Russian 

109 H. W. Dewey, and A. M. Kleimola, 'Muted Eulogy: Women who Inspired Men in 

Medieval Rus", Russian History, 10,1983,2, pp. 188-200 (196). 

110 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 455. 
III Ibid., p. 457. 
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hagiography. Previously, hagiographers commonly mentioned that the saint studies 
the Holy Books, especially as a youth, but little more, and literacy was very rarely 
attributed to female saints at all. Most likely connected to the growth of literacy 
outside of monasteries in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Andrei's account 
of his female subject's knowledge of the Holy Books, intelligence and debating skills 
bears further testament to the increasing influences of the secular world upon a 
traditionally male ecclesiastical world. 

Feodosiia's outspoken beliefs illustrate her strong-willed, independent nature 
and she is shown time and again to find the courage to speak her mind even under 
the worst conditions of interrogation and torture. Described 'AKO xpa6pbIH BOHHb 

Be, nMH BOOPY)KHBCA Ha conpoTHBo6op'bua', 12 she holds her own against the most 
senior ecclesiastical figures who interrogate her sometimes for many hours at once 
(Archimandrite loakim of the Chudov Monastery and later Patriarch Pitirim113) 

and the abuses of the three princes elected by the Tsar to carry out the torture, 114 

continually re-stating her beliefs and even reproaching the dumnyi Ilarion during 
torture for unchristian behaviour, 'cCe Al XPHCTH AHCTBO, e )ce cue 4e. noBBKa 

yMy4HTH? »'115 Andrei tells us that Feodosiia's intransigence during torture urges the 

princes to torture her more than Evdokiia and Mariia, but still she does not relent. 
Her constant refusal to give in illustrates not only her determination but also a 
belief in her spiritual position and acceptance of martyrdom. The physical courage 
of all three women is highlighted by others' fear and unwillingness to disobey the 
Tsar. One such bystander, for instance, is Evdokiia's husband who is present when 
the Tsar orders her to be arrested along with Feodosiia; 'KH A3b )Ce neTpb Ty CTO AH 

c, nbIwaB ciA c. noaeca, ocKOp6HCn, a noMOwH ne, ny HeB03MO)Ke'. 116 The author's 
implication is clearly that Petr is scared and does not match up to the mettle of his 

wife and sister-in-law. The boiars at the royal Court are likewise portrayed as weak 

and fearful: 'H 6o, Ape y6o BcM, BHziAwe HenpaaeAHyro APOCTb H Ha HenOBHHHyfo 
KpOBb COCTaB'b 3JIbIV1, He npiv araxyc AK COBtTy - HO T04HIO BO3pa3HTH 3JIaro He 

Mort' ue, cTpaxa )ce paz w Mon4axy'. 117 

Feodosiia is shown to be stubborn also in matters not strictly spiritual. 
Several passages describe an active form of secular protest in addition to the 

defence of her religious beliefs. Having excused herself, for example, from the Tsar's 

112 Ibid., p. 471. 
113 Ibid., pp. 461-64 and 470-71. 
114 Ibid., pp. 472-73. 
115 Ibid., p. 473. 
116 Ibid., p. 462. 
117 Ibid., p. 460. 
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second marriage celebration on the pretext of pain in her legs, she continues this 
pretence, refusing to walk or stand, throughout the process of moving her from her 
home to several different locations of interrogation and torture and finally to 
Borovsk. She disobeys explicit orders to stand and walk when initially expelled 
from her home, 118 when questioned by senior church figures at the Chudov 
Monastery, '" and when she is ordered by the Tsar to attend the new church 
services. 120 As a result, she suffers the indignity of being dragged in peasant carts 
and sleds. In this way, Andrei shows how Feodosiia's spiritual defence is aided by 

everyday actions (or lack of action in this case) of a secular nature, not to mention 
the unsaintly characteristic of stubbornness. Despite this obdurate side of her 

character, Andrei depicts Feodosiia as an honourable opponent throughout her 

struggles with authority. She is never the one to instigate argument and only when 
directly challenged on the issue of the Nikonian reforms does she defend her 

opinions and faith. Such dignified behaviour in the face of harsh treatment 
indicates that the author was perhaps seeking to reassure his primarily Old 
Believer reader-audience that their spiritual choice was not only correct but also 
morally superior to the violence used by the Nikonian supporters. 

Andrei's characterization of Feodosiia is not, however, one-sided; he does not 
seek merely to enumerate his protagonist's Christian qualities and ignore any 
human weaknesses as had so many earlier hagiogaphers. The overall insight the 

reader-audience receives into Feodosiia's character is not one of an iron-willed 
fanatic defending her beliefs regardless of emotional cost. Instead, Andrei balances 

the formidable strength and determination of his heroine with some very natural 

moments of human weakness, displaying an authorial objectivity far closer to 

secular biography than hagiography. Feodosiia's courage is seen to lapse at times 

and she desperately needs support (usually forthcoming from Evdokiia and/or 
Mariia), such as prior to Archimandrite Ioakim's arrival at her home when 
'+eozlopa we BMa. ty wacwHC A, pa3yMe, AKO My4HTeJIM MAyT, H AKO IIpeKJIOHMC A 

Ha AnaBKy'. 121 On this occasion, Evdokiia comforts her and reminds her that Christ 

is with them in their struggle. 122 Later, imprisoned in the Caves Monastery, 

118 Ibid., p. 462. 
119 Ibid., p. 463. 
120 Ibid., pp. 464-65. 
121 Ibid., p. 461. 
122 Such reassurances were very common in Old Believer literature and most likely 

functioned as a justification of their chosen path; Archpriest Avvakum, for example, 

countless times reaffirms God's support for him and attributes many a lucky escape from 

catastrophe to God's direct intercession (see 'Zhitie Avvakuma' in PLDR: XVI vek. Kniga 
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Feodosiia pleads with Elena (who previously worked in the Morozov household) 
not to leave Moscow as she cannot bear to struggle on alone: 'crocnoaa paAH, me 
nOKHHTe McHe, He c'bt w )KaH"Te C MOCKBbw, 6ypHTe Ty [... ] e w1Horo )Ce cero no 
KOHUa He MOry Tepn$TH». 'l23 Just before the three princes commence their torture of 
the women, Feodosiia seeks both to reassure and to receive reassurance from 
Evodkiia and Mariia, reaching out to take them by the hand through the crowds of 
people and calling out 'TepnM, MOTH MO A, Tepnh! '124 A similar moment of pathos is 
seen in Feodosiia's reaction to the death of her son, Ivan Glebovich. Relatives and 
the authorities had earlier attempted emotional blackmail in their efforts to make 
her recant by reminding her that her son would suffer also if she continued in her 
disobedience. Anna, for instance, reminds her: 

He TO4HFO H8C'b TbI npe3p$Jla, HO HOe, wlHOpOAHtMb CbIHt CBOeMb He 
paANWH. EAHHO Y Te6e m eCTb 4aAo, H Tbl H Ha TOTO He rJigzINW. Aa ewe KaKOBOe 4apo-TO? KTO He YAMBHTCA KpaCOTt ero? [... ] canna MHOII1 
CKOp6H fOAbHMeWH H CbIHa CBoerO HHLU COTBOpHWH CBOHM 
HeMHJ1OCepZHeMb. 12' 

Later, during interrogation in the Chudov Monastery, she is reminded once more of 
her son's well-being by the Archimandrite Ioakim and Metropolitan Pavel. I26 On 
both occasions, Feodosiia retorts that although she loves her son deeply, her love 
for Christ is greater and she lives first and foremost for Him. Despite such worthy 
and virtuous professions, not to mention the apparent rejection of the Marian 
image of loving mother, when a particularly malicious priest is dispatched by the 
Tsar to inform Feodosiia of Ivan's death, her grief is genuine and overwhelming: 

[... ] yBtntBWH we CM@pTb B03JIFO6JIeHHaro CH CblHa, OCKOp6HCA BeJIMH H 
naZ1WN Ha 3@MJII9 npe o6pa30M 60)CHHM yMVIJIHbIM TJIaco nJIaKawe, 
PbW 8POWN Btwawe: 4 YBbl MHe, 4azio Moe, nory6mwa TA OTCTynHKUbIb H 
npe6bICTb Ha MHOPb 4acb, He BOCTaBaIOWH OT 3@M. 71M, BocnywarowH O 
CbIH$ CH Haz po6HbIA n$CHV1, AKO H HH$M CJIbIWaWHM pbWAaTH OT 
)KaJIOCTH. 127 

Through his detailed and realistic portrait of Feodosiia as a real human being, 

sensitive to fear, pain and anguish as well as in the image of determined spiritual 

vtoraia, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, 
Demkova, Moscow, 1989, pp. 351-97 and 636-57). 
123 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 465. 
124 Ibid., p. 472. 
125 Ibid., pp. 457-58. 
126 Ibid., p. 463. 
127 Ibid., pp. 466-67. 

with notes and commentary by N. S. 
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campaigner, the hagiographer manages to elicit both admiration and sympathy for 
her. Moreover, the blending of human and saintly features reminds us of the human 

nature of the Mother of God, the only mortal being to play a role in the Incarnation. 
Just as the Mother of God never doubted Christ's original teaching, Feodosiia is 

seen as determined to uphold the original teachings of the Russian Orthodox faith. 
In conclusion, it is clear that both Kallistrat and Andrei do their utmost to 

portray their protagonists as worthy imitatio Marii figures, but at the same time 

produced models of feminine piety which differed significantly from those of even 
the sixteenth century in their scope and power. Preservation and extension of the 
traditional Marian virtues produced more contemporary, realistic and identifiable 
figures for emulation, which in turn helped to satisfy the rapid acceleration of 
interest in personal characterization and psychological motivation. Both 

protagonists furthermore illustrate alternative methods of religious practice to that 

offered by the official Russian Orthodox Church and, most importantly, convey the 

notion of spiritual salvation being achievable in the lay world as well as the 

monastic. 
Likhachev states that idealization of the female figure in hagiography 

continued during the seventeenth century, but 'Ha HoBoi noyse - n049e, e 

3Ha4MTeJ1bHOH Mepe CHM)K@HHOY H ynpoweHHOH', 128 and that the uniting of 

idealization with real life could lead only to the destruction of the ideal. A different 

interpretation, however, suggests that the linking of hagiography so strongly to 

realia together with the presentation of a new ideal of the imitatio Marii role merely 

reflects the processes of secularization underway at the time, the gradual decline of 

a predominantly ecclesiastical world-view in favour of a multifaceted 

understanding of life, and presentation of the saintly protagonist as one with 

whom the reader-audience could empathize as much as admire from a distance. 

Structure 

Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia's vitae are consistently entitled povesti (secular tales) 

allowing some critics to play down the spiritual content of the works. Despite the 

secularizing tendencies apparent in characterization and psychological motivation 

examined above, however, there is no reason to classify these vitae as secular in 

terms of structure or intention. What does emerge, on the other hand, is the 

128 Likhachev, Chelovek, p. 116-17. 
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apparently conscious decision of the authors actively to use the structure of their 
works to clarify the alternative paths of faith they offer to their reader-audiences. 

Many critics have refused to recognize the hagiographical content of the 
Povest' ob Ul sanii Osor inoi because of its secular protagonist and author. Serge 
Zenkovsky, for example, suggests that the work merely resembles an excerpt from a 
family chronicle, '" and Skripil' states that 

nOBeCTb 06 YJIHAHHH OCOpbHHON 6bI a 3aAyMaHa m BbinoJ1HeHa KaK 
CBeTCKoe fOBeCTBOBaTeJIbHOe lpOH3Be, peHHe - 6Ho pa4, HA c 
3JIeMeHTaMH CeMeiiHON XpOHHKH; a arilo pacýM4ecKHe 4epTbl B HeN - 
3TO HeBOJ1bHaA naHb TpazHMLWH, 3TO CBN, UeTeJIbCTBO TODD, KaK TPY23HO 
6bI, io 11HCaTeJIFO Ha4aJla XVU B. AaTb HAeaJIbHbIM 06pa3 PepOHHM 6e3 

opeo. na "CB ATOCTH". ' 

Grossman reminds us that Ul'ianiia's qualities, 'common sense, practical 

compassion, hard work, and independence of mind, while not incompatible with 

sainthood, were not the staples of hagiography'. 131 On the other hand, Stokes 

believes that the work is essentially hagiographical as every episode presents 
Ul"ianiia 'as an example of Christian virtue; [there is] not one which is not directly 

related to the proposition that she was a saint', and he further notes that 'the 

absence of purely descriptive narrative argues that the Povest' was not conceived 

as a secular biography'. 132 Likhachev supports this line of thought, yet also 

recognizes the complex problem thrown up by a mixture of secular subject and 
traditionally religious literary composition; he believes, as noted above, that such a 

union destroys the idealized model. 
Structural analysis of the Kratkaia and the Prostrannaia I redactions supports 

the view that Kallistrat's primary objective was to compose a vita rather than a 

secular narrative praising the life achievements of his mother. The Kratkaia is 

notable for including neither exordium nor conclusio, although, as noted in the 

previous chapter, neither were obligatory in hagiography. 133It does, on the other 
hand, include all the conventional hagiographical topoi in the main narrative (many 

of which are mentioned above). We learn, for example, that Ul'ianiia's father lustin 

129 Serge A. Zenkovsky, Medieval Russia's Epics, Chronicles and Tales, New York, 
1970, p. 391. 
130 Skripil', Tovest' ob Uliianii Osor'inoi', p. 257. 
131 Grossman, 'Feminine Images', p. 48. 
132 See Fennell and Stokes, Early Literature, p. 228. 
133 See Julia Alissandratos, 'New Approaches to the Problem of Identifying the Genre 

of the Life of Julijana Lazarevskaja', Cyrillomethodianum, 7,1983, pp. 235-3 (236), and 
id., Patristic Eulogies, p. 7. 
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is '6. narosepeH H HHwe, nro6H6' and works as a house steward, and her mother 
Stefanida, equally pious and pure, was the daughter of Grigorii Lukin from 
Murom. 1m UYianlia's childhood is described in familiar hagiographical terms as 
avoiding the frivolous activities of other children, preferring to fast, pray and help 
the sick and poor. She shows great obedience to her relations and, in the absence of 
a church she could attend to learn the word of God, 'CMbICAOM 6o rocnO, IHHM 

HacTaBJIneMa Hpasy zlo6poneTeAHOMy'. 135 After marriage she continues her good 
deeds and devotes more time to charity and helping the needy through famine and 
plague, as illustrated above, although demons attempt to put an end to her work. 
When her husband refuses her request to enter a convent, she retires as much as 
possible from worldly affairs while carrying on with her daily tasks. She and her 
husband 'coBewaBwec A BKyne )KHTH, a nJIOTHaro Co90Kyn. 71eHH A He HMeTH' and she 

practises mortification of the flesh (sleeping on sharp wood by the stove with iron 
keys under her ribs, walking with broken nut-shells in her boots and refusing to 

wear warm winter clothing). 136 Two miracles are linked to Ul'ianiia during her 
lifetime: the baking of bread from goosefoot and tree bark during the famine and 
the icon of the Mother of God instructing her to start visiting church again. 13' When 

old and frail, she delivers a deathbed instruction, a common feature of 
hagiographical works: 'npM3Ba z eTH M pa6bl CBO fi N noy'la AO mo6BH, HO MOJ)HTBe, m 
o MH, NOCTº+HM, mo npo'Hx z o6pozeTe. nex'. A golden halo is seen around her head 

and a sweet fragrance noted. 1m Posthumously, myrrh with healing powers issues 
from her grave and her body is uncorrupted-139 All known extant copies of the 
Kratkaia redaction include between six and twenty-one posthumous miracles which 

are overwhelmingly of a healing nature with some tales about exorcisms. 
The Prostrannaia I redaction includes all the information given in the Kratkaia 

except the posthumous miracles, 140 and elaborates the hagiogaphical content. It 

opens with a traditionally hagiographical exordium with prayers, authorial humility 

topos, the author's plea for divine assistance in his task and the introduction of the 

134 UO Kratkaia, p. 103. 
135 [bid., p. 104. 
136 Ibid., pp. 108-9. 
137 Ibid., pp. 109 and 112. 
138 Ibid., p. 113. 
139 Ibid., pp. 113-14. 
140 None of the Prostrannaia redactions include posthumous miracles. Skripil' suggests 
that this is because the Kratkaia was the only redaction available when local veneration 
of Ul'ianiia began and so was accepted by churches as the official vita. Miracles would 
thus have been added to the official Kratkaia redaction rather than the later 
Prostrannaia; see Skripil', Tovest' ob Uliianii Osor'inoi', pp. 272-73. 
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subject. 141 Additional material in the Prostrannaia I includes many quotations, 
sometimes paraphrased, from the Bible and other religious didactic works such as 
the fourteenth-century collection of devotion readings, the Izmaragd, convincingly 
illustrated and detailed by Tony Greenan. 142 

Kallistrat appears to have been aware that one of the most effective ways in 

which to instruct his reader-audience was to relate his account directly to their own 
lives, which may explain his reluctance to emphasize the hagiographical framework 

or overuse religious topoi even in the Prostrannaia I. In fact, extensive use of non- 
hagiographical details does indeed at times move his work closer to biography, 
focusing not on the subject's saintly Christian qualities, but rather on the wordly 
aspects of her life. Details of Ul'ianiia's family life and routine of an entirely 
secular nature commonly appear in the Prostrannaia I: for instance, we learn more 
about her parents-in-law, that 'Be 6o caeKop eA 6oraT H no6popoAeH, Wo H uapro 
3HaeM 6e, H CBeKpbl HMeHeM EBZIOKr1A, N Ta , L1o6pOpOz]Ha H CMbICJIeHHa, HMACTa We 

To4HF0 eziii aro CbIHa H Z1Be AwepH, m ce. na, m pa6bl MHOIM, m Ilpo4MM HMeHHeM 

N3oo6HJIHa'. 143 In comparison, the Kratkaia had told us simply that Georgii's parents 

were still alive. 144 Likewise, Kallistrat offers more information about Ul'ianiia's ten 

sons and three daughters, of whom six sons and one daughter died in infancy; 145 in 

the Kratkaia we are told simply that 'po, nm CblHbl m ALuepH'. ''k Kallistrat certainly did 

not intend that such details detract from his primary hagiographical aims; 

probably, on the contrary, he simply meant to stress the everyday aspects of 
Ul'ianiia's lay life in order to show how they were infused with a spiritual 

significance. 
Indeed, many features of Kallistrat's work strongly suggest that his principal 

intention was to illustrate how a layperson could achieve Christian salvation by 

leading a pious Christian life and following the basic precepts of Christian charity. 
As noted by Greenan, the quotations and paraphrased passages added to the 

Prostrannaia I consistently support this thesis; for instance, Georgii's admonitions 

141 UO Prostrannaia I, pp. 120-22. 
142 Greenan, 'Iulianiya', pp. 29-45. The Izmaragd was very popular, providing 'a 

classical model for Russian medieval lay ethics and Russian Orthodox piety' (ibid., p. 32). 
When Georgii is explaining why he will not allow Ul'ianiia to enter a convent, according 
to the vita, 'no'HTawe npex Hero KHMI71 Bo KIc 6 a*eHHaro KOCMbI ItpeCbBNTepa m npo' ix 

Ce ATM oTeu' (Prostrannaia I, p. 131) - possibly his own copy of the Izmaragd. Mention of a 
book is made only in the Prostrannaia I redaction which further indicates that Kallistrat 

was deliberately emphasizing his opinions concerning salvation in the secular world. 
143 UO Prostrannaia 1, p. 124. 
144 UO Kratkaia, p. 105. 
145 LID Prostrannaia I, pp. 129-30. 
146 UO Kratkaia, p. 108. 
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to UYianiia that lie cnacyT [... ] HaC 4epHe4eCKNA pV13b1, awe He BO MHHWeCKOM WHY 

)KHBeM. H He nory6AT Hac 6e, nbiA pH3bl, awe 6oroyroJHaA TBOpFM', 147 and the 
passages which tell the reader-audience that 'MOWHO [... ] HB MHpe c my KeM 
)KHBywH yrOpHTH BOry [... ] He BC AK [... ] nOCTpHra ANC A cnaceTC A, HO m *e COTBOpHT 

MHNXOM AOCTONHa A', l40 and 'lie McCTO cnacaeT, HO »M, me )Ke H3BOJIeHHe K BOIy'. 149 

Even the delicate subject of marriage and childbirth is dealt with as a positive 
spiritual factor 'K )KeHa npIB fi3aHHa 3aKOHOM H CBOMM Te 71OM He s aaneeT, HO MjIW. 

CnaceT )ce CA 'ianopozw A paAH'. 150 Thus we see how Kallistrat chose in the 
Prostrannaia I to elaborate upon those aspects which could clarify the main thrust 

of his argument and which were certainly also of primary concern and interest to 
the lay reader-audience (passages concerning monastic vows, marriage, childbirth 
and so forth). 

Much has also been made of the seemingly anti-clerical elements in the vita, 
the fact that Ul'ianiia is a laywoman who did not attend church before she was 
married (and thereafter not on a regular basis), that her husband prevented her 
from taking the veil after the death of her sons, and that she did not surrender her 

wealth to the Church and take the veil even when widowed. Cizevskij rather 

melodramatically sees in UYianiia and Kallistrat 'the last expression of the piety of 
Nil Sorskij and of the Russian Hesychast school', 151 but Greenan may be closer to 

the mark with his observation that the vita presents a 'synthesis of the two 

tendencies of Russian monasticism at the time, that of Nil Sorsky and that of 
Joseph of Volokolamsk, combining the asceticism and tolerance of the former with 
the good works of the latter'. 152 Such a synthesis further supports the idea that 

Kallistrat was deliberately trying to illustrate how a layperson could combine a 

personal side of Christian practice (in the form of private asceticism and tolerance) 

with a more public side (such as charitable deeds), within the context of an 

ordinary lay life. 
Critical uncertainty about generic classification surrounds the Povest' o 

boiaryne Morozgvoi. Pre-Revolutionary Russian critics viewed it as a vita, while most 

Soviet scholars labelled it secular biography. Skripil', however, proposed an 

alternative view that the author followed the Old Believers' 'literary tradition' 

begun by the workZhitie protopopa Avvakuma, im samim napisannoe: 

147 UO Prostrannaia I, p. 131. 
148 Ibid., p. 125. 
149 Ibid., p. 134. 

150 Ibid., p. 125. it s6.. t a be. note. D tL jtv`s 4's oý ýuoWt "- 
151 bievskij, History, p. 317. 
152 Greenan, 'Iulianiya', p. 44. 

PC.. t (I, TL"11ot11, Z: 15). 
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OTCFOj3a Hy Hero COeziii eHNe )KNTNNHON PHTOPHKH M Boo6we KHH*HO- 
L1epKOBHOFO A3blKa [... ] C peaJIHCTN4eCKbIMH O6pa3aMM, npOCTOpe4HbIMN 
anwTeTaMM. [... ] nOCTO AHHa A 60pb6a s nOBeCTBOBaHHH 3THX ZIByX 
CTMJIHCTH4eCKHX H JIeKCH4eCKHX CTHXMH pa3pywaeT yCJIOBHbIN )caHp 
)CHTHA, H CKa3aHNe o My4eHHLLe 3a Bepy npeBpaLuaeTCA B yKpaweHHyFO 
pHTOpMKON, a nOTOMy He Be3z]e npaBeAHByio, HCTOpIlKO-6bITOBy, o 
nOBeCTb. 153 

Linking this vita too closely with that of Avvakum is, however, a mistake; it is not 
'autohagiography' (to be discussed in the next chapter) and is generally of a more 
conventionally hagiographical nature. Furthermore, by reducing the work to a 
simplistic category of 'NCTopMK0-6bIToaafi noBecTb', Skripil' is, in typical Soviet 

style, overlooking the religious essence and intention of the author. 
Alissandratos analysed the narrative patterning in this work using the 

components and subcomponents, themes and subthemes of traditional Byzantino- 
Slavonic encomiastic narrative, and noted a sophistication and style rarely found 
in previous hagiographical works. 154 She points out that, despite the absence of 
exordium and conclusio, all the essential elements and topoi of encomiastic narrative 
are present in the vita. We hear in detail about Feodosiia's origins, for example: 
'popHCc OT popHTeoto 6. naropoAHy H 6, naro'iecTHSy', her father Prokopii Sokovnin 

was a nobleman at the Tsar's Court in Moscow and her mother, a God-fearing 

woman, was called Anisiia and her sister Evdokiia. 1-55 Rather unusually, there is no 
mention at all of Feodosiia's childhood and only brief mention made of her 

marriage at the age of seventeen to the boiar Gleb Ivanovich Morozov and the fact 

that she is widowed a few years later. The early years of her piety and charitable 

work and the fact that she gives away much of her wealth is noted above, l but 

Andrei places equal emphasis upon the religious guidance she receives from her 

spiritual mother, the nun Melaniia, and her efforts to emulate her. ls' The fact that 

Feodosiia is widowed at such a young age leaves her free to concentrate on her 

spiritual life and removes any barriers to her taking the veil (despite the initial 

misgivings of Melaniia). The repeated sequence of confrontations with ecclesiastical 

and secular authorities (which take place at her home, the Chudov, St Aleksei, 

Caves, and Novodevichii Monasteries and at the fort in Borovsk) forms the main 

153 M. 0. Skripil', Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', Istoriia russkoi literatury, Moscow, 
1948, p. 332. 
154 Alissandratos, Narrative Patterning', p. 29. 
155 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 455. 
156 See p. 158. 
157 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 456. 
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part of the central narrative which, as Alissandratos notes, possesses a distinctive 

cyclical nature; Feodosiia is always confronted with an attack on her beliefs which 
she must defend before she is either interrogated further or tortured and finally 

moved to the next location. l This type of cycle is comparable to conventional 
hagiogaphical accounts in which the saint must overcome many barriers to achieve 
spiritual salvation. Throughout the vita we find comparisons either to Biblical or 
other religious figures, a standard hagiographical topos: for example, Feodosila and 
Melaniia are likened to Mary Magdalene and Mary the Mother of God; 59 and later 
Feodosiia is compared to the fourth-century martyr St Katherine-160 Interestingly, 
Andrei includes a parallel that reflects popular Christianity: Feodosiia and the 

priest who in secret gives her communion are compared to Varlaam and Ioasaf. 161 
References in hagiographical writing to popular Christian figures are unusual, 
especially when found side-by-side with Biblical personages such as the Mother of 
God. Although it could be argued that this was linked to Andrei's lack of 

experience and training in the art of hagiography, it can equally be claimed that 
Andrei's inclusion of such references indicates a different authorial approach than 

previously, one which aims to communicate more effectively with the reader- 

audience, using familiar images with which they can identify rather than allusions 

only to distant Biblical and saintly figures. 

Finally, after the death of her sister, Feodosiia dies of starvation as a martyr 
in an underground dungeon. The vita recounts how Melaniia, at the time of 
Feodosiia's death, is in the wilderness and sees her spiritual daughter in a dream 

clothed in bright rich robes and surrounded by light, kissing an icon of Christ. 

Andrei describes Melaniia's vision in overtly iconographic terms, perhaps to 

encourage his reader-audience to visualize her as a saint. 162 After Feodosiia's burial 

and a short description of Mariia's death, Andrei provides more evidence of 

Feodosiia's sanctity by including Dosifei's admission that Feodosiia, together with 

Evdokiia and Mariia, had appeared to him in a vision as an angel while in 

158 Alissandratos, 'Narrative Patterning', pp. 33-36. 
159 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 456. 
160 Ibid., p. 476. 
161 Ibid., p. 468. Varlaam and loasaf are the heroes of the Tovest' o Varlaame i 

indiiskom tsareviche loasafe', a popular tale brought to Rus' in the eleventh century and 

which tells of Christian victory over paganism (see Tovest' o Varlaame i loasafe' in 

PLDR XII vek, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1980, pp. 197-226 and 
653-54). The tale has ancient roots, however, in a legendary Indian version of the life of 
Buddha (see Povest' o Varlaame i Ioasafe, ed. 0. V. Tvorogov, Leningrad, 1985, and I. N. 

Lebedeva, Tovest' o Varlaame i loasafe' in SKiK: Vyp. 1 (X1-pervaia polovina XIVv. ), 

ed. D. S. Likhachev, Leningrad, 1987, pp. 349-52). 

162 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 481. 
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Moscow, 163 and describing how Feodosiia's prayers and tears in the Caves 
Monastery had also returned Melaniia to health when the latter was seriously ill. 164 

The framework does, therefore, generally adhere to hagiographical structure. 
Alissandratos tentatively suggests that this vita provides 'a transitional shift in the 
development of narrative patterning from simpler medieval versions to more 
sophisticated modern ones within the genres of the saint's life and biography, or 
even perhaps for Russian prose in general'. 165 The structure and coherence of the 
Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi is indeed sophisticated by the standards of 
seventeenth-century Russian hagiography. As a result of Andrei's closeness to his 

subject, his desire to record events in accurate detail and in an easily 
comprehensible manner, the work is extremely focused and follows a logical line, 

avoiding the problem of disjointed episodic structure, endemic in earlier Russian 
hagiography. Continuous narrative allows the reader-audience's attention to 

concentrate upon one primary line of action instead of switching from one topic to 

another. The uncomplicated flow of the narrative, and especially the cyclical 
structure of events, allows Andrei to use the framework not only to underline the 
increasing brutality used against Feodosiia and her worthiness of martyrdom, but 

also to state repeatedly through her arguments the most important precepts of the 
Old Believers' faith. 166 

In light of this structural analysis, it becomes clear that neither of these works 

were conceived as secular tales, but rather as vitae motivated by the exemplary 

pious lives of the subjects. The authors choose either to adhere to or diverge from 

the traditional structure of high-style Russian vitae according to which aspect of 

their argument they wish to emphasize. In both cases, a significantly different 

perception of what constitutes sanctity (either a pious life as a layperson in the 

secular world, or else defence of the original tenets of Russian Orthodoxy) inspired 

the author to use both his knowledge and experience of the lay world and his very 

contemporary material to appeal more directly to the everyday existence of his 

reader-audience. This effort to communicate effectively is reflected in, for example, 

a greatly reduced use of the traditionally abstract portrayal of the protgonist in 

163 Ibid., pp. 481-82. 
164 Ibid., pp. 482-83. 
165 Alissandratos, 'Narrative Patterning', p. 45. 
166 It is interesting to note that the later redactions of this vita are shorter than the 
first and consistently edit out the passages of debate, choosing instead to stress 
descriptions of unrelenting torture and suffering. As a consequence, much of the 

contemporary and theological context is lost and the work moves closer to conventional 

martyrologies. 
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favour of a more familiar intimate depiction. The author was able, thus, to offer an 
alternative spiritual path to that of the official Orthodox Church, one which related 
more immediately to his reader-audience's everyday life. As with the northern 
Russian vitae, the fact that the hagiographers made this conscious decision 
indicates that they were aware of different levels of reception and reaction from 
their reader-audience and pitched their composition accordingly. Once again we see iz 
how authorial freedom and choice of this type actively encourage seculanng 
tendencies in literature by providing variations of the ecclesiastical structural norm. 

Narrative Style and Technique 

Since, understandably, it would not have occurred to the traditional ecclesiastical 
hagiographer to present such distinctive forms of religious experience as do 
Kallistrat and Andrei, one of the most interesting and novel facets of these vitae 
stems from their authors being laymen. Despite the fact that literacy had been 

steadily increasing over the past century, hagiographical writing would still have 
been an ambitious undertaking for any layman at this time, especially considering 
the sacred essence of hagiography. On the other hand, Kallistrat and Andrei had a 
far better understanding of the needs of their reader-audience, living and working 
as they did in a secular environment in daily contact with society as a whole than 

was possible for any member of the clergy, let alone the monastic clergy. As a 

result, their perspective was significantly different from that of the conventional 

ecclesiastical hagiographer; they were not as restrained and often used their 

material in unusual ways which, in turn, fostered a narrative technique and style 

unlike earlier hagiographical literature. As in the case of the northern Russian vitae, 
details of realia and topographical description are used to considerable effect, but 

we also find in these seventeenth-century vitae extensive use of emotive narrative, 
designed to affect, but distinct from the emotionalism in earlier vitae such as the 

Zhitie Stefana Permskogo, where direct expressions of the author's own emotion is 

designed to inspire reverence from the reader-audience and elevate the subject. 
Andrei and Kallistrat did not, however, coincide in all their aims: while 

Kallistrat wrote primarily to inspire emulation of Ul'ianiia's life, one of Andrei's 

important goals was a forceful polemic concerning the heresy of the Nikonian 

reforms. The inherent difference of these approaches is especially evident in 
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narrative technique and style. Kallistrat seeks to illustrate the spiritual importance 
of everyday routine and the possibility of achieving salvation in the secular world, 
and his narrative appropriately describes this routine against a background of real, 
yet not extraordinary, historical events such as plague and famine. Andrei, on the 
other hand, is caught up in one of the most turbulent periods of spiritual crisis 
experienced by the Russian Orthodox Church and his narrative tone often, 
especially during scenes of interrogation and torture, conveys an urgency unknown 
in earlier hagiography. Whereas Kallistrat composes from a position of relative 
security (as mentioned above, he was a respected gubnoi starosta), Andrei writes as 
a member of a persecuted minority, anxious to justify his beliefs and to counter 
convincingly every point of religious controversy put to Feodosiia by the Nikonian 

supporters. 
The use of realia in the Povest' ob Ul ranii Osor tnoi has already been discussed 

in some detail above (for example, details of Ul'ianiia's family, children and some 
secondary characters, her managing of household and estate, and her struggle to 
feed family and servants throughout times of famine), yet it is worth mentioning 
here that, unlike in the northern Russian vitae, Kallistrat does not confine these 
descriptions to certain passages but rather permeates the entire work with a sense 
of concrete reality; perhaps the layman's perspective unconsciously acknowledged 
the continuum of everyday life whereas the earlier ecclesiastical hagiographer only 

emphasized the realia of specific passages. 167 If one accepts this, then Kallistrat's 

seeming desire to imbue every aspect of Ul'ianiia's life with spiritual significance 

would certainly have led him to describe everyday routine just as much as the more 

extraordinary events in his mother's life. The absence of exordium and conclusio 

removes the traditional prayers, humility topos, and eulogies, leaving Kallistrat to 

focus on Ul "ianiia's everyday environment with little 'intrusion' from ecclesiastical 

rhetoric. What is more, standard hagiographical topoi are placed in a secular 

context and thereby given freshness and a sense of reality. We are told, for 

example, that when Ul'ianiia insisted upon fasting as a child, her cousin laughed at 
her and her aunt scolded her: ', co 6e3yMHa A! 4TO B TOJIMIleH MJIaZIOCTM n nOTb CBOIO 

M3HyPAewH, M KpacOTY leBbCTBeHyFO nory6HwH». '168 By showing this type of 

reaction from a concerned guardian to a familiar hagiographical topos, Kallistrat 

both underlines the ordinary nature of Ul'ianiia's surroundings and relatives and 

167 This is the case in the northern Russian vitae, for example, where ethnographic, 
sociological and topographical details provide material for realistic documentation, but 

are woven into the wider framework of an ecclesiastical environment; see pp. 65-77. 
168 LIO Kratkaia, p. 104. 
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also makes conventional topoi seem real and meaningful by placing them in a real 
life context. Likewise, when UVianiia- practises mortification of the flesh, she does 
so quietly and privately with no need to break her daily household routines. The 
miracle accounts illustrate a similar interweaving of the divine with the mundane, 
such as when Ul'ianiia's curious and doubting neighbours disbelieve the tales (told 
to them by the poor who receive food from Ul'ianiia during the 1601-04 famine) of 
sweet-tasting bread and, although they have plenty to eat themselves, ask Ul'ianiia 
for bread. They leave convinced that 'cropa3AH pa6H es; neyb xne6oB»', unaware 
that it is her prayers that made the bread sweet. 169 And later, when Ul'ianiia's 

grave is uncovered during the burial of her son Georgii, the vita explains that it is 
the wives of those present who open her coffin and discover the myrrh-like liquid 

which Kallistrat describes in very down-to-earth terms as 'AKH KBac 
cBeKOJIbHbIN'. 1° Thus Kallistrat blends the ecclesiastical motifs of the work into an 
uncomplicated chronological narrative, stressing the reality of his saintly 
protagonist's environment and presenting to his reader-audience a series of 
hagiographical topoi acted out in the credible context of everyday life. 

Placing his narrative in an identifiable context does not, however, detract 
from the impact of Kallistrat's work, nor render it banal. Instead, his realistic 
narratorial stance touches on issues very familiar to the reader-audience, often 

eliciting an equally realistic response. Apparently minor details such as Ul'ianiia 

washing the victims of plague are presented in a different light when Kallistrat 
0 

chases to add that many people locked themselves into their homes and refused 

entrance to those who might be infected. 171 Such action on UVianiia's part would 
have drawn an admiring reaction from many who had experienced times of plague. 
Clearly, the account of Ul'ianiia's distress when her sons are killed, although not 

overly dramatized, likewise touches a sympathetic chord. Kallistrat is thus seen to 

appeal to his reader-audience's emotions through simple accounts of the events in 

his mother's life and instruct them by detailing the guidance she received either 

from her husband or her own understanding of Christian piety, rather than relying 

on traditional didacticism. 

The Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi is more complex than Ul'ianüa's vita in terms 

of narrative technique and style; though the use of realia is very similar, it is only 

one of several methods favoured by Andrei to manipulate the reader-audience's 

emotive response to his subject. His polemic is by necessity more forceful than 

169 Ibid., p. 112. 
170 Ibid., p. 114. 
171 Ibid., p. 107. 
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Kallistrat's persuasive didacticism, as Andrei is actively seeking to disprove the 
validity of the Nikonian reforms rather than offer an alternative spiritual path to 
salvation. As with Kallistrat, Andrei weaves small real-life details through the vita 
rather than reserving them for specific episodes, mentioning Feodosiia's extended 
family and friends, her duties at court as well as the many topographical 

references, her stubborn refusal to walk anywhere when ordered and actions such 
as the confiscation and dispersal among the Tsar's boiars of her property. 172 At the 

same time Andrei goes much further than Kallistrat in his depiction of Feodosiia's 

environment not hesitating to include the practicalities of life, such as the details of 
being on a visit to an outside privy when she meets Elena: 'Be, nHKOH y6o +eozopt 
H3we, DWH Ha 3az HeN Kpbl7leu'b, Hl )Ke HCXOZIfT Ha Hy)KHyIO nOTpe6y 

. 
[.. ] $t )Ce H Ha 

yJwiut TO M$CTO TaKOBylo )Ce nOTpe6y HMaTb, e)Ke XOANTH Ty He noBeKOMb Ha 

o6. nertieHHe 4peBa'. 173On another level of practicality, we also learn of the reasons 

why Melanua is unwilling to tonsure Feodosiia; it would be too difficult to hide the 
fact that she had taken the veil, it might put other people at risk of punishment, she 

would not be able to celebrate her son's wedding (whenever that might be) as she 

ought, and, finally, it would be hypocritical to take the veil and then not attend 

church. "' When earlier hagiographical protagonists have come up against barriers 

to taking the tonsure it is almost without exception because of youth or parental 

objection, ' but in Feodosiia's case the explanation is overwhelmingly practical 

and entirely credible. In this way we see how Andrei, to a significantly greater 

extent than Kallistrat, weaves details of everyday life and routine into a primarily 
hagiogaphical narrative, bringing him closer to a lay reader-audience. 

Another narrative technique used to great effect by Andrei is the increasingly 

stark depiction of Feodosiia's interrogation and torture, orchestrating a crescendo 

of emotive reaction from the reader-audience. The early scenes of interrogation are 

not accompanied by physical contact and it is only when Feodosiia is carried on a 

chair to her first place of detention that the reader-audience is made aware of the 

physical imbalance of one woman against many men. Indeed, the vita notes the 

172 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', pp. 459 and 467. 
173 Ibid., p. 465. The only other hagiographical work which includes this type of 
detail is the autohagiographical Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, which will be examined 
in the next chapter. 
174 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 459. 
las For example, both Feodosii of the Kievan Caves Monastery and Kirill of 
Belozersk had to overcome parental objection (see 'Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo', pp. 310- 

14, and 'Zhitie Kirilla', pp. 56-62), and Feodosii also had to persuade Antonii that he 

was old enough to understand what he was embarking upon ('Zhitie Feodosiia 

Pecherskogo', p. 316). 
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disproportionate amount of men left to guard the women: in the Caves Monastery 
'npllCTaBJ1eHa 6bICTb K Hem' CTpa )Kä KptnKa A: , pBa roJ106bI CTpeJieuKHe, 

npeM$H AFOWec AC AeC ATHIO BOIlHbI, cTpe)Kaxy'. 176 Gradually, the encounters with the 
ecclesiastical authorities become more violent, beginning with the Patriarch's 
attempt to annoint her with oil and culminating in the scenes of torture. "? The 
latter are described in vivid and gruesome detail; three men use hot irons on each 
woman individually followed by an instrument to shake the body violently, hanging 
by the arms, whipping, beating and freezing in the snow in an attempt to change 
their minds, but all in vain. 178 The reader-audience has been made fully aware of 
the gender inequality and brutality of this passage through the recent reaction of 
Evdokiia to the Patriarch's attempts to annoint her: '0 6e3CTy23HVIM m 6e3yMHNV1I TITO 

ce TBOpMTe? He BtCTe 2111, AKO )KeHa eCMb? '179Playing up the fact that aristocratic 

women are tortured in such a degrading manner, Andrei effectively elicits 
sympathy not only for the physical plight of the women but also, by extension, 
their cause (the audience-subject relationship already established earlier in the vita 
helps in this process). This sympathy is later heightened by the dramatic 
description of their time in the Borovsk underground dungeon where 'OHM B 
r iy6OKON TeMHML t npeTepntwa, OT r Tana CTy)KaeMIl, BO TMt HeCB$THMtI OT 

3a, L1yxi 60 3eMHbIA, nOHeice napaM 3eMHbIM CnepWVIMCA BeJIHKy HMb TOWHOTy 

TBOp Awe. H cpa4mu% MM'b npeM$H ATM, HI4 M3MbWBaTM HeBO3MO )KHO 6t'. 180 To put the 

emotive qualities of Andrei's narrative into perspective, comparison can be made 
with the scenes of torture described in Paraskeva's vita. When Paraskeva is beaten, 
for example, we are told that 'HM eZIMHOrO rAaca VlcnyCTII; HO 3p Awe Ha He6o, 

c, naa Auwe rocnona Hawero, Yillcyc'b XpiCTa', 181 which, while admirably emphasizing 
her pious faith, does not arouse the same sympathy and identification as 
Feodosiia's very human response of fear. 

Long passages of dialogue and debate are a prominent feature of Andrei's 

narrative and, as with the northern Russian vitae, further help to locate the work in 

a time and place. The debates mainly centre around the rights and wrongs of the 

Nikonian reforms, allowing Andrei to engage in detailed polemic, and, as 

mentioned above, presents Feodosiia's arguments as more persuasive and clearer 

than her opponents'. Use of dialogue in such instances helps not only to show 

176 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 465. 
177 Ibid., pp. 470-71. 
178 Ibid., pp. 472-73. 
179 Ibid., p. 471. 
180 Ibid., p. 478. 
181 Velikie Minei Chet i, cols 1975-76. 
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Feodosiia as morally superior to her Nikonian interrogators, but also clarifies the 
theological issues which might otherwise have proved overly complex for a text 
that would most often be read aloud. Feodosiia is shown as anxious to ensure that 
ordinary folk understand her struggle, forcing the cart that carries her to church one 
day to stop so that she can address a group of 'true believers': '«CTapHubi! ITO ce 
TBOpHTe, B. na'awe mA? EAa a3b XOWY MOJINTHC AC BaMH? »'18 Andrei's decision to 

use direct instead of reported speech in this instance has the effect of directing 
Feodosiia's words to the reader-audience as well as the true believers of the vita. 
Other passages of dialogue and direct speech emphasize the roles of relation, 
friend and comforter; Feodosiia's long conversation with Rtishchev and Anna, for 

example, where they talk of their faith and their children, 183 and Evdokiia's 

attempt to comfort Feodosiia when their personal icons are confiscated at 
Borovsk. IM Similarly, the conversation between Evdokiia and her husband Petr (in 

which he warns her of impending trouble for Feodosiia) helps the reader-audience 
to place even the secondary characters in a context of reality, in this case 
Evdokiia's home. Andrei appears also to favour the inclusion of tiny details 

concerning the passages of dialogue which add atmosphere as well as authorial 

commentary. For instance, when reporting back to the Tsar that he has found 

Evdokiia in Feodosiia's home as well, the Archimandrite Ioakim, 'npH6, nH )c1BC A 
6. nr3 H nowenTa eMy Bo yxo, '185 a description which conveys the suitably 

conspiratorial manner of the enemy. 
Both Kallistrat and Andrei clearly admired their subjects and fervently 

believed in the ideas they propounded through these characters. The narrative 
technique and style of each work is measured to convey to the reader-audience in a 

comprehensible and credible manner the religious import of these causes. 
Kallistrat's didactic approach is far more subtle than that of earlier hagiographers 

and, emphasizing the realistic context of secular life, allows his reader-audience to 

identify with Ul'ianiia as a real person to an unprecedented degree. Identification, 

in turn, helps in the process of inspiring emulation of Ul'ianiia's extraordinary 

piety. This is also true of Andrei's portrayal of Feodosiia, even though his aims are 

primarily polemical rather than inspiring emulation through didactic illustration. 

The frequent use of emotive narrative elicits a sympathetic response to Ul'ianiia 

and Feodosiia, further reflecting a willingness on the authors' part for the reader- 

182 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 465. 
183 Ibid., pp. 456-58. 
184 Ibid., p. 477. 
185 Ibid., p. 462. 
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audience to relate to the protagonist as a real person instead of an abstract figure 
embodying Christian virtues, as seen in earlier hagiography. Such choices made by 
the authors concerning narrative technique and style thus help to bring their 
subjects alive and place them in a specific time and place, which, in turn, often 
places these vitae closer to secular biography than the traditions of rhetorical 
hagiography. 

The Treatment of Time 

In the previous chapters we saw how the authors generally failed to observe 
hagiographical conventions of universal Christian time, but rather emphasized a 
concrete temporal framework far closer to contemporary reality which, in turn, 
brought the subject of the vita closer to the reader-audience without adversely 
affecting the religious significance of the work. It was noted in Chapter One that 
this type of temporal definition destroys much of the epic distancing technique 

commonly used by hagiographers. In the case of the Povest' ob Ul ianii Osor inoi and 
the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, we find some similar aspects in the treatment of 
time, although in these vitae the spiritual import is stressed far more clearly than in 

the northern vitae and can be seen to constitute a form of conventional universal 
Christian time. 

In both vitae epic distance is almost totally sacrificed to the measure of 
concrete historical and contemporary time; there is no sense of 'absolute past'. 
Kallistrat's composition can be dated to no later than twenty-five years after the 
death of his mother, and Andrei had completed his work only two years after his 

subject's death; it can therefore be assumed that the reader-audience would have 

experienced or at least been familiar with the social, historical and political 
backdrop to these works. In the case of Olga, Paraskeva and the two Evfrosiniias, 

the gap of several centuries between actual events and written record destroyed 

any such sense of familiarity on the part of the reader-audience, replacing it with 

epic distance. Exact dates and historical refences allow the reader-audience to 

place many of the related episodes in a recognizable context: Ul'ianiia's vita, for 

example, opens with the words 'Bo n HM 6. naroeepHaro uap sH ee JwlKoro KH A3 A 

HoaHHa BacMnweBmHa ece c PyciH, '1 which renders the first famine identifiable as 

that of 1570 and the plague that of 1571. The second famine (1601-04) is dated in 

186 u0 Kratkaia, p. 103. 
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the narrative to the reign of Boris Godunov. 1 ' Likewise, in the Povest' o boiaryne 
Morozovoi the historical context is specifically linked to the time of the Schism with 
both secular and ecclesiastical authorities playing major roles in Feodosiia's life 
story and accordingly identified. Indeed, such is the specificity of time and location 
throughout the entire vita that the reader-audience can easily and accurately follow 
Feodosiia's progression from home to one prison/monastery after another from 
November 1671 to the winter of 1673. Mazunin comments that this borders on 
'penopTepcKaA CPKKcauIA co6bwTHH', '88 although it was most likely simply another 
narratorial device through which Andrei pressed home to his reader-audience the 
reality of Feodosiia's trials and torture. 

In both vitae the frequent use of minutiae and intimate knowledge of the 
environment and relationships of the two women with other characters helps the 
authors to strengthen the closeness of reader-audience and protagonists which, in 
turn, encourages a process of identification and awareness that the subjects were 
women who lived in the lay world and shared with the reader-audience many 
everyday concerns. Such contextualization of the protagonist is an important 

secularizing tendency in hagiography of this period, including not only themes and 
motifs of the lay world but also contemporary identifiable protagonists. One 

common authorial device which contributes to the sense of contemporary realia of 
the works is the naming of family members and friends. Details of Ul'ianiia's 

parents, for example, are plentiful in the Kratkaia and, as mentioned above, those of 
her parents-in-law are expanded upon in the Prostrannaia 1.189 Feodosiia's family 

origins are extensively chronicled as well as several of her ties (by marriage, blood 

and friendship) to members of the Tsar's Court. 190 Another method of 

contextualization used by both authors is the inclusion of incidental material of an 

almost personal nature, not always directly related to the sanctity of the women. 
Ul'ianiia's vita recounts, for instance, that she lived chastely with Georgii for ten 

years after the death of her second son and that she later moved her household to a 

village near Nizhnii-Novgorod in the same year as the second famine began. 191 

Indeed, her life is often presented as a series of conventional stages in a woman's 
life (marriage, childbirth, caring for family and managing a household and estate), 

187 Ibid., pp. 106,107 and 111, respectively. 
188 See A. I. Mazunin's 'Commentary' in Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 674. 
189 For more on the historical accuracy of Ul'ianiia's family, see Skripil', Tovest' ob 
Uliianii Osor'inoi', pp. 260-64. 
190 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', pp. 455-58. See also Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, 
pp. 4-12. 
191 UO Kratkaia, pp. 109 and 111, respectively. 
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than the usual stages of the hagiographical protagonist (birth, childhood, training, 
podvig, death), although the two are here inextricably intertwined. Feodosiia's vita 
often describes the setting of a scene prior to the commencement of action or 
argument, such as when Archimandrite Ioakim arrives at her home and '+eonopa 
BO3J1 R )Ce ma nyXOBNK'b CBON, 6JIN3 HKOHbI npecB ATbI A EOropO, pjubl 4eo opOBCKH A. 

KH flri1H A )Ke OTH17e s 4to naHb, H )Ke yCTpoeH$ B TOM )Ke nOCTe. 71HOM', 192 and later 

when she is carried from her home at the beginning of her imprisonment, we are told 
that 'CbIH )Ke npenO, Z1O6HbIt1 HBaH rJ1t6oaH4b nposo, pH w no cpe23HAro KpbMJlbUa H 

W noKJ1OHHBC A em co3azw, OHa H He BVIZI AWH ero, m naKH BO3BpaTHC fi BCn; ITb'. 1 Such 

minor and apparently insignificant details help the reader-audience place the 
protagonists in an everyday contemporary context which renders the tales more 
tangible, and thus more credible, than those composed using epic distancing as a 
temporal framework. 

Concrete realia, however, do not detract from the spiritual aspects of these 

vitae. As already noted, Kallistrat was writing at a time when the spiritual revival 

of seventeenth-century Muscovy was beginning. In his work he offers his reader- 

audience the reassurance . that, despite the instabilities of the Time of Troubles, a 

more personal form of faith rather than blind adherence to traditional precepts and 

practices could be pursued and salvation achieved through charity and a pure life 

in the lay world. Ul'ianiia's alternative exemplary spiritual path can be described 

as a contemporary guide to living piously within the boundaries of and, as a part 

of, the universal Christian time-frame. 

In the case of Feodosiia's vita, the spiritual significance of the temporal 

context is more complicated. The Old Believers were struggling not only to preserve 
the pre-Nikonian rituals and faith, but also to return, as they saw it, to God's 

predestined path for humankind. Nikon, in their eyes, was effectively inciting 

blasphemous practices by disrupting divine destiny. Obeying his reforms meant 

that God was no longer worshipped and the saints were no longer venerated as 

they ought to be, and salvation in the Kingdom of God was thus rendered 

unattainable. Feodosiia's battle can be seen in part as the need to regain universal 
Christian time for all Russian Orthodox. 

The different locations throughout the vita also reflect Feodosiia's struggle 

with secular and ecclesiastical authorities: just as she begins her public defiance of 

State and Church by refusing to attend a State function (the celebration of the 

192 Tovest' o boiaryne Morozovoi', p. 461. 
193 Ibid., pp. 462-63. 
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Tsar's second marriage), she ends it with martyrdom in an underground cell at the 
Borovsk fortress, a domain of the State. In between she fights her battle on church 
ground (the Chudov, St Aleksei, Caves and Novodevichii Monasteries), symbols of 
the institution she wished to protect from the Nikonian heresy, and places where 
she was always spiritually victorious over interrogation and torture by her 

persecutors. 
Constant identification of the better-known historical figures in the vita also 

assists the frame of univeral time. Nikon, who was regarded by the Old Believers 

as the Antichrist, and the Tsar his colleague were the supreme opponents in the 
fight to protect the true faith. Recording these events was akin to documenting the 
final fall of humankind and hence it was appropriate for the hagiographer to name 
them and all their associates (the Archimandrite loakim, Patriarch Pitirim and so 
forth). Similarly, Feodosiia refers to the universal Christian time-frame when faced 

with the detrimental effect upon her son of her chosen path: 'He xowy, He xowy, 
wazjA cbIHa ceoero, ce6e nory6HTH; awe m eIyHOpopeH MH ecTb, HO XpHCTa a3 

jiFo6ow 6o. nee cbIHa'. 1" Ivan Glebovich is her earthly son, yet she understands that 

the divine Son is ultimately more important which, in turn, reinforces her position 

as an imitatio Marii figure. Viewed in this light, the concept of universal Christian 

time is seen to be ever-present in this vita. By deliberately stressing Feodosiia's 

mission to protect the true faith, the author, consciously or unconsciously, 

continually places the narrative frame within the greater context of universal time. 

Thus, although the authors of both works had little choice other than to 

preserve the temporal proximity of events to their reader-audiences, it appears that 

they actively chose to use their two subjects as contemporary illustrations of how 

sanctity may be attained in a secular environment through pious adherence to, as 
they saw it, the correct Russian Orthodox practices and precepts. Approaching the 

temporal context of their work in this way, presenting a contemporary, 

personalized and very real example of sanctity, furthermore allowed the 

hagiographers to preserve the essential universal Christian significance of time. 

194 Ibid., p. 458. 
195 A. D. Stender-Petersen (ed. ), Anthology of Old Russian Literature, New York, 
1954, p. 380. 
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Conclusion 

The vitae of Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia play a very important role in the evolution of 
Russian hagiographical literature. Compared to their early female saintly 
predecessors, who are remembered more for their legendary activities and pre- 
Christian values than for adherence to the traditional patterns of Orthodox imitatio 
Marii, UYianiia and Feodosiia are depicted as contemporary hagiogaphical 

heroines who blend a revived strong female character type with many of the 

requisite qualities of Marian idealization. Furthermore, in contrast to, for example, 
Evfrosiniia of Polotsk and Evfrosiniia of Suzdal' who are said to have spent the 

majority of their pious lives in convents, these seventeenth-century protagonists 
lived and worked in the lay world. Such changes of character type and environment 

reflect a changing perception of sanctity: no longer did female saints have to prove 
their worth either as semi-mythical larger-than-life heroines, or within a framework 

of male sanctity adhering to an imitatio Christi life pattern rather than the Marian 

ideal. Instead two real women from the lay world are accepted as worthy of 

sanctity on account of their pious Christian lives and defence of the faith, both of 

which illustrate how the Marian ideal may be translated into realistic attainable 

values. Kallistrat and Andrei offered spiritual inspiration in a convincingly 

alternative form to that of the established Orthodox Church; in the case of 
Kallistrat, a more personal path of devotion which promised spiritual salvation 

without the need to follow a monastic way of life, and with Andrei, a polemic 

which argues for a return to the true precepts of the Orthodox faith in order to 

avoid Ni konia n heresy. 

Although the intention of both authors was without doubt to compose vitae, 

the nature of their subject material meant that they questioned the authority and 

direction of the official Church. The increasing intrusion of realia into the 

hagiographical structure, narrative and topoi of both works illustrates not only a 

significantly different authorial perspective from that of earlier hagiographers 

(linked to the fact that Kallistrat and Andrei were both laymen), but also a growing 

authorial freedom and conscious choice and manipulation of literary presentation, 

which in turn indicates the influences of secularizing tendencies. 

Detailed character portraits of Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia constitute another 

important development in hagiographical evolution. The stereotyped 

hagiographical protagonist gives way to far more individualized and credible 

portraits with which the reader-audience could identify and which also actively 

sought a sympathetic response, rather than simply offering didactic illustration. 
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Psychological motivation likewise plays a part in establishing the rationale of the 

protagonists and mysterious divine predestination becomes almost obsolete. In this 

way the authors move closer towards a realistic depiction of their characters and 
the world they inhabit; in the words of Stender-Petersen, 'hagiography began to 

grow out of religious motivation and into literary art'. 195 

195 A. D. Stender-Petersen (ed. ), Anthology of Old Russian Literature, New York, 

1954, p. 380. 
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CHAPTEk Fc 

Autohagiography 

The term autohagiography is a generic compromise, applied in this chapter to 
vitae composed, in part or whole, by the main protagonist of the text. Belonging 
exclusively neither to the wider corpus of hagiographical works, nor to the genre 
of autobiography, these works represent a further major step in the evolution of 
hagiography. This chapter will examine three seventeenth-century 
autohagiographical works, the Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, napisannoe im samim, the 
Zhitie Epifaniia and the Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, im samim napisannoe, and 
establish their significance in the context of secularizing tendencies in 
hagiography. 

Autohagiography, on one hand, shares many of the characteristics of 
earlier hagiography and clearly adheres to many of the conventions, although on 
the other hand, the very nature of this type of composition is essentially 
different: first, the transition from the traditional third-person hagiographer to a 
first-person narrator opens up scope for subjective analysis, control over 
presentation and manipulation of the material. To a certain degree, in first- 

person narrative the identity of the author and his concrete surroundings emerge 
through his words allowing the reader-audience to grasp his psychological 

motivation more easily. Likhachev rightly points to a decreasing tendency to 

understand human nature in a purely abstract context through the early Russian 

period, ' a feature reflected in the autohagiographies. Secondly, the fundamental 

intention of the autohagiographer is different from that of the hagiographer who 

writes not only to offer his reader-audience a model of extraordinary Christian 

piety and ideals, but also often with the objective of promoting officially 

recognized sanctity. Instead, the autohagiographer merely offers his reader- 

audience a Christian life which he considers worthy of emulation; recognized 

sanctity is not necessarily the primary aim. In light of this, the reasons that the 

life is worth emulating may themselves be different and emphasize less purely 

traditional spiritual values. Furthermore, in the seventeenth-century works under 

examination, this emulatory model is very much a part of the layman's world 

and the author deliberately tailors his narrative in order to communicate 

effectively with his reader-audience. All of these factors clearly illustrate the 

1 D. S. Likhachev, Velikii put'- stanovlenie russkoi literatury XI-XVII vekov, 
Moscow, 1987, p. 205. 
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growth of secularizing tendencies in literature in Muscovy, the Church's loss of 
monopolistic literary control and an authorial willingness to use edificatory 
sacred literature to promote ecclesiastical dissent. 

The most important of the texts examined below date specifically from 
the second half of the seventeenth century, one of the most turbulent periods in 
the history of the Russian Orthodox Church and a time caught on the boundaries 

of the medieval and modern eras which saw innovation in almost every sphere of 
life. The great socio-political changes that occurred in Russia at the end of the 
sixteenth century and throughout the seventeenth century provided almost hot- 
house conditions for the spread and development of secularizing tendencies in 
the ecclesiastical, political and social arenas just as much as in literature, and a 
brief survey of the time will highlight the most important changes in religious 
practice and attitudes and, in turn, provide the context for literary 
developments. 

The Historical Context 

As previously discussed in Chapter Three, the seventeenth century was a period 

of major transition in Muscovy when both State and Church faced a series of 
crises which led to widespread civic and spiritual discontent? The authority of 
the established Orthodox Church as the purveyor of truth and divine 

righteousness began to be questioned by disillusioned factions who proposed 

variations on and sometimes radically alternative paths of Orthodox belief and 

practice. The second half of the seventeenth century especially saw widespread 

confusion as Patriarch Nikon attempted to implement his programme of Church 

reforms which aimed to restore the dented respect, power and glory of the 

Russian Church. 3 Georg Bernhard Michels suggests that whilst Nikon's liturgical 

reforms remained a point of contention only for a relatively small group, many 

more were adversely affected by other areas of reform, such as the huge tax rises 

2 See Chapter Three, pp. 137-40, and Potter, Russian Church, pp. 100-19. 
3 For a discussion of Nikon's Skrizhal in which he laid down the basic precepts of 
his vision of Church reform and management, see ibid., pp. 153-66. See also Paul 

Meyendorff, Russia, Ritual, and Reform: the Liturgical Reforms of Nikon in the 17th 

Century, Crestwood, New York, 1991, pp. 127-217. 
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payable by parish priests and the 'arbitrary confiscation of icons'. 4 Such 
confusion merely added to the general state of discontent and reinforced the 
redirection of spiritual focus from a primarily public form of worship, sanctioned 
by the established Church, to a more private faith with an emphasis upon 
individual morality. Bushkovitch notes that 'new currents of ideas and new 
forms of learning and expression were coming to Russia from the Ukraine, and 
some Russian writers [... ] were responding', although the Muscovites did not 
adopt contemporary Ukrainian trends wholesale; for the Muscovites, pride and 
avarice appeared the worst vices which they aimed to combat through preaching 
and work among the laity -5 

One of the most effective vehicles for disseminating the new emphasis on 
morality was the sermon; 'both Reformation and Counter Reformation had 

resulted in an enormous increase in the role of preaching among Protestants and 
Catholics', which, Bushkovitch argues, led to homiletic art travelling with the 
invading armies and being introduced to Muscovy at the beginning of the 

seventeenth century. 6 One important difference found in seventeenth-century 
homiletics compared with highbrow ecclesiastical sermonizing of the past is that 

the former introduced a new style of preaching, readily accessible to ordinary 
folk, appealing to familiar concepts and employing the vernacular instead of 
Church Slavonic (often incomprehensible to ordinary folk). This new practice and 

understanding of homiletics offered timely assistance to those in Russia who now 

sought a more intimate understanding of their faith: 

[... ] the whole purpose of the sermon was to move the individual 
listener, not the community or the state, to a better life. Differences 
remained, for the Russian preachers stressed humility and charity, 
not justice and restraint, but they also had moved beyond 
asceticism to a morality designed for action in the world. In this 
way they created a foundation for the future.? 

The concept of 'morality designed for action in the world' played an important 

role in determining alternative methods of Orthodox practice from as early as the 

first half of the seventeenth century, and was reflected in hagiographical works 

such as the Povest ' ob Ul ianii Osor inoi. This new emphasis upon morality 

4 See Georg Bernhard Michels, Myths and Realities of the Russian Schism: the 
Church and its Dissenters in Seventeenth Century Muscovy, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1991, 

pp. 151-59. 
Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, pp. 147-48. 

6 Ibid., p. 179. 
7 Ibid. 
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rapidly gained in popularity, strongly supported by the revniteli starogo 
blagochestiia (Zealots of Piety) for example, who 'objected to many of the popular 
religious festivals, were appalled at the drunkenness and generally unchristian 
morals of the people, and felt they needed to improve the liturgy and introduce 
sermons to Christianize the Russian people properly'. 8 Especially suited to the 
white clergy who were most active in small towns and villages outside urban 
Muscovy and far from established monastic centres, the new and accessible type 
of preaching favoured by the Zealots often faced hostility, particularly concerning 
popular religious traditions. Yet, with their roots commonly in parish 
communities and their training in the lay world rather than the monastic 
environment of the black clergy, the Zealots held the advantage of a better 

acquaintance with the audience and hence more effective communication. 9 
Thus we find in the second half of the seventeenth century a continuation 

of the activities of people such as Kallistrat and Andrei, a movement away from 
the established Church in favour of alternatives, be these new private forms of 
worship in the secular world, as propounded by Kallistrat, or else a retreat into 
the apparent security of centuries-old ritual and tradition, together with a 
resistance to secular influences, as illustrated by Andrei in the Povest' o boiaryne 
Morozovoi. Contemporary literature illustrates many of the conflicting ideologies 

of this time, one of which, as mentioned in Chapter Three, was 'a confusion of 
genres, and a predilection for hybrid forms'. 10 This study proposes that one 
important such hybrid form which surfaced during this time was 
autohagiography. 

The fact that these life-stories were composed by the subject logically 

suggests their classification as autobiographical. In contrast to the tendency in 

conventional rhetorical hagiography to reduce the individual features of the 

saintly protagonist to an abstract embodiment of Christian virtues presented in 

the temporal context of the universal Christian calendar, in these three 

autohagiographies the focus is very often firmly upon the individual, whose 

achievements and trials are inextricably linked to a background of specific 
historical events. In this respect, the works are closer to definitions of biography 

8 Ibid., p. 54. 
9 For background on the Zealots of Piety, see Kenneth N. Brostrom 'Introduction' 
in Archpriest Avvakum: The Life Written by Himself, Ann Arbor, Michigan, pp. 1-33 
(3-12), and Zernov, Eastern Christendom, pp. 144-45. 
10 See pp. 139-40. 
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than hagiography. ll Yet the intention of the author and often the nature of both 
content and structure is undoubtedly closer to hagiography. To understand better 
the hybrid peculiarities of autohagiography, the basic features of autobiography 
must be examined. 

Autobiography is an apparently retrospective and chronological account 
of the author's life, constructed from an essentially introspective viewpoint which 
pretends to accuracy. 12 Pure autobiography is the most demanding form of this 

genre while most autobiographical writing falls into other categories such as 
memoir, diary composition or the autobiographical novel. Laura Marcus 
describes autobiography as 'the evocation of a life as a totality' and 
autobiographical intention as a sincere 'attempt to understand the self and to 

explain that self to others', whereas less rigorous forms of autobiographical 
literature offer only an 'anecdotal depiction of people and events'. 13 Memoirs 

tend to be constructed in a less unified manner than pure autobiography and 
concentrate less on an introspective self-analysis by the author than on events 
witnessed and encounters enjoyed; diary composition is written without the 

perspective of time; and the autobiographical novel does not pretend to observe 

accuracy strictly. The contents of all these forms are filtered through the prism of 

authorial perspective and, in the case of pure autobiography, memoir and 

autobiographical novel, that of memory as well. 14 The final outcome always 
depends upon the author's ability to recapture elapsed time as well as the degree 

to which he/she chooses to filter or slant his information; together these can be 

said to constitute a form of autobiographical consciousness. 
This study suggests that autohagiography can be defined as a 

combination of varying elements of autobiography and hagiography; an 

autobiography which presents itself, to varying levels, in terms of content and 

structure as a vita and, importantly, in which the author puts forward his own 

life as a type of model of Christian virtue worthy of emulation. Autohagiography, 

11 For discussion of the generic differences between hagiography and biography, 

see the Introduction, pp. 26-28. 
12 For critical debate on introspection in autobiography see Laura Marcus, 
Auto/biographical Discources: Theory, Criticism, Practice, Manchester, 1994 (hereafter 

Marcus, Discources), pp. 4-5, and Karl J. Weintraub, The Value of the Individual: Self 

and Circumstance in Autobiography, Chicago, Illinois, 1978. 
13 Marcus, Discources, p. 3. For further discussion on the perceived distinction 
between 'serious' and 'popular' autobiography, see ibid., Chapter One. 
14 See Jane Gary Harris, 'Diversity of Discource: Autobiographical Statements in 

Theory and Praxis' in Autobiographical Statements in Twentieth-Century Russian 

Literature, ed. Jane Gary Harris, Princeton, New Jersey, 1990, pp. 3-35 (15-17). 
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more than any other kind of hagiographical hybrid examined in this thesis, sits on 
the borderline between secular biography and sacred vita. To use a corruption of 
Paul Alexander's idea of 'semi-secular hagiography' and 'semi-secular 
biography', 15 it is also possible to define autohagiography as 'semi- 
autobiographical hagiography' and 'semi-hagiographical autobiography'. 

The Texts 

Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, napisannoe im samim 
Eleazar, born at the end of the sixteenth century to the Sevriukov merchant 
family in the town of Kozel'sk, was the founder of the monastery on Anzersk 
Island close to the estuary of the River Onega, where he led the monks for many 
years before his death on 13 April 1656. There are three hagiographical works 
linked to Eleazar: his autobiographical vita, also known as the svitok; the official 
Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, composed in 1700 by the monk Makarii from the 
Anzersk Monastery; 16 and the later Istoria vkratse o prepodobnem Eleazara 
Anzerskago skita nachalnike, most likely based upon the official vita. 17 Of greatest 
interest here is the first work, written by Eleazar himself sometime during 1636- 
56,1 which recounts the main events of his life on the island and the building of 
the monastery. There are ten copies of this work, dating from the mid- 
seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries, whose titles range from the traditional 
'XMTm Mfo ei3H npeno tlo6Haro oTUa Hawero EJIea3apa H0 3a'aT M *HTH n ero 

Ha AK3epc om OCTpoBe mo YCTPO@HHH CKHTa Ho BMZ1eHN RRX ero mo npOT4eM', to 

the much less formal 'KeJIeIHaA 3anHCKa npenO, p06Haro OTlla Hawero EJleä3äpa 

AmapcxarO Mo 3a4aTHM )KVITH fA erO Ha AH3epCKOM OCTpoBe'. This study will use 
the oldest reliable extant copy dating from the end of the seventeenth century, 
GPB, Solovki collection, No. 599 (618), and first published with corrections and 

is See Alexander, 'Secular Biography', pp. 204-05. 
16 Seventeen copies of this work are known, dating from the 1720s to the end of the 

nineteenth century, and are found in manuscript repositories in Arkhangel'sk, Moscow, 
St Petersburg and Tver'. 
17 There exists only one copy of this text (in the Solovki Paterik), GPB, Sofiiskii 

collection, No. 452. 
18 Based on the only date in the work (1615, the year Eleazar arrived in Anzersk) 

and Eleazar's own account of his visions, the date of composition is most likely to be the 
late 1630s. See E. V. Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia i zhitie v drevnerusskoi 
literature, St Petersburg, 1996 (hereafter Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia), pp. 145-46. 
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commentary by L. A. Dmitriev. 19 Though the least sophisticated (and earliest) of 
the autohagiographical works examined in this chapter, this work nonetheless 
serves as an interesting forerunner to the more developed texts. 

Zhitie Epifaniia 

The Elder Epifanii was born in a small town to a peasant family in the first half 
of the seventeenth century. He trained at the Monastery on Solovki before 
heading into the wilderness where he spent most of his life prior to persecution 
and imprisonment in the northern fortress town of Pustozersk. A well-known 
Old Believer (though less voluble than his fellow-prisoner in the Pustozersk 
dungeons, Archpriest Avvakum), he was burned at the stake on 14 April 1682 
together with Avvakum, the priest Lazarus and Deacon Fedor. Epifanii's 

autohagiographical Zhitie Epifaniia was not the first major document he penned: 
circa 1666 he composed a polemic on the Nikonian reforms intended to enlighten 
Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich. At the same time he wrote his avtobiograficheskie 
zapiski, destined to become the original version of Part One of his two-part vita. 
There are two redactions of the vita of which the earlier (known as the Ranniaia) 
is preserved in an eighteenth-century collection, GBL, Barsov collection, No. 654, 

and has been published by N. F. Droblenkova. 20 This text, convincingly dated by 
her to circa 1671, will be used for comparative examination where necessary. 
There are two versions of the later Okonchatel 'naia redaction, composed circa 
1673-75: this study will use the manuscript from the Zavoloko collection, IRLI, 
Manuscript repository, op. 24, No. 43, as this is the fullest version known. 21 

Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, im samim napisannoe 
The autohagiography of one of the most well-known characters of the 

seventeenth-century Church Schism, the belligerent and fanatical Archpriest 

Avvakum, enjoys considerable popularity in Russian literary (and historical) 

19 'Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, napisannoe im samim' in PLDR: XVII vek. Kniga 

vtoraia, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1989, pp. 299-304 and 622-23 
(hereafter 'Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo'). For more information on the various copies of 
this work, and especially the unreliability of the mid-seventeenth-century copy, see 
Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia, pp. 141-44. 
20 See N. F. Droblenkova, 'Ranniaia redaktsiia Zhitiia Epifaniia', TODL, 29, 
1974, pp. 223-42 (hereafter Droblenkova, 'Ranniaia redaktsiia Zhitiia Epifaniia') 
(234-42). 
21 See ibid., p. 225. The text of the Okonchatel 'naia redaction is published with a 
commentary by N. F. Droblenkova in PLDR: XVII vek. Kniga vtoraia, eds L. A. 
Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1989, pp. 310-36 and 625-32 (hereafter 'Zhitie 
Epifaniia'). 
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research. 22Avvakum was born on 20 November 1620 in the village of Grigorovo 
(Nizhnii Novgorod area) where his father Petr was a priest. His life ended on 14 
April 1682 when he was burned at the stake after many years of exile, 
persecution and imprisonment. The vita is the longest of his eighty-odd written 
works; it was composed, edited and reworked during the last fifteen years of his 
life in the Pustozersk dungeon. There are four extant redactions, all significantly 
different from each other, and their dating will be examined briefly below (see 
Structure). 21 The most complete manuscript (BAN, V. G. Druzhinin collection, 
No. 746, ll. 188-284) is the second redaction (circa 1673) and is used in this 
study. 24 Avvakum cut much material from the third and fouth redactions, 
probably on account of its questionable hagiographical value. Reference will be 

made where necessary, however, to earlier and later redactions. 

The Contextual Hagiographical Background 

The term 'autobiography' had no currency in Russia until the early nineteenth 

century, although a broader concept of autobiographical writing enjoyed a 
lengthy history prior to this time. Following the Byzantine tradition, for example, 
deathbed testaments and admonitions to wives, children and/or fellow brethren 

were not unusual, and often included a degree of subjective reminiscence about 
the dying man's life. 25Vladimir Monomakh's Pouchenie (circa 1125), 26 in effect his 

testament, is frequently mistakenly cited as the first example of Russian 

autobiography. It is, however, unclear whether Monomakh himself wrote the 

Pouchenie, whether he dictated it to a scribe, or whether it was reconstructed from 

22 See, for example, A. T. Shashkov, 'Avvakum, Petrov' in SKiK Vyp. 3 (XVII v. ). 
Chast' 1, A-Z, ed. D. S. Likhachev, St Petersburg, 1992, pp. 16-29. 
23 For a full list of the various redactions and their variants, see N. S. Demkova, 
Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma (tvorcheskaia istoriia proizvedeniia), Leningrad, 1974 
(hereafter Demkova, Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma), pp. 12-66 and 140. 
24 It is published in full, together with a selection of his other written works, as 
'Zhitie Avvakuma' in PLDR: XVII vek. Kniga vtoraia, eds L. A. Dmitriev and D. S. 
Likhachev, with notes and commentary by N. S. Demkova, Moscow, 1989, pp. 351-97 

and 636-57 (hereafter 'Zhitie Avvakuma'). 
25 However, the tendency to amend or even totally rewrite manuscripts according 
to expediency leaves doubts over authenticity in some cases. See, as an example, the 

case of laroslav the Wise's Pouchenie as discussed in Franklin and Shepard, Emergence, 

p. 248. 
26 'Pouchenie Vladimira Monomakha' in PLDR: XI-nachalo X11 veka, eds L. A. 
Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1978, pp. 392-413 and 459-63; this text is 

published using the only extant manuscript GPB, F. p. No. 2. 
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posthumous third-party memories. The second of these alternatives raises the 
possibility of scribal interference in an attempt to 'refine' or clarify the contents 
or style, while the third nullifies it as autobiography. The so-called autobiography 
forms the final section of the tripartite Pouchenie and describes various incidents 
from Vladimir's life which illustrate the advice given in the first two sections of 
the Pouchenie 27 Although the life story constitutes a novel part of the work, the 

evidence suggests that Vladimir did not intend the piece as a whole to function 

as pure autobiography: a more accurate term for it is perhaps 'didactic 

autobiography'. 21 

Rather more common than the deathbed testament tradition was the 

monastic custom of recording the events of a holy man's life story in the form of 
biographical notes (biograficheskie zapis)d), with the primary intention of aiding a 
future hagiographer to accomplish his task accurately. 2 Likhachev remarks that, 

although these biographical notes do not pretend to be literary masterpieces, they 

unconsciously present us with a precisely outlined individual long before the 

more solemn forms of ecclesiastical literature were to produce studied character 

portraits-30 Moving a significant step closer to the notion of autohagiography, 
there are several such works which claim to be based on autobiographical notes 
(avtobiograficheskie zapiski). This tradition probably arose from the need to record 
the experiences of lone monks who travelled far from the urban centres of the 

country, especially during the periods of monastic expansion. Such records 

would have served to inspire others to follow in their steps as well as demarcate 

certain territories as belonging to the tsar or the Church 31 Autobiographical notes 

27 For more on the Pouchenie, see Likhachev, Chelovek, p. 62, and Franklin and 
Shepard Emergence, pp. 313-15. 
28 IWVWpI 4t Franktin .n 

tºe rä °'ße'"V "ý . 3tti. 

29 Notes of this type were almost routinely kept for the founders of the larger 

monasteries. 
30 Likhachev, Chelovek, p. 143. Biographical notes were, however, cleansed of 
all individuality during composition of the vita. 
31 This occasionally led to problems: falsification of ecclesiastical documents could 
help monasteries establish historical land rights and privileges. One early example of 

such abuse is found in the life-story of Lazar' of Murom, founder of the Murom Monastery 

on the banks of Lake Onega, who died on 8 March 1391. His vita was composed by the 
Abbot Feodosii of the Uspensk Monastery at the end of the fourteenth century in the 
form of an autobiography, apparently based upon notes made by the Abbot from Lazar"s 

own account of his life. Although Feodosii attempted to follow the traditions of the 

spiritual testament, he also could not resist adding information necessary to secure and 

reinforce the monastery's land rights. Krushel'nitskaia calls this a pseudo- 

autobiographical work; see E. V. Krushel'nitskaia, 'Povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo i 

avtobiograficheskoe povestvovanie v pamiatnikakh russkoi literatury XIV-XVI vv. ', 
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were also frequently used to record the wishes of an elderly monastery founder 
as a form of future instruction for his monastery. 

One work often cited as an example of this is the Zaveshchanie-ustav 
Gerasima Boldinskogo'32 rather misleadingly classified by Kliuchevskii as a 
deathbed autobiography. 33 This work is divided into two parts, the first a 
fragmented biography of the main events in Gerasim's life (originally from the 
town of Pereiaslavl', he was tonsured in the Danilov Monastery before leaving 
for the Boldinsk wilderness where he died in 1554), and the second the Rule 
(zakon/ustav), which spells out the order of monastic discipline established by 
Gerasim in the four monasteries he founded. In much the same vein as 
Monomakh's Pouchenie, it does not set out to be primarily an autobiographical 
document; according to the Rule, Gerasim was dying when it was written and 
probably more eager to remember his most important spiritual achievements than 
to compose a structured work of self-analysis. Thus, almost every event and 
detail of the work relates directly to the founding of the four monasteries. The 
text is sober, factual and, although precise in details concerning the 
monasteries, 34always emotionless and impersonal. Only one very brief instance 

of interaction with the brethren is recorded and even in this case dialogue is 

presented within a third-person narrative rather than as personal recollection: 
'BpaTHA )Ce peKOWa: ̀ OT4e repaCHMe, KTO HäM , pa 6yAeT naCTbWPb H y4MTeJlb B 
60JIWOH 06HTejwl ce ?» ]tpeno o6HbIN )Ce HapeKb H npHKa3a: t 4a 6y eT 13äM 
HryMeH... »'35The mixing of first- and third-person narrative hinders the logical 

progression of the work as well as confusing its autobiographical nature. 36We 
know, however, that Gerasim did not compose the work himself for he specifies 

TODL, 46,1993, pp. 21-35 (hereafter Krushel'nitskaia, Tovest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo 
i avtobiograficheskoe povestvovanie') (29). 
32 The 'Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo' has most recently been 
published with notes and commentary in Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia, pp. 210-12 
(hereafter 'Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo'), using the 1663 manuscript 
RGB, Undol collection, folio 310, No. 301,11.126-128a (v). No later than 1586, the Abbot 
Antonii of the Antoniev Trinity Monastery composed the Zhitie Gerasima Boldinskogo 
based upon the testament-rule and oral accounts of Gerasim's pupils and fellow 
brethren; it is published in Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia, pp. 213-65 (see also pp. 
75-84). 
33 Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskie zhitiia, pp. 304-05. 
34 See, for example, 'Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo', p. 211. 
35 Ibid., p. 210. 

This type of confusion is not unique to Gerasim's autobiographical notes. The 

sixteenth-century Zhitie Filippa Irapskogo, for example, is essentially a hagiography 

written by the monk German who frequently alternates between first- and third-person 

narrative, as well as including numerous lengthy 'quotations' from the saint. See 'Zhitie 
Filippa Irapskogo', Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia, pp. 179-203. 
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that he is merely dictating to a scribe, ' and the concluding paragraph of the Rule 
reveals the identity of the scribe as the deacon Prokhor. 38 Prokhor is at pains to 
point out that he in no way tampered with the text, but writes 'c now, lIHHaro 
c, noeo BC 1oeo'? and the style and content of the final document confirm this. 40 
E. V. Krushel'nitskaia, suggesting that the autobiographical part of the 
testament-rule constitutes a form of confession, accurately describes this type of 
writing as a 'AyxoBHoe 3aBewaHHe, 3anMCaHHOe co c, noe aBT(>pa, a ocHOBHOe 

copep )caHHe - ycTae' 41 

A far more interesting work is the Avtobiograficheskaia povest' Martiriia 
Zelenetskogo; Martini was born in Velikie Luki and tonsured in the local Sergü 
Trinity Monastery before leaving to found the Zelenetsk Trinity Monastery in the 
Tikhvin region, where he died on 1 March 1603.42Dated by Krushel'nitskaia to 
the 1580s, this work is composed in the style of a last will and spiritual 
testament (dukhovnoe zaveshchanie) addressed to Martirii's Father Confessor 
Dosifei. Although it runs as continuous narrative, there are four distinct parts: 
first, a short biographical description of Marti i's life before the founding of the 

monastery, his years in the wilderness with one other monk and then alone, 

secondly, an admonition (pouchenie), thirdly, six short tales of visions of the 
Mother of God, all concerning the building of the monastery and the sanctity of 
this mission, and finally, a short passage on the reason why Martirii chose to 

come to the Zelenetsk area. 
It is highly doubtful that Martini wrote his account in a conscious effort to 

produce either biography or hagiography; judging by the weight and focus of the 

work, his intention appears to be glorification of the monastery rather than of the 

self. Yet this composition still reveals far more about the author than the 
Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo. The first part, for example, tells us not 

37 'Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo', p. 210. 
38 Ibid., p. 212. 
39 Ibid. 
40 See E. V. Krushel'nitskaia, 'Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo', 
TODL, 48,1993, pp. 264-70 (266-67). 
41 Krushel'nitskaia, 'Povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo i avtobiograficheskoe 
povestvovanie', pp. 31-32. 
42 The text of the 'Avtobiograficheskaia povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo' is 
published in Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiografiia, pp. 285-92 (hereafter 
'Avtobiograficheskaia povest"), using the only known manuscript (dating to the second 
half of the seventeenth century), RNB, O. I. 424,11.161-76 (v). No later than the 1670s, 
the Zhitie Martiriia Zelenetskogo was composed based upon the 
'Avtobiograficheskaia povest" and most likely by someone from the Trinity Zelenetsk 
Monastery; it remains extant in two redactions, the first of which is also published in 
Krushel'nitskaia, Avtobiogra fiia, pp. 293-322. 
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only where Martini was born and where he was tonsured, but also who tonsured 
him and gave him religious instruction (in both cases the priest Bogolep), 43 as well 
as his duties in the Sergii Trinity Monastery (cellarer, treasurer and gate-man). *M 
Martini tells us in realistic detail of his secret flight from the monastery to the 
wilderness and how it snowed so heavily that he and his companion, the 
monastery cook, walked in drifts up to their knees and were unable to build a 
shelter in the place of their choice. This type of detail is convincingly presented as 
remembered experience by the author and adds a personal flavour to the work 
which is carried over into the second part, the admonition, in which Martirii 

advises the brethren never to ask God for anything as He will provide, a rule 
Martirii himself always followed: 'A, IptwHbIN, CTbW Th1B K HMM 6bIJI H He npoCHJI y 

HHX HH4@I'O, HO BO BC@M ecMb HMtJI Ha, ne )Cy Ha IKHBOHa4a 
. nHyPO TpoIuy H Ha 

Jipe4HCTyro 16oropozuuy'. 45 By emphasizing that he has lived by the precepts he is 

now preaching to the brethren, Martirii introduces a new level of personal 
experience and realistic achievment to testament and admonition accounts which 
previously tended to be enumerations of Christian, and specifically monastic, 
ideals. Similarly, in terms of narrative style and technique, Martini's work is very 
different to that of Vladimir Monomakh and Gerasim of Boldinsk. Written in a 

colloquial style, replete with detailed real-life descriptions, the reader-audience is 

able to form an (albeit limited) impression about the author as well as the 

monastery. 

Ha npii ep@ IlpOH36el]@HH A MapTHPK A MO)KHO Ha6Juoz aTb, K8K H3 
)KaHpa Z]YXOBHON IpaMOTbl BbipaCTaeT )KaHp aBTo6Ho pa@14eCKOH1 

f1OB@CTN, B KOTOPON XOT AH OTCYTCTBy@T e IMHa A CK W THä A 

JINHH A, HO @CTb KOMn03MUHOHHa AH JIOIN46CKa A 3aBepweHHOCTb 4' 

Against this background, the major changes apparent in seventeenth-century 

autohagiography stand out as moving away from a conventionally didactic mode 

of composition which merely touches on a varying but always small number of 

details from the life story of the protagonist, towards a freer, more creative and 

individualized portrait of the subject, his psyche and motivation. 

43 See 'Avtobiograficheskaia povest'', p. 285. 
44 Ibid. 

45 Ibid., p. 278. 
46 Krushel'nitskaia, 'Povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo i 

povestvovanie', p. 27. 
avtobiograficheskoe 
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Functions of the First-Person Narrator 

One of the most innovatory literary developments found in the autohagiographies 
is, of course, the shift from third- to first-person narrative. By metamorphozing 
from distanced and faceless narrator into a subjective narrator, the 
author/subject gains control over the direction and content of the text as well as 
responsibility for accurate communication of his message. In stark contrast to the 
rhetorical canons and cliches commonly adopted by earlier, usually anonymous, 
third-person hagiographers, the autohagiographer now chooses which aspects of 
his own life story he wishes to relate (assuming the abstract portrait of moral and 
spiritual value is no longer the aim pure and simple), which he wishes to stress, 
gloss over or even entirely ignore, from a position of a much wider range of 
material, both of an ecclesiastical and of an everyday nature, from which to 
chose. " 

Freedom in authorial scope and creativity also, however, brings new 
problems. Autobiographical narrative in general presents a complex relationship 
between author and narrative; in the words of Roland Barthes, 'When a narrator 
(of a written text) recounts what has happened to him, the "I" who recounts is 

no longer the one that is recounted'. 418 The extent to which the 'narrator' and the 
'recounted' differ is often dependent upon the heightened sense of subjective 

critical identity evident in first-person narrative, as well as a greater degree of 
introspection. In autohagiography one of the most important consequences of 

such subjektive introspection is that the author is encouraged to reveal more of 
his character than is perhaps intentional, and in so doing breaks the convention 

which strips the hagiographical protagonist of individual characteristics. In turn, 

great potential for confusion lies in the triangular relationship of author-text- 

reader: no longer is there a clear demarcation of roles and positions within this 

relationship and misunderstanding can thus easily arise concerning the identity of 

narrator and narrator-protagonist. Bortnes notes that epic distance can no longer 

be absolute: ' 

'[... ) the distance between the narrator and audience on one hand, 
and the narrative on the other, no longer exists. The narrative is 

47 See Susan Lanser, The Narrative Act: Point of View in Prose Fiction, Princeton, 
New Jersey, 1981. 
48 Roland Barthes, 'To Write: an Intransitive Verb? ' in The Structuralists: from 

Marx to Levi-Strauss, eds Richard and Fernande de George, New York, 1972, p. 169. 
49 Bortnes, Visions, p. 234. 
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tied to the narrator's point of view, as opposed to the epic mode 
of representation, where the narration now takes place in the third 
person, now is seen through one of the characters, but where the 
boundary line between narrated and narrative is absolute. '50 

Despite such problems of identification and distortion of epic distance, 
the first-person narrator commonly commands increased credibility in 
comparison to the third-person narrator; most often imparting a sense of reality 
to the narrative situation, 'The greater the personalization of this "I" who is 
regaling us and the more intimate our contact with him [... ] the greater is the 
tendency to grant him such credibility in human terms'. 51 William Riggan warns, 
however, that this credibility, based on authorial subjective perception, is not 
infallible, that 'first-person narration is [... ] always at least potentially 
unreliable' 52 

Most important of all for these later autohagiographers, however, is the 
opportunity provided by their work for the evangelical dissemination of their 
religious views through praise or condemnation - it is not by chance that the 
most powerful of the seventeenth-century autohagiographers were Old Believers. 
Autohagiographical writing embodied the passions of a persecuted religious 
minority as well as the need of the persecuted to communicate with and 
encourage their followers. To this end, the Old Believer autohagiographers 
developed the art of authorial manipulation: prior to captivity they had spent 
much time actively preaching, thereby learning effective means of direct 

communication with an audience. It should also be remembered that after they 
had been banished to Pustozersk and had their fingers and tongues cut off, active 
sermonizing had to be conducted via their only remaining weapon, the written 

word. It was to serve them well. 
Mention should briefly be made here of the question of propriety 

concerning the traditional humility topos. Any author who composes his own life 

story within an obviously hagiographical framework, risks the implication that he 

puts himself forward as a candidate for canonization and hence is guilty of 

overweening pride, as well as undermining his own saintly image of which 
humility formed an important component. What is relevant, however, is authorial 

intention, not merely the perceived result. Every hagiographer aimed to convince 

so Ibid., p. 235. 
sl See William Riggan, Picaros, Madmen, Naifs, and Clowns: the Unreliable 
First-Person Narrator, Oklahoma City, 1981, pp. 18-19. 
52 Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
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his reader-audience of his subject's saintly humility and at the same time to 
convey genuine authorial humility. If he failed in this, the hagiographer would 
have failed also in his mission of ecclesiastical edification. Such fundamentals of 
hagiographical writing apply equally to first- and third-person narratives, 
although are slightly more complex in the case of first-person narrative because of 
the author's subjective portrayal of himself, the subject. The autohagiographies 
examined in this chapter paint convincing portraits of men whose many saintly 
attributes include humility, religious dedication and the desire to serve God and 
teach His word, while following the example of Christ's life and works. 
Furthermore, although the works are very different from each other and the 
individual authors' methods of expression are markedly distinguishable from 

earlier hagiographies, the critical element of humility is also ever-present in the 

works examined below, albeit in varying degrees. Both Epifanii and Avvakum 

can be seen as offering their lives as models of inspiration without actually 
viewing themselves as saints. 

Eleazar, on the other hand, died before the Schism and his work is simply 
an interesting precursor to the later autohagiographies. Of the texts examined in 
detail in this chapter, it reveals least about the author's character and life, for the 

simple reason that it is unlikely that the work was intended primarily as an 
autobiography. There are very few signs of autobiographical consciousness, 

reflected in a paucity of personal observations. Where they do occur they are 

simple expressions of fear or joy, concise comments supporting the mood of the 

situation Eleazar is describing: for example, 'H OWyTH cepnue Moe HcbnO, fHeHo 
paAOCTN MHOIH 3$JI0', and '1 OT r aca TOTO CTpaw aro ywaceC A Ayala Mo RN 

BOCTpeneTa BC n BHyTpeHH AA MO R 3tJIO'. 53 In this light, potential problems 

concerning the author-text-reader relationship are forestalled and epic distance is 

preserved. One can, however, go further and suggest that as the text progresses 

the central role of Eleazar is often eclipsed by that of the island and, by 

extension, the monastery. Right from the beginning, Eleazar spells out his 

priorities, namely, his search for a life of isolated religious pursuit and the 

importance of the island itself: 'foetz a MHt, iptWHOMy E. nea3apy, HtKTO OT 

XpHCTOJIFO6HBbIX1) My)CeI O OCTpOB$ AH3epCKOM'b - BO3MO)KHO Ha HeMb HMtTH 

)KHTHe nycTbIHHoe'. u' Arguably, and in a similar fashion to both the Zaveshchanie- 

ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo and the Zhitie Stefana Komel 'skogo, this work was 

53 'Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo', p. 302. 
54 Ibid., p. 299. 
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ultimately composed in honour of the monastery, determined to prove the 
sanctity of the environs and the monastery. For instance, accounts are given of 
divine signs over the island, ranging from Eleazar's own vision indicating where it 
should be built ' to the similar visions of several others (the monk Feofil sees a 
church high in the sky over the place indicated to Eleazar, 56an unnamed monk 
from Solovki sees a pillar of fire on the island 57 a group of brethren see an 
indescribable light shining from the monastery one night, as had also the elderly 
Abbot lakov at an earlier date58). Such an important main theme encourages a 
formal and controlled narrative style; Eleazar is a determined, if not very 
innovative, author, anxious to convey the factual information concerning his time 
on the island and the building of the monastery as well as the sanctity of these 
places and does not allow himself to be distracted from this primary aim by 
digressions or revelations about himself. 

One novel and distinctive feature of Eleazar's writing, however, is his 

capacity to vividly evoke a scene. When relating his visions, for example, he 
draws parallels with iconographical types with which his reader-audience would 
have been familiar. He describes the Trinity 'cKo we OnHCjIFOT% HKOHOnICUbl' 59 

and later the Mother of God appears to him in the form of the Smolensk Mother 

of God ('o6pa3b npe4HCTbiA 6oroPOZWUbI nono6He CMOJIeHCKHA'60). In Eleazar's 

work this type of description constitutes the most personalized element. We 

know from documentation in the Monastery on Solovki that Eleazar trained as 

an icon painter, and it is likely that he used this training and knowledge to 

illustrate his written work, through words rather than pictures. Visual elements in 

hagiography before the seventeenth century were strictly limited, rarely an 

element afforded creative thought by the hagiographer. Simon Franklin, for 

example, explains that in the Kievan period 'there are no expansive descriptions 

of works of art in a native context. Unschooled in neo-classical rhetoric, Kievan 

writers never embraced the genre of ekphrasis, the rhetorical description and 

evocation of art'. 61 Commonly described were the richness, value and miracle- 

55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid., p. 300. 
57 Ibid., p. 301. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid., p. 302. He goes on to pinpoint how the figures of the Trinity are seated in 

relation to one another, and how the angels around them are dressed and holding 

censers. 
60 Ibid., p. 303. 
61 Simon Franklin, Perceptions and Descriptions of Art in Pre-Mongol Rus'', 
Byzantino-Slavica, 56,1995, pp. 669-78 (669). 
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working powers of icons and other such treasures, but not what was actually 
depicted on them. 62 Only much later were the Muscovites ready to begin 
describing iconographic art not merely as they believed it ought to be perceived as 
a part of sacred ritual, but as a way of adding to their own narrative art. Such 
use of visualization not only stimulates interest, but also creates a more intimate 
bond between author and reader-audience, revealing the former's visual chain of 
association and depiction through familiar iconographic images. A notable late 

sixteenth-century vita which uses this technique is the Avtobiograficheskaia povest' 
Martiriia Zelenetskogo in which Martini describes actual icons seen in his visions; 
for instance, 'H BHzitx so CHt lipeWCTyro SoropopMUy e neBH4HH 06pa3e [... ] 
YMMJIeHa 6o nmueM, 6JIaroJPtnHa o6pa3OM, i10JIIYI 3$HMUbi H 6POBH 4epHbl, HOCb *e 

Cpe IHHH H nOXHJib, Ha r nagt )Ke eN BtHeU 3JIaTb H MHOrHMH UBtTbl yKpaweH 
pa3HbIMH. '63 It is interesting to note that what Franklin would term examples of 
'physical specificity of individual portraiture' appear more often in works of an 
autohagiographical nature than those composed by third-person narrators. Quite 

possibly, this is linked to the presence of a first-person narrator who, instead of 
an objective third-person narrator recounting cliched dream and vision sequences, 

actually remembers and preserves the specifics of the visual image for use as a 

memory or narrative enhancer. 
In contrast to Eleazar's work, the function of the first-person narrator is 

far more developed in the Zhitie Epifaniia. In stark contrast to Eleazar, Epifanii 

wrote both parts of his vita in a state of near isolation and, in the case of Part 

Two, probably increasing desperation. Seldom before had a reader-audience 

glimpsed the thoughts and emotions of a protagonist so clearly. He is an able 

communicator keenly aware of his reader-audience and, responding to 

Avvakum's request that he tell him about his life, " treats his written work as an 

oral sermon. Throughout the vita, and especially in Part Two, he continually 

addresses observations of varying length and detail to his reader-audience and, 

at the very end of Part Two, while repeating the familiar humility topos, he brings 

himself closer to them by enumerating who he believes them to be: 'Rana Mod, H 
6paTN A MO R, H OTUb1, H BCM pa6H XpHCTOBbI, MTYWHH H CJ1bIW8WNN cm s; BC A', 65 

62 Franklin points to one brief exception found in the twelfth-century vita of 
Avraamii of Smolensk whose hagiographer describes him as 'the image and likeness of 
Basil the Great, with just such a black beard, except that he had a bald head'; ibid., p. 
674. 
63 'Avtobiograficheskaia povest", p. 290. 
64 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 397. 
65 'Zhitie Epifaniia', p. 336. 
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Addressing the reader-audience, an integral part of homiletics, serves several 
purposes: first, it checks that attention is still focused upon the sermon (or, in 
Epifanii's case the vita); secondly, it creates a bond between the sermon-giver 
(the author) and reader-audience; and thirdly, as a result of this deliberate 
intimacy and by playing to the reader-audience's response, it cajoles the latter 
into acceptance of the subject of the sermon. Note should also be made of 
Epifanii's awareness that he is addressing both clergy and laypeople, both 
literate and illiterate. His conscious decision to state this indicates a very 
different and broader approach to his task than earlier hagiographers who would 
have known they were writing primarily for monastic reception. 

Such developed interaction with the reader-audience undoubtedly affects 
epic distance, although Epifanii appears to be aware of this and tries to correct it 

as far as possible. Right from the beginning of the work, he makes clear the 
difference of 'so CHt H Ha s; e% ; in his dream-visions he sees 'cepne4HbiMa o4HMa 
Mo, Ma' 67 and in reality with `o'H MOM Tt necHbIA'. 68 He seems to describe two 

protagonists in one: the first who belongs on earth and whose evangelical mission 
is to return the Russian Orthodox Church to true belief - the evangelical 
protagonist; and the second who communicates directly with the divine while 
enduring torments that reflect Christ's Passion (see below, Structure) - the divine 

protagonist. Epifanii thus manages not to compromise fully the epic distance 
between narrator and reader-audience by creating a type of distanced divine 

alter ego of the mortal protagonist, who represents Epifanii's own human state. 
Thus he is able to choose through which protagonist to present certain events. 
One favoured device which requires interaction of the dual aspects of the 

protagonist, however, is to use the dreams and visions of the divine protagonist 
to illustrate what should be done or believed by the mortal protagonist, or to 

answer the latter's dilemmas. For example, after his fingers and tongue have been 

cut off in Pustozersk, he cries out to God to give him a sign indicating whether he 

will be saved, whether all his pain is worthwhile. He then falls asleep: 

H BN )Ky cepzle4HbIMa o4NMa MONMa: T@MHH4HOe OKOHIIe Moe Ha BC's 

CTpaHbl WHpOKO CTaflo, H CBtT$ aeJIHKb KO MHt B T6MHHLlj/ CHAeT 
[... ] H Ha4a TON CBtT'b Or. YCT@BaTN, H COTBOPMCA NC TOTO CBtTa 

B03ZJYWHaIro nmue, AKO 4eJIOBt4eCKoe: O4M, H HOC, H 6pazia [... ] H 

p@48 MM TON o6pa3'b CMue: <TBON Cei nyTb, He CKOp6Hb- [... ] A3 we 

OTBOPH. 71'b 0411 MOM T$JleCHbIA H [... ] p@KOX: cC. AaBa Te6t rocnoziii! 

66 Ibid., p. 311. This expression is repeated throughout the work. 
67 Ibid., p. 332. 
68 Ibid., p. 331. 
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JIO MHO )K@CTBjI 6o xt3H@H MOHR B ceppubl MOM yTtweHH A TBO A 
BO3B@C@JIIWä Z]YWY MOFO*. 11 TON 06pa3 T. 71acoM CBOHMb OTItia. jr 
OT Meese TMY Ma. 11O23yWH A. 69 

Similarly, the divine protagonist of sleep transfers to the mortal evangelical 
protagonist the healing of pain brought by the Mother of God in a dream after 
Epifanii's fingers have been cut off. 70 

One of the most immediately striking features of Epifanii's work is that 
his style, like Eleazar's, also lends itself, and far more successfully, to the 
technique of creating verbal pictures. Using a more refined technique, Epifanii 

aids the reader-audience's concentration. As he describes the places through 

which he passed or where he settled, he gradually builds up a detailed picture, 
drawing the reader-audience closer into both the text and his own thoughts and 
interpretations. The reader-audience thus imagines clearly the scene of Epifanii's 

adventures and empathizes with him. For example, the small cell constructed by 
him on Vidan'sk Island is verbally reconstructed in detail: 

[... ] CTpOHJIb ce6t Kt. neHuy Ma. nyto, 6e3Mo. 71bBH A panic u 
yeZIMHeHH A, on ATN CT$HKax: mew yr nbl - o2IHa Cl OKTeM ca )KeHb, 

a Apyra A- nonca weHH nonepeK, a BZIOAb -c nepeyro; Mana A- 
KHNrb panH H npaBHJla - 6t na A, a Apyra A- pyKOZlt nM A pazim m 
nOKO A. 11 erna COBepwH ib Kt. neIuy nOMOWHFO XpHCTOBOFO, N 
nOKpbIJI, N CT$HKM BbITecaJI, m one4eK 3ZltJIaJI, m 06pa3 BOJIb AWHON 
Me, JAHOA npe4ICTbIA 6oropO, t]Hubl CO HCyCb XpHCTOM BHeCb, m 
nOCTaBHJIb Ha 6t nON CTtHKt, m nOMOJI AC A eMy 71 

This description impresses on the reader-audience Epifanii's concrete living and 

working space, which in turn underlines the reality and day-to-day concerns of 
his life (the 'Ha ABe'). Epifanii's obvious affection for his cell further enhances the 

closeness with his reader-audience, drawing them into his emotional response to 

his environment. The use of diminutives emphasizes his fondness for the cell; he 

consistently uses the diminutive keleitsa to refer to his own accommodation, 

whereas Kirill and other brethren always inhabit kel'ia. Another, far more extreme 

use of visualization, is the episode at the end of Part One in which insects infest 

Epifanii's cell for three months, driving him to desperate measures and intimate 

descriptions of the irritation: 

H Ha'awa y M@He Tt 4@pbaH-MypaWH TaPHbIA y, Dbl ACTI1 3$. 7IO 

TOpbKO H 60JIbHO no CJI@3b [... ] H Hanoc. ie, DM y )Ce ct. 7rb o6tziaTb, a 

69 Ibid., pp. 330-31. 
70 Ibid., p. 326. 
71 Ibid., p. 313. 
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TaHHbIA YZlbl KptflKO 3aKyTaJrb. A OHH )Ke, He BtM% KaK, I)OCTHIbJIN 
H YKyCHJM. H CJI@3bl 1130 o'ie MOHR nOT@KOWä 72 

The vivid image of Epifanii not being able to sit still and continually being bitten 
by the ants draws the reader-audience closer by invoking both pity and comedy 
-a realistic reaction. 

At times Epifanii's descriptions of his fear also take on a visual 
perspective: in Part One, for example, when Kirilo sends him to live in the cell 
where Ivan had been suffocated to death, he tells us that 1Ha4a ceprne Moe 
TpeneTaTHC A BO MHt, KOCTH H T$J1O , ppO )KATH, H BJIaCbI Ha mast BOCTaJIH, H 

Hanazie Ha MA y)cac BeJ1HK 3tJlo'. 73 Likewise, when he mistakenly believes that 
the cell he had built with such care and attention only two days previously has 
burnt down, there is an almost filmic quality to his reaction: 'H BOCTpeneTa so 
MHt cepime Moe, m nOTeKOWa OT o4eN MOHR CJIe3bI Ha 3eMJIFO, H Hanane Ha MA 

ne4a. 71b BeJIHKa A, H He MOTOR C Toro MtCTa HHKäMO )K , IBHrHYTHC A OT rOpbKH A 

ne4a. nH'. 74 Returning to his cell from the wilderness, he sees the conflagration from 

afar and is paralysed by his own emotions; Epifanii's natural and genuine 
reaction adds a new dimension to hagiographical description of this type. Plenty 

of hearts have beaten fast and tears been shed in earlier hagiographies, yet the 
admission that in a state of shock his legs will not move tells us about his 

physical reaction as well, an intimacy that a third-person narrator would have 
found hard to reproduce, and a detail which helps the reader-audience to 
develop further the picture of Epifanii's character, to understand him as a human 
being subject to familiar physical and emotional reactions. 

The visualized context of the work provides not only an excellent means 

of developing a more intimate author-reader relationship and, ultimately, of 

reassuring the reader-audience of the author's determination vis-a-vis his religious 
fight, but it also provides a key to understanding the creative thought which 
Epifanii puts into the descriptions of his own physical and emotional state. The 

work is full of passages where Epifanii appears to dwell on his own response to 

various situations or events, both major and minor. Although this tendency may 

perhaps indicate that the first-person narrative medium encourages authorial 
introspection, it was also probably a natural consequence of the solitary 

environment in which Epifanii wrote. For instance, according to the text, one of 

the most difficult elements for Epifanii to combat when isolated either in the 

72 Ibid., p. 317. 
73 Ibid., p. 312. 
74 Ibid., p. 313. 
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wilderness or in prison was loneliness and depression. However inspired the one 
short lyrical declamation in Part One on the joys of life in the wilderness may 
appear, tm cut off from urban settlements and with only a few people occasionally 
passing through his locality, Epifanii had to devise his own way of coping with 
isolation and maintaining morale while on Vidan'sk Island. Immediately prior to 
the above-mentioned lyrical passage, he stresses the necessity of keeping himself 
busy with handicrafts not merely to barter for essential supplies ('A )KHB. q B 
nyCTbIH$, cnono6MJ1 ms; For nHTäTHC A OT pyKO, p$JIH A'76), but also to prevent the 

onset of depression: 'B nyCTbIH$ )KHTH 6e3 PYKOA$JIHfi HeBO3MO*HO, nOHe)Ce 

HaxOAHT yHbIHHe, m ne4aAb, H TOCKa BeJINKa'. 77 No longer does a conventional 
hagiographical statement claim that the protagonist spends his time exclusively 
engaged in prayer or religious contemplation, long deemed sufficient to provide 
for body and soul. Epifanii gives an honest account of his psychological needs, 
allowing a glimpse into the more personal problems arising from a life of religious 
retreat in the wilderness. 

He is not always successful in his attempts to chase away depression, 
however, and he documents these moments just as faithfully as his stronger 

expressions of belief, with equal emphasis on self-castigation as on self-pity. On 

one occasion in Part Two, bemoaning the smoke in his underground dungeon in 

Pustozersk which is causing great pain to his eyes, he tries hard to rationalize his 

position and compares his wretched condition to others - all in vain. 

d(y, OKaAHH$ EnHC4aHe! EJIb TbI MHoro, nHJI TbI MHOFO, cnan'b TbI 
MHOro, ao npaBHJI$ KeJIeiHOM He pazt. 7rb, JIeHHJICA H He nJiaKa n 

npe, 6oroM 143 eonh cBoeA. Ce HbIH$ - n. naw H Heeonero cnenOTbl 
ceoe A: MbuHt npMwno Te6t BpeM A +eoc*Hna CTapua, off n. naKan 30 
. fitT Man Kop4aroIo. (fHCaHO O HeM B IlaTepHK$ lle4epcKOMb. ) Ho 

OH, +eo4IJI, 6blJI 3a TOTOBOhO Tpane3OIO 8 MOHaCTbIpt, a Te6t, 
oKa AH soMy, m zipoBb B ne4b nojiO )KHTb, CJIenOMy, HeJI3$'? 8 

Having begun by strongly rebuking himself for self-pity, Epifanii is then unable to 

prevent himself from remembering that Feofil was not a prisoner held in terrible 

conditions and with debilitating physical ailments. Indeed, the contrast between 

the poetic legend of the Kievan Caves monk who saved all his tears (only to be 

reprimanded by the archangel for his lack of honesty) and Epifanii's own 

75 ' o6po a 11yCTbIHt ncaJIMbl, MO. 71HTBa, pyKOj3$. 71He, m HTeHHe. TaK O XpICT$ HCyC$ 

3tJIO KpaCHO N Becello )KHTN. 0 nyCTbIHA MOA np@KpaCHaA! ', ibid., p. 316. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Ibid., p. 332. 
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position merely emphasizes the latter's grim determination and religious zeal as 
well as the distinctly unpoetic reality of the resultant persecution. 9 Typically, 
however, Epifanii also scolds himself for regretting having passed up the 
opportunity for a more predictable and possibly easier life: 

tly, OKaAHHONI Ha 06$WaHMV1 B CoJloBCI1KOM MOHaCTbIpt Bb 11Olbl 
CTaBHJIN, H TbI He CTa7I, HB M(>HaCTblpt He )CI4J1b, m IIyCTbIHI9 
OCTaBHJI'b; T@pl1H we HbIHt, OKa AHHON, BC AKyIO 6tny, m rop@CTb, H 
11OCä by T@MHH4HyFO» % 

Epifanii rarely appears to be totally overwhelmed by feelings of self-pity, yet 
when the situation becomes unbearable, even quasi-jocular attempts to boost his 
flagging morale finally give out. In Part Two, for example, just after his tongue 
has been cut out fb eie and the group of prisoners have been taken to 
the village of Bratovshchina, he rues his fate: 

. trope MHt, 6t1]HOMy. KaK )KKTb? ro8opHTb CTaJlo HtHeM, A3bIKa 
HtTy. Ka6bI A )KIIJI B MOHaCTbIpt HAM B ilyCTbIH$, TaK 6b1 y McHe 
A3bWKb 6bIJI [... ] nOWeJib K MOCKBt NC I1 CTbIHM, XOT$Jib uapq 
cnaCTN. H uap A He cnac, a ce6 ci BpeAH.: A3bIKa He CTaJIO, H 
Hj/)KHaFO MOJIBHTb HeteM. rope! KaK' 

, IO KOHua ZJOWM aTb? 8.81 

The pain was intolerable, blood flowed down his throat whenever he tried to lie 
down, and he could eat nothing. The following passage, where Epifanii tries to 
pray but finds the pain too great to bear and intersperses his prayers with 
appeals to God to return his tongue, is an example of true pathos. Clearly 
desperate after this new act of barbarity, he cannot imagine how he will be able 
to continue even saying prayers and singing God's praise with no tongue. Not 

only does this passage ring true, but it is also a fine example of how Epifanii 

communicates directly with God: he does not stand on ceremony, he needs no 
intermediary or guidance on how to seek divine advice or comfort. His 

relationship with God is based upon an individual understanding of his situation 

and needs, and episodes such as this help to illustrate to his reader-audience the 

active processes of a more individualistic form of belief and worship. 
Isolation and torture would quite naturally also have inspired much self- 

questioning and perhaps even doubt as to whether the cause was worth the 

79 See Discource 32 in the 'Kievo-Pecherskii paterik' in PLDR XII vek, eds L. A. 
Dmitriev and D. S. Likhachev, Moscow, 1980, pp. 412-623 and 692-704. 
80 'Zhitie Epifaniia', p. 331. 
81 Ibid., p. 327. 
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suffering. Epifanii does not try to hide the fact that he experiences times of great 
self-doubt and seeks divine reassurance: 

f He Btpatc, eCT JIM TO Ha 11OJI3y M cnaceHMe 6$AHON M rPtWHOM 
, lyWH MOeM M fPMATHO JIM TO M YFOZ]HO JIM TO 6ory, CB$Ty HaueMy, 
CM A SC A MO R CTpaiaHM A. Awe 6b1 Butan, 4TO eCTb Ha 11OJlb3y M Ha 
CnaceHHe 6tzHOM M rp$WHOM ZiyWH MoeN M XpMCTy BOIL/ npmATHa 
MO R 6tnHa A CTpa, DaHM A, TO 6b1 C pazIoCTMFO Tepntjib BC q CM A 82 

Although another dream-vision inevitably rewards Epifanii with the necessary 
reassurance (see above, note 69), such nagging doubts reinforce the image of him 

as a real and fallible human being, subject to the vagaries of fear and doubt. 
Dream-visions also function as a barrier to scepticism, however; Epifanii would 
most likely never have failed to balance a description of depression and doubt 

with a miraculous sign reassuring him and his reader-audience. 
Thus we see how Epifanli very deliberately presents himself as a strong- 

willed, complex and credible character, yet one who also shares the psychological 

and physical weaknesses of ordinary folk. He appears to have a clear sense of 
identity, of his strengths but also his limitations, and he shares his emotions and 

psychological self-examinations with the reader-audience. In this way, the mode 

of first-person narration allows the subject/author to open up to his reader- 

audience, to reveal elements of the psyche not readily evident in earlier 
hagiography. Working hard to establish a close author-reader relationship, 
Epifanii at times shamelessly manipulates emotive situations, yet also seems to 

remain aware of the tricky duality of his role as narrator and hagiographical 

protagonist. The result is a finely balanced tightrope between reality and the 

hagiographical context, across which Epifanii subtly and skilfully guides his 

reader-audience, all the time trying to reconcile the real world with the spiritual 

needs of man. While this vita has definitely progressed from the more 

documentary and impersonal type of autohagiography, such as the Zhitie Eleazara 

Anzerskogo, and lacks much of the latter's formal style, it still does not reach the 

individualistic levels of the life story of the Archpriest Avvakum. 

Much of what has been said of Epifanii is also true of Avvakum, although 

the two men have markedly different literary styles and approaches to their 

reader-audience. 83 This is understandable: whereas Epifanii spent well over a 

82 Ibid., p. 330. 
83 For a history of the relations (both spiritual and literary) between Epifanii and 
Avvakum, see A. N. Robinson, 'Avvakum i Epifanii. (K istorii obshcheniia dvukh 

pisatelei)', TODL, 14,1958, pp. 391-403. 
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decade during his formative years in the Monastery on Solovki, which housed one 
of the most extensive libraries in contemporary Muscovy, allowing him to study 
the Holy Books and writings as much as he desired, Avvakum, a member of the 
white clergy, spent his early years as an active evangelical preacher. 'He no4HBa A, 
a3, I7 tWHbIN, npHJIe)Ka e UepKBaX, HB jOM$Xb, H Ha pacnyTNAX, no IpanoM H 

ce. naM, ewe )K@ HB uapCTByFOWeMb Ipai]t, m BO CTpaHt CH6HpbCKOH nponoatz]yfi 

H yya cnosy 6o x Hro'. 84 A notably lesser degree of formality during his years of 
training and several years of preaching in the provinces meant that Avvakum 

was able to communicate very well - and perhaps more fluently than Epifanii - 
with ordinary people. He lived among them in towns and villages and his vita 
continually illustrates how much everyday contact he had with a wide cross- 
section of society, and how important these relationships were to him. This type 

of social contact is, for the main part, far removed from earlier vitae in which the 

saint would, at best, have contact on a regular basis only with the brethren of his 

own monastery and possibly a small group of neighbouring clergy and outsiders, 
and, at worst, have lived a life of near total solitude in the 'wilderness'. 
Furthermore, social relations in earlier works were of minor importance as the 
focus was on the deeds of the saintly figure. In Avvakum's case, however, the 

most relevant implication of this human contact is that he will have understood 

not only the spiritual cares and complaints of the local people, but also their 
daily material concerns. As a consequence, with a better awareness of his reader- 

audience, he would have found himself better able to preach effectively and 

compassionately than a member of the black monastic clergy. 
The range of characters who are woven through the narrative by Avvakum 

is remarkable by the standards of hagiography: from the pinnacle of Church and 
State hierarchies to simple villager, traveller and even lunatic, Avvakum appears 

to have blessed, baptized, beaten, healed or instructed the whole array. This 

'gallery of genuine, living people'85does not so much intrude into the text as 

actually form an integral and vital part of it, indeed to such an extent that 

Avvakum could at first glance be accused of composing socio-ecclesiastical 

history instead of hagiographical or autobiographical work of any kind. 

However, it is against the background of these secondary characters and what 

Avvakum himself tells us about their actions and his response to them, that he 

reveals a wealth of detail about his own character, psyche and attitudes. 

84 'Zhitie Avvakuma', pp. 355-56. 
85 William Edward Brown, A History of Seventeenth-Century Russian Literature, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1980 (hereafter Brown, History of Russian Literature), p. 72. 
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His relationship with his own family, for example, is extraordinary; very 
loving and supportive, his long-suffering wife, Anastaslia, and numerous children 
are ever-present characters in the narrative. This is one of the very few times in 
Russian hagiography that family and relatives are not dispensed with in the 
introduction, and testifies to Avvakum's strong desire to portray the reality of 
his life in place of stereotypes. As the narrator of his own vita he was, 
furthermore, free to select events for inclusion and emphasize or de-emphasize at 
will; it is highly likely that his family's loyalty and support played such a crucial 

role during his long years of persecution that he viewed them all as worthy of 
sustained inclusion in the vita. Anastasiia's words of comfort and encouragement 

86 to her dispirited husband, for instance, are documented, as is the episode of the 
'bright little thing' (svetelnik) which tells Avvakum through his young daughter 

Agrafena that he must maintain his religious practices (pravilo): VKa)i i OTuy, 
4TO6bl OH npaBHJIO no-npe)KHeMy npaBHJib, TaKb Ha PYCb OnATb BCt Bbie eTe. A 

6yze npaBHna He CTaHBT% npaBHTb, 0 HeM'b *e OH% H CaMb nOMbIWJIAeT'b, TO 

31]tcb BCt yMpeTe, m OH'b C BaMH )Ke yMpeTb»' 87 Avvakum's family is a source of 

great concern to him, however, and he often recounts their woes. Such passages 
digress from the hagiographical intention of the work and tend to include details 

of a very ordinary secular nature. For example, he remembers a time when 
Agrafena would bring food back from a benefactress and now regrets that his 

daughter is an old maid: 'Torzea HeBe. nIKa 6blna, a HbWHt yWb ei-1 27 ronoa - 
neBHuero, 6tzHaA Mod' 88 and he also sympathizes with Anastasiia when her 

servant Kseniia 'Myom na 3MMy Ty BM, na Ana na yKOp n aa'. 89 Interestingly, he is 

seen occasionally to mark the passing of time not so much by the Christian 

calendar as by the birth of his children. On the way to exile in Siberia, for 

example, Avvakum notes that ']ipOTononnua M. na ieHua poziivna - 60JIbHy1o B 
Te. ntre m noBe3JIM no To6OJlbCKa; TPH TbICAWH BepCT'b Hene, nb C TPHHäTUBTb 

BOJIOKJIH Te ntraMH'. 90 Such realistic portrayal of family relations and domestic 

concerns have not played such a prominent role in any Russian hagiographical 

work since the tale of St Feodosii and his mother in Zhitie Feodosiia Pecherskogo, 

and even there they occupy only part of the first third of the vita. One might even 

86 See for example, 'Zhitie Avvakuma', pp. 368 and 375. 
87 Ibid., p. 378. 
88 Ibid., p. 366. 
89 Ibid., p. 365. 
90 Ibid., p. 361. 
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suggest that Avvakum's family become models for emulation by other mothers, 
wives and children. 

The result of intimate family reminiscences is to draw the reader-audience 
much closer to Avvakum and to foster empathy. Eliciting empathy is perhaps 
one of the best methods of developing trust between author and reader-audience, 
athough it simultaneously destroys epic distance. Avvakum, however, seems to 
have believed that credibility, more easily achievable through first-person 
narration, was more important than convention. 91 Much in the same way as 
Epifanii examined his own emotions and reactions to certain events, gradually 
gaining the confidence of the reader-audience, Avvakum relates family tales and 
his innumerable meetings with friends and strangers to reinforce the notion that 
he is sympathetic to their everyday plight and, in turn, is appreciated, loved and 
trusted by them. For instance, the healing of the hens even though they belonged 
to Pashkov's wife, as 'KOpMHJIMIIa TO eCTb Hawa; jItTKH y Hec, HazO6Ho eN 

KypKH'; 92 the feeding of the hungry Cossacks sent by Pashkov to detain 
Avvakum; 93 the sable hunters by Lake Baikal who gave Avvakum's party forty 
fresh fish; ' and, most importantly, Anna's dream vision which spells out clearly 
the reaction Avvakum valued above all: 'OTUa TBOero, npoTonona ABBaKyMa, 
noJlaTa CHR. C, nywaH eBO H )KHBW TaK'b, KaK% OHb Te6t HaKa3bIBaeT'b nepbCTbI 

CJIaraTb H KpeCTHTua, H KJIaH cITUa, 6ory MOJI ACb, H BO BCeM'b He npOTHBC FI eMy, 

TaK'b N TbI 6yneWb C HHM 3zjtcb'. 95Anna's vision, one of the last episodes related 
in the vita, stresses the main edificatory message of the entire work, the need to 

obey the teachings of Avvakum, rather than follow the Nikonian reforms, in order 

to join him in righteous glory. 
Avvakum differs from Epifanii in that he very rarely doubts his own 

reactions and emotions. He believes unquestioningly that his fight against the 
Nikonians is just and, moreover, is convinced of his personal ability to determine 

91 Avvakum's awareness of the importance of gaining credibility and the trust of 
his reader-audience also explains why he openly admits to many humiliations which 
do little to enhance his image: inter alia, the description of the cell at the Bratsk 
fortress where, 'YTO co6a4Ka, e COJIOMKe ne )Ky' (ibid., p. 364), the officials who rage 
savagely against him for no apparent reason (ibid., pp. 356-57), his escape from 
Iur'evich to Moscow which brought more questions and reprimands, and 'On nTb MHt 
z pyroe ropt [... ] on %; Tb Kpy'HHa [... ] TYT naKN ropt' (ibid., p. 358), and, naturally, the 
two episodes mentioned above where Anastasiia has to help him find the courage and 
strength to carry on along his chosen path. 
92 Ibid., p. 369. 
93 Ibid., p. 363. 
94 Ibid., p. 374. 
95 Ibid., p. 395. 
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the boundaries of right and wrong. These are also the limits within which he 
judges others in terms of absolute good or evil. Yet it is this same conviction 
which allows us to chart the decline and eventual breakdown of objective 
authorial perspective throughout the vita - one of the potential hazards of first- 

person narration. Avvakum appears to believe that he is the mouthpiece of 
God, yet he becomes increasingly blind to the various inconsistencies in his own 
relationship with Him. Epifanii had charged Avvakum to write down his life 

story so that God's true word was not silenced by Nikonian heresy, but by the 

end of the vita this task seems to have been obscured by grander ideals. The long 

years of isolation, and the certainty of eventual execution,? seems to have bred 
in Avvakum a fanatical desire to produce a work which focuses more on the fact 

that his own life was devoted to protection of the true faith than on inspiring 

others to continue the fight against Nikonian heresy. By controlling the direction 

of his work through an overtly subjective first-person narrator, Avvakum can be 

seen as attempting to depict himself as not only the people's champion (through 

acts of charity and succour), but also champion of the 'npaBOBtpHMM' and 
'MCTMHHe1M XpMCTH f1HHH'. 98 In this light, Avvakum's sense of humility appears 

challenged by his desire to leave an authoritative work for future generations of 
'true believers'. 

Through a powerful first-person narrative, Avvakum employs a skilful 
blend of encouragement, cajoling, outright bullying and subtle persuasion to 

manipulate the emotional responses of his reader-audience. He writes with 

passion and intimacy drawing in the reader-audience. Avvakum most likely 

realized that, without the function of the first-person narrator, his strength of 

persuasion and manipulation would have lost much of its impact. He rarely 

observes the function of epic distance and appears unconcerned that the mortal 

author is one and the same as the increasingly sanctified protagonist. Only in the 

passages of high ecclesiastical drama, such as the description of the 

anathematization in Moscow ('H npoTonona ABBaKyMa, 6UHOBa ropeMblKy, B TO 

BpeM Rc npo4 1H OCTpV1r nH -B C06opHOA uepKBH'99), and high personal pathos, 

96 It is not only through Anna and Avvakum's daughter that the audience is 

warned by an apparently divine force to obey Avvakum's words; further incidents with 
Eremei, Pashkov's son (ibid., p. 372), Nikodim, the cellarer at Pafnutev Monastery 
(ibid., p. 381), and Fedor the Holy Fool (ibid., p. 393) all appear to be intended to 
testify to Avvakum's mystically divine authority. 
97 libitt OHb, a 3aBTpö A TaK ice yMpy' (ibid, p. 392). 
98 Ibid., pp. 351-52. 
99 Ibid., p. 353. 
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such as the wretched winter journey to Lake Irgen ('A ACTH MazeHKH 6bIJ i, 
eZ]HKOB MHOPO, a pa6OTaTb HtKOMY: OJaHHb 6tZ1HON rOpeMbIKa-I1polononbl HapTy 

3ZPtJIaJIb H 3HMY BCIO BO71O4HJIbCA 3a BOJIOKb'l°°) does he attempt to use a third- 

person narrative form. Such moments, however, do not suffice to maintain epic 
distance throughout the work. 

Thus we see three varying approaches to the use of the first-person 
narrator in a hagiographical context. Eleazar is an almost unwilling first-person 
narrator and we learn only minimal details about his character through 
descriptions dedicated to the founding and building of the monastery on Anzersk 
Island. Epifanii, on the other hand, uses the first-person narrative mode to novel 
effect in terms of critical self-analysis and the creation of a sympathetic 
relationship with his reader-audience, although at the same time managing to 
preserve some degree of epic distance. And finally, first-person narrative allows 
Avvakum blatantly to manipulate his reader-audience through empathetic 
response and put himself forward as the people's spiritual champion and 
warrior. Expression of religious zeal in all three cases was the primary motivation 
for composition, and the first-person narrative provided an ideal medium for the 
authors' views to be presented in an individualistic, convincing and innovative 
manner. 

Structure 

As seen in previous chapters of this thesis, interesting variations, both obvious 

and subtle, on the structural division of exordium, central narrative and conclusio 

common to rhetorical hagiography appear in Muscovy with notable frequency 

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The evolution of hagiography is 

illustrated by a growing authorial awareness of the impact of certain elements in 

their works and a conscious decision to direct emphasis accordingly. This 

process is clearly at work also in the framework of the autohagiographies where a 

subjective narrator knows what he wishes to communicate to his reader-audience 

and rarely hesitates to lead and/or manipulate them to this end. 

We also know, however, that not all such structural variations were 

successful in terms of maintaining to a convincing degree the hagiographical 

nature of the work and debate has often arisen concerning, in particular, hybrid 

100 Ibid., p. 365. 
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forms of hagiography. Such debate applies to the autohagiographies, which can 
be described loosely as a hybrid of 'semi-autobiographical hagiography' and 
'semi-hagiographical autobiography'. While some of the vitae examined in earlier 
chapters cannot be said to lose hagiographical value because of a lack of some of 
the conventional elements of rhetorical hagiography, this problem becomes more 
acute in the case of the autohagiographies. For example, the fact that an 
autohagiographer could never include the structural elements of description of 
death, posthumous miracles and eulogy means that, even if every other structural 
requirement is fulfilled, the hagiography will never conform completely to what is 

expected. On the other hand, this deficiency may have acted as an incentive for 

the autohagiographer to adapt the structure as a whole in order to foresee, and if 

possible compensate for, the inevitable omission of the final structural elements. 
Furthermore, it should be noted again that the autohagiographer's intentions were 
not the same as that of the hagiographer; the former was simply recounting a life 

story which he considered worthy of emulation, while the latter was almost 
without exception interested in the official canonization of the subject. Both 
Epifanii and Avvakum's composition cope with this hazard in a skilful and 
creative fashion, producing a novel type of structure, one which hovers between 

hagiography and autobiography, but leans more towards a secular form of 

narrative than ecclesiastical tradition. 
The Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, however, neither follows a traditional nor 

introduces a novel hagiographical structure. Instead, it is composed in simple 

chronological narrative more in the style of a chronicle account than an attempt 

to relate a life story, a feature that would appear to support the notion of the 

monastery as the central character of this text. The narrative begins only at the 

point of Eleazar's life which is relevant to the building of the monastery - his 

learning of and arrival on Anzersk Island - and, although Eleazar uses the 

humility topos in the first line (7[ostja MHt, iptwHOMy E. nea3apy'101), there is no 

conventional exordium and no prayer. Neither does the reader-audience learn 

anything of his early life or tonsure. The central narrative section, where one 

expects to find details of the subject's podvig, instead simply lists the miracles 

and visions of Eleazar and the many other characters directly concerned with the 

establishment of the monastery. At the end, we find no formal conclusio, but 

rather a short statement informing the reader-audience that this is indeed the 

101 'Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo', p. 299. This is also a typical opening topos in a 
dukhovnoe zaveshchanie. 
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work of Eleazar and that it is kept in the monastery along with other documents 
also composed by him. 102 The lack of any recognizable formal hagiographical 

structure in this work further corroborates the idea that it was never meant 
primarily as an autobiographical work, and it is merely through the account of 
the history of the monastery that we are incidentally able to form an idea of a 
certain part of Eleazar's life and character. 

One important structural development in the Zhitie Eleazara must be 

noted, however. Although Eleazar's autohagiographical work is clearly not as 
advanced as that of either Epifanii or Avvakum, Eleazar, by contrast to the pre- 
seventeenth-century works discussed above, not only introduces the concept of 
first-person narration (testament or admonition apart), but also breaks away 
from the multi-part pattern seen in the tripartite Pouchenie of Vladimir 

Monomakh, the two-part Zaveshchanie-ustav Gerasima Boldinskogo and the four- 

part Avtobiograficheskaia povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo. Instead, Eleazar's work is 

chronological and follows a linear approach. This represents a significant step in 

the direction of a more coherent type of hagiographical writing in which the 

author has chosen the most effective way of glorifying the monastery (by 

recounting his own life story) rather than following conventional hagiographical 

structures which he might deem inappropriate to apply to himself. The 

adaptation of alternative structures demonstrates the extent to which 

seventeenth-century writers were conscious of the need for effective presentation 

of their work and how different frameworks would suit the requirements of the 

subject matter. 
In the Zhitie Epifaniii there is evidence of a far greater degree of effort being 

applied to the structure through considerable reworking. Contrary to A. N. 

Robinson's suggestion that, unlike Avvakum, Epifanii did not modify the 

Ranniaia redaction of the vita to any significant degree when working on the 

Okonchatel'naia, 103 the Ranniaia actually shows clearly how Epifanii chose to edit, 

expand and cut the original text in his transformation of it into the 

Okonchatel 'naia. Comparison of the Ranniaia with the Okonchatel 'naia reveals no 

major structural change in Part One, although the Ranniaia includes neither the 

lyrical digression on the joys of living in the wilderness, nor the short prayer at 

the end, and the episode about the ant infestation lacks detail and is far 

102 Ibid., p. 304. 
103 A. N. Robinson, Zhizneopisaniia Avvakuma i Epifaniia. Issledovanie i teksty, 
Moscow, 1963, p. 123. 
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shorter. 104 The Ranniaia does include, on the other hand, reworkings of Biblical 
passages as well as direct citation from St Paul's first and second Epistles (from 
Paul to Timothy), 105 forming a far more substantial exordium which is absent in 
the Okonchatel 'naia. 106 These differences suggest that Epifanii allowed a greater 
level of subjectivity into the Okonchatel 'naia redaction, dictating the selection and 
omission of material. Of course, the fact that he was writing the Okonchatel 'naia 

redaction in the Pustozersk dungeon more than likely accounts for some of his 

more lyrical descriptions and memories; even the ant infestation might have been 

remembered in hindsight with a more nostalgic mellowed irritation. Editing out 
the Biblical quotations, on the other hand, is harder to explain: perhaps Epifanii 
felt that inclusion of such lengthy Biblical passages in such a direct manner would 
have shown a lack of humility, as if he was actively trying to write a conventional 
hagiography, to put himself forward for canonization rather than simply as an 
example to inspire others in their religious zeal. Perhaps he also considered them 
to be out of place in a work so rooted in real-life detail. 

Part Two of the Ranniaia presents a very different picture: it is much 
shorter than Part Two of the Okonchatel 'naia, the chronology is more obviously 
linear and there are several elements which have not yet been worked into the 

structure. For example, the principle of structuring the narrative around a series 

of miracles (see below) does not operate here and Epifanii resorts to cliched 

expressions for introducing each episode, such as 'Aa ewe noeeM saM... ' and 'H 

ewe cKa )Icy... '. 107 We have already seen above how Epifanii described his own 

emotional and physical state in terms to which the reader-audience could relate, 

yet many of these passages in Part Two of the Ranniaia are shorter, less 

expressive or even completely absent. 108 With the passage of time and the 

104 'Ranniaia redaktsiia', p. 239. 
105 The Epistles from Paul were favoured Biblical passages for the Old Believers, 

warning of evil-doers who try to corrupt the word of God. 
106 'Ranniaia redaktsiia', p. 234. See also Droblenkova, 'Ranniaia redaktsiia 
Zhitiia Epifaniia', pp. 225-26. 
107 'Ranniaia redaktsiia', p. 241. 
108 Cf., for example, in the Ranniaia, 'cYTO ce TBOPKTC fi ma no MHOFO, 6enHbwM? [... ] 
TO 6bl a3 c pa, ioCTHro Tepne71 BC ciA o XpICTe llcycea' (p. 241), with the 

Okonchatel 'naia, 'nowe. 71b K MOCKB$ HC nyCTbIHH [... ] KaK% no KOHLIä AO )CMBaTb? ' (p. 

327), 'Erna TeMHHMMoe TO [... ] H Z1oc& y TCMHH4HyP0a' (p. 331), and 'A He Buaro [... ] O 
XpHCTt Hcyct»' (p. 330). One passage in the Ranniaia has in this way effectively been 

split up to form at least three different passages in the Okonchatel 'naia (which, 

furthermore, do not adhere to the chronology of the Ranniaia). Episodes which are 
totally absent fom the Ranniaia include, inter alia, the lyrical digression on the joys of 
living in the wilderness, in Part One ('Zhitie Epifaniia', p. 316), and Epifanii's 

comparison of himself to Feofil of the Kievan Caves Monastery (ibid., p. 332). 
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vagaries of memory it is natural that certain events would be recalled differently. 
It seems probable that in this case incarceration and isolation affected his 
memory. Furthermore, as time passed the urgency of his mission increased, and 
Epifanii would have grown increasingly aware of the potential value of his work, 
his main method of continuing to preach to the outside world. In this light, it is 
easy to understand that a powerfully emotive account which elicits sympathy 
was a more desirable narrative option for Epifanii than the more measured 
approach taken in Part Two of the Ranniaia redaction. 

Despite the personalized intrusions in the narrative, the revised version of 
Epifanii's work follows conventional hagiographical structures much more closely 
than does the earlier redaction. Part One of the Okonchatel 'naia redaction opens 
with an unmistakably hagiographical exordium replete with traditional 
justification for writing, 109 authorial humility topos and apologies for his 

simplicity and lack of education ('noHe )ce TpaMOTHKH H (ýHJ1oCo4 HH He 

y4HJIC q'110), before a short concluding prayer asking for Avvakum, Afanasii and 
the reader-audience to offer prayers to help him achieve his mission. He 

continues to follow a common hagiographical pattern, albeit with scant detail 

until the time of his tonsure in the Monastery on Solovki after seven years as a 

novice, when Nikon started printing revisions of the Holy Books as part of his 

Church reforms. After leaving the monastery in 1657, he travels to Vidan'sk 

Island where his ascesis begins. The remainder of Part One relates his everyday 

routine on the island, his struggles with demons, visions and dreams, as well as 

the problems arising from his solitary life, before ending with another short 

prayer. Part Two, written from his underground dungeon in Pustozersk 

comprises an address and advice to Afanasii, and prayers, "' before once again 

picking up the story of Epifanii's life on Vidan'sk Island. The narrative is then 

structured around a series of 'miracles', as Epifanii calls them, and describes his 

imprisonment, interrogation, subsequent torture and final incarceration in 

Pustozersk. Finally he brings the vita to a close, not without reminding the reader- 

109 In fact, Epifanni offers first of all three reasons - Christ, Avvakum and 
Afanasii: ? ioc nywai* ci pa wi XpMCToBa M TBoero paAM nose HM AH cB rTaro paAM TBOero 
6.71aroc. AoeeHHA, oTHe CBATbIN, m npoweHMA paAH pa6a TOGO XpMCToBa... ', 'Zhitie 

Epifanniia' (ibid., p. 310) - and three lines later another reason: 'cero MWY, KaKO 6b1 MM 
XPHCTa MM. AOCTMBa COTBOPMTH ce6t m ntoneM' (ibid. ). 

110 Ibid. 
111 In some places Epifanii repeats practically verbatim the prayer with which he 
began Part One: see, for example, 'He n03apM npoCTOTt MOON, noHe * a3b rpaMOTMKM H 

C)MAOC04)MM OT M HOCTM Moe A He yMM, 71C AM He MCKa, Pb cero; H Hb1Ht He MWY Toro, HO cero 

MWy, KäKO 6b1 MM XpMCTa 11CyCa MM. 7IOCTMBa COpBOpITH ce6t m noneMb' (ibid., p. 319), and 

compare with the opening paragraph of Part One (ibid., p. 310). 
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audience that he was writing for the instruction of Afanasii and all 'pa6H 
XpHCTOBbI, 4TYWV1N H CJIbIWaL11N CNA BCA', I12 repeating the traditional humility 
topos, and adding a short prayer. The only structural deviation from the formal 
pattern is the absence of a prediction of his own death (although, on this, see 
below), actual death, posthumous miracle tales and (optional) further eulogy. 

Thus, a near perfect hagiographical structure helps underpin another 
important hagiographical aspect of the work: the saintly subject is seen, through 
his ascesis, to strive towards an imitation of the Passion of Christ. Epifanii 

achieves this through martyrdom, a point seldom lost on him, yet rarely 
expressed quite as obviously as the following: 

Borb cnoZo6HJlb npHHaCTHTHCA TtJla XpHCTOBa H KPOBH H KPOBb 
Moto, nOMOWHFO XpHCTOBoIo, npoJIH. 71 3a CTapyio Btpy ero CBATyio, H 
3a JIF0z]H ero, H 3a uepKBH ero CB ATbI A. B naro, papFO T A, rocno i, 
AKO cno io6H. n mA eCH noCTpa, t]aTH 3a BC A CM AH KPOBb MOFO 
H3JW1 ATM ! 113 

The final and very lengthy 'miracle' ('Yfozo o nna3ax MOHR KpeCTa pain 

XpHCTOBa'114) presents a similarly suitable theme. Epifanii calculates how many 

crosses he has carved over the years and reaches a total of several hundred, as 

well as relating in the greatest detail his ritual of prayer with each cross. 115 

Although he may not have been able to tell the reader-audience about his 

martyr's death at the stake, he was surely aware that death awaited him in the 

same violent manner at the hands of his captors as so many dissenters before 

him. The image of Epifanii sculpting the crosses for his own Calvary, if not 

actually ever mounting them, presents a powerful parallel to the Passion of 
Christ. 

Just as in their use of the first-person narrator, Epifanii and Avvakum's 

vitae share many structural features. Avvakum, for example, is known to have 

been even more zealous than Epifanii in the editing of his vita. Demkova's study 

and chronological re-arrangement of the four basic redactions of the vita show the 

development from the earliest redaction (the Prianishnikov), a factual historical 

document composed between 1667 and 1672, through the commonly labelled B 

and A redactions (composed respectively in the first half of 1672 and the first 

112 Ibid., p. 336. 
213 Ibid., p. 325. 
114 Ibid., p. 331. 
115 The comparison of Epifanii's trials to the Passion of Christ is absent in the 
Ranniaia, and the lengthy passage in the Okonchatel'naia concerning the carving of 
the crosses is given only a brief paragraph in the earlier redaction. 
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half of 1673), to the final C redaction, composed as late as 1675.116 In each 
progressive redaction, Avvakum increases not only the length of the text, but also 
the number of quotations from Holy Scripture, theological writings and earlier 
hagiography, as well as a host of other features designed to contrast other 
characters unfavourably with his own. 117 By injecting these elements into his 
literary self-portrait, Avvakum gradually and subtly shifts the emphasis of his 
entire work from the simple exploits of an arguably far from saintly archpriest to 
the life of one who is increasingly conscious that he shall die a martyr: 

[... ] yCHJIHBaIOwa AC A armoipa4JH4@CKä A CTHJIH3aUH AB H306pa )K@HHH 
aaTo6Ho pä4JH4@CKoro repo s ABJ1 AFOTC A naJibHe WHM pä3BHTH@M 

w TeX TeHAeH11HH, KOTOpbI@ OT4aCTH HäMeTHJWHCb y )Ce B pe, paKw1H A 
[... ] H BfOJ1H@ corJIaCyMTCA CO B3PJ1AAäMH ABBaKyMa 1674-75 rr., 
KOTX OH Hä4HHä@T OWYLU Tb ce6A 'CBATbIM'. 118 

The gradual process of emphasizing his sanctity can be seen as restoring some 
degree of epic distance into this vita. Interestingly, while Epifanii's creation of a 
dual (divine-mortal) protagonist is a novel if somewhat crude method of 
establishing epic distance, Avvakum's more subtle change of emphasis 
throughout the reworkings of his vita reveals a far less humble quality to his 

saintly self-perception. 
The text of the vita being used in this study (redaction A) opens with a 

conventional exordium, including justification for writing, humility topoi and a 
prayer. 119 Before embarking on his own life story, however, Avvakum launches 

into a vitriolic attack on the Nikonian reforms and warns of impending disaster 

before proffering a lengthy justification of the traditional Russian Orthodox 

ritual. A pattern becomes clear which is repeated throughout the vita: a familiar 

hagiographical topos will be used in its conventional context either immediately 

preceded or followed by an unpredictable and original element. Another early 

example: V 

OTeu'b MN 6bICTb CB AWeHHVIK JleTpb, MaTH - MapH A, HHOKa Map4a. 
OTeu'b ke MOH npI. ne )Icawe nMTH tl XMeJibHoaa; MATH )Ke MO A 
nOCTHMLia H MOJü1TBeHNua 6bICTb, BCerna ymawe MR CTpaXy 6o wHFO. 

A3 *e H$Kor a BmzitBb y coctzia CKOTHHY yMepwy, H TOH HOWH, 

116 See Demkova, Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, pp. 67-107. 
117 For example, redaction C makes no mention of Pashkov having given food to 
Avvakum on the return journey from exile in Siberia. The blacker Pashkov's character is 

rendered, the brighter Avvakum's robes of martyrdom seem to shine. 
118 Demkova, Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, p. 100. 
119 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 350. 
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B03CTaBWe, npen o6pa3oM n. naKaecq ZIOBOJIbHO 0 Aywe cBoeH, nOHHMa A CMepTb, AKO M MHt yMepeTb. 120 

The conventional topos of pious parents, with which Avvakum opens the story of 
his life, is here given a unique slant by mention of his father's inclination to drink. 
Although the following description of his mother's piety returns the text to 
hagiographical convention, the next sentence introduces another highly unusual 
image; unlike the majority of saintly figures who are summoned to a holy life by 
innate or divine signs, Avvakum claims that the prosaic image of a dead cow 
spurred him to pray every night. The tendency to mix familiar hagiographical 
topoi with unusual elements such as these occurs throughout the work to the point 
where, sometimes, the hagiographical topoi are obscured under a mass of 
personal reminiscence and detail, and the narrative adopts the mode of pure 
autobiography. A long central narrative describes Avvakum's ascesis: his fight 
against demons (real men such as Nikon and his supporters instead of the non- 
human external demons of the past), his continual preaching of God's word, his 

struggle with very real material hardship, episodes of seemingly miraculous 
healing, and the innumerable trials sent to test his patience as much as his 

spriritual strength. Finally, having won the battle and remained loyal to the 'true 
faith', Avvakum prepares himself for martyrdom, having already predicted his 

own death. 121 He repeats in a short conclusio his reason for writing and 
commands Epifanii to write down his life story as well: 'JlycKaH pa6-OTb 
XPHCTOBb sere-AHTC fi, HTYHH! KaKb yMp@M, TaKb OHb nOHT@Tb, na IIOM AH@T npez 

6oroM'b Hac'. 1 He finishes with the assurance that the righteous will be 'Tam y 
XpMCTa, a . ti Mx - so seKH seKoB, aMHHb. 'l23A highly unusual form of 'prayer', 

these words contain no hint of humility, no thanks offered for the successful 

conclusion of a sacred literary task, but rather, typically for Avvakum, it 

presumes salvation for himself and his flock. Seldom has any work of medieval 
Russian literature been so forcefully concluded and the 'message' driven home so 

pointedly. Thus, most of the familiar conventions of hagiographical framework 

are satisfied (if not always in the clearest manner) apart from the description of 

death, posthumous miracles and eulogy, although, as with Epifanii, this is merely 

the basic structural level of Avvakum's work. 

120 Ibid., p. 355. 
121 See note 97 above. 
122 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 397. 
123 Ibid. 
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To a far greater degree than Epifanii, Avvakum supplies evidence to 
promote the idea of his life as an imitatio Christi. The narrative is replete with 
Biblical quotations and references; at times the natural flow of the prose is so 
choked with Biblical allusion as to suggest over-anxiety to prove his point. 
Indeed, quotations appear to be avoided where not directly furthering the image 

of Avvakum as an imitatio Christi figure. Biblical quotations (often paraphrased) 
are commonly concealed in the words of various characters to enhance the image 

of Avvakum as a divine figure: 124 inter alia, when Avvakum is brought to the 
dying Evfimei Stefanovich who cries out for forgiveness - 'IipoCTH, rocypapb, 
corptwH. n npez 6oroM H npeA T060w' - almost repeating verbatim the apology 
of the Prodigal Son to his father. 121 Later, when Pashkov is made to realize by his 

son that he beat and tortured Avvakum with no justification, he exclaims, in the 

words of Judas having betrayed Christ, '«Corptwivm, OKa AHHo , npOJwi r KPOBb 
HenoBHHHy... »'. 126Avvakum frequently also draws parallels between events in his 
life and those of Biblical figures. For example, Pashkov's violent beating leaves 
Avvakum questioning Christ, almost challenging him; '3a 'TO Tbi, cbIHe 6o wHH, 
fOIIyCTMJI McHt1 e MY TäKOBO 60JIHO y6HTb TOMY [... ] KTO AaCT$ Cytjiio mewny 

MHOI H To6oro? 'v Although not a direct quotation, this strongly echoes passages 
in the Book of Job. 

Such comparisons are not Avvakum's only tool to further his own imitatio 
Christi image. In terms of structure, the entire vita can be read as a parallel to 
Christ's life and suffering. As Christ journeyed through Israel, across seas and 

mountains, so Avvakum spends his years travelling all over Russia, 

disseminating God's word, likening life to a journey, crossing seas and traversing 

the wilderness, making much of the image of the spiritual journey. In the 

exordium, Avvakum even rearranges historical records to suit his allegory: having 

mentioned the eclipse which began during the sixth hour of the crucifixion of 
Christ, he claims that 

[... ] B 4aC WeCTblMw, TMa 6blCTb; COJIHUe nomep4e, JIYHa nozlT@KaJla 

OT 3änä, ßä we, nitBb 6o ioii ABJIAA. H npOTOnona ABBaKYMa, 

124 Although it must be remembered both that these passages of reported speech 
are filtered through memory, and that Avvakum's familiarity with the Scriptures 

would have naturally helped him to paraphrase actual conversations in a more 

religious context. 
125 Ibid., p. 358; see also Luke, 15: 18. 
126 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 371; see also Matthew, 27: 4. 
127 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 364. 
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6tz1HOBa ropeMbuKy, B TO 6peM sc npO4HMK OCTPNTJ H-B C06OPHOH 
u@pKBH -B . naCTH H Ha YIptwe B TeMHIIUY, npOKJIKHaB'b, 6pocsv H. u8 

What he fails to mention is that he was unfrocked and anathematized in the 
Moscow Kremlin's Cathedral of the Assumption on 13 May 1666, and the eclipse 
actually occurred several weeks after this date. It is possible that, unable to 
describe his own death, Avvakum chooses the moment of his anathematization 
as the nearest allegory to death on the cross. The description of how he is brought 
before the Ecumenical Council of Patriarchs in 1666 continues the parallel to 
Christ's life: his inquisition by the Patriarchs carries distinct overtones of the trial 

of Christ by the High Priests-129 Just as Christ refused to renounce his words 
concerning the destruction and rebuilding of the temple, prompting the High 
Priests to condemn him, Avvakum categorically refuses to betray the rituals of 
the Old Faith, despite both verbal and physical persuasion from the Patriarchs. 
A Pontius Pilate figure also appears in Avvakum's vita in the form of his last 

persecutor, Captain Ivan Elagin in Pustozersk, where Elagin attempts to 
interrogate Avvakum regarding his beliefs as Pilate questioned Christ. 130 Many 

other similar details are included in the vita: Avvakum claims, for example, that 

people brought their children to him to be cured of illness, just as children were 
taken to Christ, 131 while the entertainers being thrown out of the village by 

Avvakum is reminiscent of Christ ejecting the money-lenders from the temple. 132 

Both Christ and Avvakum escape attempts on their lives: the Jews plot three 

times to assassinate Christ, failing on each attempt; Avvakum attributes the two 

misfirings of a crazed official's pistols to divine intervention, 133 and when 

starving in the Andronikov Monastery, he suggests that God sent an angel to him 

with food. 1" 
Indeed, Avvakum seems at times to exist on the threshold of life, 

frequently beaten half to death yet always resurrected (by God) to continue his 

mission of preserving the true faith. Avvakum, it could be suggested, is writing so 

that followers of the true faith will remember him as man's saviour in the drama 

of the Church Schism, as Christ is honoured in the Bible. Mortality and 

immortality, present time and eternity are confounded. In the words of Bertnes: 

128 Ibid., p. 353. 
129 See ibid., pp. 384-85. 
130 Elagin is actually referred to by Avvakum as Pilate; see ibid., p. 387. 
131 Ibid., p. 396. 
132 Ibid., p. 357. 
133 Ibid., pp. 356-57. 

134 Ibid., p. 360. 
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'Avvakum's death [is] the moment in time when his sufferings will cease, when he 
shall win the martyr's crown, and no longer remain a figure of the abased Son of 
Man, but become united with his prototype in death's rebirth to immortality'. 135 
The underlying intertextual relationship with Christ's Passion is a highly effective 
tool of manipulation, especially when so skilfully concealed within a text so full 
of realistic detail and historical fact. 

In contrast to Avvakum's determination to reveal his life as a parallel to 
Christ's, Epifanii's references to his own imitation of the Passion of Christ 

appear rather modest. Although both Epifanii and Avvakum were working 
towards the same goal and both died as martyrs to the same cause, Epifanii 
displays a genuine sense of humility which prevents him developing the same 
degree of fanaticism as his fellow prisoner and does not create the same 
imbalance between the original intention and final content of his vita. Avvakum, 

on the other hand, although professing throughout the whole vita his sinfulness 

and unworthiness before both God and his Father Confessor, appears to have 

only a limited sense of true humility: 'OcMbico A cl ce6 ci KaK Bon. noweHHe 6ora B 

4eJloBeKe, ABBaKYM C4HTaeT, 4TO ero cyweCTBOBaHNe cn0006Ho 06HOBHTb 
PoccHro H Becb mmp'. 1-36 His character is full of contradictions; although literate, he 

is extremely narrow-minded and lurches from violence to tenderness in his 

relations and attitudes to those around him. His fanaticism arguably leads him to 

the point where he can no longer distinguish between the essential and secondary 
in religion, that is, between substance and ritual. 

Thus, innovative structural change operates on more than one level in 

these works. The Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo makes a decisive move from multi- 

part narrative commonly found in earlier works of an autobiographical nature to 

a linear form of narrative, focusing on one main subject and theme (although 

arguably the monastery rather than Eleazar himself), yet remains far less 

developed in terms of structural innovation than the two later works. The 

painstaking reworking of their vitae by Epifanii and Avvakum, while trying to 

maintain as much hagiographical integrity as possible, appears to be part of a 

calculated effort to increase the impact of their message. Structural changes made 

during this process can be seen to develop, subtly yet unequivocally, the 

empathetic response of the reader-audience to a first-person narrator. Such 

reworkings also indicate how time and isolation encourages distortion of memory 

135 Bortnes, Visions of Glory, p. 267. 
136 P. Hunt, 'Samoopravdanie protopopa Avvakuma', TODL, 32,1977, pp. 70-83 

(72). 
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and the admixture of a small degree of fantasy into the written works. 
Furthermore, the parallels with Christ's life and Passion in the two later 
autohagiographies help, in varying degrees, to present the protagonists as 
martyrs whose lives, and beliefs, are to be seen as unquestionably worthy of 
emulation. 

Narrative Style and Technique 

We have already determined how crucial active communication with the reader- 
audience was for the seventeenth-century autohagiographers; their desire to 
inform was born of the need to convince the reader-audience of the sanctity of 
Anzersk Island and the monastery in the case of Eleazar, and to win widespread 
support in the fight against Nikon in the case of Epifanii and Avvakum. 
Although the narrative style of Eleazar's vita cannot be described as novel, it 
does continue to observe the changes (such as increased use of realia and 
dialogue) in the evolution of hagiographical narrative already established in 

earlier chapters of this study. Epifanii and Avvakum, on the other hand, 

introduced many innovations into their vitae, a process which extends also to 

their narrative style and technique. Just as the autohagiographer possesses greater 
freedom in the emphasis and presentation of structure and contents, he also has 

more choice in vocabulary, tone and nuance and is thus able to produce an 

accessible work. The resulting effect is far more immediate and, it could well be 

argued, remains in the memory more easily than high-style works written in 

ecclesiastical rhetoric, the primary aim of which was never to ensure the full 

understanding of the reader-audience and hence could not suit the purposes of 
Epifanii and Avvakum. 

In the Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo, we see an occasional departure from the 

traditional vocabulary and style of hagiography, but for the most part Eleazar's 

language is simple, factual and easily understandable, much as would be 

expected in a work intended to document events such as the building of a 

monastery. A mixture of Church Slavonic verbal forms helps to produce syntactic 

simplicity. Only occasionally does Eleazar adopt a more modem verbal usage 

and without exception when quoting what others have told him: 'BpaTe, awe 

nplwej b... 1; 137 and 'CbIHb, , De, MON l]YXOBHON, HHOK'b, CHAe. n'b Ha TOHH, CO 

137 'Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo', p. 300. 
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c, ny)ce6HHKH JIOBHJIb pbi6y KpaCHy.. "'. 
138 Quotations from the Bible or 

ecclesiastical writing, however, always appear in Church Slavonic. Apart from a 
few local expressions, 'N there is little linguistic novelty in this work. 

On a wider level, however, Eleazar introduces a sense of reality found in 
some episodes and descriptions (where previously one would have found cliched 
topoi deliberately distanced from the real world). For example, anxious that the 
monastery be appropriately revered and that the connected visions be accepted 
as authentic, Eleazar continually stresses the crowds of witnesses to miracles 
and visions, recalling names, times and places. 140 This factual style of reportage 
is carried over into other aspects of the work and, in a manner similar to that of 
the vitae of Stefan of Perm' and Trifon of Pechenga, Eleazar describes hostility 
from the local people in place of the common hagiographical topos of demons 
tormenting the saint. 

3aBHnA we CynOCTaT'b Z]HaBOJIb, XOTA YCTpaWHTH H H3rHaTH, 
BOOpy )KHC A Ha MA CO MHOIMMH 6eCbl, OBH BO O6pa3e 3HaeMbIXb 
CyMCKHX'b . i»o eH CbTpeJllloBb, HHbI we He3HaeMbl. OBH Ha KOHAXb, 
HHbI we neWH C JIyKH HC CaMOIIa nbl HC KOIIHH [... ] HHorna we 
npmxonAwe c'bKper4ywe 3y6b1 H rp03Awe y6HNCTBOMb, rnaro. nbl 
MHOrOpa3JIH'HbIMH yCTpawaA. 1111 

Psychologically, at least, Eleazar sees the demons in the form of people he knows 

('3HaeMbIX'b CyMCKHX'b J to nem'), although ultimately it is unclear from the narrative 

whether he is plagued by demons or real people. Changing the demons of this 

conventional topos into local people enhances the reality of Eleazar's description, 

although still conveying the evil nature or intention of the demon/person. He is 

told that he is not welcome on the island and only left in peace when he quotes 

the Psalms. Quoting the Psalms is strongly reminiscent of demons being chased 

away in earlier vitae when sent to plague the saintly protagonist and suggests 

that this topos is indeed being replaced in this instance with the scenario of real 

local people showing hostility. The attacks were unremitting - 'no cero RJHH 

6e3npecTaHHO'142 - and often very sudden, leaving him in constant threat of 

danger. He makes no pretence that life was easy on the island, but rather states 

candidly that '3e. no MHe TA)KKO - He Aarowe cHa m nOKOA HH B 1eH'b, HM 0 

138 Ibid., p. 301. 
139 For example, 'YMHbIMa OMNMa' (in a vision; p. 300), and 'cii e, 1rb Ha TORN' (TOHb is 

the area where people fished; p. 301). 
140 See ibid., pp. 300-02. 
141 Ibid., p. 299. 
142 Ibid. 
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HOWb. '143 Although this is a modest example of what can be done with the 
comparative freedom available to Eleazar as first-person controlling narrator, the 
impact of his frankness is nevertheless heightened, for the description is original 
and presents his problems as those of the real world with real enemies. 

Both Epifanii and Avvakum display a far more developed understanding 
than Eleazar of the potential impact of their narrative technique. As mentioned 
above, the written word became for these later autohagiographers a weapon 
during their imprisonment in Pustozersk, their only method of self-justification 
and communication with the outside world. No longer able to use their powers of 
persuasion through preaching, they transformed their experience of the spoken 

sermon into a written form of sermon and vita delivered against a background of 
real life and people. References to realia are especially noticeable in the case of 
Epifanii, who introduces a mass of everyday detail into the text of the 
Okonchatel 'naia redaction, such as exact dates, 14' the precise amount of money he 

accepted for the crosses he carved, and what he bought with this payment, '' the 

methods he employed to wipe out the ants in his cell 1'6 and even an anatomical 
description of his new 'divine' tongue. 147 Nor does Epifanii shrink from graphic 
detail when recounting his torture, commonly sharing the details of his pain with 
the reader-audience: for instance, 'A Ha MOCKBe, KäK nepsoi A3bIKb MOY1 naJla4b 

OTpe3aJl, Tor na AKO MOTaA 3MHA yKyclvla, H BCFO YTP06y MOFO 3aWeMHJ1O, m ZIO 

BOJlorzlbl Torfaa y McHe OT TO A 60JIe3HH KPOBb WJIa 3aZIHMMb npOXO1OM'b'. 1411 The 

reader-audience thus gradually becomes intimately aware of the degree of pain 

and distress, made all the more real as it is the tortured person himself who is 

recalling the agonies. Furthermore, by rendering these passages more emotionally 

and at greater length in the Okonchatel'naia redaction than the Ranniaia, he 

appears to be seeking the reader-audience's sympathy by reminding him even 

more forcibly of his own human state-149 
Epifanii's sense of narrative timing is well developed by seventeenth- 

century standards; the descriptions of his moods and the pain of torture are 

143 Ibid. 
144 See, for example, 'Zhitie Epifaniia', pp. 316,319 and 330. 
145 Ibid., p. 336. 
146 Ibid., pp. 317-18. 
147 Ibid., p. 329. 
148 Ibid., p. 328. 
149 Epifanii's use of diminutives to help achieve this end has already been noted 
(see p. 204). Not a feature of the Ranniaia, Epifanii peppers the text of the 
Okonchatel'naia with 'cze3HwKN', for example, whenever trying to evoke an especially 

sympathetic reaction. 
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always carefully placed at the most effective points in the narrative, in other 
words, just where the reader-audience (albeit subconsciously) expects them. For 
example, Epifanii does not mention his doubts as to whether his struggle was 
worth the agony (see page 208 above) until the reader-audience is expecting it 
(after numerous graphically described trials and tribulations). Neatly reinforcing 
in this way the author-reader bond, Epifanii succeeds in eliciting a sympathetic 
response as well as reminding them of the principal reasons for his struggle at the 
points where they may begin to question Epifanii's sanity. 

Avvakum's use of everyday realistic detail throughout his vita has already 
been discussed elsewhere and need not be repeated here. 150 Instead, one may 
note some narratorial devices commonly used by Avvakum to manipulate the 

reader-audience. For example, once he has gained the reader-audience's trust that 
he is the true people's champion, both spiritual and physical, Avvakum works 
hard to flatter and maintain their confidence. To this end, he employs a rather 
primitive yet effective technique of narrative implication. When he wants his 

reader-audience to reach a certain conclusion, yet believe they are reaching it 
independently and free from any authorial suggestion/interference, he plants the 

seed of the idea in their heads and leaves it to flower: for example, during an 

early experience of imprisonment when, having been brought soup when he was 

starving in a monastery cell, he suggests that 'AHBHO TOJIbKO 4eJlOB$Kb, a 4TO We 

aHrezb? HHO Ht4eMy 4HBHTua... ', '51 and later, driving spirits out of Pashkov's 

servant girls, he tells us that 'C, ne3aMH H BoZoro noKpon, nto [... ] H CH. na 6o, cHci 
OTI'OH AWe OT 4eJ1OB$Kb 6eCbl [... ] He no ZIOCTOHHbCTBY MOeMy, HH, HHKäKO )Ce', l'`2 

and later still, when the Tsar visited his cell in Moscow, 'OKO. no TeMHHubi Moe A 
nOXO, UHJIb H, nOCTOHaBb, OnaTb noweJlb H3 MOHäCTbIP A. Ka)KeTC A no TOMY, H 

)CaJlb eMy MeH A, na YW TO BOAR 60 )CH A TaKb JIe )KHTb 0'. 153 By way of such 

innocent-sounding remarks, Avvakum effectively instills in the reader-audience's 

mind, first, the notion of an angel saving him which, in turn, implies that his 

religious path is indeed the correct one and that Avvakum himself is worthy of 

150 See, for example, Brown, History of Russian Literature, pp. 68-72; P. Hunt, 'The 
Autobiography of the Archpriest Avvakum: Structure and Function', Ricerche 
Slavistiche, 23,1976, pp. 155-76; and V. V. Vinogradov, 'On the Tasks of Stylistics: 
Observations regarding the Style of The Life of the Archpriest Avvakum' in 

Archpriest Avvakum: the Life, Written by Himself, translations, annotations, 

commentary and a historical introduction by Kenneth N. Brostrom, Michigan Slavic 

Translations, no. 4, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1979, pp. 117-46 (125-26). 
151 'Zhitie Avvakuma', p. 360. 
152 Ibid., p. 367. 
153 Ibid., p. 381. 
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divine protection, secondly, the idea that he may possess the power to purge 
people of evil spirits, and finally, that his plight is so great even the Tsar, a 
supporter of Nikon and therefore an adversary, feels sorry for him. Casting these 
remarks in, respectively, the form of a question, an emphatically negative 
declaration and a supposition allow Avvakum to suggest various images by 
implication, often a more effective (albeit here not overly subtle) means of 
communication than direct reportage and claims. Thus we see how the first- 

person narrator can direct not only the flow and emphasis of his narrative in 

minute detail, but also the chain of association made by the reader-audience. 
Avvakum's vita is, furthermore, one of the most dynamic narratives in 

Muscovite literature and he relates his life story at the same frenetic pace he 
lived. In the main, he has little time for rhetoric, unless it can be used to justify his 

argument, and his liberal use of vulgar expressions is already well-documented. 
Such coarseness appears to suit Avvakum's approach, however, both to life and 
his written work: passionate, fast-moving and startling, even shocking, doubtless 

an effective device in oral preaching. One example of this is Avvakum's 'shocking 
humour': describing the guards after inquisition by the Ecumenical Council, he 

claims 'YTO 3a pa36OcHHKaMH, CTpeJlbUOB BONCKO 3a HaMI1 XO4I1T H CpaTb 

npOBO)CaAT%. JtoMAHBTCA, -H CMexb H rope, - KaK-TO OMPa4NJ1'b , JbABOJIb! '; 1'4 

and talking of Pashkov, he says ', leceTb JIeT'b OHb M8H AI iy'NJib, MJIN A ero - 

He 3Haro'. 155 Quite possibly, the response from the reader-audience to such 

remarks probably justified to Avvakum the semi-jocular thought. 
Despite many similarities of narrative technique shared by Epifanii and 

Avvakum's vitae, there is a marked difference to be found in their personal styles 

of composition. Epifanii is overall a restrained and conservative author 

compared to Avvakum, both in content and style, even occasionally veering 

towards old-style didacticism which contrasts sharply with his outbursts and 

passages of more lively and active language. Avvakum prefers a more radical 

and free method of composition, far more similar to informal oral preaching and 

conversation than to traditional rhetoric. Yet both of these autohagiographers 

contribute powerfully to the secularizing tendencies at work in hagiographical 

narrative of this time. No longer do language and expression act as a barrier to 

the understanding of the Orthodox faith, no longer does high-style rhetoric deter 

the ordinary believer from trying to comprehend. As a result, communication with 

154 Ibid., p. 385. 
155 Ibid., p. 372. 
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God and the rituals of worship were put into a context of familiarity, of 
everyday life and events which, in turn, encouraged more direct and private 
forms of faith. 

The Treatment of Time 

In the seventeenth-century autohagiographies we find a continuation of the trend 
towards emphasizing a concrete temporal framework rather than one of the 
absolute past. Considerable changes in the author's use of epic distancing in the 
context of author-reader relationship have already been noted in this chapter; in 
the Zhitie Epifaniia and the Zhitie Avvakuma the temporal definition of epic 
distance likewise produces significant change in the treatment and function of 
time. 

Choosing to bring contemporary time into the vitae through reference to 
historical and political events allows the authors to establish a vital living bond 

with their audience, bringing them ever closer to the subject of the vita. Only the 
Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo consistently observes epic time; many abstract time 

references such as 'e OHO )ce BpeM A' and 'D HeKOe epeM A' are scattered 
throughout the text in line with hagiographical conventions of avoiding intrusions 

of real time. "6 Epifanii and Avvakum, on the other hand, and especially the 
latter, saturate their work with countless episodes related in a specific socio- 
historical and/or political context, many of which have been mentioned above. 
Furthermore, approaching their written work in a manner similar to that of an 

oral sermon, Epifanii and Avvakum's habit of directing short remarks to their 

reader-audience reinforces the latter's sense of active involvement. Sustained use 

of real time stresses the contemporary nature of their vitae, which helps 

strengthen author-reader identification, and at the same time moves significantly 

away from ecclesiastical temporal constraints towards a freer secularized 

approach to narrative. 

156 Eleazar does, however, to a limited degree add small details which note the 

passing of the days and seasons: 'JIeTo 7123' ('Zhitie Eleazara Anzerskogo', p. 299), 'Bb 
AeHb Hene1IHbIN, BO CB ATMA 11OCTb' (ibid., p. 303), 'Bo HHO )K'b BpeM A eTHee [... ] K o6enH i 

B jjeHb Cy6oTHbIN' (ibid. ), as well as a more generalized historical context not uncommon 
for seventeenth-century hagiography, 'Bo BpeM R *e TO, npi rocy ape cape m BeJIIIKOMb 

KH A3e MHxaH ne +eoiopoBH'le Bce a Fycci' (ibid., 300), and the above reference to 
Kseniia Ivanovna. 
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The spiritual significance of time remains strong in all three works despite 
intrusion of realia and contemporary historical time. Each author applies to the 
temporal context of his work whatever is required in order for the spiritual 
import to be clear. Eleazar, for example, relates in fair chronological order the 
most important events linked to the founding of the monastery, and his 
involvement in this project. Every event is a justification that the monastery was 
meant to be: God willed it, we are told, and manifests in it His divine power. 
This type of preordination is illustrated by several passages, ranging from 
Eleazar's account of the former Abbot Iakov who had been assured in a vision of 
God's desire to sanctify the island with a church and monastery (although Iakov 

at the time was unable to persuade the Solovki Elders of the worth of the 
idea), 157 through to the veritable crowd of contemporary characters who witness 
the divine signs concerning the location of the church. 158 Kseniia Ivanovna 

Romanova, the mother of Tsar Mikhail Fedorovich, asks Abbot Irinarkh about the 

possibility of building a church on the island, and gives one hundred rubles for 

this purpose (which can be interpreted as a quasi-official blessing from the State 

hierarchy). '-59 In this way, the temporal context is superficially limited to the part 

of his life that Eleazar devoted to the building of the monastery, yet at the same 

time connected on a far more important level with the eternal sanctity of the 

island and the monastery. In a similar manner to the treatment of time in the vitae 

of Stefan of Komela and Varlaam of Vaga, Eleazar emphasizes the eternal 

spiritual values of the church and monastery rather than his own transient life. 

The temporal context in Epifanii and Avvakum's works is strongly 

reminiscent of the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi in that their primary concern is the 

restoration of universal Christian time for all Russian Orthodox believers (see 

pages 180-85). The imitatio Christi sub-structure of Epifanii and Avvakum's vitae 
both blurs the boundaries between mortality and immortality of the subject, 

present time and eternity, and strengthens the framework of universal Christian 

time. By presenting themselves not directly as saints but as imitators of Christ's 

Passion, both authors draw focus away from the mortal world towards Christian 

eternity. 
In light of this, it can be argued that although the later autohagiographers 

further developed the use of real time, and the accompanying secular context, 

they did not abandon the overall universal Christian time frame. Quite the 

157 Ibid., p. 301. 
158 Ibid., pp. 300-01. 
159 Ibid., p. 300. 
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opposite, they tried to re-establish for their reader-audiences the significance of 
spiritual time and divine preordination both in the wider issues of the Nikonian 
reforms and in the more specific context of everyday life. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the autohagiographies of the seventeenth century 
comprise an important link in the chain of secularizing influences throughout the 
Muscovite period and illustrate to what extent a fundamentally ecclesiastical 
literature was acquiring broader dimensions. Eleazar, Epifanii and Avvakum all 
present various types of religious model for emulation, strong and determined in 
their various causes. While the approach of these three autohagiographers differs 
significantly from that of the traditional third-person hagiographer, it must be 

remembered that the intention to glorify the sanctity of the Russian Orthodox 
faith remains the same. 

Change is most clearly observed in the function of the first-person 

narrator in terms of self-perception, subjective analysis and characterization. The 

autohagiographer is an altogether more complex character than the 
hagiographical protagonist described by a third-person narrator: we learn far 

more about his thoughts and feelings, what inspires him and how he reacts to 

everyday situations. By the seventeenth century didactic absolutes of good and 
bad seem to have ceased to satisfy entirely the reader-audience, indicating 
increased interest in complex characterization; the autohagiographers provided 
fascinating subjective character portraits to fill this void. 

The autohagiographies, without any doubt, targetted a far broader social 
spectrum than pre-seventeenth-century vitae. The need of Epifanii and Avvakum, 

for example, to reach as many Orthodox believers as possible and to convince 

them of the truth of their claims was of primary importance. To this end, the 

creation of a written equivalent to oral preaching in place of conventional high- 

style ecclesiastical rhetoric, provided not only a way of communicating with the 

reader-audience in their own language and identifiable concepts, but also, 

through this communication, of establishing author/protagonist/reader empathy 

and credibility. Establishing such bonds allowed the autohagiographers to 

manipulate the response and emotions of the reader-audience to a degree rarely 

evident earlier. 
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Structurally, the autohagiographies represent important developments in 
hagiographical writing. Eleazar broke with earlier autohagiographical convention 

and introduced a continuous chronological narrative comprising one unified 
theme presented by a first-person narrator. Epifanii and Avvakum attempted to 

accommodate a far wider, more realistic and at the same time self-analytical 
dimension within a more or less conventional hagiographical framework. 

Deliberate reworking of their vitae furthermore illustrates to what extent they 

were conscious of reader-audience response and that this would play a decisive 

role in the effectiveness and impact of their work. 
Thus we see how hagiography continued to evolve throughout the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries within an increasingly secularized context, 

absorbing these influences into sacred life-writing. 
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Conclusion 

In light of the evidence presented in this thesis, there can be little doubt that Russian 
hagiographical writing of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries displays many 
innovative characteristics by comparison with earlier vitae, and further, that diverse 

secular influences played a key role in precipitating these changes. By the late 

medieval era, hagiography had evolved far beyond the essentially edificatory goals 
of the early Russian Orthodox Church into a more complex form of literature, 

embracing a much broader range of themes, styles and aims. Many hagiographers 
had developed not only an approach to the art of sacred life-writing more flexible 
than that of their predecessors, but also a greater tendency, evident in every vita 
analysed here, to use their work to raise issues of importance which were neither 
directly concerned with the sanctity of the subject nor, in many cases, of a purely 
ecclesiastical nature. 

Russian hagiography has been in a continual state of evolution from the time 

of its arrival in Kievan Rus'. From absolute reliance upon translated Byzantine 

works, through the birth of a native Russian hagiographical literature and the 

creation of native Russian saints, to the more complex developments seen in the 

vitae examined here, processes of change are ever present. The inclusion in each 

chapter of a section detailing earlier vitae, which fall into similar categories as those 

under analysis, has allowed for some degree of measurement of these changes, a 

crucial factor when examining the evolution of a body of writing which has no 
defining generic absolutes, no one perfect model. Some of these earlier vitae also 

reflect the effect of external factors on conventional hagiographical patterns, 

causing the introduction of unusual features; the vitae of Stefan of Perm' and Kirill 

of Belozersk, for example, although firmly rooted in the literary and spiritual 

essentials of hagiography, include (albeit limited) references to secular affairs such 

as anti-Muscovite political barbs, life as a layman before taking the tonsure, and 

ethnographic detail. Works such as the Zhitie Ioanna Novgorodskogo and the Zhitie 

Avraamiia Rostovskogo illustrate how oral influences were incorporated into earlier 

hagiographical writing, although in a far more primitive manner than in the later 

medieval period. The early vitae examined in Chapter Three, on the other hand, 

highlight the conservative nature of works depicting female protagonists as well as 

the apparent lack of a pre-seventeenth-century hagiographical framework based 

upon the specifically Marian ideal. Chapter Four introduces a nascent form of 

autohagiography in the Avtobiograficheskaia povest' Martiriia Zelenetskogo. Although 
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significant in terms of early narrative innovation and the introduction of a slightly 
more personal authorial perspective, the main focus of this work is clearly still 
ecclesiastical glorification. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, the pace of change and 
evolution in hagiographical writing accelerated. The variety of external influences 

upon hagiography greatly increased and the vitae analysed from this period show 
such influences to be of a more predominantly secular nature, very closely linked to 
secularization and modernization processes at work in almost every sphere of 
Muscovite life. This period of Russian history, approaching the cusp of medieval 
and modern eras, witnessed not only serious and prolonged turmoil in socio- 
political and ecclesiastical arenas, but also great change and innovation in both 

public and private spheres of life, which, in turn, did much to encourage secular 
thought and interest. Whereas previously, when the Orthodox Church was trying to 
disseminate the teachings of Christianity through a population which still largely 

adhered to pre-Christian rituals and belief patterns, hagiography was used to 

promote a more purely ecclesiastical message, in the later medieval period the 
inclusion of external secular influences in hagiography often helped to illustrate and 

encourage acceptance of the inherent crossover of religious and profane in life. In 

this light, it is easier to understand that secularization processes neither obscure nor 
damage Christian ideology and practice so much as encourage them to adapt 

effectively to the modernizing world. 
As demonstrated in this thesis, the effects of secular influences upon 

hagiographical writing of the late medieval period were manifold. One of the most 

consistently innovative areas of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century vitae is that of 

authorial motive. Many elements in these later works clearly demonstrate that the 

hagiographer no longer limited his intentions to the specifics of religious edification, 

to the exclusive glorification of his saintly protagonist. Instead, he often 

approached his task with an important secondary agenda of a socio-political 

nature. The scope of such non-ecclesiastical issues varies enormously: for example, 

on the one hand there are those of a totally secular nature such as claims to legal 

ownership of land and water rights, as seen in the Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo, the 

Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo and the Zhitie Antoniia Rimlianina, and in the accusation 

of murder made by the author of the Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia 

Mikhaila Vasilevicha Shuiskogo, rekomago Skopina. On the other hand, works such as 

the Povest' ob Ul ianii Osor inoi focus less on secular issues which affect one specific 

monastery than on the larger question of salvation and even sanctity as achievable 

aims for laypeople, both men and women, through adherence to a pious Christian 
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life in the secular world, as opposed to the traditionally monastic path. Although 
one of Kallistrat's primary intentions was undoubtedly to document Ul'ianiia's 
extraordinary piety within a hagiographical context, it must be remembered that the 
nature of his secondary agenda meant that he would inevitably challenge the 
authority and direction of the official Church. Other works, such as the Zhitie 
Epifaniia and the Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, set out with no intention of addressing 
non-ecclesiastical matters, but rather, through the description of their own life 
stories and struggles against the Nikonian heresies, to defend and restore to glory 
the true Orthodox faith. Despite the religious essence of this type of motivation, 
however, it clearly moves away from the primary aim of glorifying the 
hagiographical protagonist and promoting his canonization. 

One of the main contributing factors to the widening scope of authorial 
intention was, doubtless, that sixteenth- and seventeenth-century hagiographers no 
longer come from an exclusively monastic background. The appearance of lay 

authors brought to hagiographical writing a new perspective, one based in the 

secular world which focused on issues relevant to laypeople as well as monastic, 
and which increasingly drew upon familiar details of everyday life to communicate 
the author's message more easily and, at times, more effectively than the more 
abstract approach of earlier hagiographical convention. Another innovative type of 
author to emerge in the seventeenth century was the autohagiographer, who not only 
forced a re-examination of the traditional reader-subject-audience relationship, but 

also introduced through first-person narrative a level of subjective perspective 

previously unknown in hagiography. 
The changing intentions and social status of hagiographers had important 

associated consequences. First, it was undoubtedly in the interests of any 
hagiographer seeking to convey a secondary message, one not directly linked to the 

sanctity of the protagonist, both to present his material in a credible and 

comprehensible manner, and also to appeal to a wider reader-audience than purely 

monastic communities. A wide reception was particularly important, for example, 

in the case of the Povest' ob Ul ianii Osor tnoi, the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, the 

Zhitie Epifaniia and the Zhitie protopopa Avvakuma, all of which were deliberately 

aimed at the broadest possible section of the lay population. The frequent use of 

images and situations from secular life in almost all the vitae analysed furthermore 

strongly indicates that hagiographers deliberately sought an empathetic response 

from a lay reader-audience. 
The movement of hagiography out of its traditional monastic setting into the 

everyday secular world contributed, in turn, to evolving perceptions of sanctity. 
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Linked as much to local environment and population as to the great socio-political 
and religious crises in Muscovy during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a 
gradual movement away from traditional church practices led in many cases to a 
shift in religious perception and focus. Such a shift in perception is reflected in 
hagiographical writing in various ways. In the vitae examined in this thesis, for 
example, we see not only how different aims and intentions, but also a more 
complex and broader understanding of sanctity on the part of the hagiographer led 
to important developments in specifics such as the choice of subject for veneration. 
Far from the conventional saintly image of pious monk, ascetic or princely defender 
of the faith found in high-style rhetorical vitae of the past, the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries in Muscovy saw an increasing willingness on the part of the 
hagiographer to portray ordinary lay people as subjects worthy of emulation, inter 

alia, Varlaam of Vaga, the fictitious hero Merkurii of Smolensk, Ul'ianiia Osor'ina 

and Feodosiia Morozova. The authorial decision to venerate a layperson bears 

witness to important changes in the perception of sanctity, of what constitutes the 
ideal Christian model of emulation. The Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo illustrates, for 

example, how the deeds of a rich merchant who developed an outlying region, 
bringing wealth and stability as well as churches and a monastery, are interpreted 
in the context of sanctity. Orally influenced hagiographical hybrids show how 

authors successfully borrowed corresponding types of heroic idealization from the 

more secular oral tradition in which to present their unusual saintly subjects. 
Kallistrat promotes the concept of a more personal approach to religious practice 

and spiritual salvation for laypeople. A highly innovative interpretation of 
Orthodox Marian idealization is presented in the vitae of Ul'ianiia and Feodosiia, 

offering an image of realistic emulation for women in the secular world. In terms of 
the perception of sanctity, Avvakum and Epifanii not only challenge the teachings 

of the established Orthodox Church, but also introduce to hagiography the novelty 

of subjective spiritual evaluation. Thus we see how emulation of Christian piety 

and virtue was increasingly inspired by unconventional saintly protagonists with 

whom the reader-audience could often more readily identify than the distanced 

saints of earlier hagiography. 
It is important to remember, however, that the hagiographers who 

introduced new types of saintly subjects such as these were not trying to undermine 

the spiritual worth of earlier hagiographical heroes, but rather recognized a need to 

expand beyond conventional religious parameters the perception of sanctity and 

emulatory worth, to suit better the demands of everyday real life in the secular 

world. The Pisanie o prestavlenii io pogrebenii kniazia Mikhaila Vasil'evicha Shuiskogo, 
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rekomago Skopina serves as an example of how hagiographical idealization, almost 
exclusively attributed in earlier vitae to the ideal spiritual model, is used in the 
seventeenth century to glorify a lay warrior in a totally secular context. 

Changing perceptions of sanctity and innovative subjects of veneration also 
affected the manner in which the hagiographical protagonist in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries was depicted. The nature of their deeds, for example, is often 
very different with less emphasis upon a purely spiritual podvig, as seen in the case 
of Varlaam of Vaga, as well as Trifon of Pechenga who converted the Laplanders 

and fought hard to safeguard the fishing, hunting and land rights of his monastery, 
yet whose spiritual podvig is not exhaustively described after his arrival in the 
northern wilderness. Antonii Rimlianin's vita also focuses more on the monastery's 
rights to land and water than the progressive spiritual ascesis of its protagonist. 
Ul'ianiia's podvig is defined as a pious Christian life in the secular world, caring for 
her family and the poor, rather than conventional displays of spiritual asceticism. 
In the case of the Old Believers Feodosiia, Epifanii and Avvakum, the concept of 
spiritual podvig is presented as their path to martyrdom, although at the hands of 
the Orthodox Church in contrast to the martyrs of early Christian times who were 
persecuted by pagans. 

Often in the case of an unusual hagiographical protagonist there is also a 

marked difference in the method of characterization. Whereas the conventions of 
high-style rhetorical hagiography call for characterization of the saintly protagonist 
solely in terms of Christian virtues and the omission of individual characteristics, 

the vitae examined in this thesis provide many examples of sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century hagiographers' failure to adhere to this tradition. By the late 

medieval period didactic absolutes of good and bad had ceased to satisfy a 

reader-audience which showed increasing interest in complex characterization. 
Undoubtedly linked to the growing inclusion of secular influences in hagiography, 

many later medieval saintly subjects are shown to have individual identities and 

personal characteristics, leading to interesting portrayals of real people with whom 

the audience could more readily identify. Although present in the northern Russian 

vitae, this tendency is most noticeable in seventeenth-century works such as the 

Povest' ob Ul tanii Osor inoi and the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi, in which realistic 

character portraits were augmented by elements of psychological reasoning and 

motivation. Psychological motivation plays an important role in explaining the 

rationale of the protagonists, at the same time as decreasing the role conventionally 

attributed to divine predestination. Shifting from the traditional third-person 

hagiographer to a first-person narrator in the autohagiographies allowed Epifanii 
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and Avvakum great potential for highly subjective characterization. Innovative use 
of self-perception and subjective analysis helped to create individual character 
portraits. 

All such novel forms of personal characterization in hagiography were 
doubtless helped by the fact that many of the saintly protagonists are shown to 
carry out their deeds in the secular world, marking another significant change in 
hagiographical writing which previously focused upon a monastic or eremitic 
setting. When a vita is based in a more realistic and familiar lay context, we tend to 
learn more about the subject's thoughts and feelings, what inspires him and how he 

reacts to everyday situations. Furthermore, depiction of the protagonist in a 
familiar context encourages identification by the reader-audience, from which point 
the hagiographer is most likely to elicit an empathetic response to the issues, both 

religious and secular, raised in his work. 
Reflecting the changing nature and demands of society, authors of sixteenth- 

and seventeenth-century vitae understood the need to portray their subjects in a 
dynamic context and, accordingly, produced works significantly different from 

those of their predecessors in terms of structure, narrative style and technique. 
Structural innovation is varied, but in all cases shows a distinct move away from 

the conventional hagiographical divisions of exordium, central narrative and 

conclusio, typical of high-style rhetorical vitae. We see clear evidence in all the vitae 

examined in this study of a growing awareness on the part of the author that 

adapting the structure of his work allows him to stress certain parts of the 

narrative, to focus attention on the issues he considers of primary importance and 

wishes to convey to his reader-audience. As a consequence, the author tends to 

select those elements of conventional hagiographical structure most suited to his 

needs, rather than slavishly adhering in toto to the traditional structure. In other 

words, he allows the function of his work to determine the final form it will assume. 

This tendency is especially noticeable in orally influenced hybrid texts, in which the 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century authors integrate the two styles of narrative in a 

far more sophisticated manner than previously in hagiography. The resultant vitae 

are more fluent, suffering significantly fewer jarring breaks as the narrative 

alternates between oral and hagiographical elements. In turn, reader-audience 

confusion is minimized and attention and interest held. Structural analysis of the 

Povest' ob U1 ianii Osor inoi and the Povest' o boiaryne Morozovoi illustrates to what 

extent proximity of the author to his subject can also affect the shape of the 

narrative. An intimate knowledge of the daily life and routine of their respective 

protagonists certainly helped Kallistrat and Andrei to produce coherent works 
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which follow an easily understandable linear storyline, applying conventional 
structural patterns only where they are useful to promote the message of the text. 
The autohagiographers, however, more than any of the above authors advanced the 
art of structural manipulation, combining into a more or less conventional 
hagiographical framework a wide spectrum of hagiographical features and realistic 
aspects of a secular nature, together with a strong element of self-analysis. 
Furthermore, the numerous painstaking reworkings of their vitae indicate to what 
extent they were conscious of the need to manipulate the response of the reader- 
audience in order for their message to have the most effective impact possible. All 
of the vitae examined show that hagiographers of the later medieval period 
consciously adapted the structural form in order to emphasize the most important 
aspects of their work. 

As part of the hagiographer's effort to present his often innovative material in 
a convincing and comprehensible manner, narrative technique and style also 
underwent significant change during the Muscovite period. Once again, it is clear 
that many hagiographers became increasingly aware of the potential impact they 
could make by choosing images and a narrative style most appropriate for the 
relevant subject-matter, rather than simply drawing on the standard pool of cliched 
hagiographical topoi. Most relevant to this thesis is the tendency to present unusual 
saintly protagonists in a secular context which contributed to the inclusion in 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century vitae of many more images from the secular 
world than found in earlier high-style hagiography. Such images help to create a 
greater sense of realia in the narrative, as well as indicating an increasing acceptance 

of the inherent overlap between religious and profane in life. The northern Russian 

vitae, for instance, present not only conventional hagiographical topoi describing the 

hardships of survival in the wilderness, such as attacks by wild animals and 
hostile pagan populations, but also detailed accounts of more concrete aspects of 
life such as the organization needed to construct a monastery in the Zhitie Stefana 

Komel 'skogo, the ever-present dangers of flooding in the Zhitie Varlaama Vazhskogo, 

and the colourful ethnographic descriptions of local people and their lifestyle in the 

Zhitie Trifona Pechengskogo. The hagiographical hybrids examined in Chapter Two 

clearly illustrate the diminished role played by conventional didactic topoi, and 

instead emphasize the incorporation of familiar themes and motifs from the secular 

oral tradition, through which the author was able more easily to establish the 

understanding and trust of his reader-audience. 

As noted above, lay authors and autohagiographers brought to hagiography a 

novel perspective and presentation of their material. The vitae of Ul"ianiia and 
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Feodosiia are punctuated with reference to historical realia, such as times of plague, 
famine and the schism of the Orthodox Church, but they also document personal 
realia including family relationships, friendships and daily routines. Furthermore, 
the use of emotive narrative to describe either a grief-stricken response to death or 
else graphic scenes of torture, increases the reader-audiences's sympathetic 
response. Of all the vitae examined here, Epifanii and Avvakum, as 
autohagiographers, had the greatest range of material available to them, as well as 
the most developed understanding of how to use their narrative as a manipulative 
tool. Both men filled their accounts with references to everyday life in the secular 
world, both of a concrete and of a personal, often intimate, nature, eliciting 
sympathy and drawing the reader-audience into the events described. Use of the 
first-person narrative allows the identity of the autohagiographer and his concrete 
surroundings to become known through his text and the reader can thus better 

identify with him and grasp his psychological motivation. 
Another narrative aspect which sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

hagiographers appear to have consciously altered is that of language. The 
hagiographer was often trying to convey important secondary issues through his 

work, and any type of narrative innovation would have been of limited use had he 

not also adopted a more comprehensible means of linguistic expression than 
Church Slavonic. To this end, we see a marked decrease in the use of rhetorical 
flourish and embellishment, which is replaced by a simpler form of expression 

closer to spoken Russian. Hagiographers also began to favour increased use of 
direct speech and dialogue, neither of which were a standard feature of high-style 

hagiography. Literary devices such as these helped hold the attention of the reader- 

audience, vary the pace of the narrative, as well as rendering characters and 

situations more realistic and credible. The autohagiographers, for example, were 
highly effective in establishing author/protagonist-reader empathy and credibility 

through their use of a written equivalent to oral preaching. Ensuring comprehension 

ultimately allowed the hagiographer to manipulate the response and emotions of 

the reader-audience to a degree rarely evident in earlier vitae. 

Thus we see how many hagiographical works of the later medieval period 

adapted elements of structure, narrative technique and style in order to present 

their material in the most convincing and effective way possible. This led at times 

to narrative that bore a greater similarity to story-telling and historical biography 

than to conventional hagiography, thereby indicating a more secular approach to 

the art of life-writing. 

The treatment and function of time in hagiography also underwent 
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significant change during the Muscovite period. Far from adhering to the principles 
of epic distance, of avoiding reference to historical events and a contemporary time- 
frame as in conventional high-style hagiography, hagiographers of this period chose 
instead to emphasize a temporal definition far closer to that of reality by stressing 
the historical, geographical and social context of their work, and playing up secular 
elements of realia. The presentation of lay saintly protagonists in a distinctly secular 
context familiar to the reader-audience, and the fact that many of the vitae 
examined here were composed so close to the time of the subject's death, minimizes 
the sense of 'absolute past' and, as a result, the device of epic distance becomes far 
less effective a tool to magnify the virtues of the protagonist. Many hagiographers 

used this, however, to strengthen identification between reader-audience and 
subject, establish trust and reinforce the credibility of their material. In this way, 
they succeeded in magnifying the virtues of their protagonist in a more realistic 
manner often closer to temporal definitions of secular biography than hagiography. 

Such temporal innovation did not necessarily detract from the spiritual 
significance of the vitae. In many cases, the increasing closeness of reader-audience 
and subject, as well as the intrusion of contemporary secular influences, helps to 
demonstrate the inherent overlap of religious and secular elements in life. As such, a 
temporal framework closer to reality ties together the subject and reader-audience 
in a spiritual continuity. Furthermore, it must be remembered that one of the 

primary intentions of the Old Believers was the restoration of universal Christian 

time for all believers, and so the secular elements included in their work were 
intended to be understood in the spiritual context of Christian time. 

Bearing in mind the importance of the above changes in hagiographical 

writing and the fact that many of them were either directly or indirectly a result of 

secular influences, the critical approach taken by this thesis, a combination of 

Lenhoff's socio-cultural theories based on the work of the Formgeschichte critics 

together with a more traditional literary analysis of style, narrative technique and 

structure, is shown to offer a broad scope in which to determine the importance of 

secularizing tendencies. An analysis based solely upon the relation of 

hagiographical writing to other literary texts and generic models would undoubtedly 

have yielded some insights, yet insufficient consideration of extra-literary factors 

would have led to a critical lack of context and overall comprehension. 

The changes seen in vitae of the Muscovite period are not always radical on 

their own, every vita being affected differently and to a varying degree, yet when 

placed in context and understood as part of the overall development of life-writing, 

their wide-ranging importance becomes clear. A sufficiently large number of vitae 
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display the same types of innovation (in the choice of saintly protagonist, for 
example, the manipulation of structure and narrative style, and the growing 
willingness of many hagiographers to use their work to raise issues of a non- 
ecclesiastical nature) to be able, first, to establish common features and similar 
patterns of change and, secondly, to link these patterns to the growing intrusion of 
secular influences into hagiographical writing. 

Moreover, as Russian society was increasingly affected by varying processes 
of secularization and modernization in the cultural and socio-political spheres, the 

secular influences absorbed into hagiography were never static, but rather in a 
constant state of evolution and change which, in turn, is reflected in the common 
features of the vitae. Perceptions of sanctity and religious practice likewise adapted 
to meet the needs of an increasingly secularized society, one which began to accept 
the areas of crossover between religious and secular world-views, and yet recognize 
that this did not necessarily detract from the essence of Christian belief. 

Thus, hagiography is shown to be a highly flexible form of sacred 
composition, a living literary form, able to absorb and reflect the dynamic processes 

of change underway in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Russia. Despite 

the encroaching modern era and the reforms of Peter the Great, the oldest and most 

enduring form of sacred literature proved itself more than capable of continual and 

innovative evolution. 
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